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MO ORDER FOR LESS THAN 50 CENTS ACCEPTED 
BEFORE ORDERING PLEASE READ CAREFULLY. 

IMPORTANT 
All Previous Prices Are Withdrawn With This issue 

OUR GUARANTEE: -We guarantee every article listed in this Catalogue to be equal in 
every detail t. the illustration and printed description, but u we are constantly improving and 
bettering our goods there may be slight changes from details as shown in cuts.  We will replace 
free of Charge any article or part thereof, in which there may be a mechanical defect of con-
struction if same is returned prepaid to us within live days after receipt 

CABLE AND TELEGRAPH ADDRESS "ELINPORT," NEW YORK. 

TELEPHONES 7777 and 7776 Cortland, 

OUR TERMS:,—Culi with order.  We do not open accounts with private individuals, tir 
de we all en the installment plan.  OUR LOW PitiCts 1/0 NO! JUSTIFY it. 

Always allow sufficient money to cuver nonage.  Height of packages can be reedit/ fig-
ured from the weights given in the catalogue descriptions.  Knowing the weight and the parcel 
post zone a which your post oMce is located, measuring from New York, you can easily figure 
the amount of postage required from the parcel post rate table shown on page 5. 

EXPRESS C. U. D. ORDERS for at least $5.00 or more will be accepted by us East of the 
Mississippi.  WE REQUIRE A DEPOSIT of 25 per cent, of the amount purchased. 

FREIGHT C. O. D. ORDERS for $3.0i) or more will he accepted if 25 per cent, of the 
amount is remitted with the orner. 

REMITTANCES should be made by N. Y. Draft, Post Office or Express Mona Order by 
Registered Letter.  Do not send money unregistered by regular mail.  Out-of-town checks 
accepted only if 10 cents exchange is added. 

U. S. STAMPS (new and in good condition) will he accepted instead of cash in amounts 
up to $3.00.  Above this amount 5 per cent to corer brokerage fee must be added to total. 

SHIPPING DIRECTIONS should accompany each order; in their absence we will use our 
best judgment in making selection of routes. 

WHEN ORDERING give catalogue number. 
RETURN OF GOOD8: —Occasionally an article does not work as you think it should, qr it 

may become defective through mishandling in transportation.  In that event don't send the 
goods back without first writing us a letter stating just what is the trouble.  Frequently we can 
advise you of a remedy by mail which obviates the wait necessarily Incident te reterning seeds. 
If we can't advise you how to remedy the trouble we will tell you how to return the goods. 
Never ream' goods without having marked on it your name and address and in the package a 
slip of paper with your name, address and order number.  This insures the maximum of 
speed possible in correcting an error or trouble.  Always write why you are sending goods back 
for we can't guess it, though It may be obvious to you.  Goods returned without our permis-
sion are returned at customer's rLsk.  We do not accept goods which are sent express or 
freight collect. 

GOODS BY MAIL AND PAR('El, POST.  We are not responsible for goods lost or broken 
in the mails.  For your own protection, order niail goods insured. 

Fragile articles will he carefully packed and duly labeled by as. but as the Parcel Post 
does not guarantee their safe delivery we cannot be held responsible for breakage or lost ship-
ments.  For your own protection, order Parcel Post goods INSURED.  The fee for this insur-
ance for each package is: 

$0.03 for $10 Insurance • $0.05 for $25 Insurance  $0.10 for $50 Insurance 
WE ANSWER CHEF:REfl UT and promptly all inquires for special prices and discounts on 

quantity orders.  Don't accept propositions until you get our prices. 
WE CARRY A COMPLETE, STOCK of all the listed goods in our New York house, and Is 

most eases ship the same clay that order in received. 
OUR ENGINEERING STAFF will cheerfully answer, free of charge, any and all technical 

questions pertaining to our goods, if a 1-cent stamp to cover postage is enclosed.  if diagrams 
for connections are desired an additional charge of 10 cents will be made by our drafting de-
partment.  WIRELESS QUESTIONS,  "Rook ups," etc., not hearing [Drat relation to our 
goods are charged for at the rate of 10 cents each.  Where special calculations or special 
information is desired, we will inform eorrespondent as to the cost of such work. 

NEVER ISE THE ORDER BLANK for communications, questions. etc.  It will surely 
delay the answer if you do.  Write on a separate sheet, which can be transferred quickly to 
the right Department. 
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TO WHOM IT MAY = CLEM. 

WHIRSAS, the Electro Importing Company te a manufacturing 

corporation, incorporated to do business in the State of Sew 

York, and 

1113REA34 Hugo Gernsback is the Pleeident thereof, now there., 

fore, I, Hugo Cerneback of Hew York City, New York, being duly 

sworn depose end say that: 

WHEREAS, each and every testimonial published at the feet of 

each page of thle catalog le unsolicited, that these testimonials 

have been received from bona fide customers, that their names -and 

addressee are genuine as published, that the testimonials are un-

altered and undoctored, and, 

WHIRLAS, the testimoniale as published bave been taken at 

random from the testimonial files of the Electro Importing Compa-

ny, and that they reprceent only a wmall percentage of the total 

number of these letter° in the poseession of the Company, now 

therefore: 

It le agreed that the Electro Importing Company will pay the 

elm of $100.00 to anyone who will prove that the above facts are 

not true and cnrrect es affirmed. 

o before me this 

1 

11 1.A.ay  r (C2.-KA1-4-5 12l — 

tr• ut, e; 

Ce•    .otary Publ1c  CougtY 1.4  . . 

- 
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The E. I. Co. °wale and controls 14 patents.  They guarantee you valuable 

and exclusive features and construction. 
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IF YOU DON'T KNOW US 
THIS WILL TELL YOU 

The Electro Importing Co. was born in 1904 at No. 32 Park Place, New 
York, in a little office 10 feet square.  At that time we were the only and 
original concern in America selling solely experimental electrical goods. 

The first amateur wireless outfit In America was made and sold by us, 
and the writer, the pioneer in Amateur Wireless, is not without good 
reasons called: "The Father of Amateur Wireless" by his many friends 
and followers. 

We grew rapidly—not because we bad the goods to sell, but because 
we gave everybody a square deal, and in 1905 we moved to larger quar-
ters at 87 Warren Street, where we had better manufacturing facilities. 

Early In 1908 we again had outgrown our facilities and moved to 80-
82-84-88 West Broadway, with six times as much floor space as before. 

These quarters in less than one year proved inadequate, and in 1910, 
when conditions became intolerable, when every inch of floor, wall and even 
ceiling space was at a premium, we looked around for a new home and 
moved to our own 5-story building nt No. 23.3 Fulton Street, which we now 
occupy from basement to roof. 

Although we have here over 15,000 square feet at our disposa1. we 
again became cramped in 1912, and we had to take the building next 
door to us, thus almost doubling our floor space. 

It must be plain to anyone that there must be a good reason for 
such a growth.  l'here is no secret about it.  The answer is:  ENORMOUS 
VALUE FOR THE MONEY, AND THE FAMOUS E. I. CO. SQUARE DEAL. 

This means that your dollar will go twice as far when spent with us 
than with any other electrical house in the U. S.  Also, as everyone 
knows, the E. I. CO. AL WAYS MAKES GOOD.  That's the key of our 
success. 

Our mail last year averaged 1,500 pieces of mail daily.  We receive 
and ship from 400-600 orders each day. We control more patents on experi-
mental and Wireless apparatus than any other concern in America.  We 
manufacture and  handle more such material than  any other of our 
competitors. 

We buy our raw material by the ton and carload, where our competi-
tors bay in pound lots.  Do you wonder that our prices are from 25 to 
50 per cent, lower, and that we give you superior goods on top of it? 

Our trademark: "Everything for the Experimenter" is not an idle 
phrase.  Ninety per cent. of our customers are experimenters, and our 
international reputation as "THE electrical mall order house" is well 
founded.  There is not a civilized country on the globe where our instru-
ments are not known. 

We realize more than anybody else that the average experimenter's 
pocketbook is not overfed, and our prices are accordingly.  We could easily 
get twice the amount for some of the articles, but our policy has always 
been to make a very small profit on a large amount of goods, thereby 
invariably giving the customer the benefit. 

In closing let us add a word to the wise.  If you pay more for goods, 
such as we list, YOU ARE BEING ROBBED.  If you pay less, you will 
unfailingly PAY MORE, for you will positively get inferior material, 
which you must replace later. 

W E DO NOT SELL GOLD BRICKS, W E CANNOT AFFORD IT. 

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO. 
H. GERNSBACK, President. 
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HOW TO FIGURE PARCEL POST RATES 
With every article in our catalogue, we state the exact shipping weight 

of same. 
Having this weight, and knowing the zone in which your post office 

is located, measuring from New York, you will find the correct amount 
of postage applying to the goods you are ordering, in consulting the 
Parcel Post Table below. 

U. S. Parcel Post 
POSTAGE RATE TABLE FOR PARCEL POST SHIPMENTS 

Zones  Local  1 & 2  3  4  5 8 

Weight  The Pareel Post Rate to l'ay le: 
1  lb  $0.05... .$0.05... .$0.06....$0.07. ..$0.08  80  09....$0.11....$0.12 
2  •  •  . 0...  9  .. "... 24 
3  .20....  .25....  .31....  .36 
4    .07. ..  .08.  . .12 ...  .19   
5 e dd 

43 8. • • 4  .49....  .61....  .72 
7  "   18 54 
8  64 09  1_ .2 0. • 4 4  43 5. . . 4 50  65  81 
9  46  .22....  .39....  .56....  .73....  .91.... 1.08 
10  44    .24....  .43....  .62....  .81.... 1.01.... 1.20 
11  4. .64S. 4 .. •  .89.... 1.11.... 1.32 
12  64 .74....  .97.... 1.21.... 1.44 
13 "   .30....  .55....  .80.... 1.05.... 1.31.... 1.56 
14  .. 
15  "   .12  ..  .19   
16  64  .36. -  .67....  .98.... 1.29.... 1.61.... 1.92 
17  44  .3 8. . . .  .71.... 1.01.... 1.37.... 1.71.... 2.04 
18  ..   .40. -  .75.... 1.10.... 1.18.... 1.81.... 2.16 
19  ..   .42....  .79.... 1.16. ... 1.53.... 1.91.... 2.28 
20  .,   .13  21. 
'21  Ill  .15.... .28  Parcel Post Rates are computed according 
22  44    : M . "  .211  to weight of the parcel to be shipped and ac-
23  "   .111.... .27  cording to the distance between the shipping 
24  44  .17.... .28  point and the delivery point.  For this pur-
25  114  .17.... .29  pose the I'. S. is divided into 8 Zones, with 
26  "   .1, ... .30  different rates of postage applicable to each. 
27  dl  .1', .. . .31  The table shows the amount of postage by 
28  64  19   .32  parcel post, according to the weight of the 
29  46  .19.... .33  package and according to distance by zones. 
30  46  .20....  .3i  lf you don't know the Zone in which your 
31  66  20.  "-  post office is located measuring from New 
32  44  21.  .:111  York. the Postmaster will tell you. 
33  di  2 1 . ..1 7  Parcels  weighing  4  ounces  or  less 
34  46  .38  are  mailable  at  the  rate  of  1 cent  for 
35  ..   .39  each  ounce  or  fraction  thereof,  regti rql-
36  44  23  .40  less  of  distance.  Parcels  weighing  more 
37  66    23  .11  than  4  ounces  up  to  16  ounces  must 
38  44  21  .42  lee mailed as a full pound.  If in figuring out 
39  46  21..  .13  the cost of your order, we discover that you 
40  "   ”8 ..11  made a mistake, and that your remittance was 
41  .   .,.5 .18  short we will forward the shipment by Parcel 
42  "   .20.... .16  Post C. O. D. including in your shortage the 
43  64    .26.... .17  I'. S. l'octal Fee. We trust that this manner of 
44  '.   27..  .18  handling your orders will meet with your ap-
45   .7 . ID  proval as it enables you to obtain your goods 
46   28.. .ro without long correspondence and the neces-
47  dl  2 8. .  .51  sity of sending in the difference, so that the 
48   olli   .52  few additional cents for C. O. D. fees eau 
49  :'   oq   "?..  hardly be considered. 
60  .30.... .51  Books are accepted at Parcel Post Rates. 

(One cent for each two ounces up to eight 
ounces, over eight ounces same rate as other 
Parcel Post Matter.) 
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Parcel Post 
(Continued) 

In some instances Express Rates are cheaper than Parcel Post Rates, 
consult the table: 
Between NE W YORK  5 lbs. 10 lbs. 20 lb*. 
and the following points:  Express Insured Express Insured % press Insured 
Chicago, Ill.   $0.31    $0.42    $0.64 
St. Louis, Mo.   .32    .44    .68 
Denver, Col.    .47    .75    1.30 
Butte. Mont.    .58    .96    1.72 
Dallas, Tex   .45    .70    1.20 
San Francisco. Cal.    .71    1.22    2.24 

The weights given In our catalogue are the exact shipping weights; 
this means the apparatus or article packed and boxed ready for shipment. 
In some Instances, as with glassware, etc., it is easily understood that the 
wrapping must be heavy so as to insure the safe arrival of the goods.  In 
other instances a paper wrapping only is needed with some excelsior, which 
amounts to fractions of au ounce. 

If you send in an order calling for different items of our good ,. all to 
be packed and shipped together, in one package or box, it is wowrstood 
that you will benefit a good deal on the transportation charges, as it will 
not take much more packing material for three or four small articles 
than for one.  The saving which we can effect in all 1.10SO CUM'S is to 
your advantage as ae %till return to you in every case the over-payment of 
your transportation charges, if there is any. 

Note. —Be very careful in figuring out the transportation charges for 
goods weighing, for instance, four ounces.  If you order two items calling 
for four ounves each, this would make eight  'es shipping weight, but 
in reality you are required to pay for one pound, as the Parcel Post Law 
states that articles which exceed four ounces up to 16 ounees must he mailed 
as a full pound.  The sanie holds true If one article weighs one pound and 
another four pounds and six ounces.  This means that you would have to 
send In money e  gh to cover six pounds at t he Pareel Post rate.  Some 
articles in Our catalogue, which are sold by thit potful, are always to be 
figured PLUS the packing material.  Thus, if you order one p tttt Id of tin 
foil it Is necessary to send in postage enough to cover T WO pounds at the 
Parcel Post rate.  If you order four pounds send ill sufficient postage to 
cover FIVE pounds, and so un. 

Parcel Post Service to Foreign Countries 
Parcel Post Rates to: l'ORTO RICO, e %N ‘t. ZONE (l.thmus of Pan-

ama), HA WAII, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, TI T(  rago-Pago) and other 
parts of SAMOA, in possession of the U. S .:urd GUAM (Ladrone Island). 
are the same in all respects and conditions us DOMESTIC RATES for the 
"Eighth Zone." 

Rates for CANADA, CUBA and MEXICO are 12 cents per lb.  Limit of 
weight is 4 lb*. 6 or. 

Rates for Europe, including GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND, most of 
the British possessions, also NE WFOUNDLAND, AUSTRALIA, etc., and 
all other countries to which the Parcel Post extends are 12 cents per lb. 
Limit of weight Is 11 lbs. 

How to Return Goods to Us by Parcel Post 
When you return goods by parcel post, put the letter you 

write in an envelope and paste or tie the envelope securely to 
the outside of the package.  In addition to the postage you put 
on the package, put a 3-cent stamp on the envelope. 
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Educational Institutions That Buy Our Goods 

Dakota  Wesleyan  University, Mit-
chell, S Dak.  University  of Manitoba,  Winnipeg, 

Darlington Public School, Darling- Canada 
ton. S. C.  University  of  Nebraska,  Lincoln, 

Dart mouth Medical College, Ilanover,  Nebr. 
N. IL  University  of  California,  Berkeley, 

Delaware College. Newark, Del. 
University  of  New  Mexico, Albu- 

querque, N. Mex. 
Depart ment of Edueution, New York 

City. 
Dubuque German College and Sem- University  of  Washington,  Seattle, 

Wash. inary, Dubuque, Iowa. 
Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y, Elder high School, Cineinnati. Ohio. 
sale University, New Haven, Conn. Ferris Independent School Distr ict, 

Ferris, Tex.  Governimmt Depart ments that  buy 
rindlay College, Findlay, Ohio  oods: 
Georgia School of Technology, At- our   

lumia, Ga. U. S. Navy Supply Dept. 
Connie., University, Spokane, Wash.  U. S. Signals Corps. Field Co. 
Grove City College, Grove City, l'a. U. S. Bureau of Standards, W ash-
Heidelberg University. Tiflin, Ohio  ington, D. C. 
High School of Memphis, Memphis,  U.  S. Coast Artillery School,  Fors 

Tenn.  Monroe.  Vu, 

The  following  Educational  Institutions  have  been  supplied  by  us 
REGULARLY for years with our goods.  The list which we give here Is 
only a partial one; we have many hundred more institutions on our books, 
but lack of space prevents us from publishing same.  We hardly need 
say that the names speak for themselves and no higher tribute to the 
quality of our goods and our excellent service which we give could be 
presented 

Adrian Public School, Adrian, Mich.  Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar 
Allegheny College, Meadville, l'ai, Falls, loua 
American  International  College,  Lake  Placid  High  School,  Lake 

Springfield, Mass.  Placid, N. Y. 
Aurora Public Schools, Aurora, Ill,  Massachusetts  Agricultural  College, 
Board of Education, llover Plain,  Amherst. ties.. 

N. J.  Michigan  Agricultural  College,  E. 
Baltimore Dept. of Education, Bal- Lansing, Mich. 

lingua*, Md. Minden High School, Minden, Nebr. 
Berlin School Dept., Berlin, N. II.  Parson College, Fairfield, IONVII 
Billings  Board of Education, Bill-  Princeton  t niversay,  Prineeton, 

logs, Mont. 
N. J. 

Bloomfield  Theo  Seminary,  Rock Bill College, Ellicott City, Md. 
Bloomfield, N. J. 

Board of Education, huron, So. Dolt.  School  District No. 2, Brattleboro, 
Board of Educat•  , Neodesha, Bans.  Vt. 
Brattleboro  Bight Sel  I,  Beattie-  St. Edward's College, Austin, Tex. 

boro, Vt.  St. Joseph School, San Jose, Calif. 
Brook% i Ile  Board  of  Education,  St. Mary College, Dayton, Ohio 

Brookville.  Pa. 
Brown l nhersity. Providence. B. I.  St. Mary's Mission, O'Hanogan Co., 
Carnegie  Institute  of  Technology,  Wash. 

Pittsburgh, l'a. South Georgia College, helena, Ga, 
Cherokee County  Iligh School, Co-  South Western Presbyterian Univer-

I U1111,11,1, Ka fls.  silly, Clarksville, Tenn. 
College of Eniporia. Emporia, Kans.  State  Manual  Training  Normal 
C011111111bia  I leis ersit y, New  1 ork  School. Pitt shore, Ran. 

City.  State t nivcrsity of Iowa, Iowa City, 
Colt Memorial nigh SI.11001, Bristol,  Iowa 
Connecticut  A gricultural  College.  Stevens  II I gh  School,  Clairmont, 

Storrs, Conn,  N. It. 
Cornell L niversity, Ithaca, N. Y. St. Mary's Mission, Mission. Wash. 

It. I.  University of Fla., Gainesville, lia, 
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TREATISE ON  WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY 
By H. GERNSBACK 

President ELECTRO IMPORTING CO. 
Editor "THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER" 

Manager RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA 

WIRELESS AND THE AMATEUR 
A RETROSPECT 

PART ONE 

ON DECEMBER 13, 1912, the new wireless law went into effect.  The 
average wireless "fiend" who has not followed the topic from the 
start will be interested in the following facts: 
The very first talk about Wireless Legislation in the country started 

in 1908.  The writer in his Editorial in the November, 1908, issue of 
Modern Electrice pointed out that a wireless law was sure to be passed 
in a very short while.  In order to guard against unfair legislation as far 
as the wireless amateur was concerned the writer, in January, 1908, organ-
ized the "Wireless Association of America."  This was done to bring all 
wireless amateurs together and to protest against unfair laws.  Previous 
to this time there was no wireless club or association in the country. 
In January, 1913, there were over 230 clubs in existence, all of which 
owe their origin to the "Wireless Association of America." 

The association had no sooner become a national body than the first 
wireless bill made its appearance.  It was the famous Roberts Bill, put 
up by the since defunct wireless "trust."  The writer single handedly, 
fought this bill, tooth and nail.  He had representatives in Washington, 
and was the direct cause of having some 8,000 wireless amateurs send 
protesting letters and telegrams to their congressmen In Washington.  The 
writer's Editorial which inspired the thousands of amateurs, appeared in 
the January, 1910, issue of Modern Electrics.  It was the only Editorial 
during this time that fought the Roberts Bill.  No other electrical periodical 
seemed to care a whoop whether the amateur should be muzzled or not. 
If the Roberts Bill had become a law there would be no wireless amateurs 
to-day. 

That editorial quickly found its way into the _press and hundreds of 
newspapers endorsed the writer's stand.  During January, 1910, the New 
York American, the New York Independent, the New York World, the New 
York Times, the Boston Transcript, etc., all lauded and commended the 
writer's views.  (See Editorial article February, 1910. Modern Electrical 
Publie sentiment quickly turned against the Roberts Bill and it was 
dropped. 

The first wireless bill not antagonistic to the amateur, The Burke Bill. 
appeared on March 8, 1910.  It had some defects, however, and was dropped 
also.  The Depew Wireless Bill appeared May 6. 1910, but did not meet 
with genern1 approval; as the writer pointed out in his Editorial in the 
June. 1910, issue of Modern Electrice. It had several undesirable features. 
and the bill was never seriously considered, although it actually passed 
the St hate.  (See Editorial, August, 1910, Modern Electric's.) 

At last the Alexander Bill made its appearance on December 11. 1911. 
This bill es far as the amateur was concerned was not quite acceptable 
to the writer, who had the amateurs' rights at heart, and steps were 
immediately taken to bring about an amendment as the writer, perhaps 
more timan anyone else, realized that this bill. In some form or other. 
would become a law sooner or later.  This is clearly stated in his Editorial 
in the February, 1912, issue of Modern Electries.  In thlt Editorial is to 
he found also the first and now historical recommendation that if a wire-
less law was to be framed it should restrict the amateur from using a 
hither power than 1 kw. and his wave leneth should he kept below 200 
metres.  No one else had thought of it before. and it is. to be noted that 
when Congress finally passed the present wireless law, it accepted the 
writer's recommendation in full, thus paying him the greatest compliment, 
while nt the same time acknowledging the feet that he acted az th: then 
sole spokesman for and in behalf of the wireless amateur. 
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Ii  March, 1912, the writer, in a letter to the New York Times (See 

page 24. April, 1912, issue Modern Eleetries) pointed out the shortcomings 
uf the Alexander 13111, and protested against unfair legislation. 

The Times, as well as a host of other newspapers, took up the cry and 
published broadcast the shortcomings of the Alexander Bill.  All this agi-
tation had the desired effect and Mr. Alexander for the first time realized 
that the amateur could not be muzzled, especially when there was such 
a periodical as Modern Electrice to champion his cause.  Promptly in April 
the Alexander Wireless Bill, amended, appeared and here for the first time 
in history the amateur and his rights are introduced in any wireless bill. 

Mr. Alexander and his advisers accepted the writer's recommendation 
as set forth in his Editorial in the February, 1912, issue of Modern Electrice. 
(See Paragraph 15, 2nd Part of this Treatise.) 

It will be noted that it copied the writer's recommendations word for 
word.  The amateur had at last initie into his own.  This is all the more 
remarkable as this is the only country that recognizes the wireless ama-
teur.  On  May 7,  1912,  the Alexander  Bill,  amended,  now  known  as 
$-0412. passed the United States senate and on May 8th was sent to the 
House of Representatives and referred to the Committee on the Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries.  The bill was signed on August 13th by President 
Taft, thus making it a law. 

This terminated the tight which the writer bad waged single-handedly 
for almost five years in behalf of the American amateur.  Now that it is 
all over, and that Uncle Sant has set his seal of approval upon the ama-
teur's wireless, the writer cannot but extend his heartiest eongratulations 
to the 400,000 American amateurs, anti he furthermore wishes to extend his 
thanks to all the amateurs who have supported hint lit his tight to bring 
about a new wireless era in A inertia, 

Long live the Wireless!  Long live the Amateur!! 

WIRELESS A ND T HE LAY MAN 

PART T WO 

Tr"' you advise me to use?  I know nothing about wireless." 
QUEeTION we hear front most beg inners  is: —" W hat  outfit  do  

We advise the use of ANY of our receiving outfits.  They are ALL 
good —the result of 12 years enanufauturing.  Whkit one to choose depends 
upon yourself, your taste and yobr poeketbook.  This is where YOU must 
decide.  Of course, ALL our outfits work, they are ail guaranteed to do so-
UR  BACK.  The lower priced tiOttits 
have naturally a short range—they won't eatch 
messages  hundreds of  miles away,  and  those 
withoe. tuning toils cannot be used to "eta out" 
one of the tuessages when two of them art, in 
the "air" nt the same time.  It is self-evident, 
though, that you can start with the very cheapt,t outtit.- -ay anyone of 
our detectors and a potty telephone receiver.  With such titi outfit messages 
can be pit ked up astonishingly well indeed.  Many of our enthusiastic 
young friends started with such an outfit and kept on adding instruments 

they finally had up-to-date stations. 
The next question hurled at u.  is: —"Ilow can I receive messages it 

I don't know the codes?" 
A wireless teh•gram, no matter if it Is in Chinese or English, "comes 

In" in dots and dashes.  When you have the telephone receivers to your 
ear and a message is coming in, you hear a series of long and short, (dear, 
distinct buzzes.  A long buzz is a dash, a sliort buzz is n dot.  We sell 
a 10c, code chart by menus of whirl' the dots and dashes are translated 
into letters.  Thus (In the Morse (-ode) dash, dash, dot, stands for the 
letter G: dash, dash means 11, dash, dot, dash. dot IlleillIS J ti titi so forth. 
Any person with n few weeks' practice "listening to the wireless" can 
master the code. and read the messages wit h ease. 

Remember that there are over two thousand high powered wireless 
stations in this country alone, each being able tu transmit messages of over 
a thousand miles distance. 

There are almost at any minute, during night and day, messages in the 
air, no matter where you are, —sentlitig YOU uues,:ee'es, only waiting to be 

ne-ceiving 

Wireless Messages 
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picked up by you.  It Is truly wonderful; It Is the cheapest ait well as 
the most elevating diversion known to modern man, the most inspiring 
example of the triumph of mind over matter. 

"How about the Wireless Law?" you want to know next. 
The law does not apply for stations used for receiving only.  There Is 

no law which forbids you to receive all the messages you wish.  You can 
receive as many and as long as you please, —Fncle sain doesn't mind.  But 
you MUST preserve the secrecy of the message.  You must not make use 
of any information you receive by wireless, if this information is of such 
a nature that makes it private property.  Your own conscience will tell you 
which message to keep secret and whh•li one you can make use of.  Here is 
the text of the Law: 

SECRECY OF MESSAGES 
"Nineteenth.  No person or persons engaged in or having knowledge of 

the operation of any station or stations, shall divulge or publish the con-
tents of any messages transmitted or received by such station, except to 
the person or persons to n1   the saute may he directed, or their author-
ized agent, or to another station employed to forward such message to its 
destination, unless legally required to do so by the court of competent juris-
diction or other competent authority.  Any person guilty of divulging or 
publishing any message, except as herein provided, shall, on conviction 
thereof, be punishable by a floe of not more than two hundred and fifty 
dollars .or imprisonment for a period of not exceeding three months, or 
both fino and imprisonment in the discretion of the Court." 

Of late a great tunny stations are beginning to use the wireless tele-
phone.  This art is rapidly being perfected and is the coming thing in "Wire-

less."  There is hardly a week that you do not 
read about sillne new wireless telephone and some 
new dista tue record established. 

It is of course understood that any receiving 
api a ra t us  t bat  can  receive  w I releas telegraph 
messages, 00 times out of 100, can receive wire-

ess telephone messages  of course. in that case no code is required as 
he voice comes through the receiver the sa lite as through the regular tele-
phone.  (l.'0r further &tails on Wireless Telephony, see Lesson No. 18 of 
The Wireless Course.) 

The question asked mostly by the layman is:  "How far earl I receive 
with such anti such an outfit, my aerial being so high and so long?" 

Nobody van correctly answer such a ques-
tion.  You ean reason it out as well as we can. 
For example:  Would ynu ask us:  "flow far 
away can I hear the steam whistle of the X & Y 
Cotton Mill?"  No, you wouldn't, for it all de-
pends.  First, how Mud the whistle blows, sec-

ond, how good your hearing is. third, bow the wind blows, slot fourth, 
how many and how great ire thf‘ intervening objects between the whistle 
and your ear.  Some days you may hear the whistle two miles off with the 
wind blowing your way.  ter if you are wily down in a cellar you may 
only hear it faintly, although you are but two blocks away from it.  It 
all depends.  The one thing you are sure of is that the whistle blows 
about the same strength each day.  The same reasoning bolds truie for 
wireless to n very great extent. 

As a rule, the higher up and the bigger your aerial, the better the 
wireless reception will he.  Naturally if you tire a thousand miles off from 
a station that ean hut send :its) miles, you won't hear it, no matter how 
good your instruments are.  It's like trying to hear the sound of a whistle 
10 miles away from you, that can at the very best be heard only within 
a radius of e, miles.  Just use a little horse sense and you  can do your 
own deducting: no wireless expert is required.  It is also evident that the 
messages cannot come In with the maximum loudness unless the instru-
ments are well in tune, anti unless well designed instruments are used. 
Thus a loose coupler will give louder signals titan a small tuning con.  It 
also depends a lot on the detector and its adjustment. 

This Is the way the detectors range according to their sensitiveness: 
1st, THP RAPIOSteX (the most sensitive detector to date); :Ind, Tile 

Wireless 
Telephony 

Distance 
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RADIOCITE Detector; 3rd. The Crystalloi Detector; 4th, The Perikon; 5th, 
Zincite and Bornite; 6th, Silicon and Calens; 7th, Iron Pyrites (Ferron); 
8th, Carborundum; 9th, Molybdenite.  (See Lesson No. 10, of The Wireless 
Course, on Detectors.) 

If you are entirely surrounded by high mountains or steel buildings, 
you naturally will not expect to receive messages as well as if you were 
on the top of a mountain.  Also remember that wireless waves travel 
twice as far over water as over land, and that you can reach twice as far 
after sundown than during the daytime. 

This seems to be the greatest stumbling block for most beginners. 
Again let us make a comparison.  Take two pianos and place them in the 

sanie room.  Or two violins will do as well. 'rune 
two strings, one on each instrument, so both will 
give exactly the same note.  Pick one of the 
strings in order to sound it, and the other "tuned" 
string, although 10 feet away will sound In uni-
son, although you did not touch it.  Both are 

now in tune.  Both give out the sanie (sound) wave length.  No mystery 
here.  The secret lies in the fact that both strings ARE OF THE SAME 
LENGTH, and have the same tension, roughly speaking.  Make one string 
longer than the other and both are "out of tune." 

The same in wireless.  Nearly all commercial stations operate on a 
wave length of from 300 to 600 meters.  (A meter measures 39.37 inches.) 
Now in order that you can hear such a station, you must be able to tune 
up to 600 meters; roughly speaking your aerial should he 600 meters long 
electrically.  That, however, would b- a pretty expensive and cumbersome 
aerial.  Besides it isn't required.  1' e simply wind, roughly speaking, 600 
meters of wire on a coil or drum t.nd our aerial can now be quite small, 
within eertain limits of course, and we can for this reason  'catch" the 
station having a (M() meter wave length, providing our other instruments 
are sensitive enough.  By referring to our catalogue it will be seen that 
our No. (MKS486 tuning coil, as well as our No. DBE12002 loose coupler 
have suffielent wave length capacity to catch 700 meter waves.  As they are 
both provided with adjusting sliders, more or less wire can be put into the 
circuit, and therefore both these instruments can be used to catch wave 
lengths from 100 up to 700 meters, but not over this amount. 

Therefore, if we should want to hear a station having 1400 meters wave 
length, we would connect two No. CEKS486 tuning coils in series, which 
would give us 700  700 = 1400 meters wave length.  Or we would connect 
one No. CEK8486 lutter in series with the primary of the No. DBEI2002 
loose coupler and we ,:ould get the same effective wave length.  As a rule 
only stations doing lo w distance work use excessive wave lengths, thus the 
Marconi Transatlantic station at Clare Bay has a wave length of about 7100 
meters, while the new Covernment station at Washington, which sends mes-
sages over 3,000 miles, has a wave length of about 2.500 meters. By consulting 
the "Wireless Blue Book" the wave length of all important stations can 
be found, as each station normally uses a certain prescribed wave length. 
(See Lessons No. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 of The Wireless Course.) 

The best all around aerial is about 75 feet long, composed of four 
strands "Antenium" wire.  One of the best forms is shown herewith.  We 
recommend our No. A F10007 insulators, although 
others as listed in our catalogue can be used. 
For a 75 foot aerial, the strands should be about 
two to three feet apart.  For a 150 foot aerial 
from three to four feet apart and so on.  The 
strands should never be less than 1% feet apart 
even for a very small aerial.  All connections should be soldered if pos-
sible.  Use as many insulators as feasible, remember you have but little 
energy when receiving; few and poor insulators waste 50 per cent, of the 
little incoming energy.  If you have a good spacimui roof it is not neces-
sary to us<- miles to hold up the aerial.  It may be stretched between two 
chimneys, :etc.  The spreaders to hold the wire strands apart may be of 
bamboo, wood, metal pipe, etc.  If metal 1,, used, the wire strands should 
be insulated from the former.  (See Lesson No. 11. of The Wireless ('ourse, 
on Aerials.) 

Wave Lengths 
and Tuning 

Aerial 
and Ground 
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The ground is quite important.  The best wire to use is a No. 4 copper 

wire run from the instruments to the water or gas pipe using one of our 
No. A1610003 ground clamps to make an efficient connection.  If no water 
or gas pipe Is to be had, bury a metal plate, copper preferred, not less 
than three feet square, in a good moist ground; a number of these plates 
connected to the ground wire would be preferable.  The heavy ground 
wire is soldered to the plate, of course.  It should be buried at least six 
feet deep.  Another good ground is a six to ten feet long iron pipe 
rammed into moist earth, the ground wire being connected to it, either 
soldered, screwed, etc.  The ground wire running from ground to instru-
ments should never be less than No. 16 B. & S. copper, and eau, of course, 
be bare.  Insulation on a ground wire is just that much waste. 

The diagrams given in our catalogue show how to connect most of 
our instruments.  Our Wireless Course (Lessons 12 and 13), giye hundreds 

more of them, anti our FAigineering Department, 
on receipt of 10e. to cover postage, will be only 
too glad to furnish any hook-up to be used in 
connection  with our instruments.  Connections 
should be made with nothing finer than No. 18 B. 
& 8. copper wire (Annunciator wire).  All con-

nections must be as short and straight as possible.  Avoid all wire cross-
ing as far as practicable; if you can't avoid crosses, the wires should cross 
each other nt right angles; and NEVER wind the connecting wire in coils 
("curls") which may look pretty, but kills all wireless messages.  Make 
all connections as tight as possible, a loose connection is worse than no 
connection ut all. 

Connections 
and Hook-Ups 

We presume you have a complete receiving set.  You proceed thus: 

First, you must know if your detector is adjusted to its greatest seas!. 
tiveness.  If a message is just coming in, you 
will have little difficulty to adjust the detector 
to its best sensitiveness.  If no message comes 
in you don't know if your detector is in it» 
best receptive condition.  (This does not hold 
true of the BADIOSON detector, which needs no 

adjusting.)  For this eeason, the up-to-date wireless man uses the "Buzzer 
test.- Aside from giving imitation wireless buzzes, the buzzer set may 
be used to practice telegraphy. It consists of three things: 1st—Our famous 

No, IIKI800 RADIOTONE (see illustration 
at left); 2nd—Our No. CE1118 key; 3rd — 
A dry cell.  Connections MUST be made 
as shown.  Now every time you press the 
key you will get a perfect imitation of a 
wireless signal and it becomes child's play 
to adjust the detector to its greatest effi-
ciency.  The buzzer test can of course be 
used with ANY detector. It saves lots of 
time and bother and is quite necessary. 
Sometimes a detector may have a "dead 
spot" and you might be "listening" in 
for hours, without being able to catch as 
much as one dot.  The buzzer test makes 
such an occurrence impossible. 

Of course to get the best results while 
testing your detector you should use our 
Itadiotone.  It is a test buzzer with its 
special connections all developed for just 
one purpose to test crystals.  It is abso-

Only One Wire Goes  lutely silent and can therefore be right ou 
to Detector  your instrument table. 

Reception 
of Messages 
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When the detector is adjusted the tuning coil is regulated by moving 
the slider or sliders back and forth till the signals are heard the loudest. 

-mend messages to your heart's content, and no one can tell you to stop 
If the loose coupler is used the secondary is moved back and forth in 
addition, till the best position is reached.  Now the variable condenser 
(or gondensers) are adjusted if required. 

The variable condenser is of the greatest use during excessive "static," 
which sometimes interferes seriously, during summer weather, especially 
when "taking" a long distance message.  It is also of Invaluable help to 
'cut out" unwanted messages when two or mpre are "coming tn" simul-
taneously.  Thus by adjusting the tuner (or loose coupler) in conjunction 
with the variable condenser it is often possible to cut out all interference 
from unwanted stations. 

It is an excellent idea to have several detectors in a station, arranged 
in such a manner that by means of a multi-point switch any one of them 
can be thrown into the circuit.  It will thus be found, that some stations, 
especially during interference, can be heard better on a certain detector 
than on another.  Some will be found to work best for long distance work, 
others work best for medium distances, etc., etc., (see also "Wireless 
Course,"  Lessons No. 8 and il). 

Let us quote the law, as far as the amateur Is concerned, before going 
any further: 

THE WIRELESS ACT 

Trans mitting 

Stationa, 

"Be it enacted by the Senate and linage of 
Representatives of the United States of America, 
in Congress assembled; That a person, company, 
or  corporation  within  the jurisdiction  of  the 
United States shall not use or operate any appa-
ratus for radio communication* as a means of 

commercial intercourse among the several States, or with foreign nations, 
or upon any vessel  the United States engaged in interstate or foreign 
commerce, or for the traqsmission of radiograms or signals the effect of 
which extends beyond the jurisdiction of the State or Territory in which the 
same are made, or woere interference would be caused thereby, with the re-
ceipt of messages or signals from beyond the jurisdiction of the said State 
or Territory, except under and in accordance with a license, revocable for 
cause, in that behalf granted by the Secretary of Commerce and Labor 
upon application therefor; but nothing in this Art shall be construed to 

apply to the transmission and exchange of radiograms; or signals between 
points situated in the same State; Provided', That the effect thereof shall 
not extend beyond the jurisdiction of the said State or interfere with the 
reception of radiograms or signals from beyond said jurisdiction."  

GENERAL RESTRICTIONS ON PRIVATE STATIONS 
"Fifteenth.  No  private or  com mercial  station  not  engaged in th. 

transaction of bona tide commercial business by radio communication or 
in experimentation in connection with the development and manufacture 
of radio apparatus for commercial purposes shall use a transmitting wave 
length exceeding two hundred meters or a transformer input exceeding 
one kilowatt except by special authority of the Secretary of Commerce and 
Labor contained in the license of the station: Provided, That the owner 
or operator of a station of the character mentioned in this regulation shall 
not be liable for a violation of the requirements of the third or fourth 
regulations to th 3 penalties of one hundred dollars or twenty-five dollars, 
respectively, provided in this  section unless the person maintaining or 
operating such station shall have been notified that the said transmitter 
has been found upon tests conducted by the Government, to be so adjusted 
aa to violate the said third and fourth regulations,  and opportunity has 

been given to said owner or operator to adjust said transmitter in con-
formity with said regulations, 

•Wireless Tel,,r8:.!I or Telephone sending stations included. 
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SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS IN THE VICINITIES OF 

GOVERNMENT STATIONS 
"Sixteenth.  No station of the character meou.oned in regulation fif-

teenth situated within five nautical miles of a naval or military station 
shall use a transmitting wave length exceeding two hundred meters or • 
transformer input exceeding one-half kilowatt." 

Let us explain in plain English just what this means:  As you notice 
from the first paragraph, the part which we underlined, It is pointed out 
to you that the law does not concern you unless you send messages from 
one state into another.  You therefore do not require a license as long as 
your messages do not reach over the border of your state and if you do 
not interfere with  a station's business  (in your state)  which  receives 
messages from another state.  Of course, you want to know how you can 
tell what your transmitting range is.  We will explain. 

It has been  proved by experience with spark coils, that in almost 
all cs•cs a one-Inch spark cannot possibly reiti•li over eight miles.  From 
this in!'u.rination the following table lins resu 

TRANSMITTING DISTANCES OF SPARK COILS 
Maximum  trans. dist.,  2-in. ',Id  trans. dist., 16 

2 Miles.  Mile. 
Urin.  coll.  Maximum tennis. dist.,  3.1n. coil. Maximum trans. dist., 24 

4 Miles.  Miles. 
1-in. coll.  Maximum trans. dlst., 

Miles.  l-in. coil. Maximum trans. dist., 32 
1%-ln. coil.  Maximum trans. dist.,  Miles. 

12 Miles.  And so forth. 
With open core transformers the spark length cannot be taken as  a 

basis to figure distances, but the li mit in watts is used.  It has been 
found that for eaeh five watts input luto the primary, not more than one 
(1) mile can possibly be covered. 

Thus our No. GOES050 transformer coil in conjunetion with our elec-
trolytic interrupter uses 5 amperes at 110 volts.  That is 550 Watts.  Five 
goes into zee just 110 times.  'Flue maximum distance that can be covered 
with the No. OCES050 coil (unless you use more current) is 110 miles.  If 
you tuse but one seeondary the distance that can be covered is cut in 
half, or 55 miles.  For dosed core transformers we figure ten watts for 
each mile.  Therefore, our Ni.. IIAEK92S1.  1,  K. W. transformer will at 
best not send over 50 nulles, and our No. FŒN92S2, 1 K A', type will not 
send over 100 nuiles. 

Knowing what the distance is, as the crow flies, from your locality 
to the nearest border of the next state, you can easily figure out what 
the maximum power is that you can tuse if you do not wish to take out 
a license.  An example: 

Suppose you M P in the city of Columbus. Ohio.  The nearest state 
line is E.•ntucky about sa miles in a direct line from Columbus.  If vum 
do not wish to be licensed you can use any spark coil up to 10-inch smirk, 
or a % K. W. close core transformer. 

Suppose your home is in Austin. Texas.  The nearest state line is 
Louisiana. a distante of 230 miles.  Thus you could with perfect safety 
use our 200 mile sending outfit, which gl;,es not reach more than 200 

It Is also pointed out thnt if you live - ithin five miles of it flovern-
ment wireless station you cannot use more than % K W. power. though 
the next state border might be 100 miles or more distant.  Of course if 
you live close to another state, as for instante, in New York City, you 
are required to take out a itemise for any size transmitter. 

The lieense huas not been ereated to muzzle you: it is the other way 
around.  Crude Sam gives you a written order telling you t hat you can 
send messages to your heart's content. and no 
one can tell you to stop sending, as long as you    
do not create misehief. 

The license is free.  It costs not a penny.  What 
All  that  is required  of you  is that you  are-  the License Is 
familiar with the law and that you can transmit 
messages at a fair degree of speed. 
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The law does not require that you take an examination in person e 

you are located too far from the nearest radio inspector. All you have to de 
is to take an oath before a notary public that you are conversant with 
the. 'aw and that you can transmit a wireless message.  If you wish to 
be licensed —and we urge all amateurs to do so, as it is a great honor 
to own a license—write your nearest Radio Inspector (see below), and be 
will forward the necessary papers to you to be signed. 

'Radio inspectors are located at the following pointe: (Address bim 
at the Customs House): 

Boston, Mass., New York, N. Y., Baltimore, Md., Savannah, Ga., New 
Orleans, La., San Francisco, Cal., Seattle, Wash., Cleveland, Ohio, and 
Chicago, Ill.  Also the Commissioner of Navigation, Department of Com-
merce and Labor, Washington, D. C. 

In an interview with the New York Times, W. D. Terrell, United States 
Radio Inspector for the port of New York, said in discussing the new law: 

"The new law regulating wireless messages will work no hardship to 
the amateur operator.  It is the intention first, to classify the various 
operators and place each operator in his proper class.  They will then be 
permitted to work or play as much as they please, but under an intelligent, 
general supervision.  Only those stations are affected which are near 
enough to the coastal stations to offer interference, or which work across 
the state lines which brings them under the supervision of the inter-
State laws.  I would like to make it very clear that the license costa the 
amateur nothing, and that the Government is willing to facilitate the 
wireless operators in every way possible to secure their license." 

So much for the law.  Everybody will now understand that the law 
is just and fair and that it gives the amateur a distinct standing in 
America, a standing which he does not enjoy in any other country. He 
knows what he can do and what he can't do, and no one can come to 
him and boas or abuse him, as Government or Commercial wireless opera-
tors were wont to do before the enactment of the law. 

With sending outfits the reasoning is about the same as with the 
receiving outfits. 

In order to select an outfit you must of course know where and how 
far you wish to send.  Upon this, all depends. 

As a rule-9 out of 10 of our customers have 
jone it—two or more friends get the "Wireless 
bug" and order two or more complete transmit-
ting sets.  Of course, the outfits selected must 
necessarily be powerful enough to cover the in-

tervening distance between the houses of the friends, and this only you 
know. 

Therefore if you and your friend decide to converse by wireless and 
If the distance between your two houses is 10 miles you will probably buy 
our 15 mile sending outfit.  Of course, a more powerful set may be used, 
although there is no particular advantage in doing so, except perhaps that 
the incoming signals of necessity will be louder with the more powerful 
sets.  It goes without saying that almost ANY receiving outfit which we 
list can be used with ANY of the sending outfits.  Bear in mind that the 
selections which we give with our sending outfits do not have to be used 
if not wanted.  Thus, our "Interstate" meet or eten our "Nauen" receiving 
outfit can be used with our 3 mile sending outfit.  For if you and your 
friend live two and a half miles apart and both of you have 3 mile Sending 
Outfits, you probably want to have a receiving outfit with which both of 
you can pick up messages 2,000 miles distant.  In that ease you would order 
two 3 mile Sending Outfits only, and two 1,500 mile receiving outfits, or else 
two "Nauen" receiving outfits.  If either you or your friend feel that you 
cannot afford such a set. ..hy then get the set that you can afford best and 
that suits you best.  Jte roe see there is no hard and fast rule about the 
relation of sending and !s..e'ving outfits.  On the other hand we don't have 
to tell you that if you order two 200 mile sending outfits you require of 
necessity a good receiving outfit, else you couldn't hear the station 200 miles 
off. A little common sense will help everyone decide just what combination 
to order. 

Sending Outfits 
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Like receiving sets, the transmitting seta are divided into two groupe. 

The un-tuned (open circuit) and the tuned (closed circuit) ones. 
The nntuned ones have, 1st—a spark coil, 

2nd —source of power, usually dry cells or a 
storage battery, 3rd—the spark gap.  4th—the 
key. 

Such outfits can be used only for very short 
distances and should never be used above three 
miles.  When connections are made by following the blue print,,, which 
we supply with all sets, the pressing of the key gives a strong spark in 
the spark gap.  The spark gap (the open space between the zinc plugs) 
from the smallest to the largest sets, must never be more than one-eighth 
to three-sixteenths of an inch.  A bigger gap does not work.  Pressing the 
key long gives a dash, pressing it but for a fraction of a second gives 
a dot.  Combinations of these reprebent the telegraphic characters; the 
code can be learned in a few weeks, practicing twice a day from one-half 
to one hour.  (See Lesson No. 15, of The Wireless Course.) 

In the tuned outfits, we have in addition to the above enumerated 
apparatus:  5th—The Leyden jars or condenser; 6th—The Helix, or oscil-
lation transformer.  The Leyden jars change the red spark obtained from 
a spark coil, into an intense blue-white crashing spark.  The Leyden jars 
also create a train of fast oscillations and go to make the outfit far more 
powerful although no more battery power Is required.  The Leyden jars 
also give better "carrying power," as the signals can be heard more dis-
tinctly and not "mushy" as if no Leyden jars were used.  For each outfit 
the best jars or condenser has been selected and no changes should be 
made here. 

The helix as well as the oscillation transformer, are, to the sending 
outfit, what the tuner and the loose coupler respectively, are to the receiv-
ing outfit.  The helix or the oscillation transformer is the tuning coil 
pure and simple for the transmitting station.  Like the tuning c•oil the 
helix and the oscillation transformers have sliders or else clips by means 
of which more or less wire convolutions can be put in the circuit of the 
aerial.  Therefore more or less wire, and consequently more or less wave 
length is added to your aerial.  Again there is not much of a mystery 
here.  Anyone understand;; it.  (See Wireless Course Lesson No. 14.) 

In the larger sets where the battery power is insufficient as well as 
un-economical we have two methods open to fill the gap.  One is the 
Gernsback electrolytic interrupter working on 110 volts Direct or Alter-
nating current, which supplies the spark coil (transformer coil) with the 
power; the other method requires the use of a CLOSED core transformer 
operating without any kind of interrupter direct from the alternating cur-
rent supply.  This kind of transformer, however, does not work on the 
direct current, not even in connection with the electrolytic Interrupter. 
The choice, for this reason, lies entirely with you. 

The aerial switch is an absolute necessity where both a sending and 
receiving set is used in one station.  If you are through receiving a 
message from your friend, you, of course, wish to answer him.  You 
therefore, must switch the receiving set off from your aerial and switch 
the sending onto the aerial.  The aerial switch does all this in one opera-
tion. 

For sets using nothing higher than a 2%-inch spark coil an ordinary 
double pole, double throw switch may be used.  For heavier sets using 
more power our Antenna switch No. AEK8100 must be used, as the 
smaller switch cannot carry the necessary power.  We furnish complete 
diagrams for the connections. 

In order to send messages it goes without saying that you must know 
how to "tap the key."  The easiest way to learn, and the cheapest way at 
the same time, is to get a buzzer set as explained 
under "Reception of Messages."  With this set, 
which represents a first class learner's outfit, you 
can send yourself dots and dashes to your heart's 
content until your wrist has limbered up suf-
ficiently  to  do  rapid  sending.  After  a few 
weeks' practice it will be as easy to send a telegraphic message as to 
write on a typewriter. 

Sending 
Apparatus 

Sending 
a Message 
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It your friend has a wireless and starts learning the code with you, 

it becomes very simple for both of you to soon become proficient in the 
art.  Each will send to the other, the Morse or Continental alphabet, which 
is sent back and forth till the right speed is obtained.  After this certain 
words are exchanged between the stations; later on short sentences are 
sent and so forth, till it becomes possible to converse freely by wireless. 

There is but little adjusting to do when sending.  As a rule amateurs 
converse with only one, seldom two, and rarely three stations.  For this 
reason much adjusting is unnecessary.  When using a small set comprising 
Spark Coil, Leyden jars and helix it becomes first necessary to adjust the 
Leyden jars. Dither more or less jars (which adds more or less capacity to 
the circuit) are used till the spark sounds loudest in the spark gap and ap-
pears most powerful. A little experimenting will quickly tell when the right 
capacity is used.  It is important to understand the capacity should be ad-
justed only when the spark gap is connected to aerial and ground.  (See 
Lemon No. 14, Wireless ('ourse.) 

The next important adjustment is in the helix (or oscillation trans-
former if this is used in place of a helix).  To change the clips around 
on the helix (or on the oscillation transformer) it is necessary that a 
small gap is first made In the aerial circuit.  This is done best by 
driving two nails in a piece of very dry wood, and connecting the tteriel 
wires to each nail as shown in sketch. The two wires A and B are brought 
close together now and when the key is pressed down a small spark will 
jump from A to B showing that you are charging the aerial and that 
energy is radiated from same.  Now change the adjustment on the helix 
(or oscillation transformer) till the longest and fattest sparks jump between 
A and B.  To do this A and B are separated until a point " reached 
where the spark cannot jump any further.  You know now that you are 

radiating the maximum of energy and the point 
on the helix (or adjustment on the oscillation 

suswoorr  transformer) should be carefully marked so you 
A  /  A will know at any time just where the maximum 

is.  It goes without saying that you should also 
  stool note how many Leyden jars (or how many con-
[IGO PLV denser) you are using when making the test 

and you should write this information down, for 
if you were to use more or less Leyden jars (or condensers) you would 
have to change the adjustment on the helix (or oscillation transformer) 
as explained above.  Now after the maximum "radiation" has been ascer-
tained, the test block with the nails is discarded and the break in the 
aerial wire connected again.  You know now that your station is radiating 
the maximum energy and adjustments of the sending set will not be 
required for some time to come.  Indeed they may be left  indisturbed 
indefinitely. 

We believe that we have made everything as plain as possible and 
that by reading this treatise the elementary points of "Wireless" must 
become plain to even the layman.  If, however, you desire additional in-
formation, our engineering staff will be only too glad to answer your 
questions promptly and explicitly.  Now it's up to you to get busy and 
"start something"!! 

Now suppose you have ordered your instruments from us and have 
erected your aerial.  For the first few weeks you will be thrilled as you 
daily receive the far distant stations not only from all over the country 

but from far distant Germany, providing of course 
that you have the correct instruments for doing f 
so.  Sometimes also you will catch wireless tele-Wireless Clubs  phone me.4nges, as more and more Radio tele-
phone sets come into use every day. 

S   will come the time when you wish to 
chat with your friends by wireless.  They will see your station and 
will be so impressed that they will want to have one of their own.  Then 
why not start a local Radio Club in your town yourself, and become its 
president and founder?  Indeed nothing is simpler.  But first you must 
belong to a National Body and this you will find in the RADIO LEAGUE 
OF AMERICA, the biggest association in the country Co which every 
amateur of note belongs. 
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The Radio League of America is a big scientific institution  and 

ANYONE who has a wireless station can and should belong to it.  It 
is a non-money-making institution; there are no fees and no dues to be paid. 
The League moreover furnishes every member with a free icertin,ate 

printed in green and gold. Each member's station will, moreover be 
registered free of charge at Washington in the Government records, so 
that in case of war, every patriotic amateur can help his country in im-
portant scout work. 

The League has the following distinguished members, of world re-
nowned fame: 

Captain W. H. 6. Bullard. U. S. N. 
Dr. Lee de Forest. 
Professor Reginald A. Fessenden. 
Nlkola Tesla. 

The affairs of the League are managed by Mr. 
Gernsback. 

You should find an 8-page booklet telling you all about 
the League with this catalog.  In case you did not get 
It or if you want more for distribution  among  your 
friends, write to 

RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA, 
233 Fulton Street, New York City. 

No charge is made for this service. 

FINIS 
Copyright 1916 by E. I. Co., N. Y. 

Fac-simile of 
button 

t911111111121111110111111111111 11111111111111111:1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111131111111141111111111111:1111111111111111131111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111113 
g 
é  Application for Membership in the  --a _ 

Radio League of America  :-,-- 
0 TIIE UNDERSIGNED, a Ra  am the Amateur, a  the owner of a 4-  
= iii  Wireless Station described in full on the back of this appli- É M 

... -..L-.---.  cation.  My station has been in use since  e  
g- and I herewith desire to apply for membership in the RADIO 
g  LEAGUE OF AMERICA.  I have read all the rules of the LEAGUE, -=_-,--
P_ and I hereby give my word of honor to abide by all the rules, -e-
3  and I particularly pledge my station to the United States Govern- E 

went in the event of war, if such occasion should arise.  .=. 
..._• 

I understand that this blank with my signature will be sent  
I  to the United States Government officials at Washington, who will É 

make a record of my station.  :ff-_--- 
-.:--  -_-_- 
U-.- Witnesses to signature:  Name   -_-- 
.--  E-

City   :--_---_.---. 

iN  State   É 
a 

2-   Date  101  --
M--

--  In the event of national peril, will you volunteer your services as m-
-9. a radio operator in the interest of the U. S. Government"'  g 
g-  This last question need not be answered unless you desire it.  r-

B 11U1111111 11lI1111i1lIl1lM111l1lllM1ll1l1l1MM1l1M1IIMMMlMMIMMMItM1111!1I111II11lt1l1lll1l111l1ll11lll1l1l1l11l11l1l1ll111l1111ll11lM111111l111111111l111111lH1l1l11M1llll11il1IIWlBU 
Cut out, fill out blank and mail to: 

Manager Radio League of America, 233 Fulton St., New York. 
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Receiving Time by Wireless 
(Reprinted from "The Electrical Experimenter") 

The wisdom of furnishing vessels at sea with the correct time by 
wireless has been demonstrated time and again since the government 
began sending the signals over a few years ago. Since that time, too, many 
jewelers, railway officials and others on land who need the correct time 
have been taking the messages. The sending instruments used are extremely 
powerful, and any owner of a wireless receiving outfit within their range 
may get the time absolutely correct twice a day by properly tuning his 
receiving apparatus. 

The stations that send out the reports, and the wave lengths used by 
each, are as follows: 
Arlington (NAA) -2,600 meters.  Eureka (IIPM) -600 meters. 
Key West (NAi )-1,000 meters. San Diego (NPL) —(100 meters. New Orleans (NAT) -1,000 meters. 
North Read (NPE) -600 meters.  Tatoosh, Wash. (NPD) -600 meters. 

The time signals have been easily and distinctly noted over two thousand 
miles from the sending station; and as the waves travel one hundred and 
eighty-six thousand miles a second, the difference between the sending and 
receiving time is practically nil. 

All the stations send the time signals at noon and ten p. m., the first 
three according to seventy-fifth meridian time and the last four according 
to one hundred and twentieth meridian time.  Our "Tuckerton" or our 
"Nauen" receiving sets are highly recommended for time signal work. 
The "Tuckerton" or the "Nauen" set is supplied complete already wired in 
cabinets.  All that is necessary for the purchaser to do, is to erect the 
aerial, and connect the aerial and ground wires to the Binding Posts 
marked AERIAL and GROUND on the instrument.  The wireless time 
signals are sent out from the United States Naval Wireless Telegraph 
Stations located at the Navy Yards throughout the United States; and the 
form of time signal Is as follows: —For the five minutes preceding 12 
o'clock noon a series of stort dots, manifested as short buzzes in the 
Wireless Receivers, are sent out about one second apart; and at exactly 
12 o'clock the series of signals end with a short dash, and this dash 
starts exactly at 12 noon.  Hence when the start of this final code dash 
is heard in the receivers, it is exactly 12 o'clock.  The time duration of 
this dash is about 15 seconds long, and dots are about .35 seconds long. 

The transmitting clock that mechanically sends out the signals is 
corrected very accurately, shortly before noon, from the mean of three 
Standard clocks, that are rated by star sights with a meridian transit 
instrument. 

We recommend for this purpose, either our "Tuckerton" Receiving set 
or our type "Nauen" Receiving set. 

The aerial for this purpose should be quite large and preferably have 
a height above the ground of not less than '75 to 100 feet.  The aerial itself 
may be of the fiat-top or slanting variety; and may be composed of 6 
to 8 strands of our solid Antenium wire or stranded Antenium cable, each 
strand having a length of 80 to 100 feet, and for very long distances such 
as 1,000 miles or more, the aerial should be as high as possible, and prob-
ably 150 to 200 feet In length, or even more.  The strands may be spaced 
5 to 6 feet apart. 

Arlington—Time Signals 2500 Meters 
Note.  The Arlington Station sends time signals on a wave length of 

2500 meters commencing at 11:55 A. M. and 9:55 P. M. every day.  Final 
signals at 12 Noon and 10 P. M. are for the meridian of 75 degrees west 
of Greenwich.  Every tick of the standard clock of the Naval Observatory. 
Washington, is transmitted as a dot, omitting the 29th second of each 
minute, the last five seconds of each of the first four minutes and finally 
the last ten seconds of the last minute.  The 12 Noon and 10 P. IL 
signal is dash. 
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"Inter-Ocean" Wireless Receiving Outfit 
The increasing popularity of 

loose coupled wireless receiving 
apparatus has caused us, as lead-
ers in the manufacture of ama-
teur wireless equipment, to de-
sign an outfit which, at its price, 
is positively unequalled at the 
present time. 

It  consists  of  our  latest 
model  loose coupler  No.  DBE 
12002 with single slide, bare wire 
wound primary; with a secon-
dary of silk covered wire.  A 
switch handle is provided on the 
secondary to permit of the clos-
est possible tuning adjustment, No. 1111E1560 
so important in  long distance 
work.  Signals can be perfectly received from stations using long wave 
lengths, for our celebrated No. BP:K8487 Loading Inductance is provided 
giving a receiving capacity up to 6,000 meters wave length. 

The detector is our No. ABE9700 Galena Detector which for sensitivity, 
convenience and permanence of adjustment is positively unsurpassed at 
the price.  Our No. F1(10010 Jr. fixed condenser is also part of the outfit 
and is a big aid in making long distance signals audible.  The entire 
outfit is wired at the factory and is mounted on a finely finished oak base 
with nickel plated binding posts for aerial ground and phones.  Every 
binding post is identified by a neatly etched brass name plate.  Read the 
detailed descriptions of the individual apparatus (described elsewhere in 
this catalog), comprising this outfit, and you will better appreciate its 
great value. 

No receivers are furnished with the "Inter-Ocean" outfit but excellent 
results can be obtained with any of our head sets.  We especially recom-
mend our No. GX61816 Government Receivers with which we have very 
clearly heard stations 500 miles away using an aerial only 100 feet long 
by 50 feet high.  The "Inter-Ocean" outfit is something you will never 
regret buying and one we are proud to niark as a product of the E. I. Co. 

Size lOst..x6Và in. high. 
No. BlIE1550 "Inter-Ocean" Wireless Receiving Outfit, complete  

as described, but no phones   
Shipping weight 10 lbs. 

No. AAIIE1551  "Inter-Ocean" Outfit, with No. CX8090 "Junior" $11.85  
Wireless Phones   

Shipping weight 12 lbs. 
No. ABIIE1552 "Inter-Ocean" Outfit, with No. DX8070 "Ama- $12.85 

leur" Wireless  Phones   
Shipping weight 12 lbs. 

No. A1)11E1553 "Inter-Ocean" Outfit, with No. FX1305 "Trans- $14.85 
Atlantic" Wireless Phones   

Shipping weight 12 lbs. 
No. AE111:1554 "Inter-Ocean" Outfit, with No. GX6666 "Govern-

ment" Wireless Phones   $15.85 
Shipping weight 12 lbs. 

Permit Ils to let us send you FREE, with our compliments when order-
ing any of our Receiving apparata, ICSS011 No. 1 "The Principles of Elec-
tricity" or lesson No. 0 "The Receiving Apparata" or lesson No. 14 "The 
Operation of the Instruments" or lesson No. 12 "The Rook-Cps and Con-
nections" of out famous "WII:E11.1*  rt./UR:en" 

The Principle and Construction of Receiving apparata are described 
in these lessons. 

Just attach your free coupons to your order.  For further information 
consult colored section in this catalog. 
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The "Interstate" Wireless Receiving Outfit 

No. DBE1500 

This set comprises: 
Our No. BX9250 Standard Tuning Coil, bare wire wound, with two 

patent sliders, hard rubber composition coil head and posts; our new 
improved GALENA DETECTOR of wonderful sensitiveness, ONE OF THE 
MOST SENSITIVE IN EXISTENCE; our No. EK1024 75 ohm Watch Case 
Receiver and 3-foot cord; a good condenser, mounted In base, balanced to 
the right capacity for this set, and a 1/2  Inch thick SOLID HARD RUBBER 
COMPOSITION BASE on which all the instruments are mounted. A handy 
nickel hook is also provided, on which to hang the receiver when not in use. 

ALL CONNECTIONS ARE MADE. When you get the outfit it is ready 
for use.  Just attach the aerial to post 1, and ground to post 2, and the 
"Interstate" is ready for use.  Full and very explicit directions go with 
the outfit. 

In order to receive messages up to 300 miles or over, a 4-wire aerial 
about 50 feet above ground, 50-75 feet lone is required.  For this you need 
200 or 300 feet of our No. DF.0219 Antenium wire and 8 of our No. AF10007 
insulators. 

By using the No. AGER071 Receiver the distance Is increased from 20-25 
per rent.  With the No. liMK1307 Receiver still better results are obtained. 

Size over all of this set is 9x6x6 inches. 

This is the outfit you have been 
looking for.  For the money it certainly 
eclipses everything that has been of-
fered heretofore in this line.  IT IS 
NOT A TOY by any means, and while 
we do not claim it to be a commercial 
set, we do claim that the amateur who 
owns one is enabled to do excellent 
work in all respects.  On our house 
aerial, in connection with this set, we 
have distinctly heard the Boston Navy 
Yard, 300 miles distant, and were en-
abled, b' means of the tuning coil, to 
"cut out' the very strong interference 
from the powerful station on the Wool-
worth Building, a quarter of a mile 
away from us.  We therefore do not 
think it necessary to add further praise 
to this outfit. 

The very best instruments are need 
In the "Interstate."  We do not believe 
in throwing things together, just to sell 
the outfits.  We don't save pennies, in 
order to make you spend dollars.  If 
you don't like the outfit, return it. 
That's our policy.  Therefore we must 
build it right In the first place. 

No. DBEI500 "Interstate" Wireless Outfit, as  descr ibed   $4.25 
No. EEK1501 "Inteerrs  tat  e" Wireless Outfit, with No. AGE807 1 ,s5.50 

ReceiShipping' weight either DRE1500 or EEK1501, 4 lbs  

NOT E —By using our No. BERS-157 loading coil in series with the 
tuning coil the wave length of this outfit is increased greatly, and time 
signals from the powerful Government stations can be pLinly heard. 

Gentlemen: —  Minneapolis, Mini!. 
We are using some of your apparatus and THEY W ORK GOOD.  We 

have received so me  of the radio stations on the coast and ether large 
stations such as Arlington, Sayville and others. 

Yours truly,  C. BOOTH. 
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The "Trans-Pacific" Wireless 
Receiving Outfit 

No. AKX15155 
Just as its name implies so Is the outfit.  It is the outfit for long 

distance, truly great distani es. 
Simplicity, efficiency, quality and low price.  These four words were 

constantly before us when this out  was being developed.  Your first 
test of the "Trans-Pacific" Riii Show you conclusively how carefully we 
have adhered to our ideals. 

The No, GEK14000 Professional Loose Coupler, with a wave length of 
4,000 meters, permits of its use for receiving all the commercial stations. 
The coupler itself is the simplest and most beautiful instrument of its 
kind we have ever developed, and that is saying much.  The "Universal" 
detector has been on the market many years and its rotary sliding Cup 
(patent applied for) mnd double micrometer and spring adjustment are 
really the acme of detector simplicity and efficiency.  The blocking eon-
denser is not the ordinary fixed kind, but is our No. AB M.0000 Fixed-
Variable type which gives 3 capacities to work with, enabling a choice 
of the one which will bring in the signals loudest.  The entire outfit is 
superbly finished and mounted on a finely polished base.  All wiring it 
done at the factory and the outfit comes ready for connections to an 
aerial  and  ground.  There are four  nickel-plated  binding  posts,  each 
appropriately  marked  by a neat etched  brass metal  name  plate.  No 
receivers are furnished with the "Trans-Pacific" outfit but we particu-
larly recommend our No. FX130.5 Trans-Atlantic Phones, or No. GX6668 
Government Phones.  This outfit has received messages over 700 miles 
with a 100-foot aerial 50 feet high with the use of our "Government" 
phones and it will repeat the work for you at any time. 

Made by the pioneers in the manufacture of amateur wireless equip-
ment, this outfit looks and works as though it had every bit of knowledge 
we lied acquired in 12 years put into its remarkable value.  Size 8x20x71/2  
in. high. 
No. AKX1555  "Trans-Pacific" Wireless Receiving Outfit, com-  $1 0. 00 

plete as described, no Phones   
Shipping weight 15 lbs. 

No. AFX1556  "Trans-Pacific"  Outfit,  with  our  No.  FX1305 $1 6.00 
"Trans-Atlantic" Phones   

Shipping weight 18 lbs. 

$1 7.00 No. AG X1557  "Trans-Pacific"  Outfit,  with  our  No.  GX8666 
"Government"  Phones    

Shipping weight 18 lbs. 

Gentlemen: —  Kenosha, Wls. 
The instruments arrived a few days ago and after giving thesn a 

pretty thorough test, I think i can justly say, T WIT THEY ARE SATIS-
FACTORY IN EVERY RESPECT. 
• Let me say to whom it may concern, that this statement is absolutely 
unsolicited on the part of the ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., being entirely 
voluntary on my part.  Yours respectfully,  SIDNEY DERBYSHIRE. 
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The "Electro" Intercity Sending Outfit 
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR BOY SCOUT SER% ICE 

While  we  make 
quite a few styles of 
complete receiving out-
fits which are ail fully 
connected, the "Inter-
city" outfit is the only 
sending outfit we make 
that is all completely 
connected  ready  for 
service. 

Every bit of wir-
ing is done at our fac-
tory and as only stand-
ard stock articles are 
used, it is a certainty 
that  the  outfit  must 
give a maxim ttttt of re-
sults even considering 
its low price. 

The  outfit  com-
prises one of our well known No. DEK10.88 one inch Bull-dog Spark Coils, 
One No. EK9220 Spark Gaps, one No. ABF.1117 Telegraph Key and one 
special No. GE2315 Sending Condenser.  All the apparatus is carefully 
mounted on a finely finished heavy oak base in the bottom of which the 
condenser is sealed. 

In operation the outfit is simplicity itself.  Just connect aerial and 
ground wires and your battery and you are ready for work.  Tice outfit 
has a range of 5 miles when used on an aerial 50 ft. long and 40 ft. 
high.  This range can be increased by the use of a larger aerial.  As it 
has no helix or oscillation transformer it does not senti out tuned waves, 
but any one of our helices or oscillation transformers will work per-
fectly on this outfit. 

We do not hesitate to recommend this outfit to the most particular 
customer for we know what excellent labor and materials we put in it 
and know how well satisfied every customer has been who has bought 
one, and many thousands have been sold in the last 5 years. 
No. GEK1900 "Intercity" Wireless Sending Outfit, complete as  

described   
Shipping weight 12 lbs. 

No. ARGE1901 "Intercity" Wireless Sending Outfit, complete as described, 
but with the addition of aerial outfit No. BX333, consisting of 
125 ft. No. DE9219 Antenium Wire, one No. EK3339 Connector 
and five CK1001 "Electro" Dry Cells.  This makes 
an absolutely complete sending outfit.  l'rice coin- $10.75 
plete   

Shipping weight 15 lbs. 
No. AEIK1902 "Intercity" Sending Outfit (5 mile range) also No. ccEiscro 

"Interstate" Receiving Outfit (range 300 miles) also our No. 
BX333 Aerial Outfit, and our No. DK1313 Switch, and 5 
No. CK1001 Dry Batteries.  A wonderful outfit for all Boy 
Scout Organizations for whom it was especially de- $15.90  
signed.  Price complete, as described   

Shipping weight 25 lbs. 
All these outfits whether No. GEK1f100 or No. AETK1902 are supplied 

with code chart of Morse, Continental and Navy codes, also complete direc-
tions for erection, care and use of the outfits purchased. 

NO. GEK1900 

Dear Sirs: —  New York, N. Y. 
I purchased one of your 1-inch Spark rolls in 1911 and it Is still giving 

• good bot spark as if I had bought it to-day.  FRANK DEVIDE. 
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The "Electro" "Arlington (NAA) Baby Timer" 
De Luxe Receiving Cabinet 

Wave Lengths:  Min. 200 Meters; Max. 1,200 Meters 
The "Arlington Baby 

Timer" is without ques-
tion the most compact, the 
smallest, as well as the 
most wonderful little time 
receiving cabinet on the 
market to-day. 

With  a fairly  large 
aerial, it will receive sta-
tions  such  as Arlington 
(NAA) over a distance of 
1,000 miles with ease. For 
a little outfit it has no 
peer in selectivity. 

Very One selectivity is 
had both with condenser 
and  tuning  inductances. 
The tuning is sharp and 
accurate and you will be 
amazed at the clearness of 
the received signals. 

In this outfit a stand-
ard  Auto  Transformer 
type of tuning inductance is used.  This type makes for great selectivity 
as practically no energy is lost in the transformation.  This makes it in a 
sense more efficient than most loose couplers on the market to-day. 

The outfit acts similtir to an interference preventer. because the varia-
ble condenser is especially connected for efficient seh-etive tuning. 

The "Arlington Baby Tinier" is reconnuended for use with an oscil-
lating vacuum detector for undamped waves if external connections are 
made as per diagram furnished with the cabinet. 

It can of course be used with any detector and any good set of 
phones. 

FULL BAKELITE FRONT 
As in all our De Luxe sets, the entre front of the outfit is made of 

BAKELITE.  This material is now used in all high grade commercial 
outfits.  It is much more expensive than  hard rubber.  It has these 
advantages:  It has a beautiful black finish which it never loses.  Unlike 
hard rubber, it never warps.  It is the best electrical insulator known to 
science to-day, barring none.  It does not collect, condense or absorb 
moisture—a very important point to consider in a wireless receiving 
cabinet.  All our binding posts, switch-points, all wiring, etc., are directly 
mounted on the Bakelite Panel.  This is the very best as well as the most 
expensive method known to science to-day.  But when you want a Radio 
Cabinet, you want the best.  Bakelite is TEE best.  We can't afford to 
use screw contacts so we solder every connection.  It's expensive but it 
makes a better outfit. 

The  variable rotary Condenser used  is our famous 17 plate No. 
BEIK9240 type.  None better can he made.  The cabinet is of mahogany, 
with a hand rubbed plano finish.  All workmanship is of the highest 
grade throughout.  All metal parts heavily nickel-plated nnd hand buffed. 
Six generous nickel binding posts and four etched naine plates are 
furnished. 

Explicit diagram showing hook-up as well as various clever connec-
tions is furnished with the outfit. 

By placing n loading coil in the aerial circuit, longer waves can of 
course be received with this outfit. 

For a low priced radio cabinet outfit, this one is unmatched.  Our 
Illustration is but a poor attempt to convey an adequate picture to you. 
You must see and try this outfit—words cannot describe it. 

Size over all 83.'06x2 inches.  Shipping weight 4 tbs. 
No. IIEK4433 "Electro" "Arlington (NAA) Baby Timer" as do- $ 8.5 0 

scribed    

No. DER4433 
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The "Electro" "Key-West (NAR)" Radio Outfit 
DeLuxe Receiving Cabinet 

Wave Lengths:  Min. 200 meters; Max. 2,000 meters 
Here Is a high grade 

long wave, long distance 
outfit.  Will receive mes-
sages from large stations 
such as Key- West (N R) 
Florida, over a radius of 
1250 miles on a medium 
aerial.  Longer  distances 
with a larger aerial.  Ar-
lington  INAA)  time sig-
nals can  be copied  per-
fectly with either a good 
crystal or vacuum detec-
tor. 

For a high grade me-
dium  prbed  out  this 
cabinet  cannot  be  sur-
passed.  It stands  in  a 
class by itself. 

Wonderful  selectivity 
is assisted by the 43 plate 
rota Ty  variable  conden-
ser,  which  is  shunted 
across the secondary. This 
coy:leaser.  by  t se  way, 
has a most deelded !Min-
PlIcP  111.011  Ulf , W hIble  Ry5i-

tent and the tuning can be 
controlled very aceurately 
by its means.  For very 
lino turning, switch selec• 
tors No. 2 and No. 3 are 
used. 
In this outfit a closely 

coupled tuning inilin•tani.i• of highest selectivity giving peculiar qualities 
Is employed.  The induetanees are wound on special tubes and their balance 
is so perfect that great selectivity is guaranteed.  tin aceount of the close 
coupled transformer used. practically no energy is lost in the transforma-
tion, thus making the outfit more euh-lent than most loose couplers on 
the market. 

As the tuning is very sharp most interference can readily be 
l'he outtit therefore in many respeets is a tine interference pre-

venter. 
Our "Key- West N M:" outlt can be used with any kind of crystal or 

vacuum detector.  We also furnish a diagram showing how umiamped 
waves can be received  with this cabinet, using an osellhtting vacuum 
detector. 

FULL BAKELITE FRONT 
As in all our De Luxe sets the entire front of the outfit is made of 

BAKELI TH. This material is now used in all high grnde eommercial 
outfits.  It is far more expenslve than hard rubber.  It it  these edvan-
tages: .1 beautiful Mark finish whieh it never luses.  Unlike hard rubber, 
it never warps.  It is the best electrical insulator, known to svienee to-
day, barring none.  It does not eolleet, condense or absorb moisture — 
a very important point to VI M shier in a wireless receiving cabinet.  All 
our binding nest«, switclennints, and all wiring. etc., are directly mounted 
on the Bakelite Panel.  This is the very best as well as the most eximo-
stye method known to science to-day.  But when you want a Radio cabinet. 
you want the best.  Itakellte Is TIIE best.  Furthermore, every connection 
is soldered, not simply a screw vontact. 

The variable  rotary  romienser  used  in  our  famous  43 plate  No. 
DX9241 type.  None better can be made. Tite eabinet is of mahogany. 

\n‘l444 
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with a hand rubbed piano finish.  All workmanship Is of the highest 
grade throughout.  All metal parts are heavily nickel plated and hand 
buffed. ,Six generous nickel binding posts and seven etched name plates 
are furnished. 

Explicit diagram showing hook-up as well as various clever connec-
tions is furnished with the outfit.  By placing a loading coil in the aerial 
circuit, longer waves can of course be received with this outfit. 

This very handsome Radio outfit cannot be matched 'anywhere at our 
price.  It is not only very compact, but is readily portable as well.  It 
looks more like a $30.00 outfit; with Its expensive Bakelite front, once it 
is in your station.  It is a little beauty all the way through and our illus-
tration does not do it justice whatsoever.  You must see the "Key West" 
to fully appreciate it. 

Size over all MxKU% Inches, Shipping weight 6 lbs. 
No. ADX4444 "Electro" "Key- West NAR" Radio Outfit MA 

described    $14.00 

The "Electro" "Sayville (WSL)" Radio Outfit 
De luxe Receiving cabinet 

Ware Lengths: Min. 450 Meters; Max. 2,500 Meters 
Our  "Sayville 

(WSL)" outfit was 
originally  planned 
for jewelers' use. As 
can be readily un-
derstood a jeweler's 
outfit must be of 
commercial  t y p e, 
must be highly se-
lective and  prat-ti-
(ally free from in-
terference. 

All  this  and 
much more is ac-
complished  w i t ii 
this effielent set. 

Time  signals 
from such stations 
as Arlington (N  ‘, 
are  received Y • 
the  greatest 
over  a radius 
1,500 miles  on  an 
aerial  having  310 
meters.  This is ac-
complished  with 
any good crystal or 
vacuum  detector. 
m  larger  aerials 
the  receiving  dis-
tance of course is  No. ;All N4455 
increased. 

Very sharp tuning is had particularly with the center switch selector 
of the primary transformer winding.  The two, 43 plate, rotary variable 
condensers are particularly useful for tuning waves around 2.500 meters in 
length.  THE e(tNIOENSElz  F1 HIGHT IIAS A SHORT elaCTMT-
'NO ARRANCEMENT FI nt EN:CI:EA:41NC: TIIE WAVE LENGTH. W HEN 
OPEN THIS CONDENSER REDUCES THE WAVE I,ENOTH AND AMA-
«SUR STATIONS CAN TEEN BE 11FX7E,IVED WITH EASE. 

In this outfit W P 11SP  yi re efficient, closely coupled tuning inductan,Ps 
AND A SPECIAL VARIOM/JEK ('ll placed at right angles to the tuning 
Inductance.  This construction is original with us and the entire arrange-
ment of closely coupled induetance.: is more efficient than most ioose 
couplers, as practically no energy is lost in transformation. 
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The "Electro" "Sayville (WSL)" Radio Outfit 

(Continued) 

This outfit is highly selective especially on long wave lengths.  It is 
an Ideal Jeweler's set and the better, up-to-date amateur will be proud 
of this fine set.  Four binding posts for the phones are used in order that 
two sets may be attached to the outfit. 

By means of the three switch selectors nearly all Interference can be 
eliminated, which is especially important when receiving time signals. 

Our "Sayville (weL)" outfit can be used with any kind of detector 
either crystal or vacuum type.  A diagram is furnished showing how un-
damper waves can be received with this outfit by using an oscillating 
vacuum detector. 

FULL BAKELITE FRONT 

its in all our De Luxe sets, the entire front of the outfit is made of 
BAEOLITE.  This material is now used in all high grade commercial 
outfits.  It is far more expensive than hard rubber.  It has these advan-
tages:  It has a beautiful black finish which it never loses.  Unlike bard 
rubber, it never warps.  It is the best electrical insulator known to science 
to-day, barring none.  It does not collect, condense or absorb moisture—a 
very important point to consider in a wireless receiving cabinet.  All our 
binding posts, switch points, all wiring, etc., are directly mounted on the 
Bakelite Panel. This is the very best as well as the most expensive method 
known to science to-day.  But when you want a Radio Cabinet, rnt want 
the best.  Bakelite is THE best. 

To Insure the maximum of efficiency we solder every Joint and contact. 
This means longer range and a guarantee of long life for your outfit.  We 
don't use screw connections anywhere. 
• file two variable rotary condensers used are our famous 43 plate No. 
DX9241 type.  None better can be made.  The cabinet is of mahogany, 
with a hand rubbed piano finish.  All workmanship is of the highest grade 
throughout.  All metal parts are heavily nickel-plated and hand buffed. 
Eight generous nickel binding posts and seven etched name plates are 
furnished. 

Fxrlicit diagram showing hook-up as well as various clever connec-
tions is furnished with the outfit. 

By plac,og a lorultng coil in ne aerial circuit, longer waves can of 
course be reteived witii this outfit. 

This highly efficient set stands unmatched in this country to-day.  It 
is of generous proportions and represents a good deal more than what 
we ask you to pay for it.  It looks business and will give your station 
a commercial looking appearance.  Our illustration does the handsome set 
but scant justice.  You can't adequately show mahogany, nickel and 
Bakelite ln a black and white illustration. 

Size over all 12x10x5% inches.  Shipping weight 9 lbs. 

No. AllX1455 "Electro" "Sayville (WSL)" Radio Outfit as  $1 8.00 
described    

When ordering one of our Tuners, Loose Couplers, Loading Coils, 
Receiving Cabinets, et'.; permit us to present you free with our compli-
ments the following lessons of our famous "WIRELFISS COURSE": lesson 
No. 4 "The Principles of Wireless Telegraphy" or lessons Nos. 8 and 9 
"Receiving Apparata" or lesson No. 12 "The Hook-Ups and Connections'' 
or lesson No. 14 "Operation of Instruments." 

Tou will learn how to tune your station properly and how to get the 
most out or your instruments.  Just attach your free coupons to your 
order.  For further information consult colored section of this catalog 
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The "Electro" "Tuckerton (WGG)" Radio Outfit 
DeLuxe Receiving Cabinet 

Wave Lengths:  Min. 780 Meter.; Max. 3,W. Metere 

The need of a genuine amateur suited set has been long Yelt by the 
various manufacturers, and after a considerable amount of research and 
experimental work, on our part, our engineers have finally devised an 
outfit which will cover ALL the faults inherent in outfits manufactured 
heretofore.  We are the only company Which has succeeded in perfecting 
such an outfit and it will do everything that we claim for It. 

This outfit while eminently suited for the better amateur class. is 
highly recommended for jewelers' use, for the reason that the set Is 
exceedingly compact and fool proof to a very high degree. 

Time signals from Arlington (NAA) as well as other stations sending 
out the time twice daily, are received with astonishing ease with this 
outfit, signals are received over a radius of abou t 2,500 m iles  on  a medium  
size Aerial, in connection with a "Radlocite" or a vacuum detector, or 
any other sensitive detector and a good set of phones.  With very large 
and highly elevated aerials the receiving distance is of course increased. 

SLIDES BACK AND FOR WARD 

Thia Outfit  is of the loose coupler type, especially balanced for ilits 
and efficient tuning.  The loose coupler is of the very latest approved 
type.  The air space between primary and secondary is reduced to a 
minimum.  Both coils are wound with silk covered copper wire—not 
enamel, the latter having proved inefficient for all fine tuning. 

The primary is connected to two switch selectors, (shown at left in 
our illustration).  The selector switch at left connects every tenth turn; 
It Is used for coarse tuning.  The seector switch at the right connects 
every turn of the first 24; It is used for very fine tuning. 

A similar arrangement is used on the sliding secondary.  Here two 
pets of switch selectors MOUNTED ON A BAKELITE PANEL are used; 
the top switch Is for coarse tuning, the bottom one for fine tuning. When 
receiving, the switches of both primary and secondary are manipulated till 
the signals come in with maximum strength. 

An additional switch Is Included with the outfit which short circuits 
the detector when the amateur wishes to transmit, so that the heavy cur-
rents produced by the transmitter do not affect the detector crystal. This 
switch is located below the two primary switches.  The switch is a very 
essential part and has been overlooked In the past by ALL comcnniee 
manufacturing wireless cabinets. 
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The Electra °Tackerten (WGG)" Radio Outfit 
(Continued) 

For selective tuning the secondary should be loosely coupled with the 
primary by pulling it out from the primary and carefully tuning the 
secondary or left-hand condenser.  It will be found that exceptionally 
fine tuning is obtained with this arrangement when once experience is 
obtained in the matter of handling the various parts of the outfit. 

The secondary slides back and forward on two heavy nickel plated 
brass rods.  It slides with wonderful ease and is pushed in or out of 
the primary by merely grasping one of the secondary switch knobs. 

The outfit is so designed, and the circuit so arranged that it is pos-
sible to use it as a receptor for undamped waves.  It is necessary to 
connect an additional loading coil in the aerial circuit to receive long 
waves, as stations which employ undamped wave generators use wave 
lengths exceeding 4,000 meters.  Two of our No. DX8486 Tuning Coils 
can be connected in series and will work satisfactorily, in conjunction 
with the "Tuckerton" receiver for receiving wave lengths up to 6,000 
meters, with a moderate size aerial.  A suitable antenna for this kind of 
work should consist of one or two wires 300 to 600 feet long and about 
60 feet high.  Under normal conditions, with the above aerial and a 
properly tuned oscillating Audion, there should be no trouble in receiving 
European  stations  such  as  Nauen  and  Eilwiese  with  this  wonderful 
outfit. 

Our famous No. 9240 Variable Condenser is used.  None better can be 
made.  The cabinet is of mahogany with a hand rubbed piano finish. 
All workmanship is of the highest grade throughout.  All metal parts are 
heavily nickel-plated and hand buffed.  Six generous nickel binding posts 
and five etched name plates are furnished. 

FULL BAKELITE FRONTS 
As in all our De Luxe sets the entire front of the outfit is made of 

(BAKELITE.  This material is now used in all high grade commercial 
outfits.  The switching panel of the movable secondary is of Bakelite too. 
It is far more expensive than hard rubber.  It has these advantages: 
It has a beautiful black finish which it never loses.  Unlike hard rubber 
it never warps.  It is the best electrical insulator,  known to science 
to-day, barring none.  It does not collect, condense, or absorb moisture — 
a very important point to consider in a wireless receiving cabinet.  All 
our binding posts, switch-points, 11111  wiring, etc., are directly mounted 
on the Bakelite Panels.  This is the very best as well as the most expen-
sive method known to science to-day.  But when you want a Radio cabi-
net, you want the best.  Bakelite is TIIE best.  Every connection is 
soldered.  We don't use screw contacts anywhere. 

Our "Tuckerton" (WOG) Outfit can be used with any kind of crystal 
or vacuum detector.  We also furnish a diagram showing how undamped 
waves can be received with this cabinet, using an oscillating vacuu m 
detector. 

This very fine De Luxe cabinet is without a shade of doubt one of 
the greatest bargains in the country to-day.  It has been designed for 
professional work and will stand a good (leal of abuse.  Its like will 
not be found anywhere.  It is not a small set nor too large to be 
clumsy; it is just right, works right and keeps on working right, long 
after you have forgotten the modest price we ask for the set. 

We are sorry that you can't see this outfit before buying it for our 
illustration does it a great injustice.  How can we show the piano fin-
ished cabinet, the Bakelite fronts,  :le sparkling posts and the "works" 
in a lifeless picture?  When you hold the cabinet in your hands and 
after you have tried it you will appreciate just how much we underesti-
mated it.  We can build outfits better than we can talk about them. Try 
us and see.  Look at our testimonials, they talk better than we could. 

Size over all is: 21 1/2 x7x6,14 inches.  Shipping weight 15 lbs. 
No. BFX44116 "Electro" "Tuckerton (WCO)" Radio Outfit as  $26.00 

described    

Dear Sirs: —  Hamilton, Ont., Can. 
I bought one of your D.S. tuning coils and two of your detectors and 

most say they mot* fine.  F. HOLIDAY. JR. 
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The "Electro" Commercial Wireless Receiving Outfit 
Our long experience in quantity manufacture has enabled us to design a 
standard commercial receiving outfit which, for price, finish, durability, 
flexibility, tuning qualities and long range, is absolutely unsurpassed.  It 
will tune to any wave length from 200 meters to 10,000 meters and the 
selectivity is so perfect that interference is absolutely impossible.  Guar-
anteed under normal conditions and when used with an aerial 150 feet 
long and 100 feet high to receive 2,000 miles. 

No.  EN 1387 

Case is of solid mahogany hand rubbed and finished throughout and 
closing entirely to make it dust proof.  Con‘pnimit handles also make it 
portable.  Coupler is of navy type of mahogany with switches on the 
primary, one of which controls the winding in groups of ten turns and 
the other in individual turns.  The secondary has a switch of odd but 
efficient design.  There is a 43 plate rotary condenser across the primary 
which can be disconnected at will by a switch.  There is also a 43 plate 
rotary variable condenser across the secondary.  For extra long wave 
lengths a loading coil with 7 points is provided.  Two detectors, one a 
crystal type and the other the celebrated Itadioson, ensure always one 
detector in good order.  For the most perfect results with both detectors 
a rotary potentiometer and proper switches are provided as is a suitable 
blocking condenser.  Needless to say all wiring is concealed and all switches 
are mounted on hard rubber and wherever possible of the rotary type. 
The binding posts are large, and well finished and all marked by nickel 
name plates.  All metal is nickel plated and polished.  One pair of 4.000 
ohm "Government" receivers are furnished and of them nothing more need 
be said.  Altogether It forms an outfit designed for commercial work, 
especially on ships.  The outfit is absolutely guaranteed in every respeet. 
and of all those supplied by us not a single owner bas made one complaint 

Cabinet size is 48x16x20 but the size can be slightly altered to suit 
special needs.  Net weight is 50 lbs. 
No. GEX1387 "Electro" Commercial Receiving Outfit as described $ 75 .0 0  

Shipping weight SO lbs. 
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The "Electro" "Nauen (POZ)" Radio Outfit 
De Luxe Receiving Cabinet 

Wave Lengths: Min. 150 Meters; Max. 3,500 Meters 

No. CIX4471 
One of the finest designed  radio outfits which was ever brought 

ont by any radio concern is our "Nauen (POZ)" Radio Outfit which con-
stitutes the most modern receiver. 

'This outfit is so designed that the circuit is capable of receiving both 
undamped and damped wave stations.  It has a minimum wave length of 
150 meters and a maximum of 3,500 meters which covers practically the 
entire range of modern radio practice. 

Every "Nauen" outfit which we furnish is thoroughly tested in every 
respect; both for etili 'envy and operation.  The outfit has a range of 3.500 
to 4,000 miles with the use of a vacuum detector and a moderate size 
antenna.  With a crystal rectifying detector, it is possible to use this set 
to receive stations 2,000 Miles away, under almost all conditions, thus 
enabling the amateur to receive messages at all times which is impossible 
with most of the apparatus put out by other companies. 

This is the only outfit which will stand severe usage, as the con-
struction of the various parts of it is so rigla and durable that it may be 
handled in any manner.  It is the only outfit really suited to club use 
where it is continually handled by the various members. 

The cost of this outfit is so small as compared with usual high grade 
receiving sets, that it makes it applicable for ordinary radio club use, 
and we are certain that the good qualities inherent in this 0otfit will 
revolutionize the amateur field. 

The outfit contains two sets of primary switches for controlling long 
wave reception for use in receiving continuous wave stations.  In receiving 
long waves, switch blade No. 1 is turned towards the right, add the sec-
ondary is placed well within the primary.  The secondary switches are 
placed on the extreme right hand switch point, thus using the complete 
winding of the secondary.  The pointer of the left hand condenser should 
be set at 100 of the scale, thus giving maximum capacity to the outfit. 
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The "Electro" "Nauen" (POZ)" Radio Outfit 
(Continued 

In receiving short wave lengths, such as 600 meters and, below, switch 
No. 1 is re-set to contact on the left in order to connect the right hand 
condenser in series with the ground, thus decreasing the natural wave 
length of the outfit.  The switches of both the secondary and primary 
are manipulated until the incoming signals are heard at the maximum in-
tensity. 

For selective tuning the secondary should be loosely coupled with the 
primary by pulling it out from the primary and carefully tuning the 
secondary or left-hand condenser.  It will be found that exceptionally line 
tuning is obtained with this arrangement when once experience is obtained 
la the matter of handling the various parts of the outfit. 

This outfit is of the latest approved loose-coupled type.  The secondary 
and the primary come as close together as is possible without touching 
each other.  The secondary elides back and forward on two nickel plated 
thick brass slider rods.  It slides with wonderful ease and is pushed in 
or out of the primary by merely grasping one of the secondary switch 
knobs.  These switch selectors are mounted on a (BAKELITE panel which 
slides back and forward with the secondary. 

The outfit is so designed, and the circuit so arranged that it is pos-
sible to use it as a receptor for undamped waves.  This is accomplished 
by an additional coil placed within the cabinet and forming part of the 
outfit.  By merely throwing in the coil in the circuit by connecting in 
switch No. 2 to the right, it is possible to receive continuous wave sta-
tions.  It is necessary to connect an additional loading coil in the aerial 
circuit to receive long waves, as stations which employ undamped wave 
generators use wave lengths exceeding 4,000 meters.  Two of our No. 
DX8486 Tuning Coils can be connected in series and will work satisfac-
torily,  in  conjunction  with  the "Nauen"  receiver for  receiving  wave 
lengths up to 6,000 meters, with a moderate size aerial.  A suitable antenna 
for this kind of work should consist of a single wire 300 to 600 feet 
long and about 50 feet high.  Under normal conditions, with the above 
aerial and a properly tuned oscillating Audion, there should be no trouble 
in receiving European stations such as Newell and Ellwiese. 

Two variable rotary condensers are used, the  No. 9240 and our 
famous 43 plate No. DX9241 type.  None better can be made.  The cabinet 
is of mahogany with a hand rubbed piano finish.  All workmanship is of 
the highest grade throughout.  All metal parts are heavily nickel plated 
and hand buffed.  Six generous nickel binding posts and four etched 
name plates, are furnished. 

A diagram of connections is supplied with the outfit giving full details 
of connections and various hook-ups for use with the outfit. 

Our "Nauen (POZ)" outfit can be used with any kind of crystal or 
vacuum detector.  We also furnish a diagram showing how undamped 
waves can be received with this cabinet, using an oscillating vacuum 
detector. 

FULL BAKELITE FRONTS 
As in all our De Luxe sets the entire front of the outfit is made of 

BAKELITE.  This material is now used in all high grade commercial 
outfits.  All our binding poets, switch-points, all wiring, etc., are directly 
mounted on the Bakelite Panel.  This is the very best as well as the most 
expensive method known to science to-day.  But when you want a Radio 
cabinet, you want the best.  Bakelite is THE best.  Every connection is 
soldered.  We don't use screw contacts anywhere. 

This extraordinarily fine outfit, constituting the finest of our De Luxe 
sets, is head and shoulders above any Radio receiving outfit, selling at 
twice or thrice the price we ask for it.  It is of generous design, but not 
clumsy by any means.  It will make a station have that commercial look 
wherever used with a good pair of phones and a good detector. 

We wish you could come to our factory and look at this outfit for 
the illustration 'conveys but little conception of the fine appearance of 
this our best outfit.  You must see the "Nauen" to appreciate it. 
else over all 17%xIllhx7 inches.  Shipping weight 15 lbs. 

R. C114477 "Electro" Nauen  (POZ)  Radio Outfit no de-  $39.00  
scribed    
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"Electro" 300-Mile Receiving Outfit 

A really excellent outfit that is dependable, tunable within a very 

wide range and remarkably flexible for so reasonably priced an outfit. 

The range of 300 to 500 miles is obtained with a 4 wire .1.." aerial 100 ft. 
long and 30 ft. high. 

Outfit consists of: 

1 No. DBE12002 Loose Coupler. 

1 No. ABE9700 Detector. 

1 pr. No. CX8090, 2,000 ohm Phones. 

1 No. BEK8487 Loading Coil. 

1 Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. 

1 ABE10000  Fixed  Variable  Con-
denser. 

1 FK10010 Junior Fixed Condenser. 
1 No. BEK9240 Rotary Variable Con-

denser. 
1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 
1 Blue Print of Connections. 

Wire for Connections. 

No. ADEK3030 "Electro" SOO Mlle Receiving Outfit, complete as $14.50 
described    

Shipping weight 12 lbs. 

"Electro" 500-Mile Receiving Outfit 

An outfit which will give results comparing very favorably to *boss 
given by most so-called "professional" sets.  Tunes perfectly and has 
perfect interference protection.  The range is very conservatively stated and 
is based on the use of a 4 wire L aerial 100 ft. long and 40 ft. high. 

Outfit consists of: 

1 No, M 14000  Professional  Loose  1 No. BETCO240 Rotary Variable Con. 
Coupler.  denser. 

1 No. AKK7777 Universal  Detector. 
1 No. tBEK8487 Loading Coil.  1 No. FK10010 Junior  Fixed  Con-

1 pr.  No.  DX8070, 2,000 ohm Re-  denser. 
ceivers. 

1 No, AK2501 Code Chart. 
1 Complete Wireless Course in 20 

Lessons.  1 Blue Print of Connections. 

Wire for Connections. 

No. AKERSON "Electro" 500 Mlle Receiving Outfit, complete $18.5 . 
as described   

Shipping weight 23 lbs. 
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"Electro" 1000-Mile Receiving Outfit 

The outfit you have been looking for.  Simple to operate, sure to give 
results and beautifully finished.  Its range of 1.000 to 1,500 miles is certain 
with an L aerial of 4 wires. 150 ft. long and el ft. high.  Will receive 
undamped wave stations with a tikker and has frequently received foreign 
messages in New York.  IIas remarkable tuning capacity and perfect inter-
ference prevention. 

Outfit consists of: 
1 No. I1X14000  Professional  Loose 

Coupler. 
1 No. IIEK4500 Loading Inductance. 
2 No. DX9241 Rotary Variable Con-

densers. 
1 pr. No. FX1305 2,000 ohm Trans-

Atlantic l'hones. 
No. CCEK3100 "Electro" 1,000 Mile Receiving Outfit, as described $33.50  

Slit,wing weight 30 lb.. 

1 No. CEKS8S8 Detector. 
1 Blue Print of Connections. 
1 Complete Wireless Course in 29 

Lessons. 

1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 
Wire for Connections. 

"Electro" 1500-Mile Receiving Outfit 

Rated at 1,500 miles but has done 3.000 miles very regularly on a a; 
wire aerial 175 ft. long and 80 ft. high.  The finest example of an assembled 
instrument outfit possible to produce.  The tuning range is unusual, its 
work on undamped waves with a tikker perfect and its every part as sub-
stantial as it is possible to make it.  The finish on every instrument is 
superb. 

Outfit consists of: 
1 No. APX1399  Navy  Type  Loose  1 No. CEK8888 Detector. 

Coupler. 
1 No. A111710000  Rotary  Variable 

1 No. LIDK4500 Loading Inductance.  Condenser. 
2 No. DX0241 Rotary Variable Con-

densers.  1 Complete Wireless Course in 20 
Lessons. 

1 pr. No. 0X6666 3,000 ohm "Gov-
ernment" Receivers.  1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 

Wire for Connections. 
No. DBGE3015 "Electro" 1,500  Bile  Receiving  Outfit,  as $42.75  

described   
Shipping weight 35 lbs. 
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"Electro" 3-Mile Sending Outfit 

A simple untuned combination of Instruments that will easily send 
from 1 to 3 miles with a 50 ft. 2 wire aerial 30 ft. high. 

Outfit consists of: 

*1  No. CCK1087  Bull-Dog 

Spark Coil. 

1 No. 1E9221 1 pint Leyden Jar. 

1 No. EK9220 Spark Gap. 

1 No. CE1118 Telegraph Key.  1 Blue Print of Connections. 

Wire for Connections. 

No. FX2003 'Electro" 3 Mile Sending Outfit, as described   
Shipping weight 12 lbs. 

3 No. CK1001 Dry Cells. 

1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 

1 Complete Wireless Course in 211 

Lessons. 

$6.00 
• This outfit can also be had for a range of 5 to 8 miles by substi-

tuting one of our No. D43E1088 one inch Bull-Dog Spark Coils and adding 
3 No. CK1091 Dry Cells, making up our 

No 11BE2008 "Electro" 8 Mile Sending Outfit, as described....  $8.25 
Shipping weight 15 113. 

"Electro" 15-Mile Sending Outfit 

.An outfit that any amateur can be proud to own.  Its range is 0011. 

liervatively stated and has been greatly exceeded on a 75 ft. 4 wire aerial 

40 ft. high.  Its tuning is sharp and the emitted wave very penetrating. 

Finish excellent throughout. 

Outfit consists of: 

1 No. I1X1089 2-inch Bull-Dog Spark 
Coil. 

1 No. DX8271 Electro Helix. 
1 No. EK9220 spark Gap. 
1 No. BEK9260 Condenser. 
1 No. ABE1117 Telegraph Key. 

8 No. CK1001 Electro Dry Celli. 

1 Blue Print of Connections. 

1 Complete Wireless Course in 20 
Lessons. 

1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 

Wire for Connections. 

AIII15115 "'their." 15 Mile Sending Outfit, be described.... $18.0111 
Shipping weight 25 lbs. 
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"Electro" 50-Mile Sending Outfit 
For 110 Volts A. C. or D. C. Current Only 

reasonably priced outfit that has done wonderful .work.  A range 

of 75 to 100 miles is not at all unusual.  Gives a high pitched and sharp 

note that is easily rend and very dependable.  The tuning is very simple 

and unusually sharp. 

Outfit consists of: 

1 No. GGE8050 1,¡ K. W. Transformer 
Coil. 

1 No.  BHE8000 Electrolytic  Inter-
rupter. 

1 No, DXS271 Electro Sending Helix. 
1 No. BXa212 Wireless Key. 
1 No. AEK10099 Key Condenser (to 

absorb spark). 

1 No. DGE531  Glass  Plate  Con-
denser. 

1 No, DE8001 Fused Knife Switch. 
1 No. AKX2382 Rotary Spark Gap. 
1 Blue Print of Connections. 
1 Complete Wireless Course in 20 

Lessons. 
1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 

Wire for Connections 

P. CBEK2050 "Electro" SO Mlle Sending Outfit, as described..  $32.50  
Shipping weight 90 lbs. 

"Electro" 100-Mile Sending Outfit 
For Operation on 110 Volts Alternating Current Only 

A commercial outfit for the price of an amateur one.  Its high grade 
apparatus as combined here has sent as far as 207 miles using a 4 wire 
aerial 100 ft. long and 60 ft. high.  Tunes sharply and clearly and holds 
its adjustment.  It is as dependable as any professional outfit can be 
made. 

Outfit consists of: 
9. No.  CA Mr2S1  K. W. 

Core Transformer. 
1 No. BX9212 Wireless Key. 
1 No. AEK10099 Key Condenser (to 

absorb spark). 
1 No. DGE531A Special Glass Plate 

Condenser. 

Closed  1 No. FX9600  Oscillation  Trans-
former. 

1 No. AKX2382 A.C. Rotary Spark 
Gap. 

1 Complete Wireless Ccrurse in 20 
Lessons. 

1 No. AK2501 Code Chart. 

Wire for Connections 

No. DEX2100 "Electro" 100 Mlle Sending Outfit, a. described..  $55.00 
Shipping weight 125 lbs. 

• The same outfit can be supplied with a 1 K. W. Transformer and Con-
densers giving it a range of over 200 miles at our extra price of $72.00, 
making the entire 

No. AAGX2200 "Electro" 200 Mlle Sending Outfit, as described.. $117.00 
Shipping weight 225 lbs. 
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RADIOCITE 
TESTED FOR SENSITIVITY 

The most wonder-

ful of all Wireless 

Crystals 

Use Radiocite in 

your detector and 

then forget it 

The Wireless Crystal that D ON'T Jar Out 

IIADIOCITE is the most wonder 
sensitive than Galena and far more 
mineral.  RADIOCITE is a specially 
cally treated by our own secret pro-
cess. 

The  mineral  that  looks  like 
liquid gold.  It has a highly, won-
derfully polished surface giving it 
a perfectly  burnished  appearance. 
This crystal is now in use by sev-
eral governments, and is conceded to 
be the most satisfactory of all.  It 
is used with a medium stiff phos-
phor bronze spring, or with a stiff 
silver wire, about No. 3.0 B. & S. 
Gauge.  One of the important fea-
tures of RADIOCITE is that it does 
not jar out easily.  Each crystal is 
tested out individually for sensitiv-
ity and guaranteed.  RADIOCITE 
comes packed separately in a box, 
wrapped in tin-foil.  Full directions 
for use accompany it.  RADIOCITE 
can be mounted like any other crys-
tal;  it may  be  clamped between 
springs. but it is best to set it in 
Hugonium soft metal.  Money re-
funded if our claims are not sub-
stantiated. 

Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. E1113939 Generous piece of teat-
cd RADIOCITE. Pre-  $0.50  
paid    

The one up-to-date mineral which 
every amateur must have. 

ful of all radio crystals.  It is more 
sensitive than ANY other crystal 01 
selected grade of a rare crystal chemi 

Cleveland, Ohio, 

Electro Importing Co. 
233 Fulton St., 
New York. 

Gentlemen 
Your piece of radlocite re-

ceived  in  exzellent  condition 
and am glad  to inform  you 
that it is without doubt the 
best mineral ever put on the 
market.  It has any silicon or 
galena  beat  forty  different 
ways and back again.  I have 
tried it out on an indoor set 
consisting of a piece of bare 
copper wire 20 feet long, a gas 
pipe ground, a forty cent de-
tector and a pair of 2000 Ohm 
phones.  This  set  was  used 
merely for the purpose of test-
ing Itadiocite and the resulto 
obtained "knocked nie off my 
feet."  I have not yet tried it 
on my big set but if it works 
as good as it did on the small 
set—why, I'll have "some" set. 

Yours truly. 
L. PLACEK. 
316 W. 84th St., 

Cleveland, O. 
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The "Electro" Radioson Detector 
"THE l LTIL1 SENsITIl E ELECTROLYTIC" 

This detector to-day is with-  (l'atente, Pending.) 
out question one of the most sen-
sitive,  and  from  an  operating 
standpoint, the most satisfactory 
one manufactured.  The Radioson 
is far more sensitive than most de-
tectors and will bring in messages 
which cannot be heard with other 
detectors. 

The Radioson Detector is the 
outcome of years of expensive ex-
periments and embodies features 
new end unique. 

The Radloson Detector is the 
only  detector  so  far  developed 
which needs no adjusting and can-
not get out of adjustment.  It can-
not be knocked out by  nearby 
sending stations, never loses its 
sensitivity and messages come in 
clear and distinct even while the 
detector is shaken violently.  You 
no longer lose part of an important 
message because your detector lost 
its adjustment if you use the Radioson Detector. 

The acid as well as all other parts are sealed in the detector.  It is 
absolutely clean and safe, and it is adjusted to Its highest sensitivity at 
the factory.  Every Radioson cartridge undergoes five different tests before 
it is finally sealed.  You cannot change the adjustment without smashing 
the glass or by passing a high tension current through It.  The Radioson 
detector is always ready without adjustment on your part. 

The Radioson is clean and compact and easy to handle.  It works as 
well on a shaky table as on a concrete foundation.  For receiving on board 
an aeroplane, shaky boat, train or automobiles where violent vibration 
is inevitable, the Eadioson cannot be matched and this regardless of its 
higher sensitivity over other detectors. 

It is necessary to use two dry cells (three volts) in connection with the 
detector. These cells may be of very small size, such as a flashlight battery. 
A curious part of the improved Radioson Is that it does not sound at all 
like an electrolytic detector, but the sound coming in over the telephone 
receivers is exactly the same as that of a crystal detector.  The sound Is 
much sharper and clearer than the ordinary electrolytic type. 

The RADIOSON practically requires no attention, it Is always ready for 
use and the operator never loses part of a message on account of bother-
some as well as annoying adjustments common to every other detector. 

Another curious feature of the improved Radioson is that it tends to 
become more sensitive with age; the wireless waves passing through it 
seem to have a beneficent effect upon it.  It does not matter which way 
the Radioson Is hooked up, that is, whether the anode or the cathode is 
connected to the aerial; It works with the same Intensity either way.  In 
this respect It Is exactly like a crystal detector and as a matter of fact 
works exactly like one. 

The Radioson can only be used with a 2.000-ohm headset or one with 
higher ohmage.  Lower resistances than 2,000 ohms tend to shorten the 
life of the detector, 

The Radioson is absolutely guaranteed by us In all respects.  We 
guarantee safe delivery to you under all circumstances.  We will further-
more refund your money to you upon proof that the Radioson is not exactly 
as represented by us. 

NO. DEK9300 

Gentlemen: —  Knox, Pa. 
The Radioman Detector I reeeked is a "Peach."  I am using it along-

side of a very sensitive Galena and it is not only louder, but clearer and 
always In adjustment.  V. E. Smith. 
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The "Electro" Radioson Detector 
(Continued) 

The Radioson Is only sold complete as shown.  Radio-
son exchange cartridges are only furnished to users of the 
instrument providing the original cartridge Is returned to 
us either whole or broken. 

Specifications:  The Radioson consists, of a heavy In-
sulated base, on this is mounted a very large solid hard 

rubber standard, which supports the heavy nickel plated brass spring.  The 
spring holds the Radioson cartridge in place by a positive string action. 

The cartridge is easily snapped in and out by simply lifting the spring 
upwards.  There are two extra large nickel binding posts.  Size over all 
4x2,,:ex31/2 . All metal parts are triple nickel plated and highly polished. 
Base Is felt covered.  This extremely neat instrument has already been 
introduced in a number of commercial radio stations. 

The very highest degree of sensitivity of the Radioson Detector is 
brought out by the use of our No. BX9255 Rotary Potentiometer.  On 
account of the very minute amount of current used by the Radioson only 
a potentiometer will provide the fine control that will bring out the best 
that is in this remarkable detector.  Of course, a potentiometer is not 
absolutely necessary but since you will want the best results attainable it 
will pay to use a potentiometer with your Radioson. 
No. DE K9S00 'Electro" Radioson Detector (complete)   

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
o. EE K9301  "Elect ro" Radiomen Cartridge only (see note above)  

S hipping weight 1 lb. 

RADIO "DE LUXE" CRYSTAL SET 
FOR COMMERCIAL, NAVY AND ARMY OPERATORS 

i. a u•ry efficient outfit which 
nery Radio Operator should have on 
his table or carry in his pocket.  It le: 
"The right thine in the right place. 
and the right place for the right thine." 
No more bunting around  for that 

piece of crystal when the signals are 
not coming in strongly, no more soiled 
and  broken crystals lying around  la 
drawer's corner. 
Our Radio "De Luxe" Crystal Set not 

only obviates this, but the high clavo 
minerals furnished with the outfit will 
prove a boon for every operator. 
The outfit consists of a water- and 

dust-proof, air-tight box of special con-
struction, as per illustration.  The box 
can he carried easily in the pocket on 
account of Its flat and neat shape. 
It contains: 

One piece of tested Radlocite 
One piece of tested Galena. 
One piece of tested Silicon. 

Furthermore, one 18 Karat Cold Cat• 
whisker and two phosphor bronze eat-

Ma 11X3131  whiskers of different ,l'aces. 
It is not necessary for us to indulge 

here upon the merits of our "Ratifi es" Crystal, as it Is in universal use to-day in all well equipped 
Radio Stations; we will, however, add a few words of explanation concerning the quality of the 
two other minerals which we furnish with our set: 

We use only Galena of the best and purest grade, especially selected cubic crystals, carefully 
tested and ultra sensitive. 

Oar Silicon is fused material, imported by us from England. and we have a good stud stack 
of same always on hand.  Every piece is selected and hated, the same as our Galena and Radiocite. 

Our tested Minerals should be handled only with pincers, never with bare fingers. We recommend 
strongly the use of the Cold Catwhisker with our "Radiocite."  It is epecially invaluable on board 
ships, as the gold can't rust and no oxidation can set in between the point of the catwhisker and the 
mineral. 
Me. 8X31.31  Radio "De Late" Crystal Set, as described above   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

_ 
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THE "ELECTRO" RADIOCITE DETECTOR 

O. CEK81188 

The "Electro" Radiocite Detector 
With Gold Catwhisker 

$ 350 

POSITIVELY THE MOST SENSITIVE CRYSTAL DETECTOR MADE 

FEATURES 
Gold Catwhisker 
Bakelite Base 
Non Jar-out 
Quadruple adjusting Range 
Long distance tested 

Ultra-Sensitive 
%  in. Felt  Sub-base 
Adjustment Lock 
Non Surface-leaking 
Rotary Detector Cup 

•• 

There are to-day hundreds of crystal detectors on the market —many 
good fines, and more bad ones.  However, but few of them are built along 
scientifie lines, and most of them leave it to you to select whatever crystal 
you care to use. 

Common faults with other detectors: 
Wood or marble bases.  Both leak, and badly nt that, particularly the 

latter, due to metallic veins. 
Nearly all detectors are easily "jarred" out. 
Nearly all have catwhiskers or contact points which oxidize readily. 
Most detectors are hard to adjust —and don't keep the adjustment, 

because they have no locking arrangement. 
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The "Electro" Ragliocite Detector 
(Continued) 

They are only as sensitive as the crystal you use with them. 
Tbe "Electro" Radlocite Detector constructed along scientific lines by 

our Mr. H. Gernsback, is the outcome of ten years of experimenting to 
develop a REAL detector which should have none of the many faults listed 
above.  Not alone has Mr. Gernsback succeeded in solving the baffling prob-
lem, but the Radioeite Detector has many other fine points not found in 
any other instrument.  Mr. Gernsback in whose laboratory can be found 
glmost every style of detector ever made to-day uses no other type than 
the Radlocite.  You wit feel the same way once you have used it for ten 
minutes. 

The Hadincite Detector combines science plus good construction, plus 
highest sensitivity known to-day, plus horse-sense.  No funny springs, 
levers, balls or other expensive freak contraptions are used.  But what 
we do use is the best that money can buy.  Everything la on a  tnerous 
scale, no skimping is allowed. 

CONSTRUCTION 
BASE. — We use Bakelite % IN. THICK the best insulator known to-day, 

as well as the most expensive.  Marble, Wood, Composition, Hard Rubber 
ALL LEAK, either due to poor inherent insulation or by surface leakage. 
On a damp day the best hard rubber base leaks, because it condenses 
moisture, thus making a shunt between binding posts, etc.  Bakelite does 
not do this.  Neither does it warp or crack.  IT IS PERFECT. 

ADJUSTMENT. —A heavy bronze casting, triple nickel plated W EIGH-
ING % lb. carries a very heavy shaft on both sides of which are attached 
two hard rubber knobs 1% in. In diameter.  In the center of the shaft a 
small tubular rod is inserted, carrying the little thumbscrew "B," which 
In tcrn holds the entwhisker wire.  By this simple method the catwhisker 

be exchanged for another one in five seconds.  Now look at the illus-
tration and observe the slot in the large casting. 

This simple slot makes it possible to LOCK THE rAT W HISKER by 
means of the hard rubber adjusting knob "A" WITHOUT DISTCRBING 
THE CATWHISKER ADJUSTMENT IN ANY W AY W HATSOEVER.  The 
knob "A" simply locks the central rotating shaft, without displacing the 
eatwhisker as much as a millionth of an inch.  No other detector has any 
such wonderful locking feature. 

Two knobs are used for the following reason:  For very tine adjust-
ment one hand rests on one knob while the fingers of the other grasp the 
other knob.  The hand resting on the one knob simply acts AS A BRAKE. 
A moment's reflection will show that this method is infinitely better than 
a single hand adjustment. 

Moreover with this detector, BOTH HANDS REST ON THE TABLE 
while adjusting.  Al! the,.e features must appeal to the wireless enthusiasts 
who know how difficult it is to adjust the average detector. 

CAT WHIsKE1t.-- We furnish two of these.  One of 14 KARAT GOLD, 
impossible of oxidation. the other of phosphor bronze. 

Most detectors are f,tit of adjustment a large part of the time. simply 
epeause the tip of the fine eatwhisker oxidizes. i.e., rusts.  Gold lines not 
xillize hence we use it.  You will be surprised how little adjusting the 

fro re ntres. 

QUADRUPLE ADJUSTING RANGE. —This wonderful range is only to 
be found in the Radlocite Detector.  It positively beats everything for 
quick and complete searching out of the most sensitive crystal split. 

1.  Rotating the two large knobs, adjusts the catwhisker for best con-
tacting pressure. 

2.  Pushing the knobs from one side to the other (% in. movement 
allows for this) gives the catwhisker ample lateral motion. 

3.  The Rotating Detector Cup, rotated by means of the knurled in-
sulating ring, serves to bring almost every point of the crystal under the 
catwhisker. 

4.  Sliding tile Detector cup backwards  or forwards completes any 
possible adjusting that can be imagined. 

Finally the detector can  he screwed on the table with the crystal 
towards you or away from you.  The adjusting is accomplished equally 
well either way. 
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NOT JARRED OCT. —This is a very important feature.  The long fine 
catwhisker wire is so light that it needs a very heavy knock to displace 
it.  To deaden any jar or knock we employ a % IN. THICK SOFT FELT 
SUB-11AV,Fl (not shown in illustration).  This makes the detector practi-
cally jar proof.  Think of this when you want to buy a detector. 

RADTOCITE CRYSTAL THE MAIN FEATURE. —"A detector Is ne 
better than its crystal."  We come out with this strong claim, supported 
by evidence from thousands of users: 

Radloelte Is the most sensitive crystal known to-day barring none.  It 
la more sensitive than galena, zincite, or silicon.  Evidence? 

We  have  thousands  of  unsolicited  testimonials  on  hand.  We 
could print pages and pages of them, but lack of room forbids.  ' you 
want to know more about Radiocite refer to the page where Radlocite is 
listed in this catalog. 

EACH DETncToR TFISTDD FOR SENSITIVITY AND FOR LONG 
DISTANCE.  Before the Radiocite crystal is set in the Rotary cup with 
"Ilugonium," it is tested by two operators, under actual working condi-
tions.  Only the very best and most sensitive crystals are used in this 
detector.  You will be amazed at the sensitivity of this crystal; there is 
nothing like it.  Long distance records are broken every week with Radio 
cite, 1.000, 2.000 miles are every-day performances.  Will you use the best? 

All workmanship and finish highest throughout.  All metal parts are 
triple nickel-plated and hand-buffed.  Two very large binding posts are 
used.  The Bakelite base is highly finished.  The bright nickel on the 
bla( k Bakelite base gives the whole in.lrument a rich appearance, not 
possibl. to reproduce adequately in our illustration, which at best does 
the instrument scant justice. 

:x•Ile,x2:1,;, in.  Shipping weight 3 lbs. $3.50 
No. t 1:148888 "1.7.ectro'• Radlocite Dctector. as described   

"Electro" Cardboard Tubes 
No. 64 

We have had such a persistent demand for cardboard tubes for • 
winding radio coils, Tesla coils. high frequency coils, phantom 
coils, and for all other kinds of similar experiments, that we 
finally derided to list these. 

All our tubes are made of special gray seamless 
board 81111 there are no seams showing on any part of  No.83 
the outside of the tube. They are perfectly  No. 62 
smooth and clean, while the most 
important part is that all our  No. 61 
tubes are absolutely accurate and 
perfectly rotund.  These tubes are 
built of specially treated paper, 
are aged and are guaranteed not 
to shrink even after being treated 
with shellac or other compounds 
after wh:ding on the wire.  This 
is an Important consideration, as most ordinary mailing tubes are not lit for 
winding purposes because they shrink after a certain time, the wire then 
beeoming loose.  This is absolutely obviated by our specially treated tubes, 
and they will save quite a good deal of annoynnee, time and material wasted 
as must become apparent to any experienced Experimenter who has ever had 
to do work of this kind. Yes, our prices are high, but our tubes are worth IL 

The color of the tubes is light gray; sizes over all are as follows: 
No. 61-4-11/16 in. high; 4U, in. diameter; 3/4  in. wall 
No. 62-5%  in. high; 5% in. diameter: 14  in. wall 
No. le —7 14  in. high: 4% in. diameter: % in. wall 
No. 64-12  in. high; 2% in. diameter; % in. wall 
No. 65-30  in. high; 5% in diameter; 1/4 in. wall 

The No. 65 tube is not shown in our illustration as it is a very large size. 
This type is used in our regular No. 4500, 15,006 meter loading coll.  We 
guarantee these tubes will please you.  Once used, always used. 
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-Electro" Cardboard Tubes 
(Continued) 

At the present time we are not prepared to furnish any other tubes than 
the ones listed here, although we will take orders of special sizes for quan-
tities.  In that ease it must not be for less than 300 tubes.  Smaller orders 
cannot be filled. Get our prices first. 
No. 61 "Electro" Cardboard Tube, as described, each   $0.25 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. 62 "Electro" Cardboard Tube, as described, each   $0.35 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. 63 "Electro" Cardboard Tube, as described, each   $0.35 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. 64 "Electro" Cardboard Tube, as described, each   $0.25 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. 65 "Electro" Cardboard Tube, as described, each   $0.75 

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 

The "Electro" Galena Detector 
WITH A PIECE OF TESTED GALENA AND ROTARY DETECTOR CUP 

The preference of many amateurs for a light 
contai t crystal detector has caused the advent of 
our Galena Detector.  To evolve a detector of this 
type demanded no particular skill, but to con-
struct a detector with EVERY advantage here-
tofore enjoyed by this class of detectors required 
much and long study.  And above all this de-
tector is presented at a lower price than many 
more costly detectors and far inferior to ours. 

With this detector it isn't a case of simply 
another detector on the market with the usual 
failings of those now on the market.  It's the 
application of a really new method of adjust-
ing a sensitive cat-whisker so it will apply as 
light or heavy a contact as is desired and all 
this by use of the simplest means imaginable, 
yet so simple that it wasn't thought of all 
these years.  The surest sign that the "Electro" 

Galena Detector is a hit is tbe compliment that we have been paid by a 
competitornwho copied it exactly in appearance though not in material 
or working quality.  Better make sure you get the best by ordering the 
"Electro" to-day. 

The base is of solid hard rubber composition, 14 in. thick, solid 
standard heavily nickeled and polished adjusting screw of hard rubber 
composition 1 in. in diameter, contact spring of phosphor bronze, nickel 
plated and polished; crystal contact of phosphor bronze wire properly 
coiled and pointed.  Binding Posts are our Standard Hard Rubber.  The 
cup is surrounded by a knurled fibre ring, and can be rotated, so that 
every point of the Galena can be reached. 

By reason of the fact that the contact spring moves through an arc 
and the crystal cup moves on an eccentric, every spot on the cup can be 
touched.  The spring being held down by a screw cannot slip and lose its 
adjustment due to vibration.  Size of Detector, 31/2 x31/2  in. 
No. ABE9700 Detector complete as described,   $1.25 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. AEK9701 Detector as described but with a TESTED "RADIO-  

CITE" crystal, the best there is   
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

NO. ABE9700 

A piece of TESTED GALENA, set in the Detector-cup with HUGO-
NIUm soft metal is furnished with No. ABE9700 Detector and a piece of 
TESTED RADIOCITE set in the Detector-cup  with HUGONIUM e•ift 
metal is furnished with No. AEK 9701 Detertor. 
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The "Electro" Universal Detector Stand 
WITH ROTARY SLIDING DETECTOR (UP 

Our Universal Mineral-Crys-
tal Detector Stand was devised 
by us after long experimenting 
and stands in a class by itself. 
It is used chiefly for experimen-
tal purposes and has the most 
sensitive arrangement of any de-
tector  on  the  market.  It  is 
hardly necessary to waste words 
on the superiority of this instru-
ment over other similar ones. 
By studying the Illustration the 
many excellent features of this 
detector will appeal even to the 
layman. 

The  crowning  achievement, 
however, is found in our new 
rotary sliding cup.  The brass 
cup has a massive knurled fibre 
ring and the lower part of the 
cup is fashioned in such a man-
ner that it can slide back and 
forward in the metal slide. ANY 
PART  OF  THE  DETECTOR 
SUBSTANCE can thus be touched by the detector point.  Ours is the first 
detector to achieve this.  Furthermore, the entire cup can be slid out 
entirely and another on  substituted in 5 seconds.  The upper double 
spring arrangement has a blunt brass point, to make contact with the 
crystal or mineral.  A phosphor bronze cat-wisker contact not shown ia 
the illustration is supplied with each detector. 

The novelty is that with this Detector we furnish a quantity of SOFT' 
141ETAL which is packed around the crystal or mineral into the detector 
cup.  This soft metal, HUGONIUM, is furnished in a small bottle and 
when placed in hot water immediately melts.  Upon cooling it becomes 
hard as copper.  All metal parts are nickel plated and polished, and 
mounted on an insulating base.  Two hard rubber binding posts are pro-
vided. 

When you buy a detector you are buying the most important part 
of your wireless receiving outfit.  The finest receiving set is no better-
than its detector.  When you buy the "Electro" Universal Detector stand 
you are buying a time tested piece of apparatus that works not some-
times or once in a while, but every time.  You can't make a mistake by-
buying the beat at the price of most lower grade articles. 
TIT'S DETECTOR IS EQUIPPED WITH A TESTED GALENA CRYSII.U.: 

Size overall 2,,e2x4 3Y2 in. 

No. A.EK7777  New Universal Detector Stand, as described.  
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. CE7178  Ilugonlum, soft metal, to mount crystals or "25  
minerals, oz. bottle. Shipping weight 4 oz 

No. CF.777g 

NO. AE117717 

Gentlemen: —  Jersey City, N. J. 

Am just after receiving my CM  1 Detector and Buzzer and am 
very much pleased with both, especially the Detector. 

ANDRE W isCHMIDLAPTs 
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The "Electro" Tuner 
3300 M ETERS 

PATENTED FEB. 1, 1910 

O. DX8486 
The "Electro Tuner" which we present is undoubtedly one of the best 

examples of a high grade commercial tuner.  We were the very first firm 
building this style, and there is no doubt whatever that this tuner is the 
most popular one we, manufacture.  The type described herewith is the 
tenth style evolved, ami we believe it is impossible to further improve 
on it.  Our long years of experience vouch for superority. 

A Few Words to the Uninitiated. 
Take two violin strings, having equal length and stretched with equal 

tension.  If now one is sounded with the bow, the other will sound in 
unison, although it has not been touched.  The two strings are tuned, or 
both have the same tune.  The same thing is true of piano strings and 
tuning forks. 

The tuning coil for wireless purposes accomplishes a similar purpose. 
Roughly speaking, if your friend has an aerial 60 feet long and you have 
an aerial 40 feet long, theoretically you cannot receive from his station 
because you are 20 feet short.  Now the tuning coil, having hundreds of 
feet of wire wound on its cylinder, makes good your deficiency. By moving 
one of the sliders your aerial (connected to the tuner) will be made arti-
ficially longer.  Finally the slider passes a point where the total length of 
the tuner wire has reached 20 feet.  This, added to the aerial, gives 60 
feet total —you are in tune with your friend's station.  Thus a tuner 
accomplishes the purpose to tune in in other stations, to tune out unwanted 
ones, etc., etc.  In other words, though your aerial is not very big, yoe 
can, with the aid of the tuner, select the signals from other stations 
having larger aerials than your own. 

The wave length of the "Electro Tuner" with 100-foot flat top 4-wire 
aerial 100 feet high is 3300 meters.  This tuner is perfectly adapted to 
receiving from undamped wave stations and if 3 or more of them are 
used in series on a fair sized aerial you can receive from the European 
stations perfectly.  According to the latest researches It Is RARE WIRE 
W OUND by our special process.  The convolutions approach up to 1/100 
inch and are wound with amazing precision, making finest tuning possible. 

Gicatlemen: —  Moseow, Idaho. 
I received order all O. X.  The tuner was better than I had expected. 

Th. 'wire and ground clamp are also very good.  GEORGE CURTIS. 
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There are over 300 convolutions  of copper  wire,  and  this  tuner 
will tune as accurately as % meter.  The wire is secured by means of a 
secret process and we will exchange any coil WITHIN TWO YEARS IF 
THE WIRE SHOULD COME LOOSE OF ITS OWN ACCORD. 

All woodwork is of best seasoned oak, hand rubbed finish cf the 
highest order.  The base has holes so the instrument can be screwed to the 
table or wall.  The two metal slider rods are double nickeled and highly 
polished.  Our well-known hard rubber sliders are used, one BLACK for 
ground, one RED for aerial.  This feature is found only on our instru-
ments. 

Our patented sliders are equipped with a medium hard BRONZE BALL 
which does not wear down the wire of the tuner.  Our slider in this 
respect is the only one that can claim this truthfully.  Besides being 
made of hard rubber, grouno through your body by way of the slider 
is impossible.  There are f,ar of our famous hard rubber binding posts, 
which give the tuner that "classy" appearance.  Each post is marked.  W 
stands for the Wire convolutions; S for slider. 

Size of tuner over all, 13x7x7 inches. 
Shipping weight 6 lbs. $400 

No. exmige -Electro Tuner" double slide, as described   . 

The "Electro' Tuner, Jr. 
l' \TENTED FEB. 1, 1910 

While the "Electro" 
Tuner  previously  de-
scribed may be used to 
'tune in" for the larg-
est stations, we have 
had a large demand for 
a Double Slide tune, 
of  a smaller  design 
and present our friemli 
with  our  "Electri 
Tuner, Jr." 

It is wound with 
about 300 turns of bare 
copper wire,  and  in-
stead of one slider two  NO. BXD050 
are used.  This gives a 
finer adjustment.  Our Patented BALL BEARING Slider is used on this 
coil.  It has 4 binding posts. 

The construction of this eon is the neme of perfection.  Coil ends are 
of molded hard rubber giving the instrument a beautiful appearance. All 
metal parts finished in nickel plate, 

The Rolling ball touches only one wire at a time and can not pos-
sibly wear out the wire.  No other coil can claim this.  Springs rubbing 
against the bare wire, as found in other coils, wear the wire down quickly, 
and the coil must be rewound.  This is impossible with our coil.  Ours 
is cheaper at the start, and cheaper in the end.  Here's how we make this 
little marvel.  ENDS—polished hard rubber composition.  A fine insulator 
wonderfully strong and beautiful to look at. 

TUBE —Non-seamless —carefully d'pped and finished.  They are wound 
with bare wire (the best way).  The wire can't come loose and will be 
replaced If it cornes loose without abuse within two years. 

SLIDER RODS—Solid Square rods highly nickel plated and polished. 
They are made to last and they do.  On the rods are our wonderful 
patent sliders, one red and one black—an exclusive feature found only on 
our goods. 

BINDING POSTS—are solid hard rubber composition.  Can't short 
circuit, make perfect contact and look rich. 

Sizes, 8 inches long, 3% inches high, 3% inches wide. 
No. BX9950 "Electro Tuner, Jr." (double slide) as described....  

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
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The "Electro" Loose Coupler 
RECEIVING TUNING TRANSFORMER 

Patented Feb. 1, 1910 

While an ordinary tuning 
coil le admirably suited for 
ordinary work it is not a suc-
cess where exceedingly  fine 
tuning is required.  In fact, 
even the best tuner cannot 
tune within 10 per cent. ac-
curacy.  Furthermore,  now 
that so very many stations 
are working  simultaneously, 
we must have an instrument 
which is capable of tuning to 
an  exceedingly  fine  degree 
and be able to ABSOLUTELY 

NO. DBE12002  tune out ANY unwanted sta-
tion. 

We experimented for months before we produced a loose coupler within 
the reach of everybody.  Not alone did we succeed but we improved the 
old types to such an extent that ours has a far greater selectivity than 
any similar instrument on the market NO MATTER W HAT ITS PRICE. 
Certain far off stations come in quite loudly even if the secondary is 
pulled clear out as far as it will go, that is, the air distance between 
primary and secondary is fully 2 inches.  We found the connections as 
per diagram to give best results.  The variable condenser is especially 
recommended and will be of considerable value.  Any detector can be 
used, of course.  Personally we prefer the Radioson Detector as the 
signals come in very much louder. 

The construction of the "Electro" Loose Coupler is of the highest 
perfection. 

Wood parts are of polished hard wood; metal 
nickel plated.  The wire on the primary is bare wire 
wound after the latest process, ensuring high &II-

' clency; 3 hard rubber binding posts and two gen-
erous metal posts are provided as shown.  If the 
variable condenser is not used, post No. 1 remains 

= =" unconnected. 
The secondary is machine wound with green silk covered wire, as it 

would be quite impossible to wind the very fine wire otherwise.  It is, of 
course, highly important that no wire of one layer should cover any 
other; in other words, the winding must be done with highest precision 
only made possible with a special winding machine. 

The secondary, projecting from the right has a large hard rubber 
switch handle, which carries a nickel switch blade.  This blade plays over 
6 contact points, to vary the inductance.  The secondary coil heads ARE 
OF HARD RUBBER COMPOSITION, the secondary slides freely on two 
beautifully nickel-plated brass rods.  On the primary one of our patent 
sliders is provided as used on our other instruments.  The secondary can 
be moved back and forth with the greatest possible ease and will not 
stick, or require two hands to move as is the case with even expensive 
makes.  Our loose coupler is built to pick up wave lengths up to 80(1 
meters and as the majority of cornu ercial and government stations have 
only a wave length up to eoo meters, our instrument will be found to 
respond in practically all cases. 

Adjustment:  When connections are made and detector is adjusted, 
move secondary up to the centre of primary, then adjust slider till signals 
come in loud,• then move secondary back and forth, while moving the 
switch knob back and forth, till position is found where signals are 
loudest.  Now the variable condenser is adjusted.  Dimensions:  Length of 
base 12 inches, width 6 inches, height over all 61,4 inches. 
ldo. DBE1200: "Electro" Loose Coupler, ea described   

Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
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The "Electro" Professional Loose Coupler 
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(RECEIVING TRANSFORMER) 

The loose coupler which we present herewith is the outcome of long 
and careful experimentation to produce an article that really does away 
v:ith a" the objections of the ordinary loose coupler. 

Our professional loose coupler has been carefully balanced and the 
secondary and primary have been wound according to the latest researches 
in this art.  The diameter as well as the amount and the size of the wire 
is highly Important and the type which we present herewith is unusually 
effective and we gum intee it to do anything and everything, even the 
most expensive loose coupler on the market to-day will do. 

NO. HX14000 

ThIs coupler is made of hand rubbed, piano finished mahogany through-
out.  Primary winding is of bare copper wire wound by our special 
process and there is one of our well known patented Hard Rubber Ball 
Sliders conveniently located on the side.  This slider makes perfect contact 
in only one turn of wire at a time and neVer wears out the wire.  The 
secondary wound with green silk covered copper wire is calculated for 
long wave lengths and the crowning feature of It is the secondary switch-
ing arrangement attached to the secondary.  There are 8 switch points 
to the rotary switch which is directly attached to the secondary. By means of 
its knob the secondary can be moved backwards and forwards and this 
arrangement gives the maximum of efficiency in the minimum of time. 
particularly when quit* tuning is necessary.  Thus the switch knob is 
used for switching in more or less secondary turns and for moving the 
secondary backward and forward at the same time. 

This feature as a rule Is only found in "Nary" Style couplers and 
this is the first loose coupler ever placed before the public, making use 
of this expensive as well as ultra-efficient feature. 

Kindly note that the entire secondary rotary switching arrangement 
Is built of solid MOULDED HARD RUBBER. not wood or composition. 
Also note partfeularly that the secondary coil heads are of MOULDED 
HARD RUBBER COMPOSITION not wood. 

Dear Sirs: —  Newark, Ohio. 
I have one of your Loose Couplers, Fixed Condensers, Detector and 

2000-ohm phones and am able to plek up Duluth, Minn. (DM), along with 
ether stations. I can bring them In very plain with our loose ran ee,. 

CAB!. HO WARD. 
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The "Electro" Professional Loose Coupler 
(Continued) 

With this instrument, in connection with other good receiving appa-
ratus, nearly all large stations can be heard without much trouble. 

(See article by Mr. S. Curtis of the U. S. Navy in December, 1916, 
issue of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER.  Using this idea-
tical coupler in connection with other apparatus, Mr. Curtis on the 
U. S. S. New Jersey, laying off Massachusetts could hear the Nauen 
(Germany) station in broad daylight -8,000 miles!) 

What other $8.00 Loose Couper could perform such an extraordinary 
record? 

Only first class material is used in connection with this fine instru-
ment.  All nickel-plated work is hand buffed, not merely polished.  You 
will be proud indeed to own this instrument. 

There are five large nickel binding posts, two for the primary winding, 
one for the primary slider and two for secondary winding.  The loose 
coupler has a wave length of 3,000 meters without the use of a loading 
coil. 

The "Electro" Professional Loose Coupler is guaranteed to do the 
work of any professional loose coupler, regardless of its price.  Note size 
of this loose coupler, base 15%x71/4 x7% high.  Length of Primary is 5% 
inches; length of Secondary is 4% inches. 
No. HX14000 Professional Loose Coupler   

Shipping weight 10 lbs  $8.00 

The "Electro" Navy Type "3 in 1" Coupler 
PEER OF THEM ALL 

With this we present an instrument to the advanced Radio enthusiast 
that has not a counterpart on the market to-day.  There are many Navy 
Type Couplers on the market now, but we feel confident that you will 
find in this instrument features that you never thought possible in such 
a Coupler.  We claim It to be the acme of perfection of an instrument of 
this kind, no expense or money having been spared to make it such. 

We call this Coupler "3 in 1" for the reason that it not only has all 
the Navy Type Coupler features, but In addition, with the same instru-
ment, we furnish a high grade loading coil, as well as a variable con-
denser, the three instruments being all built in the one case.  On the 
Navy Type Coupler no sliders are used whatsoever, the tuning being 
accomplished entirely by means of rotary knobs or switches.  At the 
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upper left side you will find twenty-four switch points for the primary 
tuning, while at the upper right there are twenty-four switch pointu for 
cutting in single turns, on the primary, thereby giving one turn to the 
coil for every switch point. 

This latter feature is highly important when working with an Audion 
or a valve type Detector where exceedingly fine tuning is necessary; this 
improvement is one only found in professional couplers. 

The third switch at the lower left side controls the variable condenser 
which is also necessary for extremely fine tuning, while at the lower right 
side Is found the loading coil, by which long waves can be tuned in with-
out taking recourse to a separate instrument. 

The secondary, wound with silk wire, Is calculated for extra long 
wave lengths.  There are 8 switch points to the rotary switch, which is 
directly attached to the secondary.  By means of its knob the secondary 
can be moved backwards and forwards and this arrangement gives the 
maximum of efficiency In the minimum of time, particularly when quick 
tuning is necessary. Thus the switch knob is used for switching in more or 
less secondary turns and for moving the secondary backward and forward 
all at the same time. 

With this Coupler most all of the large stations can be heard with a 
fair sized aerial on account of its long wave length, and there will be bul 
few stations indeed from which you cannot receive with this Coupler. 

Only first-class material is used in connection with this Instrument. All 
nickel plated work is hand buffed, not merely polished.  There are four 
large binding posts nt the left, two small binding posts for the telephone 
receivers In front.  The secondary coil ends are of hard rubber composition. 
An absolutely distinct feature of this Coupler is found in the fart that 
the front part carrying the various switches is not of wood nor hard 
rubber, but is of BAKELITE, the latest electric product and more expen-
sive than hard rubber; it also gives the highest electrical insulation to-day 
for this work.  It is a black substance, almost unbreakable and offers 
much better insulation than hard rubber. 

This Bakelite plate is placed at a slight angle in respects to the appa-
ratus; this makes the working very much easier than if it was placed 
al; right angles to the base. 

'1 he woodwork used throughout is mahogany, handrubbed, piano finish. 
You will be proud of this masterpiece of Radio instruments. 

Dimensions are as follows:  19 in. long, 7% in. wide, 6% in. high. Ship-
ping weight 14 lbs. 
No. AFX1399 The "Electro" Navy Type "3 In 1" Coupler, as $1 6.00 

described.  Price   

The "Electro" Vario Selective Coupler 
CABINET TYPE 

In presenting this outfit the 
only introduction necessary, is 
consideration of the fact, that 
an outfit of this type convinced 
the D. L. & W. Railroad that 
long  distance  communication 
with trains in motion carrying 
small low aerials was not only 
possible, but eminently prac-
tical. 

It consists of a highly se-
lective induction coupler of the 
cabinet type in which all tun-
ing Is done by switches acting 
on switch points, eliminating 
sliders  entirely.  There  are 
three of these switches: one 
marked primary, having 25 eon-
iact points, another secondary 
with 7 contact points, and the 
third a loading circuit for long xo. FEK11000 
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wave lengths, having 7 contact points.  This outfit can tune to wave lengths 
from 100 meters to 3,000 meters and its selectivity is so perfect, that with 
4 stations sending at one time, we have been able to select any one station, 
eliminating the others entirely. 

The finish is superb, the entire cabinet being made of highly polished 
mahogany, with switches controlled by hard rubber handles, and the 
binding posts and metal parts of brass, nickel plated.  The size 9x9x2 in. 
and weight of this outfit (less phones and detector), being only 2 lbs.. 
especially recommends it for service under conditions where space is at a 
premium or where weight must be kept down. 

The loudness of signals received is due to the variometer effect intro-
duced in this outfit which eliminates all open or dead ends in the windings. 

This is one of the smallest and most compact long distance wireless. 
receiving outfit manufactured and we particularly recommend it FOR 
RECEIVING TIME SIGNALS as sent out by the various U. S. Government 
Wireless Stations.  The outfit may be used with any type of detector and 
any phones but we particularly recommend the use of the No. DEK9300 
Radloson Detector and our No. GX6666-3000 ohm Government Phones. 
No. FEK11000 'Electro" Vario Selective Coupler (no phones or  $6. 50 

detector).  Shipping weight 5 lbs   
No. AHX11001 "Electro" Vario Selective Coupler, complete with No. GRI M 

Government 3000 ohm Phones and No. DEK9300 $1 8.0 0 
Redimmix Detector.  Shipping weight 10 lbs   

The "ElectroPI> Loading Coil 
In order to receive messages from sta-

tions using very long wave lengths it be-
comes necessary to use a loading coil in 
order to increase the natural wave length 
of the ordinary tuning coil or loose coupler. 
Our loading coil has a wave length of ap-
proximately 5,000 meters. If placed in series 
with either our No. DX8480 or No. BX9950 
tuning coils, or our No. DBE12002 coupler 
(in series with the primary) or our "Inter-
state" outfit it becomes possible to catch 
time signals from the Arlington Govern-
ment  station  using  2,500  meters  wave 
length.  These stations can not be heard 
with the ordinary tuner or coupler, as 
these instruments usually do not go be-
yond 600 or 800 meters wave length. The  NO. BEK8487 
use of our loading coil enables one to receive messages from almost any 
station, no matter what its wave length, up to 5,000 meters, the capacity of 
your outfit is increased enormously as you can practically receive most any 
message from any radius. 

There are six steps, each switch point representing approximately 800 
meters wave length, and by simply revolving the knob most any wave 
length can be. obtained.  Of course, it must be understood that either a 
loose coupler or %tuner must be used in conjunction with this instrument 
as it cannot be used by itself alone. 

These progressive times when your amateur is only satisfied with re-
ceiving from only the most distant stations our "Electro" Loading Coll 
is of especial value for European stations use long wave lengths exclu-
sively which cannot be received without a loading coil such as we offer 
here for' so Jow and reasonable a price. 

We cannot praise this wonderful instrument too highly and once used 
you will not do without it.  It is made entirely of hard rubber composition 
with large hard rubber handle and hard rubber binding posts.  All metal 
parta are nickel plated and highly polished; its size is 4 in. In diameter 
and 11/2  in. in height.  The diameter of the hard rubber thumb handle is 

1 is.  W E GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.  $2 •5 0No. BEKI1487   Electro Loading Coil, as described. Price   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

LOADING  UCTANCE 
No à 9487 
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The "Electro" "Trans-Oceanic" Undamped Wave 
Loading Coil 
15,000 METER COIL 

There is a distinct need of an extra long wave 
loading inductance for use in receiving the long 
distance undamped signals from such stations as: 
Nauen-POZ; Eilvise—OUI; Arlington —NAA; Tuck-
erton — WGG; Darien—NBA; Clitcle —5CN ; Sayville 
— W M. and over twenty other high powered, long 
wave stations in all parte of the world.  As an 
example, the Nauen. Germany, station (call POZ) 
transmits on either of three waves, viz.,-6,300, 9,400 
while 12,60O meters and 10,000 to 14,000 meter wave 
lengths are quite common among the newer, long 
range stations.  What thrills and what fascination 
for the amateur, now that we have placed him in 
a position  where he can  receive messages daily 
from Germany on a moderately small aerial! 

Such circuits as the Armstrong, which utilize 
vacuum tube oscillating relays, in order to hear 
stations working on waves of 10,000 to 15,000 meters 
length, absolutely require a first-class inductance 
such as we present to our patrons herewith. These 
waves can not be received otherwise. 

We are confident that our "Trans-Oceanic" long' 
wave tuning Inductance will meet every demand 
that can be made of It.  It is adjustable by means 
of a seven-point switch mounted on the base in a 
convenient position, as shown In the illustration, 
which Iv the way does the instrument but scant 
justice.  The Inductance of the winding has been 
carefully balanced and properly divided up In six 
equal sections, in the latest approved manner so 
that when used with a four wire, 300 foot fiat-top, 
"L" shaped aerial, placed 100 feet above the ground, 
in conjunction with our Navy type or other large 
size loose coupler, wave lengths up to 15,000 meters 
and more can be easily tuned in.  This considers 
that the loading Inductance is connected in series 
with the aerial and the loose coupler primary. 

The long wai+e lengths mentioned are also within 
your range when the coil is used in the secondary 
coupler circuits, as for instance in the Armstrong 
book-up, which requires two of these coils for the 
secondary or vacuum valve circuits (for exact con-
nections see The Electrical Experimenter, page 632, 
for March, 1916; also page 488, January, 1016, issue 

!  . 111(.11 

NI)  II LK 4500 

and page 337, November, 1915, issue) and one for  15,000 METERS 
the aerial or primary circuit Unless you intend using 
a special large size loose coupler capable of tuning in 10,000 to 15,000 
meter waves directly, when only two are required.  If this inductance Is 
employed with a 500 foot flat top. "L" design aerial, placed 100 feet above 
the ground, IT WILL TUNE UP TO 20,000 METERS WAVE LENGTH, 
when used with any standard large size coupler, such as our Navy type. 

Ordinarily and when a small loose coupler of 3,000 to 4,000 meters 
wave length capacity, such as our "Navy type." is used with a vacuum 
valve detector ("beat" producer)  the following auxiliary apparatus is 
necessary besides three of the "Trans-Oceanic" inductance*: 

4 Three .001 M.F. No. DX9241 and two .0004 M.F.; No. BEK9240 variable 
iindensers; one No. ABE10.000 .003 M.F. fixed variable condenser.  It Át. 
presumed of course that you have or intend to procure the loose coupler, 
vacuum valve and  phones, which latter should be of 2,000 to 4,000 ohms 
eesistance—the higher the better. 
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The "Electro" "Trans-Oceanic" Loading Coil 
(Continued) 

If a "tikker" is used for Interpreting the undamped wave signals 
then the apparatus required includes two "Trans-oceanic" loading induct-
ances, one for primary and one for secondary circuits; a "nicker" across 
the stopping  (fixed) condenser, No. ABE10,000 type; our "Navy type" 
coupler; two No. DX9241 .001 M Y. variable condensers and 'phones.  No 
detector or vacuum valve is necessary.  The Tikker should make about 200 
Interruptions per second.  Dr. de Forest found that a crystal detector re-
duced the signal strength on long distance reception but one may be 
used for ordinary work with the 'Miser.  The sound or pitch of the 
received signal can be altered as desired by varying the capacity of the 
variable condensers in the Armstrong circuits; in "Tikker" circuits the 
pitch is variable by changing the speed of the Tikker interruptions. 
Good hook-ups and a discussion on "Tikker" circuits are given ou page 
632, March, 1916, ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER. 

The "Trans-Oceanic" long wave inductance measures 32 INCHES HIGH 
by 8 inches square at the base.  The extra heavy tube Is maehine wound 
with a single layer of single silk covered, pure copper magnet wire of 
ample size to keep the ohmic resistance  down to a minimum.  SNIALL  
COILS WOUND WITH PINE WIRE PRESENT A HIGH OHMIC RESIST-
ANCE AND CONSEQUENTLY A HIGH DAMPING EFFEL"I'.  THIS IN-
DUCTANCE HAS THE LO WEST DAMPING FOR ITS SPECIFIC INDUCT-
ANCE VALUE, OF ANY SIMILAR INSTRUMENT ON THE MARKET— 
BAR NONE.  The taps from each section are brought down inside the 
instrument and through the hollow base to the multi-point switch shown 
in the illustration.  No more reaching up In the air and tiring your 
arms while adjusting the inductance.  All wood-work is hand-polished 
mahogany, piano finish.  Metal parts heavily nickel plated.  All parts sub-
stantial and well designed.  Nothing to wear out or collapse at a critical 
moment.  The "Trans-Oceanic" is really a commercial instrument in all 
respects: in design, workmanship, efficiency and appearance.  Order it to-
day and be convinced. 
No, HEK4500 "Trans-Oceanic" Undamped wave loading coll.  $8.50  

Price   
Size 8x8x32 in. over all.  Shipping weight 15 lbs. 

The "Electro" Sliders 
The accoMpanying cut (actual size) shows our 

hard rubber ball-bearing slider (patented Feb. 1. 
1910).  It is the acme of perfection and surpasses in 
efficiency, quality, accuracy, any slider ever placed on 
the market. 

As it is non-metallic, it slides over the rod with 
astonishing ease.  NO MICROPHONIC CONTACTS 
are possible with this slider, no jars in the telephone. 
The brass ball is pressed evenly on the tuning coil 
wire, while the phosphor bronze spring which makes 
contact with the rod, presses firmly on the ball, en-
suring perfect contact nt all times. 

No. CE2222  It can never stick, but responds at once, quickly 
and with astonishing ease.  ALL OUR  INSTRU-

MENTS ARE F.QUIPPED WITH OUR PATENT  SLIDER, WITHOUT 
EXTRA CHARGE. 

NOVEL FEATURE. We have devised the same slider in BRIGHT RED 
COMPOSITION, for the Aerial slide, and therefore equip all our double 
slide tuners, eouplers, etc., with one black and one red slider. This original 
feature is a distinctive departure. We lead as usual.  Sizes over all  
inch. Our new slider tits any 1./..-inch square rod. 
No. CE2222 liard Rubber Slider (black) complete with ball and  $ 0 .3 5 

spring   
No. CE2222a liard Rubber Slider (red) complete with ball and  $ 0 .3 5 
spring 

Shipping weight 3 oz. each. 
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The "Electro" Junior Fixed Condenser 
THE CONDENSER THAT 19 COPIED BUT NEVER EQUALLED 

The "Electro Junior" Condenser is the 
outcome of long experimenting and is the 
SMALLEST AND NEATEST wireless con-
denser ever placed before the public.  It 
has the largest sale in the U. S. of a 
condenser of this class.  It is entirely 
made of hard rubber composition and has 
hard rubber binding posts.  Size over all 
2%,x1 1/2  in., weight 3 ounces.  This con-
denser is used mostly to shunt across the 
telephone receivers and is Invaluable for 
any of the mineral detectors.  We guar-
antee that the signals will come in fully 
25 per cent, stronger with the addition of 
this condenser.  A novel idea in connec-
tion with this instrument is that the dia-
gram of connections is pressed right in the NO. Elf.10010 
condenser top as seen in illustration.  (Ex-
planation of diagram (see ill.): T.T. telephone receiver (or receivers); C. 
"Junior" fixed condenser, arrows go to detector and battery, as the case 
may be.)  Of course, the condenser can be used in other parts of the cir-
cuit and,two or three of these in any wireless station will prove a great 
addition, not alone on account of the neat appearance of the instrument 
but also on account of the increased receiving range of the station.  The 
condenser itself is sealed in the case and there are no parts to get loose 
and form bad connections. 

One use for which this condenser is particularly adapted is in the grid 
circuit of a vacuum type relay such as the Audion, etc.  It is here that 
its small rapacity and special construction make it particularly valuable. 
Here also does its superior dielectric prove valuable for the ordinary surge 
that occurs will never break down its insulation. 

A comparatively recent development of the regenerative circuit such an 
the Armstrong makes use of small fixed capacities.  For this purpose the 
No. FK10010 Junior Fixed Condenser is hard to beat. Its capacity is right 
and fixed and above all every condenser is exactly like every other one 
of its kind making them perfectly balanced and interchangeable. 

Of course a very common use for the No. FK10010 Junior Fixed Con-
denser is as a blocking condenser where a very small capacity conveniently 
shaped and convenient for connections is required.  It is then simply con-
fleeted in series with the crystal detector. 

Another use for this condenser that its low price and size make par-
ticularly useful is in conjunction with the test buzzer where it can be 
used to produce a better wave form. 

This condenser will positively last a lifetime and cannot be punctured 
unless you connect it across the spark eon.  CAPACITY is .0165 M. F. 
No. FKI0010 "Electro" Junior fixed Condenser, as described —.  $0.60 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Gentlemen: —  West Hoboken, N. J. 
Some time ago I purchased one of your "Interstate" receiving ent ail, 

and I wish to say that this outfit II.4S FAR EXCEEDED MY EXPECTA-
TIONS. 

A friend of mine purchased a tuning coil (a $2.00 coil) from another 
firm in New York City.  Him coil Is four inches thick and a little longer 
than the one on my outfit and yet I-can tune the Navy Yard. the Herald. 
and several other stations, BETTER ON MINE THAN ON HIS. 

The "Interstate" is the BEST OUTFIT FOR THE MONEY that could 
he purchased.  Yours truly,  ED W. J. COTTERELL. 
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The "Electro" Rotary Variable Condensers 

43 PLATE 

SIZE 

$ 4 00 

NO. DX9241 

17 PLATE 

SIZE 

$2 " 

The best rotary variable condenser made. 
While the rotary variable condenser of the slide plate variety Is not 
novelty to the wireless amateur it was never manufactured by us until 

all the faults were eliminated and a few virtues added. The rotary variable 
condensers we present here, have exclusive features which make them more 
valuable than others, yet, as usual, our price is lower.  Consider these 
three features alone and you will be convinced:  FIRST —THESE CON-
DENSERS ARE THE ONLY ONES MADE WITH A TRANSPARENT CASE 
IN W HICH OIL CAN BE USED WITHOUT IT LEAKING.  In this way 
the condenser capacity can be increased FIVE TIMES and at the same time 
the condenser can be used on higher potential currents than air insulated 
condensers.  Next, this cbndenser is the only one now on the market pro-
vided with screw holes so it can be screwed down to a table or instru-
ment board.  THIRD—THIS CONDENSER IS THE ONLY ONE NO W ON 
THE MARKET WITH CONNECTIONS AT THE BOTTOM as shown in 
the illustration.  This form of construction costs us a whole lot more but it 
makes a better instrument and cleaner wiring for you.  No longer is it 
necessary to run unsightly wires up to the top of your condenser, for 
our connections are only lh in. above the table level.  Cover is made of 
highly polished hard rubber composition with a large scale that Is easily 
read.  The handle is knurled and a very convenient size.  The pointer is 
very rigid and clear and the handle has an exclusive feature permitting 
of it swinging all around in a complete arc or stopping at the maximum 
and minimum capacity. Plates are of a special metal alloy, properly spaced 
with separators milled to .0005 of an inch, and so supported that they can 
never slip or short circuit. The base is of one piece of hard rubber compo-
sition, with a beautiful finish that will stay on.  The ease is a special hard, 
clear flint glass cylinder, and by an exceedingly simple arrangement be-
tween same and the base, oil may be kept in it without the slightest 
possibility of leaking.  Binding posts are our celebrated hard rubber 
which look line, make perfect contact, ,vet cannot be short circuited.. If 
you want the finest rotary variable condenser ever built get the "Electro." 
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No. BEK9240 has 17 plates and a capacity of .0004 microfarads. 
NO. DX9241 has 43 plates and a capacity of .001 microfarada. 

No. BEK9240 "Electro" Rotary Variable Condenser, 17 Plates.  $2.50 
size 41/4 x274, In   

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

No. DX9241 "Electra" Rotary Variable Condenser, 48 Plates,  $4.00  
Size  4,%/X27,f3  in   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

The "Electro" Fixed Variable Condenser 
THE BIGGEST VARIABLE CONDENSER VALUE IN THE U. S. 

This is one of the greatest innovations ever originated by us.  This 
condenser supersedes our No. ABE10000 wood case type and  has the 
following striking improvements.  The ease contains two fixed condensers 
of different capacities.  If the switch lever is on point 1 the two conden-
sers are in series; this is the lowest capacity available.  If lever is 
moved to point 2, the smallest condenser is in circuit.  On point 3 the 
large condenser is placed in circuit.  Thus it 
will be seen that three distinct capacities are 
provided for in this condenser.  It Is a proven 
fact that different stations are heard with vary-
ing degrees of intensity, all depending on the 
capacity of the ground (blocking) condenser. 
Very few persons realize that they cannot hear 
certain stations for the sole reason that their 
ground condenser is either too high or too low 
in capacity.  For that reason this new style 
condenser was evolved by us and it has found 
the instant approval of thousands of wireless 
enthusiasts. 

It is of especial value when used on re-
generative wave circuits where a variable Con-
denser is desirable, yet fixed capacities are es-
pecially needed.  It also fits in perfectly on 
small receiving outfits as either a primary or 
secondary loose coupler condenser.  Its convenient shape and rotary system 
of operation is what will make its first appeal to you.  Then will corne 
its working qualities that will convince you that our claims are not exag-
gerated. 

This instrument is built on strictly scientific principles after the latest 
researches in condenser building.  A special grade of dielectric is used and 
the capacities of the condensers are correct and balanced to meet all regular 
wireless requirements.  The switching arrangement is unique and n-e abso-
lutely guarantee that neither the switch lever nor the switch blade will 
come loose even through excessive use of the instrument.  Contacts are 
of the self cleaning low resistance type. 

The case is of solid hard rubber composition. as is also the thumb 
screw, which latter is polished; there are two stops to check the lever. 
Our illustration does the instrument but scant justice.  It must be seen 
and worked to fully appreciate it. 

Sizes are 4 in. x 11A in.  Shipping weight I lb. 
No. ABE10000 "Electro" Fixed Variable Condenser 

NO. ABE 10000 

  $1.25 

Hear Sirs: —  Vaneebura, Hy. 
received .he motor all right and I like it very much, also "The mtge. 

tri m' Experimenter," which is a 'hie paper.  EDG 112 PURDOM. 
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The Gernsback Rotary Variable Condenser 
Patented July 2n, 1912 

One of the most important 
instruments  in  the  wireless 
receiving  set  is  the  rotary 
variable condenser, yet, it is 
strange to note that little at-
tention  and  experimenting 
has been devoted to making 
it more perfect than  rotary 
types  using  intersecting 
plates.  Slide plate condensers 
have faults that are hard to 
eliminate, such as, short cir-
cuiting, jamming, low capac-
ity and impossibility of get-
ting zero capacity, inability to 
use in a horizontal position. 

We therefore devoted our 
attention to the solution of 
the rotary condenser problem, 
and have evolved a new type, 
using  an  entirely  new  me-
chanical principle of operation 

eliminating ALL the defects of the rotary plate type.  As will be seen by 
the illustration of the rotary condenser, the working parts are entirely 
encased in a neat oak box, finished in the natural grain and highly polished. 
A  large  rubber  handle  that  is  in  the  handiest  position  imaginable 
is used for manipulating the condenser, while a pointer indicates the pro-
portion of the total capacity lui circuit, on a neat scale.  Two of our hard 
rubber binding posts are used on top of the box to make the connections 
to the receiving set.  The apparatus being entirely contained lu the oak 
case, makes the condenser dust-proof. 

As for the working parts, it may be stated that these are far simpler 
than condensers using intersecting plates.  The parts work in perfect uni-
son, with no friction or opportunity for wear.  It Is impossible for the 

• condenser to get out of order in consequence. 
klee  Among the many features embodied in our 

condenser, we may state the most important as 
follows:  The working  parts do not intersect, 
and nothing can bind or drop its adjustment. 
The conducting surfaces being separated by one-
thousandth part of an inch of dielectric material, 
give the condenser an extremely high capacity, 
which Is guaranteed by us to he at least ten 
times that of any other variable condetper of 
equal dimensions.  The insulation is perfect. and 
breakdowns are impossible.  However, it must be 
understood that this is a receiving condenser and 
not to be used on a transmitting outfit or othee 
source of high tension current.  It will not break 
down under static currents from the air which 
flow through the receiving apparatus.  No plates 
with sharo edges being used, leakage is impos-
sible.  Short-circuiting of the condenser is im-
possible  under  any  circumstances.  The  parts 
being  simple and  working  with  little friction 
or wear, give the apparatus a long life, far in 
excess of other condensers. 

It is fool-proof, nothing being in sight or 
exposed so that it may be tampered with.  This 

variable condenser will work in any position.  We have made the appa-
ratus with the handle on the side. so that the arm of the operator may be 
rested while adjusting the condenser, giving greater accuracy, and less 
effort in the manipulation.  No tightening screw or nut is needed to hold 

•INTERIOlt N lliNV 
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the adjustment at one place.  It is self regulating and holds any adjust-
ment after the handle has been .left at the point desired.  No amount of 
shaking or vibration can affect the adjustment. 

Finally, it is the best condenser at any price on the market, and you 
cannot afford to use the others if you wish the maximum efficiency. 

As usual we lead —others follow —and ropy. 
Size, 9VixtIse% inches.  CAPACITY .01 M. F. 

No. DX3500 Gernsback Rotary Variable Condenser (Patented)..  
Shipping weight 7 lbs. 

The "Electro" Professional Wave Meter 
FOR WAVE LENGTHS FROM 180 TO 1.500 METERS 

The  up-to-
date  wireless 
amateur  to-day 
wants more than 
a sending or re-
ceiving  out  
or  both.  Ile 
wants to know 
what he is send-
ing and what he 
is receiving. Re-
alizing therefore 
the need of the 
radio enthusiast 
for an accurate 
measuring  in-
strument we de-
voted  a  great 
deal of time and 
money  to  per-
fecting one that 
would  produce 
the maximum of results with the simplest of instruments and with a 
maximum of accurac:. PVCII when in the hands of a mere novice. 

Our Professional Wave Meter enables you to easily find out what wave 
length you are emitting and therefore to tune your station to comply with 
the law which requires an amateur station to use a wave length of 200 
meters or less.  The law goes further and says you must emit a wave 
with a decrement of 1/10 or less.  Our wave meter enables you to so tune 
your station so it will emit n wave form acceptable to the government. 

In other words. our Professional Wave Meter enables yon to read 
wave lengths of either receiving or sending stations, also to obtain capaci-
ties. Inductances and decrements, and then when you are through using 
your wave meter as such. JUST ADD A LOOSE COUPLER, TAKE OFF 
YOUR INDUCTANCE COIL AND YOU DAVE A FIRST CLASS RECEIV-
ING OUTFIT. 

W HAT IT CONSISTS OF: 
Our Professional Wave Meter consists of two standard and accurately 

wound inductance coils on a seasoned and polished mahogany form having 
two neat separable connectors conveniently mounted for connections to 
either of the coils.  This form is also called the exploring coil.  When 
not in use it sets on a handy peg on the polished mahogany base.  For 
connections we supply a 5 ft. silk cord.  The detector is our standard 
No. AEK9701 RADIOCITE DETEPTOR whose sensitivity Is so well known 
that it requires no further mention.  The condenser is our accurate and 

When ordering one of our Wave-Meters, let us send you free with 
our compliments. lesson No. 14 "Operation of the Instruments" or lesson 
No. 19 "The Mathematics of Wireless Telegrr_phy" of our famous "WIRE-
LESS COURSE" containing everything about Wave-Meters. 

Just attach coupons No. 14 or No. 19 to your order.  For further in-
formation see colored section of this catalog. 
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The "Electro" Professional Wave Meter 
(Continued) 

never varying No. DX9241 that is as near perfect as a condenser can be 
made.  All are mounted on a beautiful hand rubbed piano finish mahogany 
base that will be an ornament to any station.  The entire instrument rests 
on soft rubber feet for extra insulation.  The directions that we supply 
are as complete as it is possible to make them and yet are so simple 
that they require no expert or trained user to get perfect results with the 
instrument.  For readings we supply an accurate plotted curve that is of 
course absolutely essential.  Altogether every part is of very high grade 
and assembled by expert mechanics so it will last and always be accurate 
and reliable. 

OPERATION: 
Do you want to find out what your emitted wave Is?  Simply bring the 

standard inductance near your sending helix or oscillation transformer. 
Move your condenser needle to the position where signals come in loudest 
in the receiver.  Note the reading on your condenser and look for that 
reading on your curve which immediately tells you the wave length in 
meters:, without lengthy mathematics.  To read the wave length of an 
incoming wave bring the exploring coil close to your tuning coil or loose 
coupler and follow the same procedure. 

Accuracy Is guaranteed within 3 per cent.: sufficient for all commer-
cial needs and surely for all amateur purposes. 

Remember we were not the first to produce a wave meter. but we are 
the last.  We have profited by the mistakes and experience of others and 
can therefore assure you of the best at the lowest price. 

For those who desire to make their own wave meters we can supply 
the standard inductance separately, but this is only of use when employed 
in conjunction with our No. DX9241 Condenser.  We disclaim all accuracy 
with other condensers.  We urge, however, the purchase of the entire 
instrument complete.  For receivers we advise the use of any of our 
better grade wireless receivers such as the Government or Transatlantic 
types, but any good wireless receiver will do excellent work.  Receivers 
are not supplied with this wave meter. 

Is your station up-to-date?  If not bring it up-to-date by getting our 
Professional Wave Meter at once. 

No. 11X4488 "Electro" Professional Wave Meter. complete   $8.00 
Size 7x14x6 in.  Shipping weight 10 lbs. 

No. BEK4489 "Electro" Professional Wave Meter Inductance only, with 
2 windings on one form, (see illustration) with plug con-
nectors and 5 ft. cord and 2 cord tips.  Price   $2.50 

Size 411% in.  Shipping weight 1 lb. 

The "Electro" Ground Clamp 

NO. AE10003 

contact-band of our 
tin plated. 
No. AE10003 

The most ingenious clamp ever invented. In-
valuable to every wireless experimenter. 

"A wireless outfit is not better than its weak-
est part" — which is usually a poor ground. 
Fifty per cent, of all wireless troubles are due 
to a poor ground.  Our new Ground Clamp is. 
of course, not used only for wireless work, but 
for telephone, bells, telegraph and lighting work; 
in fact, everywhere where a good ground on which 
YOU CAN DEPEND is desired. 

It fits any gas or water pipe from % in. to 
2 in. diameter.  A tinned lug is provided to 
attach wires.  Clamp is installed in less than two 
minutes.  Tools needed to install:  A screwdriver 
—that's all!  No wires to be wrapped around 
pipes, which method always gives trouble.  The 

clamp (9/16 in. wide) is of pure copper with the lug 

"Electro" Ground Clamp, as described, each 
Shipping weight 4 oz. $0.15 
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The "Electro" Radiotone 
RIO/I FREQUENCY SILENT TEST BUZZER 

The "Electro" RADIOTONE 
was designed and constructed by 
us first in 1912, but it did not 
quite come up to our expecta-
tions and for that reason was 
not listed by us until very re-
cently.  Four years of experi-
menting  finally  brought  this 
wonderful instrument to such a 
high state of perfection that we 
now have no hesitancy in pro-
claiming it the must perfect as 
well as the most efficient instru-
ment of its kind on the market 
to-day, irrespective of price. 

The RA DIOTONE is NOT a 
mere test buzzer, it is infinitely 
more.  Mr.  H. Gernsback who 
designed this instrument labored 
incessantly to produce an instru-
ment which would imitate the 
sound of a high power Wireless 
station  as  heard  in a set of 
phones.  This actually has been 
achieved  in  the  ItADIOTONE. 
This instrument gives a wonderful high pitchzi MUSICAL NOTE in the 
receivers, impossible to obtain with the ordinary test buzzer.  The RADIO-
'PONE is built along entirely new lines; it is NOT an ordinary buzzer, 
reconstructed in some manner.  The RADIOTONE has a single fine steel 
reed vibrating at a remarkably high speed, adjusted to its most efficient 
frequency at the factory.  Hard silver contacts are used to make the 
instrument last practically forever.  There is nothing to get out of order 
—for there are no set screws, no adjusting screws, Which in themselves 
proclaim an instrument as unperfected. 

NO. 1E1800 

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT.  In fact, it is so slient that you must 
place your ear almost on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.  If 
you have to adjust your detector you appreciate just what this means. 
Nearly all test buzzers on the market to-day, scream so loud that you 
hear them 15 feet and more away.  How can you adjust a detector, when 
you hear TWO SOUNDS, one outside of the phones, the other inside of 
the phones?  Nothing like this with the RADIOliONFL  You hear the 
sound where it belongs—in the phones. 

How do we do It?  First the steel reed is so constructed that it can 
not possibly create a loud sound in the air surrounding it  Then by 
acoustically Insulating the entire electrical unit, and by providing a heavy 
felt base for the instrument. all outside sound is done nwiv with 
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The "Electro" Radiotone (Continued) 
The easing is made of hard rubber composition and there are three 

of our well known hard rubber composition binding posts.  The ones for 
the battery connection are black, the one for the detector RED—a simple 
refinement, but important to show E. I. Co. attention to details. 

Then too a big feature—COM. 
  rArreEes.  The RADIOTONE is 

— I small and takes up but very little 
room.  Just the same, we wager you 
will give it a prominent location on 
your instrument table, because it 
really is an exceptionally beautiful 
instrument, one you will be proud to 
show to your most critical friends. 

As already mentioned the RA-
DIOTONE is equipped with an ex-
ceptionally heavy green felt sub-base. 
This gives the instrument a very dis-
tinctive appearance. 

The RADIO'PONE works  best 
on a single dry cell. Two cells may 
be used but we do not recommend 
this.  The  RADIOTONE  can  be 

  operated continuously if desired, 11 
Fig. 3  will POSITIVELY NOT STICK at 

do so many test buzzers on the market to-day, and which must otter, 
be adjusted. 

RADIOTONE LEARNER'S OUTFIT 
No instrument lends itself more readily towards learning the telegraph 

codes than the RADIOTONE.  An ordinary telegraph sounder outfit is 
worse than useless to learn the wireless codes because every time you 
depress the key and hold it down no sound is heard but the first click. 
It does not resemble in the least the sounds heard in a set of phones 
when receiving a Radio message. 

The RADIO'PONE, however, lends itself admirably to this purpose.  It 
gives an exact reproduction of a Radio message and you can readily learn 
the codes in less than thirty days with only a little persistent practicing. 

Fig. 2 shows what a real learner's Radio Code Outfit consists of: 
You require first the RADIOTONE; second a dry cell; third our No. 
EK1024 Receiver (75 ohms); fourth our No. CE1118 Telegraph Key; fifth 
our No. FK10010 Condenser.  A few extra receivers may be connected as 
shown by dotted lines, in case several of your friends are learning the 
code with you.  Don't forget: in all cases the condenser MUST be used. 

If you wish comfort, order one of our No. AX8077 headbands and an 
extra receiver, to keep the receivers to your ears. 

INTERCOMMUNICATING RADIOTONE OUTFIT 
Fig. 3 shows another suggestion for a modern telegraph line, to prac-

tice telegraphy between two chums' houses. 
As will be noted but one metallic line wire is required.  The return 

circuit may be the ground as indicated.  Each station consists of one 
RADIO'PONE, one or more dry cells (according to distance); one of our 
No. 4.7E1118 telegraph keys; one No. FK10010 Junior Fixed Condenser; 
two No. EK1024 -75 ohm receivers (of course a single receiver may be 
used); one No. DE8075 5-foot receiver cord, and one No. AX8077 headband. 

It will be noted that no current flows when the keys are at rest, and 
no switches are required.  A call bell is not required as the phones will 
sing so loud that the tone may be heard ten feet away. 

As a rule young experimenters get little pleasure from the old-fashioned 
sounder telegraph sets, because they are too noisy and parents usually 
objeet to the incessant rat-tat-tat. 

No such objection to the RADIOTONE outfit.  It is silent for all. 
except for yourself and your chum. 

Size of instrument over all 23/4xl% In. 
No. Ili1800  The "Electro" RADIOTONE, as described   $0.90 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

LINE 
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"Electro" Wireless Telephone Receivers 
V ERY few people realize that the wireless telephone receiver, without 

exception, is the most important part of a wireless receiving set.  A 
sensitive detector is practically rendered useless if used in connection with 
a poor set of phones, while on the other hand a detector of but poor sen-
sitivity, will sometimes achieve wonders with a high grade set of phones. 

Many amateurs and most professionals know this fact only too well, 
and no matter how poor the rest of their receiving outfit, their phones 
will usually be found to be a good set. 

Buying phones is much like buying clothes—you can buy both at most 
any price.  In each case you get exactly what you pay for.  TVs the ex-
perience first and then the material which counts.  Then, also the reputa-
tion of the firm.  We could go on a long tirade telling you how many 
governments, and universities use our receivers EXCLUSIVELY, we could 
dazzle you with phenomenal figures of our output in telephone receivers, 
we could publish bushels of testimonials from satisfied customers, but we 
prefer to tell you how our phones are made.  It probably will convince 
you better than anything else. 

MATERIALS 
The vital items in any receiver are the following:  The permanent 

magnets, the wire used, the pole pieces, the diaphragms. 
The permanent magnets in all our wireless receivers are made of the 

highest grade tungsten steel, manufactured for us expressly in Sweden 
and imported by us.  After the magnets are blanked out to shape they are 
hardened glass hard.  There is a big waste in this process as many pieces 
warp so badly that they cannot be used.  Each blank is then tested for 
hardness by an inspector and no blank that can be scratched by a file 
is acceptable.  Such blanks are scrapped. Consider that this steel costs us 
from 35 to 40 cents per lb. before blanking, when domestic steel can be 
had for from 16 to 20 cents.  Then consider that but 70 per cent, of the 
blanks pass inspection, and that a pound of the steel does not furnish 
many blanks either, 

The pole pieces, which perform a very important function, must be of 
the softest possible iron.  Nothing but the best grade of Imported Swedish 
iron will do, and not all grades of it either. 

The wire used in all our receivers now, is imported enamel wire. For our 
high grade receivers we use No. 43 It. & S.—a wire so tine that the eye 
hardly perceives it.  Only a specially trained operator can wind it on 
account of its great fragility. 

There is nt present —we are 
sorry to say—no suitable No. 43 
enamel wire made' in the United 
States.  None seem to have the 
high insulating values of the Eu-
ropean  wire and  the domestic 
wire of this size, furthermore. 
tears so easily that it cannot be 
used in a high speed winding 
machine. 

There have been some con-
troversies as lo the use of enamel 
wire for wireless receivers in the 
past.  To this let us say that up 
to 1909 we used single silk cov-
ered Wire exclusively.  Exhaes-
tive  comparative  tests  have 
shown that enamel wire is in-
finitely more efficient, and since 
1909 we have used it almost ex-
clusively.  Since 1912 we have 
used nothing but enamel wire 
windings. The highest American, 
as welL as European authorities 
have long come to the same con-  t  Fig. 1 
elusion; all European radio re-
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ceivers - are  now  wound  with 
enamel wire.  We cannot here go 
into a lengthy technical discus-
sion as to the great merits of 
enamel wire; suffice it to cite 
the following:  No one will deny that the more (ampere) turns one can 
wind on a given core, the better the electro-magnetic results, always bear-
ing in mind, of course, that the nearer the windings to the core the more 
efficient the electro-magnet will be.  Thus, in 1909, each one of our No. 
FGE13Cb5 receiver spools were wound with 5,700 turns of No. 44 B. & S. 
silk wire.  We now use 6,600 turns of No. 43 B. & S. wire—a heavier wire 
(carrying more current) and winding almost 1,000 more turns wire in the 
sanie spice, without increasing the distance between the pole piece and the 
last layer.  This example makes it clear why our receivers are now so 
infinitely more sensitive than Cey were in 1909.  It also explains why they 
are more sensitive than most otaer makes. 

"Resistance" is a very empty quotation in connection with a radio 
receiver.  Thus, if we could use German silver wire in our receivers we 
would save several thousand dollars a year.  Of course, it is absolutely im-
possible to use this wire (although some unscrupulous makers are still 
doing it), for the reason that resistance wire "chokes" almost all signals. 
We are not even satisfied to use good copper wire, hence our specifications 
for enamel wire invariably call for the highest grade electrolytic copper. 
This costs quite a little more, but we get from 1 per cent. to 3 per cent. 
better conductivity —an appreciable amount when we wind over 6,000 turns 
of wire on a bobbin. 

The diaphragm is one of the least understood parts in telephone angi-
neering to-day.  The highest authorities have written books and pamphlets 
about it, there have been endless discussions, and it is quite safe to may 
that some millions of experiments have been made, in order to find out 
just how a diaphragm works.  We only know this:  We know mighty 
little as yet.  In Mr. Gernsback's laboratory can be found several hundred 
diaphragms made of strange materials, as well as in strange shapes. There 
are diaphragms of pure nickel, some of the new magnetic alloys, some 
made of the latest silicon-transformer iron, some with curious holes and 
curious laminations, some made of iron wire, some made of mica with iron 
center, etc., etc.  Our experience leads us to doubt if there is a con-
cern in the country who lays greater stress on a diaphragm than we do. 
For our better receivers each diaphragm is hand selected and tested to 
achieve greatest uniformity.  It also undergoes several other special tests, 
which, being trade secrets, cannot be mentioned here. 

WINDING 
The most important as well as interesting operation is the winding 

of our telephone bobbins.  A specially constructed machine does this work, 
having been constructed In our own shops for our requirements.  Fig. 1 
shows it.  1 is toe automatic revolution counter, which counts the turns of 
wire on each bobbin.  Each style receiver bobbin is wound to a certain 
number of turns.  Thus each bobbin of our "Government" receivers is 
wound to 6,600 turns, while each bobbin of our "Transatlantic" receivers is 
wound to 5,500 turns and so on.  When the hand of the dial arrives at the, 
say, 6,600th turn, a bell rings and the operator stops.  As our wire la 
remarkably uniform, the resistance of each bobbin will not vary for more 
than 1 to 2 ohms.  The winding machine proper, 2, is operated by an 
electric motor.  The control of the machine is foot operated.  The speed 
regulator is shown at 3.  The fine wire supply-spool is shown at 4, while 
the bobbin. 5, in process of winding, is held in an ingenious chuck.  Com-
pleted bobbins are shown at 6.  • 
.Only a thoroughly experienced female operator can wind the No. 43 

wire at a high speed without having several breaks in each bobbin.  It is 
a very hard task at best, very trying as well as tiring.  It is also necessary 
to operate the winder at a high rate of speed as else the wire does not 
"pack" tight enough.  Thus an inexperienced operator can only get about 
75 per cent, of the required wire on its bobbin.  Naturally the machine 
must run very steady and smooth to obtain the correct results.  After the 
bobbins are wound and equipped with lead wires, they are tested by 

Class of Materials 
We Use in Our Phones 
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means of an ohm Rueter.  Those that test either too nigh or too low are 
discarded.  The bobbins next go to the female assemblers who make up 
the complete receiver.  Before they leave the assemblers' hands, however. 
the receiver undergoes various tests and several inspections. 

CALIBRATING 
The receivers are now placed in trays, each tray containing some 60 

receivers.  They are then taken to the calibrating machine, where the pole 
pieces, as well as the receiver shell edge, are machined down within 1/5000 
of an inch accuracy.  For it is of the utmost importance that the pole 
pieces are of quite equal height, and that the edge of the casing be a 
certain few thousandths of an inch higher than the pole pieces.  Also the 
rim of the casing must be absolutely smooth and even as well as abso-
lutely parallel with the pole pieces.  This calibrating is a very tedious 
operation and can only be performed by skilled mechanics having long 
experience.  This calibration process takes from 8 to 10 minutes for each 
receiver.  After the receivers have been calibrated they are lanceted by 
means of a micrometric appliance to make sure that the pole 'deeps co me 
1/5000 of an Inch parallel with the rim.  If the variation is too great, 

the receiver must be recalibrated. 
MAGNETIZING 

After calibrating, the receiver Is ready to receive its magnette triptIsra. 
2 shows tire apparatus that does it.  The extremely powerful c:ectro-

magnets, built in our own shops, connect  4 
without any resistance to the 220 volt power 
current. A large manipulating key, 2, serves 
to close and break the current, which circo-
lates around the spools, 1. When energized, 
this electro-magnet IS CAPABLE OF LIFT-
ING OVER 500 LBS. Only a very powerful 
0(4.0'0-magnet  produces  satistactory  re-
ceivers. 

On top of the spools we see the adjust-
able pole pirres 3, 3.  On top of these the  2 
telephone receiver, 4, is now placed by the 
magnetizing operator.  The current is tiren 
turned on and broken a number of times, 
in a peeuliar mauner, while the receiver 
undergoes  several  mechanical  treatments. 
which, being a secret process, cannot be 
mentioned here.  After a few minutes, the  I I tz 
receiver is completely magnetized, and is now tested once miii  I ris tune 
to ascertain If It Is magnetically strong enough.  The receiver, if passed 
by the inspection, now goes back to the assembling depart meat.  Here 
It is cleaned thoroughly and polished.  Certain parts inside are then 
enameled and lacquered.  After drying, the diaphragm, as well as the 
hard rubber cap, is put in position and the receiver Is finished.  The re-
ceivers are then assembled on the Ilead band, the cords are put on and 
the bead set is really for the final tests.  The first test is for resistance. 
If this has been found correct, the completed receivers are sent to the 
wireless room, where, by means or several ingenious instruments, the 
phones undergo three tests for sensitivity.  Those not checking up with 
the "standard" are returned to the factory. 

The final, supreme test is the wireless test in netually receiving signals. 
Phones not sounding clear and sharp are returned to the factory to be 
made over. 

This completes the receivers.  Each set is now tagged and signed by 
the tester and the phones are then ready for packing. 

- 

GUARANTEE 
All our receivers are guaranteed for one year.  If, during this 

time, they do not prove entirely satisfactory, for any reason what-
ever, we will exchange the set unhesitatingly for a new one, with-
out question on our part, paying transportation charges both ways. 
If we did not think that our phones were the hest in the country, 
we couldn't afford to make such a sweeping guarantee. 
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The Electro "Government" Phones 
Highest Precision Phones Made in the United States 

(Adopted by several Governments) 
We have sold more 

wireless Telephone Re-
3000  ceivers during the past 
Oh twelve years than all 

ms  the rest of our com-
petitors combined. anti 
while we thought that 
o u r  No.  GX1305 
Phones could  not  be 
improved in any way, 
we  have  had  right 
along a demand for a 
higher  price  receiver 
and after experiment-
ing for some years we 
have developed a high 
grade professional type 
which  eclipses  any-
thing shown heretofore. 

We still  maintain 
that our  No.  GX1303 
Phones  cannot  be 
matched for the price 
anywhere  and  to-day 
the same as years ago, 
they  hold  their  own 
against  receivers sell-
ing from $13.00 all the 
way up to $20.00 a set. 

The difference be-
tween  our  "Govern-
ment" phones and the 
GX1305 type Is mere-
ly  in  workmanship. 
The receiver shells are 
made  of  Aluminum. 
which  makes  t he m 
considerably  lighter 
than other sets. 

The  magnets  are 
wound with No. 43 R. 
& S. ENAMEL COP-
PER WIRE. The mag-
nets are a great deal 
more  powerful,  being 
made of the best im-
ported  Swedish tung-
sten steel,  which  we 
guarantee No. GX6666 (Patent Pending)  . The Mag-netic power of this re-

ceiver is the highest of any and this accounts for the remarkable sensi-
tivity and long distance receiving power of these wonderful phones. 

We lay particular stress on the magnets of this receiver and we 
of,yearraenatze tahawt irtehleees m ulenpeLson we ill nryter loisse ntohtettstetrrefeth  an the strength yearost, 

its magnets, hence we have extended all our energies towards producing 
something that can be relied upon, practically indefinitely. 

While this headgear is the lightest on the market to-day we have not 
sacrificed its efficiency, as may be easily ascertained when testing out 
the sets.  Each receiver la wound to 1,500 ohnts, giving 3,000 clams per set. 
Non-rusting diaphragms are supplied. 

compression 
chuck for length 
adjustment 
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The Electro "Government'. Phones 
(Continued) 

These phones as well as all our others are now equipped with our 
famous "Co meback Patent" Common-Sense Headbands. 

Our Mr. H. Gernsback had been experimenting for years before this 
extraordinary simple as well as efficient headband was finally developed. 

Greatly annoyed by headbands that would not lit the head perma-
nently, that would not hold the receivers tight to the ears, that caught 
your hair, that were heavy and hurt your head, he developed the present 
band that has none of these faults. 

It does all this and then some: 
10 Will not catch and tear your hair; as ALL doubleband head• 

bands do.  • 
20 Utmost comfort assured —molded soft rubber pad does it. 
30 Fits any head instantly.  Can be shortened or lengthened simply 

by unloosening chucks. 
40 Lightest band on the market—weight 5 oz. 
50 Fits the receivers to your ears perfectly and keeps them there 

excluding all outside noises. 
Go  Band on head, la almost invisible, consequently not unsightly as 

are ALL others. 
70 No metal touches your bead—no shocks, no leakage. 
80 Has less parts than ANY other band, consequently gives less 

trouble. 
The powerful Hard Brass spring wire keeps the 'phones pressed 

to your ears, with an even pressure AL WAYS.  You can't possibly shake 
the 'phones from your head. 

100 Beautiful hand-buffed nickel finish.  Sanitary soft rubber pad. 
Until you have worn a "Gernsback Patent" Common-Senso Headband 

you don't know what 'phone comfort is. 
Other points of superiority:  Light rubber cap, highest insulation.  The 

phones will at the ear snugly to exclude all external noise.  We use a 
five-foot pure silk covered cord with two tips.  As a remainder always 
be sure with whom you deal.  Anyone can make extravagant, untruthful 
claims.  Anyone can imitate us, for a certain time.  Before you buy from 
any concern find out how long they have been in business.  If yob don't you 
will buy their EXPERIMENTS, not a product that has been on the market 
for over a decade as, for instance, ours. 

Finally, don't forget that the arm who "knocks" us  mos t is so  busy  
thinking about us that it hasn't got much time to accomplish anything 
worth while itself.  Now that you grasp the situation read our 

GUARANTEE 
Buy a pair of these phones and if It Is not as sensitive or not as satis-

factory as any set you have ever seen, or if it does not compare in effi-
ciency with any other make, return it to us and we will give credit for 
same at once. 
No. GX6666 Electro "Government" Phones, as described   $7.00 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

No. 1111E0667  Single Receiver (no band or cord), 1,500 Ohms   
Shipping weight 1 lb.  

W E WIND THESE RECEIVERS TO ANY RESISTANCE.  ASK FOR 
PRICES 

When ordering any of our Phones, don't forget that we will gladly 
send you FREE with our compliments lesson No. 2 "The Principles of 
Magnetism" or lesson No. 9 "Receiving Apparata" or lesson No. 18 "Tim 
Wireless Telephone" of our famous "WIRELESS COURSE." 

Everything worth  knowing about Receivers is explained  in these 
lessons. 

Just attach your free coupons to your order.  For further Informa-
tion consult colored section of this catalog. 
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The "Electro" Transatlantic Phones 
The Phones Which Saved the "Republic" 

(or rather its 500 human beings) 
Operator Binas, the famous C. Q. D. man, used these Phones. 
HIGH RESISTANCE PRECISION HEAD RECEIVERS FOR wins-

LESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY, Transatlantic Type. 
Adopted by the U. S. Navy, United Wireless Co., etc. 
These receivers embody the finest workmanship, and in connection 

with our various Detectors and other instruments are so marvelously sen-
sitive that they will talk loud and distinct where others will not respond. 

We make the broad and sweeping statement that our receivers are 
absolutely the most sensitive in the world now —without any exception 
and regardless of price.  We have hundreds of testimonials from enthusi-
astic owners of our headphones. 

The weight is 20 per cent, less than other similar receivers; operators 
do not tire with these even if worn hours at a stretch. 

These phones as well as all our others are now equipped with our 
famous "Gernsback Patent" Common-Sense Headbands. 

Our Mr. H. Gernsback had been experimenting for years before this 
extraordinary simple as well as efficient headband was finally developed. 

Greatly annoyed by headbands that would not fit the head perma-
nently, that would not hold the receivers tight to the ears, that caught 
,vour hair, that were heavy and hurt your head, he developed the present 
band that has none of these faults. 

It does all this and then some: 
1°  Will not catch and tear your hair; as ALL doubleband head-

bands do. 
2°  Utmost comfort nssured,—moulded soft rubber pad does it. 
no Fits any head instantly.  Can be shortened or lengthened simply 

by unloosening chucks. 
4°  Lightest band on the market—weight 5 oz. 
50 Fits the receivers to your ears perfectly, and keeps them there, 

excluding all outside noises. 
6°  Band when on head, is almost invisible, consequently not unsightly 

as are ALL others. 
7°  No metal touches your head—no shocks, no leakage. 
80 Iias less parts than ANY other band, consequently gives less 

trouble. 
D.  The powerful German silver spring wire keeps the 'phones pressed 

to your ears, with an even pressure AL WAYS.  You can't possibly shake 
the 'phones from your head. 

10°  Beautiful hand-buffed nickel finish.  Sanitary soft rubber pad. 
Until you have worn a "Gernsback Patent" Common-Sense Headband 

you don't know what 'phone comfort is. 
For illustration of how these phones look see illustration for Receivers 

No. GX6866. 
Each receiver is wound to 1,000 OHMS with No. 41 B. & S. Enamel 

Electrolytic copper wire which explains the extraordinary sensitivity. 
This fine wire costs six times as much as other wires, but we use it 

because we increase with its use the AMPERE TURNS and the receivers 
consequently become infinitely more sensitive.  We guarantee each receiver 
to stand the following extraordinary test:  Moisten or wet the metal 
receiver cord tips.  When both are touched the receiver will respond! 
The voltage generated by the metal tips is less than 1/1000, the amperage 
less than 1/1,000,000 (one millionth).  Bands and receivers finely nickel 
plated.  NON-RUSTING DIAPHRAGMS.  Silk conductor cords, 5 feet long. 

No. FX1305 Head Receivers (2) with head band   
Shipping weight 2 lbs. $6.00 

No. aCE1307  Receiver only with 3 foot cord   $2.35 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. AX1308 Double Head Band only (no cord)   $1.00 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. AX1024s, 1,000 Ohm Single Pole Receiver   $1.00 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

W E WIND THESE RECEIVERS TO ANY RESISTANCE WANTED. 
W RITE FOR PRICES. 
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The "Electro" Amateur Wireless Phones 
We  herewith  present 

our amateur type wireless 
phones which are superior  2,000  Ohms to anything as yet.  Our 
No. FX1305 phones, which 
are in  use now by the 
United States Government, 
etc.,  are,  of  course,  a 
higher grade but our ama-
teur phones are in every 
respect built as carefully, 
the only difference being 
that the finish is not so 
elaborate.  These  phones 
are wound to 1,000 ohms 
each  receiver  and  are 
wound with No. 40 enamel 
copper wire. These phones 
have double pole magnets, 
which are extremely pow-
erful and made especially 
for wireless. 

These phones as well 
as all our others are now 
equipped with our famous 
"Gernsback Patent" Com-
mon-Sense Headbands. 

Our  lr. It. Gernsback 
had  been  experimenting 
for years before this ex-
traordinary simple as well 
as efficient headband was 
finally developed. 

Greatly  annoyed  by 
headbands that would not 
fit the head permanently, 
that ivpuld not hold the 
receivers tight to the ears, 
that caught your hair, that 
were heavy and hurt your 
head,  he  developed  the 
present  band  that  has 
none of these faults. 

It does all this and 
then sonic: 

1°  Will not catch and 
tear your hair: as ALI. 
doublatand hcatibands do. 

2°  Utmost  comfort 
assured — moulded  soft 
rubber pad does it 

30 Fits any head in-
stantly.  Can be shortened or lengthened simply by unloosening chucks. 

4,, Lightest band on the market—weight 5 ox. 
50 Fits the receivers to your ears perfectly anti keeps them there 

excluding all outside noises. 
6°  Band when on head, is almost invisible, consequently not un-

sightly as are ALL others. 
7°  No metal touches your head—no shocks, no leakage. 

No. DX801•0 (l'atent I'ending) 

Compressior 
Chuc̀c for t,rt gtlt 
odjustmt nt 

Dear Sirs: —  Newark, ‘,.110. 
I have one of your Loose I minters. Fixed Condensers. Detector and 

2,000-ohm phones and am able to pick up Duluth, Minn. (DM). along with 
other stations.  I ,an bring then, in very plain with your loose coupler. 

CARI. HO WARD. 
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The "Electro" A mateur Wireless Phones 
(Continued) 

80 Has less parts than ANY other band, consequently gives lees 
trouble. 

90 The powerful Hard Brass spring wire keeps the 'phones pressed 
to your ears, with an even pressure ALWAYS.  You can't possibly shake 
the 'phones from your head. 

100 Beautiful hand-buffed nickel finish.  Sanitary soft rubber pad. 
Until you have worn a "Gernsback Patent" Common-Sense Headband 

you don't know what 'phone comfort is. 
The receivers tit the head perfectly.  The weight is 12 ounces.  With 

this set we furnish a finely finished five foot bifurcated green cord with 
nickel-plated tips.  A test will convince you that our phones are superior 
to any other make and if they are not exactly what we claim them to 
be we shall refund the money. 
No. DX8070 Two ThousanSdh iOphpmin gP hwoeniegsh, ta s2 described   lbs. 

No. AE1(8071  Receiver only (1,000 Ohms), as furnished with No  
DX8070 (double pole)   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. AN8077 "Gernsback Patent" Double Headband (fits our No  

EKI024, AX1024a, AEK8071)    
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. DE8075 5 foot bifurcated green cord, each   
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

THE "ELECTRO" "JUNIOR" 
Wireless Phones 

2,000 Ohms 

$1.00 
$0.45 

These phones are exactly the same 
as our No. DXs070 described above with 
the exception that instead of using No. 
ABK8071 double pole receivers, we fur-
nish  2-1,000 ohm  No. AX1024a  single 
pole receivers.  While these are single 
pole receivers, it should be borne In 
mind that in connection with silicon or 
galena detectors, such phones will almost 
prove as sensitive as the No.  DX8070 
kind.  These phones are marvelously sen-
sitive and will give a click when the two 
moistened tips are contacted with an-
other piece of metal, —a test which very 
few high priced receivers will stand. 

These phones as well as all our oth-
ers are now equipped with our famous 
"Gernsback Patent" Common-Sense Head-
bands. 

Our Mr, H. Gernsback bas been ex-
perimenting for years before this extra-
ordinary simple as well as efficient head-
band was finally developed. 

Greatly annoyed by headbands that 
would not fit the head permanently, that 
would not hold the receivers tight to the 

No.  C718000 (P  atent Pending) ears, that caught your hair, that were   
heavy and hurt your head, he developed 

the present band that has none of these faults. 
IT DOES ALL THIS AND THEN SOME: 

I°  Will not catch and tear your hair; as ALL doubleband head-
bands do. 
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20 Utmost comfort assured—molded soft rubber pad does it. 
3°  Fits any bead instantly.  Can be shortened or lengthened simply 

by unloosening chucks. 
40 Lightest band on the market—weight 5 oz. 
50 Fits the receivers to your ears perfectly and keeps them there 

excluding all outside noises. 
G0 Band when on head, is almost invisible, consequently not unsightly 

as are ALL others. 
70 No metal touches your head—no shocks, no leakage. 
8°  H as less parts than AINY other band, consequently gives less 

trouble. 
90 The powerful Hard Brass spring wire keeps the 'phones pressed 

to your ears, with an even pressure AL WAYS.  You can't possibly shake 
the 'phones from your head. 

100 Beautiful hand-buffed nickel finish.  Sanitary soft rubber pad. 
Until you have worn a "Gernsimek Patent" Common-Sense Headband 

yoU don't know %bat 'phone comfort is. 
The "Electro" Junior wireless phones consist of two receivers. "Gerns-

back Patent" snivel soft rubber pad headband and live foot bifurcated cords 
are furnished with this set. 

Na. CX8090 2,000 ohm Junior Wireless Phones, as described  $3.00  
per set   

"Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

The "Electro" Double Pole Receiver 
The double pole receiver No. 11E1030, which we 11-

lustrate here is of course more powerful than the No. 
87K1024 type.  The No. HE1030 receiver is wound to 
75 ohms and has two powerful magnets add double 
poles.  This telephone receiver is suitable for all kinds 
of telephone work where a powerful double pole re-
ceiver is wanted and is also found of great use in 
wireless telegraphy where a low resistance receiver is 
desired. 

Of course, it can be used in the same way as our 
No. EK1024 but in all cases it will give better results 
Just as you have a right to expect for it is double 
pole and stronger. 

One of the uses many of our customers have been 
putting it to is in the making of microphonic tele-
phone and wireless amplifiers using it as a second 
step up from the transmitter used.  In that case a 
high grade low resistance receiver is required and high 
grade receivers are the only kind we make. 

It can also be used as a second receiver for regular  NO. 11E1030 
telephones in that way providing one receiver for each ear.  Try it once 
and you will always bave it on your phone.  Keeps out outside noises 
and lets you hear on both ears as nature intended.  Simply connect it in 
parallel to your present receiver using one of our single receiver cords. 

Sizes 21/2 x1% inches. 
No. REI M 75 Ohm Receiver, as described.  Price   

Shipping weight 1 lb. $0.85 

Dear Sirs: —  llightstown, N. Y. 
I lately purchased • pair of your 2,000 ohm Transatlantic type peones, 

and they work great.  The signals come In twice as loud as my others. 
I purcheoed the phones in your store, 89 West Broadway, N. Y. 

I.E ROY W EST 
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The "Electro" 1000 Ohm Single Pole Receiver 

$ 1 .00 
each 

1,000 

Oh ms 

THE BIGGEST WIRELESS RECEIVER VALUE IN THE COUNTRY 

It Isn't often that we can offer you so valuable a piece of apparatus 
at so little money.  Here is a case iu point. 

Our No. AX1024A is a carefully designed wireless receiver of the 
single pole type and one which with certain types of detectors such as 
the silb.on, galena, carborunduru, etc., will give exeellent results.  This is 
not a cheap telephone receiver wound to a high resistance and then called 
a wireless receiver, but it was actually designed for the purpose we 
advertise. 

To make you fully appreciate what this wonderful article is, let us 
tell how it is made and you Judge fur yourself. 

The shell is of polished hard rubber composition, light, strong, and 
durable.  The earpiece is of the sanie material and designed to be com-
fortable yet exclude external noises.  Shell tits our regular headband.  The 
magnet Is a very line special tungsten alloy magnet steel, very ingeniously 
shaped.  It will retain its magnetism under all conditions, short of abuse. 

The winding Is a full tested 1000 OHMS IN NO. 40 B. & S. BLACK 
ENAMELED WIRE.  It is wound on a specially soft Swedish iron core. 
Every re( elver is tested for resistance and insulation.  Diaphragms are 
of selected stock and hand sorted. 

After reading this description do you doubt that we are proud of 
our No. AXI024A Receiver?  You will never regret buying one or a pair. 
Their sensitivity far excels many double pole receivers now offered as 
"remarkably sensitive."  Size 21,Z2xl% inches. 
No. AX1024A Receiver 1,000 ohms as described.  Price   $1.00 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Gentlemen:—. Colme, Cal. 
I received order No. 1,052,470 and find the phones Just as described in 

your catalog.  They fit the head perfect and are very sensitive.  I find that 
the E. I. Co. is honest and that IT PAYS TO DEAL WITH YOU.  You 
will find that I will patronize the E. I. l'o. for all the goods I buy, wireless 
or raw materials.  Yours truly,  D. M. KUNTZEN. 

A complete chapter on "TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES" is con-
tained In the "EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICITY COURSE" in 20 lessons 
which Is given FREE with one year's subscription to the "Electrical Ex-
perimenter Magazine."  'See announcement on back cover of catalog. 
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gnu- No. 1.*N1(i:.A Pony receiv-
er is without doubt the best ar-
ticle for the money to-day. 

l'oints of superiorits,: Hard 
ASA TRANSMITTER rubber composition shell beauti-

fully polished.  l'owerful perma-
nent steel magnet, soft iron core, 
fibre coil beads, very thin dia-
phragm,  brass  posts  inside. 
Hanger can  be unscrewed and 
receiver will then  fit our No. 
AX8077 headbands. 

SOME USI4S. —For all tele-
phone work.  Also for making 
the small testing outfits for re-
pair men in circuit with only one 
dry cell  or flashlight  battery. 
When connected in parallel with 
your telephone receiver, you have 
a double receiver, an invaluable 
acquisition to those who phone 
in noisy places or to people hard 
of hearing.  It can also be used 
for wireless though its low re-
sistance won't  permit  of such 
good results as a higher resist-
ance phone. 

This receiver is single pole; 
HEAR WITH  21/..xlyt inches; wet. 4 oz. resist-
NTH EARS  :thee tri ohms.  IF  TWO  OF 

T H  ID  RECEIVF.RS  ARE 
USED,  IT  IS  Poss BIM  TO 
Sl'EAK AT A DISTANCE OF 
150  FEET  WITHOUT  USING 
BATTERIES, ONE WIRE BE-
ING SUFFICIENT IF GROUND 
IS USED.  Our No. II01030 re-
ceiver will of course give even 
better results. 
No. ER1024  Pony  Receiver, 

75 ohms, as  de-  $0.60  
scribed   

Sh. wgt. 1 lb. 

4-COIL OF .20 
INSULATED WIRE 

RE  IVER 

FOR TESTING ARM 
ATURES FIELDS. 
COILS ETC. 

FOR WIFgLESS 

DETECTING LIVE WI 
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Telephone Cords 
5 FOOT GREEN COTTON BIFURCATED CORD. 

l'his cord is used on our No. DX8070 telephones; with 
2 nickel tips and 4 loop connections.  (See illustration.) 
No. DE8075  Each   $045 

No. DE8075  Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. EE1309  5 FOOT SILK BIFURCATED CORD, as used on our FX1305 
receivers with 2 tips and 4 loop connections (Ship-  $0.55  
ping weight 2 oz.), each   

No. EE6666  Cord Is the same in all respects as the No. EE1309. 
Price the same.  Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. AE4005  1 FOOT TELEPHONE CORD with 2 metal tips and 2 loop 
connections to fit No. AX1024A, AERROH Receivers.  $0.1 5 
each.  Shipping weight 2 oz   

NO. AE4003 
AE4003  3 FOOT TELEPHONE CORD, with 
I metal tips, well finished through-
out.  Each   $0.15 

Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. AK0083  RECEIVER DIAPHRAG M (Ferrotype).  Each.... 
Shipping weight 1 oz. 

"ANTENOUM"AERIAL WIRES 

$0.10 

For a number of years we sold Aluminum wire for 
aerials. but finally decided to discontinue its sale for sev-
eral good  reasons.  To begin with, it is impossible to 
obtain  pure aluminum  wire.  The commercial aluminum 

composition wire is notoriously weak and ruptures at 75 lbs., for the 
No. 14 size.  A sharp tomd causes it to break almost immediately; it 
cannot be soldered: it always niakes poor contact, on account of its nat• 
ural oxide elm.  We had so many complaints on aluminum wire, that we 
decided to develop an aerial wire that did not have any of the above 
objections.  We finally found it in our present ANTENII'M wire, which 
not only has none of the objections cited, but has a great many excellent 
points making it highly desirable for aerials. 

ANTENI17:11 wire is a 30 per cent, copper wire of enormous strength, 
even surpassing phosphor bronze in strength.  Our size wire stands a 
rupture test of 350 lbs., against 75 lbs. of Aluminum wire.  It can be 
soldered like ordinary copper wire.  It can be bent back and  forward 
and is so tough that it cannot be broken, except with  difficulty.  It 
makes excellent contact and does not oxidize readily.  It is cheaper than 
aluminum wire and three times cheaper than copper wire. 

In appearance it is exactly like copper wire, as a matter of fact it 
cannot be told apart from copper wire. 

It has about 50 per rent. less skin resistance than Aluminum wire. 
100 feet of our A NTMXII'M wire costs $0.45.  tine pound No. 14 B, & 

S. Aluminu m wire has 200 feet and costs $1.20.  Thus ANTENIUN1 wire is 
cheaper thnn the former and is incomparably better.  A 600 foot stretch 
with A NTENII'M wire is an every-day occurrence and the heaviest sleet 
will not damage the aerial.  We Carry only this one size, which as experi-
ence shows is the only kind to use.  Heavier wire for aerials is not re-
quired as ours is strone enough for the greatest stretch practical. 

No. DE9219  ANTENIUM aerial wire, per hundred (100) feet....  $0.45 
Not  less  than  100 feet  sold. 

Shipping weight per 100 feet, 1 lb. 
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The "Electro" Rotary Potentiometer 
(NON-INDUCTIVE). PATENTED 

There are several unique features 
Incorporated in our instrument which 
above all  takes up a minimum of 
space being only 4 in. diameter. the 
thickness ut the main  body being 
only % in. 

We use in this instrument a high 
resistance  carbon-graphite  rod  and 
the resistance of this instrument is ap-
proximately 300 ohms, as experience 
bas taught us that for wireless use 
only about one hundred to two hun-
dred ohms is generally used, we do 
not furnish extra rods for this neo 
instrument and 300 ohms will cover 
all the wants of the operator and ex-
perimenter.  The most important part 
is that the movement is rotary and 
not straight on a long rod, as used in 
our old style instrument.  It will be 
realized that this is a great advantage. 
as the rotary movement for wireless 
instruments comes into force more 
and more every year.  The adjusting 
knob carries a pointer which moves 
over au empirical scale which is a  NO. BX91255 
great advantage to the operator as he will always kt l  just how much 
current to give luis detector and will easily remember the proper regula-
tion. 

All the insulating parts of the instrument are made of molded hard 
rubber which makes it the most attractive apparatus of this sort ever 
laced on the market.  There is nothing to shrink or warp on this Instru-
ment and the construction is beyond criticism.  You could not buy a better 
potentiometer even if you paid ten times the price we are asking for it. 
Phe connection is positive.  The Instrument is always ready Mill  there le 
nothing to wear out or to be replaced. The carbon-graphite rod is embedded 
in the hard rubber and it will not break even it the instrument should be 
dropped.  Three of our well-known hard rubber binding posts are pro-
vided on this instrument.  Also two nickel plated screws to attach the 
potentiometer to table, wall or an instrument board.  The pointer 19 
nickeled and polished.  The scale is molded into the bard rubber.  The 
diameter of the rubber thumb handle is 1 inch.  An ideal instrument for 
use with the Radioson detector. 

Size over all 4x1 142 in.; weight four ounces.  WE WILL REFUND 
YOUR NIONEY IF 'PHIS INSTRUMENT IS NOT AI.I. WIC CLAIM POR 
IT .AND IF IT IS NOT SATISFACTORY IN EVERY REsPEer. Connec-
tions are the same as for any potentiometer.  Instrument is shipped ready 
for instant use. 
No. BX9255 "Electro" Rotary Potentiometer (patented) 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Gentlemen: —  Oalland. Cal. 
The circular potentiometer for which I sent HAS ARRIVED O. R.  1 

have it working on my receiving box to-day and IT IS Al.!. TO THE 
GOOD.  My electrolytic detector la giving GREAT RESULTS; BETTER 
THAN IT EVER DID BEFORE. 

I think that this new potentiometer la the GREATEST THING YOU 
EVER TURNED OUT.  Yours very truly,  E. W. :STONE. 

FEB.'!S111. 11111 

$2.00 

Let us send you free with our compliments lesson No. 9 "The Receieur 
Apparata" of otir fatil..us "WIRELESS COURSE" telling you all about 
"Potentiometers." 

Just attach coupon No. 0 to your order.  For information see colored 
section of this catalog. 
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Minerals and Crystals 
When you buy a mineral or wireless crystal you are Interested in only 

a very few things.  First you want to know value.  EVERY CRYSTAL 
SOLD BY US IS TESTED FOR SENSITIVITY.  Don't pay more for so-
called "special" and "extra" grades. Our competitors' "special" and "extra" 
grades are OUR REGULAR STOCK QUALITY.  Now for quantity.  Note 
that we sell by weight wherever possible.  When we say you get an ounce, 
you get an ounce, not a piece.  This means a big saving to you.  Now 
on delivery.  We carry more wireless minerals in stock than any other 
concern in the world.  We guarantee prompt delivery.  Being the largest 
buyers and sellers of this class of material we are naturally offered the 
pick of the world.  In that way by buying your Crystals and Minerals 
from the E. I. Co., you buy the best tested goods that is found at the 
lowest possible prices.  Your first order will convince you of our claims. 

BORNITE 
Used a great deal abroad.  ran 

be used  with a phosphor bronze 
contact wire, or with zincite. Mar-
velously sensitive. 
No. CE2419  Bornite, per 

oz.   
Shipping weight 2 

$0.35 
oz. 

GALENA 

NO. AE2504 
This mineral is thought by many 

to be one of the most sensitive dis-
covered so  far.  Used to best ad-
vantage by having a line phosphor 
bronze or brase wire spring, size 
about No. 26 B. & S., press very 
lightly on the Galena.  We carry 
only a specially selected cubic crys-
tal grade. 
No. AE2504  Galena,  per  $ 0.15 

ounce   
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

COPPER  PYRITES 
Very sensitive and very stable. 

Even sensitiveness along whole sur-
face.  Not easily jarred out.  Use 
phosphor  bronze  contact  wire. 
GUARANTEED  100  PER  CENT. 
PURE. 
No. CZ2419  Copper Py-  $0.35  

rites, per oz   
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

ZINCITE 

The aristocrat of all wireless 
minerals.  Too well known and too 
far famed to praise it here.  Un-
doubtedly the most sensitive of all 
crystals.  Gl'ARANTEED 100 PER 
CENT. PURE. 

No. ABE2417  ZincBo,  $1.25 
per oz   

Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. CE2118  Zincite,  1/4 $0.35 oz.   
Shipping weight 1 oz. 

SILICON 

There are two kinds of this ma. 
terial:  Silicon crystals and fused 
Silicon.  The former, manufactured 
in this country, is absolutely unfit 
to use; the latter. imported by us. 
is the only  kind that should be 
used.  It comes in chunks and some. 
IN hat resembles graphite.  It is very 
hard and extremely brittle. 

No. CE9209 Silicon,  per  $0.35 oz.   
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. AE9209a Silicon, Y4  $0.15  
oz.   

Shipping weight 1 oz. 

IRON PYRITES 

Our iron pyrites is all imported 
Spanish stock that may be used for 
years without deterioration.  Very 
sensitive. 
No. CH2505 Iron Pyrites (Ferree), 

extremely  sensitive,  
per oz.   

Shipping weight 2 oz. 
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Minerals and Crystals 

(Confirm( d ) 

MOLVBDENITE 
This new substance is the only 

one discovered  so far which  does 
not  get  out  of  adjustment,  when 
used  in  a sensitive  Detector,  and 
when  placed  near a sending gap. 
Most substitutes suffer a great deal 
from  strong sending currents, but 
it is Impossible to damage the ad-
justment of the Molybdenite Detec-
tor. and a heavy discharge does not 
affect it.  Xiolybdenite proves quite 
sensitive when distant stations are 
to be picked up. 

No. EK9210  M o 1 y b-  
denite, per oz   

Shipping weight 2 0Z. 

CARBORUNDU M 
Specially  selected  for  experi-

menting with the Carborundum De-
tector.  Quite  sensitive.  Used  by 
commercial  companies  for  many 
years. 
No. CK9308  Carborun-  

dum.  per  oz   
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

PEROXIDE OF LEAD 

No. CK2506  Peroxide of Lead, com-
pressed tablets, each  $0.30  
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

MINERAL SETS 

No. GK2502 Zincite and Copper Py--
rites  (Perikon), per  $0.7 0 
Net   

Shipping weight per set 4 oz. 

MINERAL ASSORTMENT 

Consisting of generous pieces of 
each of the nine minerals and crys-
tals shown on these pages.  .1.n ex-
cellent assortment for the wireless 
experimenter.  Each  mineral  in  a 
separate box. No Radiocite supplied. 

No. AEK2346  Mineral  Assortment 
(9 minerals)    

Shipping weight 1 lb.  $ 11 •5 ° 

Wireless Code Chart 
This code chart has been brought out by us 

pursuant to a large demand by our enthuslaertic 
wireless friends who like to have the three codes, 
the Morse, Continental and Navy, before their eyes 
when sending or receiving messages. This is truly 
a beautiful chart, being arranged in such a man-
ner that a letter or figure can be "spotted" in-
stantly, without the eye searching for precious 
seconds.  The dots and dashes are very heavy and 
large and can easily be read 10 feet off. There are 
in addition, a list of abbreviated numerals as used 
by Continental operators; also the usual wireless 
abbreviations used by most of the fraternity. 

The chart measures 9x11 inches and is printed 
on stiff cardboard.  It will make a fine addition 
to any  wireless  station and it will make the 
latter look businesslike. 

Comes in black on white background only. 

The latest feature of this article is that on the 
back we now have the International Morse Code 
and conventional signals, also the list of abbrevi-
ations to be used in radio communication and as 
adopted  by  the  International  Radiotelegraphic 
Convention.  Room is also left for a private code 
if desired. 
No. AK2501  Wireless Code Chart....  $ 0 •1 0  

By mail, extra $0.03. 

10c 
WINELCUI COOCIL 

No. AK2501 
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The "Electro" Lilliput Buzzer 
These buzzers represent the latest advance in all metal 

buzzers.  The cover and base are made of stamped cold 
rolled steel.  It has a pivoted armature.  The tension is 
easily altered, and the contact adjustment held securely by 
a spring nut.  The ribbed edges of the cover spring tightly 
over the base, making it likewise readily removed, allow-
ing inspection and adjustments of the moving parts if 
desired.  Positively dust and insect proof.  This is just 
the buzzer to use for testing the minerals of the receiving 
wireless set, as it is compact and very neat.  Wound to 3 
ohms.  Base and cover are finely japanned.  Size over all 
21,{3x1 5/I6x% in. 
No. EE965  The "Electro Lilliput" Buzzer   $0 .55  

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Tin F oils 

TIN FOIL.  We have 2 grades of tin foil 
listed below.  For small paper condensers we 
recommend our No. CE4335.  Our No. CK6252 is 
intended for very heavy work, such as large ca-
pacity condensers up to 5 K. W.  Not less than 

NO. CE4335  1 lb. of a size sold. 

Catalogue 
No. 

CE4335 

Thicknesses Remarks of Sq. 
Nnoe .hes to lb. '   

Price per 
lb 

Thin 1728 Suitable for paper con- 
densers. 

$ 0.35 

CH6252 I  Heavy 

.  ....  . 

coo For large transmitting 
condensers. 

$ 0.30 

SOLDERALL 

NO. DI11146 

g weight per lb., any style, - lbs. 

Solderall 
SOLDERALL is a wonderful solder and non-

corrosive flux combined, in paste form, and con-
tained in a collapsible tube, always ready for in-
stant use.  No acids, rosin or flux necessary. 

All you have to do is to unscrew the cap from 
the nozzle ot the tube, squeeze a little SOLDERALL 

on the parts to be soldered, and heat with a match, hot iron or torch, and 
the work is done. 

Large holes can be soldered (something impossible to do with other 
solders) by building a pyramid of SOLDERALL over the hole and then 
applying a match or torch at short intervals, so as to melt slowly. 

Indispensable in the Home, Shop, Garage, Laboratories, for re pairing  
Kitchen Utensils, Toys, Leaky Pipes. Tin Roofs, Automobile Parts, instru-
ments. Models  Etc., Etc. 

Will be found of the greatest use by Electricians, Telegraph and Tele-
3hone Linemen,  Plumbers,  Gas Fitters, Automobilists,  Motor Cyclists, 
Crentists, Physicians, Jewelers, Engineers, Campers and Sportsm:n.  Size 
of tube 1%.303 1,4 in. 
N., DRillS SOLDERALL (Shipping weight 4 oz.) Per tube   

Gentlemen: —  New Castle, N. B. 
I purchased one of your No. 1043 Lamps from a friend ABOUT 

BIGHT MONTHS AGO AND HAVE USED IT VERY CONSTANTLY.  IT 
W AS VERY SATISFACTORY and this is partly the reason W HY I AN 
NO W ORDERING four lights instead of one; AS I FEEL CONFIDENT 
THAT THEY WILL BE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.  Also I will be 
glad TO RECOMMEND YOUR GOODS FOR QUALITY AS W ELL AS 
PRICE.  Yours respectfully.  R. D. W.—PLE WELLING. 
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The "Electro" Precision Coherer 
This coherer is used where extreme 

accuracy is desired on all distances up 
to 30 miles.  The silver plated, amal-
gamated coherer plugs are fitted with 
micrometer  screws,  which  allow  the 
,crews to move forward or backward. 
The regulation is so correct that the 
plugs can be moved less than 5/1000 
Inch at a time.  All parts are made of 
burnished brass highly finished.  The  No. HIE1295 
base is mahogany.  No. BIE1295 Coherer and Deeolierer is made adjust-
able, so that the strength of the tapper can be regulated.  Size over all 
73./.z4 1/4 x2 ins. 
No. BIE1295 Coherer and Decoherer, complete $2.95 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

High Capacity Condensers 
Few articles are so hard to make and get good 

results from, yet are so important an article to the 
electrical experimenter, as high capacity condensers. 
Those listed by us here are made of the very best 
grade of rice paper and tinfoil impregnated with paraf-
fine. Capacities, while high, are ideal for telephones 
or ringing circuits, for experiments with duplex teleg-
raphy, artificial cable capacities, wireless telegraphy, 
and as spark coil condensers, etc., or any service where 
high capacity, low tension condenser can be used.  The 
terminals are brought out in a neat and substantial 
manner, and clips are supplied for mounting the con-
densers either singly or in pairs. 
No. rot 1582  High  Capacity  Condensers  (1/4  

microlarad) . Size 41/4 z1% 8% in   
No. 1111583  High  Capacity  Condensers  (1  

microfarad).  Size 4z21/4 x1/4   
No. ABEI584  High  Capacity  Condensers  (2  

microfarads). Size 4%x2Y4x%   
Shipping weight 2 lbs., any capacity 

These Condensers cannot be used for high tension work 

$0.60 

No. IK1583 

The "Electro" Watch Case Buzzer 
The•highest grade of material and workmanship 

has been incorporated in the "Electro" watch case 
buzzer Illustrated in our engraving.  The buzzer has 
a solid brass case, beautifully and à .rably nickel-
plated.  The springs are made of phosphor bronze, 
with pure silver contacts, assuring long life to the 
buzzer.  The insulation is perfect. 

This buzzer is unequalled for a portable testing 
instrument, as it may be carried in the pocket with-
out inconvenience.  It is suitable for any work re-
quiring a compact and neat buzzer.  The sound is 
pleasant, and as clear as that obtained from buz-
r̂". of larger dimensions.  Size over all 1%x 1/2  
No (1E950 "Electro" Watch Cace Buzzer .... so.75  

Shipping weight 4 or. 

No. GE9NO 
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"Electrite" Specialties 
Parts listed below are made of our new secret composition "Electrite."  This material bu 

highest electrical value, lias all  the characteristic properties of  hard rubber,  including jet 
black color and high polish, but greater strength than rubber.  ALL CUTS FULL SIZE. 

This material is not affected by water or acids. 

Electrite  Knob.  TYPEWRITER KNOB 
is 7/16 in. diameter  While  our  Thumb 
tad  14  in.  long,  Screw No.  6011 
with 8/32 threaded  been found very useful 
brass bushing,  in the construction of 
No.  809  Electra'  many instruments, we 

have had a persistent 
demand  for a larger 
handle with a sleeve 
and a convenient hole 
and tightening screw. 
We meet this demand 

with the special knob illustiated.  It may be used for a great variety of 
purposes.  The dimensions are: Diameter of knurled head, 1% in.;  
of sleeve. about 7/16 in.; diameter of sleeve, % in.; diameter of hok 
sleeve Yi in.  A 6/32 screw holds the metal rod in place when in the ti  f 
nickel ululen. 
No. 6013  Typewriter Knob   

Knob,  $0.05 
each,. 
Shipping  weight  4 

or. per doz. No. 809 

Shipping weight 4 07. 

SWITCH HANDLE 

A favorite style with many 
•:onstructors owing to its very 
neat  appearance  and  knurled 
sides.  Is % in. long and has 
a threaded  insert  for  6/32 
screw.  Is %  in. diameter. 
Ni. 945  Electrite Switch 

Handle, each ....  $0.05 
Shipping weight 4 or. per doz. 

ELECTRITE HANDLE 

This handle may be used for a 
number of purposes besides a switch 
handle.  It is of suitable size for 
handles on spark gaps up to 3 KW. 
Size of handle: Body 1% in.  Screw 
projects 7/16 in.  This rut is not 

full size. 

No. 6841  Price, each  

Shipping weight 2 oz. 
Ni. 6841 

ELECTRITE  THUMB  SCREW 

This Thumb Screw is useful 
for  constructing  many  kitbi, 
of instruments.  It is a fa-
vorite  with  wireless  experi-
menters who use this part in 
their detectors.  Equipped with 
pointed  screw  %  in.  long 
Thread  8/32.  Diameter  of 
head 1 in.  Note —This rut is 
not full size. 

No. 6011  Thumb Screw, Price each 
Shipping weight 2 o! 

No. 6011 

$0.20 

ELECTRITE TELEGRAPH KNOB. 

t sc.'  on  keys, 
etc. l'a in. di-
ameter. Has 8/32 

screw molded in.  Screw 
projects % in. 
No. 908  Electrite Tele-

ira r Knob ' $ 0.1 No. 908 
Shipping weight 4 oz. per doz. 

THE "ELECTRO" SWITCH HANDLE 
A complete switch lever con-

sisting of a 1 in. Hard Rubber 
Typewriter  knob  with  nickel 
plated phosphor bronze  blade 
1% in. long.  No. 9790 
This switch lever can never work loose 

nor  make poor contact as  it is kept 
tight by a forked spring fastened from the bottom. 
as shown in cut.  An ideal switch for loose couplers. 
Inductive  tuners,  switch  boards  and  innumerable 
uses that suggest themselves to the constructor.  It 
is the only switch which can never become loosened, no matter 
bow much it is worked. 
Complete mechanism consists of seven parts as shown. 

No. 9790 "Electro" Switch Handle, as described,  $ 0.3 0 
complete (Shipping weight 4 u.) 

KEY KNOB 

Electrite Knob. 
Is % in. diameter 
and Y. in.  high 
with  8/32 
threaded  brass 
bushing. 

No. 507 

Ne. 507  Electrite  $0.05  
Knob. each   

Shipping weight 4 oi  per doz. 
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ANTENNA INSULATORS 
The "Electro" Junior Strain Insulator 

For small aerials, used principally for re-
ceiving, a small but highly efficient insulator is 
.leeirable.  In view of the fact that our Ball 
Antenna Insulators appear to some to be too 
large for this purpose the present insulator has 
been developed. 

It consists of a small but heavily and deeply 
ribbed brown glazed  porcelain, whose surface 
area, due to the thread is twice as great as it 
would be it it were perfectly smooth.  In other  O. All9461 
words it la as efficient as a cylindrical insulator of twice its length and 
more than twice Its weight.  It has a protected and smoothly turned 
hole in each end for wires. 

Another advantage of this type of Insulator over the plain ridges or 
corrugated insulator Is that if used at an angle it conducts any rain or 
water down to a drip point, at the lowest end rather than holding it in 
a puddle between the ridges, which reduces the insulating qualities. 

Size over all 2% in., diameter 1% in., net weight each 31/2  oz. 
No. AB94431 "Electro" Junior Strain Insulator   

$0.12 Shipping weight 3 lbs. per eight. 

The "Electro" Ball Antenna Insulator 
The size of this Insulator over all Is 31/02% 

Inches.  Weight 71/2  ounces.  The Insulator Is 
made entirely cl porcelain in one piece and has 
a triple coating of brown glaze.  The insulating 
value is of the highest order and greater than 
similar insulators.  It will hold 35,000 volts. 

All the grooves are undershot and this fea-
ture is responsible for the fact that the new in-
sulator "shed, the water Uke a duck." 

We guarantee that you will be pleased with 
this insulator.  It Is the cheapest high-grade in-
sulator ever placed on the American market and 
stands in a class by itself. 

We recommend one Insulator on each end of 
an aerial strand for receiving.  For sending there 
should always be two of the insulators in tan-
dem; this will afford sufficient insulation up to  NO. AF10007 
1 K. W. transformer. 
No. AF10007 "Electro" Ball Insulator, as described, «tell.. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

The "Electrose" Ball Antenna Insulator 
The Insulator which we offer herewith is made of 

moulded electrose composition which is acknowledged  :- \\,.\ 
to be one of the best insulators on the market.  The 
eye hooks are moulded right into the electrose and the C  -1  -' i i i \ l Insulator will stand a strain of 600 to 700 lbs. ill 
stand 45,000 volts.  For sending it will hold the dis-W   6 l'g i ) f •, ezi  ' 
charge of a 4-inch coil and therefore can be used in  ' —,,, . t je 

-'/ connection with small sending outfits without trouble.  ., , 
The eye rings are wrought iron. Size over all is 31/2 x2 1/2  
Inches. 
No. BE10001  Electrose Ball Antenna Insulator, as described. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. Each   

$0.16 

O. 11E10001 

$0.25 
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Commercial Wireless Insulators 
These Insulators are used on large aerials and 

0 41111111111 0 0  are built very substantially in order to stand the 
enormous strains sometimes experienced in heavy 

NO. 1,K10002  storms.  These insulators are now used by the 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT and are made of moulded "Electrose." 
They will stand discharges of 80,000 volts.  Deep corrugations are pro-
vided to reduce surface leakage.  Powerful wrought-iron rings are imbedded 
at each end. 

Size: 10% inches long, 1% inches in diameter.  $0.60 
No. PH10002  Commercial Wireless Insulator, as described, each 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

The "Electro" Wireless Lightning Switches 

100 AMPERE 

NO. BEK1616 

outside of the building. 
The aerial should always be grounded when not 

in use, to protect the house from lightning.  Con-
necting diagram is given herewith.  Our switches are 
of the standard type.  All metal parts are of pure 
copper, base is slate.  Strong, durable handle is fur-
nished. 

No. BX1616 measures 14x21/2 x3 inches over all.  Its 
is 100 amperes. 

No. BHE1617 measures 17x3x3 inches over all.  Its carrying capacity is 
100 amperes. DON'T itt'Y 60 AMPERE SWITCHES. 
No. BEK1616 250 Volt Lightning Switch. Shipping weight 0 lbs...  

No. CCE1617  600 Volt Lightning Switch.  Shipping weight 7 lbs. $3.50 

The Underwriters'  Rules in all cities 
now call for lightning switches, wherever 
aerials are erected on top of buildings. 

The rules prescribe either 250 or 600 
volt, single pole,  double throw switches, 
which must be fastened outside of the build-
ing.  A No. 4 B. & S. wire is specified la 
all cases, to run from the aerial to the 
switch and thence to the ground, on the 

carrying 

Ground Wire for Lightning Switches 

capacity 

(Approved by the Underwriters.) 
This wire lots a soft iron core while the outside is pure SOLID cop-

per.  The copper forms about one-third of the entire wire.  Only one size 
carried, No. 4, which has 9 feet per lb.  
No. F4004  Size 4 B. & S. soft copper clad wire, per foot   

Shipping weight 2 lbs. for each 10 feet. 

Carbon Grain Transmitter 
This is a special design of transmitter for long distance work.  It 

may be used with satisfaction on wireless telephone sets where a heavy 
current is to be passed through it.  This is a first-class instrument in 
many respects. 

No. BX6060 

A telephone transmitter has only one function to per-
form and it either does that right or the most expensive 
telephone equipment is useless.  Same applies especially 
when a transmitter is desired for experimental purposes. 
Our transmitter has a very low resistance and a high 
current capacity.  Above all it don't transmit that tinny 
sound as cheap transmitters do.  Altogether a finely nickel 
plated article at a very low price.  Size over all 3%22%. 
No. 11E6080 Carbon Grain Transmitter. each..  

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
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The "Electro" Antenna Switch 
As Illustration shows this is a three-pole, double throw switch.  An 

will be seen the throw to change the switch over is only about 1 inch, 
making it almost instantly.  The two end blades are at an angle of 140 

VO M au& St  degrees and the construction of this switch is un-
like others.  By referring to the diagram it will be 
seen that when the switch is thrown for receiving 

2:  the primary of the coil is disconnected.  If acel-r— 
dentally the sending key should be touched it will 
be impossible to damage the receiving instrument 

as the coil can under no circumstances operate.  The diagram shown is 
standard, but of course many other connections can be devised by the 
experimenter.  All metal parts are pure copper. 

Hard rubber handle is pro-
vided  as switch  handle.  This 
switch will stand the discharge 
of a 4-inch coil without jumping 
across.  It can be used in con-
nection with a transformer up 
to 5 K. W.  All copper parts are 
very heavy. 

The switch can be screwed 
down on any table or wall. Size 
of base 7x7 Inches, height over 
all 4 inches, when lever is down: 
when  lever is up,  height is 5 
inches.  There is at the present 
no quicker wireless throw switch 
on the market.  NO. it‘steu 
No. IBX8100 "Electro" Antenna Switch, as described. price....  

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

The "Electro" Zinc Spark Gap 
We  have  placed  on  the 

market a good many articles 
during the past, but we pride 
ourselves that our little "Elec-
tro" Zinc Spark Gap, for ef-
ficiency,  neatness,  simplicity 
and  low  price,  stands  un-
equaled. 

While our old style jump 
spark balls were well suited 
for short distances, for which 
purpose they were unmatched,  No. 0E9220 
the "Electro" Zinc Spark Gap 
is intended to do real hard work —even commercially for short distances. 

The peculiar properties of a small zinc spark gap make it particularly 
efficient for sending, especially when a sending condenser is used. 

Any size spark coil  up to 6 Inches ..an  be used  successfully.  It 
has been found in the past that if zinc is used in the sending spark gap, 
same will transmit fully twice as far as brass or any other metal, hence, 
as usual, we use the best.  1f a single small Leyden jar is shunted across 
the gap and if, for instance, a 1-inch coil is used, an intense blue mass 
of fire will crash across the gap with a roar—exactly as you hear it in 
the large commercial and government stations.  If you never saw our 
Zinc Gap in operation. you will hardly realize its power.  Besides, it may 
also be used as an ANCHOR GAP in the antennae, which serves as an 
automatic switch.  The "Electro" Zinc Spark Gap has two zinc rods 3-16 
inch diameter, and 21/2  inches long, having a hard rubber handle at each 
end, making it possible to adjust the gap while sending.  Stands which 
arn finely plated are mounted on heavy bard rubber composition base 
Size of base.  x 3% in.  Size over all. 6 In. long.  in. high. 
No. 0E9220  "Electra." Zinc Spark Gap, as described   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
$0.75 
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The "Electro" Rotary Spark Gap 
The advantages of 

the rotary spark gap 
are too well known to 
require mach comment. 
Sure it is, however, that 
the "Electro" Rotary 
Spark  Gap  will  give 
you an efficient, high 
pitched spark that will 
increase your sending 
range at least 30 per 
cent.  (and  probably 
more), besides making 

your  emitted 
signals  more 
easily read. The 
motors  are  all 
standard  stock 
motors that have 
been  manufac-
tured for years, 

are well constructed, operate at high speed and are perfectly dependable 
under all conditions.  The disc is of solid Bakelite, 4% in. in diameter and 
with 12 large zinc gap contacts that have been carefully turned and ground 
to size.  The dise runs perfectly true.  The capacity of the gap is 1 K. W. 
and this capacity can be carried continuously.  Base is of ELECTRITE that 
can't leak or crack, as does elate and marble.  Binding posts are nickel 
plated and very conveniently placed.  The stationary electrodes are of zinc 
and fully adjustable to take up wear and burning of contacts.  AR contacts 
are renewable by use of pliers and screw driver only.  Owing to its high 
speed the "Electro" Rotary Spark gap is especially valuable for use in con-
nection with Tesla Transformers and high frequency outfits.  You positively 
cannot buy a better rotary spark gap at any price. 

Size, base, 7x9 in. 
No. ABX2382 "Electro" Rotary Spark Gap, as described, with 6 $1 2.00 

volt battery motor   
Shipping weight 18 lbs. 

$14. No. ADX2382  D.C. "Electro" Rotary Spark Gap, with 110 volt  00 
D.C. motor   

Shipping weight 20 lbs. 
No. ADX23112 A.C. "Electro" Rotary Spark Gap, with 110 volt So $1 4.00 

cycle A.C. motor   
Shipping weight 20 lbs. 

Lincoln, Nebr. 
Dear Sirs: — 

Last year I ordered a number of things of you, among which was an 
"Electrolytic" Interrupter for my wireless station.  I have used it very 
hard all the while except during the summer.  I found that it worked Just 
as well after three months of non-use as it did when I got it.  The "Tele-
graph Hey" I received of you is a dandy, as is the Ball Bearing slider. 

ASHLEY WILLIAMS. 

When ordering one of our Spark Gaps, Telegraph, or Wireless Keys, 
malt us to send you FREE with our compliments, lesson No. 5 "The 

ur Transmitting Sets and Apparats" or lesson No. 6 "Tninsmitting 
Sets" or lesson No. 7 "New Transmitting Systems" or lesson No. 15 
"Learning to Operate" of our famous "WIRELESS COURSE."  More prac-
tical knowledge is contained in these lessons than in big books. 

Just attach one or all coupons Nos. 5, 6, 7 or 15 to your order.  For 
further information see colored section of this catalog. 
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The "Electro" 
A new departure in  telegraph 

keys.  There has long been a de-
mand for a good, efficient, but cheap 
telegraph key and the one which we 
are  now  manufacturing  complies 
with all demands that anyone could 
possibly make of a low price key. 
The parts are mounted on a solid 
hard rubber composition base, size 
2%z31/2  inches,  %  inch thick.  All 
metal parts are nickel plated and 
polished  and the contact arrange-  No. DK1119 
ment Is simple but absolutely sure.  A standard telegraph knob one inch 
in diameter in hard rubber composition is furnished.  The No. CE1119 
Key has two of our standard rubber binding posts, while the No. DK1119 
has three of them.  This key works easily and there is nothing to get out 
of order.  It will make a handsome addition to any Instrument table. 
Ne. CE1118  Single Circuit "Electro" Telegraph Key composition  

base, as described.  Shipping weight 1 lb   
No. DK1119  Double Circuit (Morse) "Electro" Telegraph Key corn-  

position base, as described.  Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Telegraph Keys 

The "Electro" Telegraph Key 
These  steel  lever, 

standard  telegraph  keys 
are  a  radical  departure 
from the old style metal 
keys and the amateur as 
well  as  the  professional 
will  find  these  keys far 
superior to anything that 
has  been  offered  hereto-
fore.  Our new departure 
is centered in the fact that 
instead of using a metal  No. ABE1117 
frame, which is so liable to short circuit the different parts, we use a % ia 
insulated base.  This not alone gives the instrument a classy appearance, 
but It enhances at the same time the insulation a great deal, and our 
keys to-day are without doubt the most beautiful and the best built on 
the market, barring none.  We do not use a spiral spring to operate the 
key but use a special kind of a tongue spring which works a great deal 
easier and smoother than the old style spring.  The lever is solid stcel, 
nickel plated and highly polished as are all the metal parts on the key. 
There Is absolutely no lateral motion and the trunnions cannot possibly 
get loose.  The eontacts are pure silver.  A generous hard rubber handle 
and two large binding posts are furnished.  If you have once used this 
key you will never use another. 

NVe only furnish one style of this key, namely, the one with top 
connection.  No leg connections are furnished. 

Size over all 01,A.N2%x1 3/4 in.  Size of base 1/2,x21,4x4 1/4 in. 
No. ABEI117  Steel Lever Key with Insulated Base as described,  

each.  Shipping weight 1 lb  • 

Do you know that we will send you FREE, with our compliments the 
following lessons of our famous "WINDLESS COURSE"  (or any othe: 
lesson you may choose) when ordering our Sending Helices, Oscillation 
Transformers, .ending Condensers, Leyden Jars, etc.: 

Lesson No. 1 "The Principles of Electricity" or lesson Ni,. 4 "The 
Principles of Wireless Telegraphy" or lesson No. 5 "The Amateur Trans 
Witting Sets and Apparata" or lessons Nos.. 12 and 13 "The Hook-Ups and 
Connections." 

Just attach the corresponding coupons to your order.  For further 
Information consult colored section of this catalor, 
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The "Electro" Wireless Key 
30 AMPERES CAPACITY 

While our No. ABE1117 Key Is well 
suited for coils up to 2 in. spark • 
larger key must be used for the more 

powerful  coils. 
from 3 to 12 in. 
spark  length, 
also In connec-
tion  with  our 
No.  GGES050 

No. Blo m  transformer  or 
coil using up to 

30 amperes.  Our  key  will 
positively not heat up even if 30 amperes are used for hours at a 
time.  This key is similar to our No. ABE1117 except that it is very 
much heavier and two extremely large binding posts that can take a 
No. 6 wire, are furnished.  The contact points are solid silver and measure 
% in. in diameter, i%  In, thick; they are built in such a manner that they 
can be exchanged in le,:s than two 111111U UM.  No tools being necessary. 

As a IlEAT PROOF Insulated Base is used. it will be understood that 
the insulation is the best that can possibly be had and there need not 
be any fear of short circuit as with metal base keys.  For the tirite at 
which this key is sold it is positively the greatest bargain offered in 
wireless keys to-day.  We will immediately refund the purchase price If 
the key is net absolutely satisfactory in all respects.  All metal parts are 
highly nickel plated, hand polished and buffed.  Size of base ly2x2lÀzx4Y4 in. 
Bite over all 61/2x23/4 x2 in. 
No. BX9212  Wireless Key with Insulated Base. as described....  $2.00  

.Shipping weight - lbs. 
No. CK9213  Upper Contact for above key   

Shipping weight 2 oz. 
bio. CR9214  Lower Contact for above key   

Shipping weight 2 oz. 

$0.30 
$0.30 

The "Electro" Kick-Back Preventer 
All transmitting sets in Wireless stations, em-

ploying conunercial light or power circuits for the 
source of energy, are required to properly protect 
the circuit against Kick-backs from the spark coil 
or transformer. To this end. the Fire Underwriters 
require that two, one-half micro-farad, fixed con-
densers, be connected in series across the primary 
circuit, supplying the transformer or spark coil. 
The centre connection between the two condensers 
is to be grounded to a good damp ground connec-
tion, as in cut, or to a water 
pipe, on the street side of all  
meters, etc.  The ground wire 
should be run on insulators, 
and be of the same size as 
the  primary  leads  of  the 
transmitting set.  The proper 

NO. BBE1718  capacity condenser has been 
developed by us, and is very compact and efficient.  It is made of heavy 
tin foil and a good dielectric: the enclosing case being of glass.  The con-
densers are then sealed in a high grade sealing compound giving a superb 
insulation, that cannot be surpassed.  Get one of these condensers to-day, 
and have your station protected according to the Underwriter's rules, 
before you get into trouble. 

$2. 3% x 4 x 6 inches.  Shipping weight 8 lbs. 25 
No. BBEI718  Kick-back P  ter, as described.  Price   

0.1,•ACK 
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The "Electro" Hot Wire Ammeter 
No wirelesa sending station can possibly oper-

ate at its highest efficiency unless it is adjusted 
to radiate the maximum of current. 

There is only one way to determine how much 
current is being radiated and that is by placing 
a hut wire ammeter in series with the aerie' lead-
in.  This fact is known by many amateurs who 
really want a Hot Wire Ammeter but who were 
kept from buying one on account of the former 
high price of these meters on the market. Know-
ing the demand for a good but reasonably priced 
bot wire ammeter we put our engineers on the 
problem, and they, working in conjunction with 
our skillful French meter-mechanics succeeded in 
producing a meter more accurate, better looking 
and mere substantial and at a lower price than 
any hot wire ammeter heretofore offered. 

This meter is the greatest bargain at its price that we have ever offered 
the Electrical Experimenter; you are absolutely safe in buying the "Elec-
tro" Hot Wire Ammeter for it is sold with a money back guarantee if it 
le not as represented. 

Specifications:—Case 3 in. diameter. 1% in. high, nickel plated, reading 
0-3 amperes, has temperature compensating lever to keep pointer at zero in 
any climate.  Pointer brought back to zero when in use by perfect spring 
mechanism.  Binding posts are large, perfectly insulated and conveniently 
placed.  Bearings are jeweled and pivots are of hardened steel ground to 
size by hand. 

Get this meter now and make sure your station is operating at maxi-
mum efficiency. 
No. CEK9100 "Electro" Ilot Wire Ammeter reading 0-3 amp   $3.50 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

NO. CEK9100 

The "Electro" Leyden Jars 
Our jars embody the best workmanship.  The glass used is guaranteed 

to be the thinnest hard glass, free of all harmful salts.  We could turn out 
these jars at almost half the price listed, by using lead glass, but such 
jars will leak badly and soon crack.  Our jars may be subjected to a 
remarkably high potential and are very hard to puncture. 
The tinfoil is at least twice as heavy as that used in other 
jars and will not "blister." 

Solid brass top binding posts are used and the glass not 
covered with tinfoil, inside and outside, is finished in black 
enamel, giving the jar a very beautiful appearance, besides 
preventing leakage.  All our jars can be charged with even 
our %-inch coil and the discharging crash of even our 1-pint 
Jar can be heard a long distance.  It is powerful enough to 
kill a cat with a single discharge.  These jars cannot be 
charged by a static machine hut are for use on coils and 
transformers only.  The following sizes are made: 

No. 1E9221  Leyden Jar, as described, 1 pint   $0.95 
Size over ail 3x8 in. 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
No. ABE9222 1% pint   Leyden Jar, as described, 

Size over all 3x8% in. 
Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

No. AG F9223  Leyden Jar, as described, 1  quart  $1-75 
Size over all 4%x9 in. 
Shipping weight 4 lbs. te, nit .:‘,„ 

/go. BX 9224  Leyden Jar, as described, 2  quarts  We...um 
Size over all 5x11% in. 
Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
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The "Electro" Commercial Oscillation Transformer 
This instrument fills a long felt want among amateurs and has been 

designed to be used with power up to 1 K. W. 
Now that the Wireless situation is clear and we know that the ama-

teur may use a wave length up to 200 meters, we thought we,could do 
no greater favor to the American amateur than build an apparatus which 
would confine the wave length to 200 meters, and at the same time obtain 

high efficiency.  In connection with n four-wire aerial, total length of fifty 
feet with any transformer up to 1 K. W., a wave length of not more than 
tee meters will be sent out. 

The adjustment of this apparatus is the most complete that cot Id be 
thought of.  There are two spirals of heavy Metal Wire, each spiral 
having eight turns.  The two spirals can be separated by moving the 
spiral on the right back and forward, the maximum separation being 10 
"ches. 

We use no helix clips, but the adjustment Is made by means of a slider 
minted directly on the bark of each spiral.  By means of these sliders— 

atbestments which vary the inductance to a half turn, are readily accom-
plished.  This feature cannot but recommend itself and has never been 
attempted before in any other similar Instrument.  By means of the handle 
4, tin movable spiral can be adjusted bark and forth. which 118SUr  any 
adjustment desired.  This apparatus is especially recommended for close 
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The "Electro" Commercial Oscillation Transformer 

tuning and is Invaluable for Wireless Telephony where it positively ststala 
unequalled. 

The construction and workmanship on the  ,ra 
apparatus is of the highest order and stands 
distinctly by itself. The wood is cherry through-
out, mahogany finish, band rubbed  polish, t'S, 
inch  thick.  The  Oscillation  Transformer  is 
shipped fiat and takes up but little space wiwit 
shipping.  The full size of the instrument is 
16x14  inches.  All metal parts are brass nickel  re 
plated. u\.ept the Aluminum Wire. 

There  are  six  generous  nickel  binding  posts.  The  Metal  Wire 
spirals are fastened by a unique process. never attempted before.  The 
whole instrument will make a valuable addition t.) any wireless station. 
We roeitively guarantee the working efliciency and wave length of this 
instrument and will cheerfully refund the purchase price If not entirely 
satisfactory and equal to our descriplion. 
No. EN960i) "Electro" Commercial Oscillation Transformer as d,. see°  

scribed.  Shipping weight 15 

The "Electro" Sending Helix 
LAMP  FOR  PILOT  DEVICE 

SOLD EXTRA 
This is something new  in 

helices. and although  we have 
been making similar heliees for 
years, we have improved our old 
types in st•veral ways.  The new 
DX8271 Hells is built entirely of 
SOLID MAHOGANY throughout 
(no imitation mahogany). There 
are eight turns of heavy Alumi-
num wire, two tine helix clips 
with  several  feet of best im-
ported high tension cable. Hard 
rubber binding posts for the two 
other connections are provided. 

The new departure, however, 
Is found in the PIIA)T LAMP 
device.  This unique feature is 
original with us and has never 
been offered by any other con-
cern.  "AS ISUAL WE LEAD." 
The pilot lamp has NO METAL-  No. DX13271 
M C  CONNECTION  with  the 
helix, as the lamp lights only by the Inductive effect ef the helix.  A loop 
of wire fastened under the top board connects directly with the lamp. 
This loop is fully 2 in. away from the helix spiral.  Instead of using a hot 
wire ammeter, the pilot lamp is used, and when the lamp lights up 
brightest you know that you are radiating the maximum amount of 
energy. 

e do not furnish a lamp with the helix, as any small incandescent 
lamp, Carbon or Tungsten, may be used.  We furnish a socket which 
takes ONLY miniature base lamps.  A lamp is not furnished as for each 
different coil, a different voltage lamp is used.  With a 2-Inch coil use a 
2-4 volt lamp.  With a 3-inch coil or 14 K. W. coil or transformer use a 
4-6 volt lamp.  With a 1/2 inch K. W. transformer use a 10-10 volt lamp. 
Inasmuch as all depends on the coil or transformer used, each helix should 
be tried with various voltage lamps till the right lamp is found.  Sizes are: 
10 in. diameter. 9 in. high; thickness of wood is th in. 
No. DX8211 "Electro" Sending Helix, as described   $4.00 

Shipping weight 7 lbs. 

WITH PILOT LAMP DEVICE 
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The "Electro" Adjustable High-Tension Condensers 
For many years 

we  sold  these  fine 
condensers  with  no 
adjusting  arrange-
ment, but of late a 
heavy demand for a 
high tension adjust-
able  condenser  has 
sprung  up  and  we 
are  therefore  more 
than pleased to pre-
sent our condensers 
now with the adjum.-
able feature. 

The  connections  are  made  in  such  an  ingenious  manner  that 
either one, two, three or all nine or nineteen plates can be put in circuit, 
simply by sliding the contact rod into more or less contact bushings.  The 
adjustment is quick, sure and easy, no switches or levers need be touched. 
The adjustable feature is of incalculable importance for wireless work, as 
no spark coil, transformer coil, or transformer can work to the highest 
efficiency without the right capacity, which can only be obtained by means 
of a condenser with a variable capacity.  No. CGE530 has 5 contact bush-
ings, No. DGE531 has 10 contact bushings. 

The construction is simple and durable, and sparking is absolutely 
prevented.  The cases are solid quartered oak, highly finished.  For dielec-
tric we use•Imported French glass sheets of a special grade, 1-16 in. thick. 
free from malts and air bubbles.  Instead of tinfoil we use metal plates. 
The No. CGE5.30 has 1440 sq. in. of active condenser surface.  It can be 
used up to 1/2  K M.  Size over all is 113/4 x14%x2y4 in.  Its maximum ca-
pacity is .009 microfarads. 

The No. DGE531 has 19 metal plates, 3040 sq. In. of active condenser 
surface.  It can be used up to 1  Sizes, over all, 11%x14%x33/4  inches. 
Its maximum capacity is .0203 microfarails.  Both condensers are sealed in 
with a large amount of Pure Sealing Compound, which not only prevents 
bursting of the plates, but also safeguards the condenser from breakage. 
and, to a large extent, from puncturing.  Two heavily nickeled binding 
posts are furnished.  Each condenser is fully guaranteed as to capacity. 
No. CGE530 High Tension Adjustable Condenser, as described..  

Shipping weight 40 lbs. 
No. DGE831 High Tension Adjustable Condenser, as described..  $4.7 5 

Shipping weight 45 lbs. 

The "Electro" High Voltage Condensers 
Originally  developed  for use 

in our "Intercity" outfits.  Each 
condenser  consists  of  4 glass 
plates, 4x43/4  In. In size, with metal 
sheets in between.  These conden-
sers are exactly right for use with 
a 1 in. spark coil but may be 
built Into sections to accommo-
date most any source of high fre-
quency current.  Their convenient 
form makes them especially adapt-
able to most any apparatus. They 
are cheaper and occupy less room 

No. .4 2.145  than Leyden jars.  Our cut shows 
only the outside of the condenser, which we supply SEALED UP IN A 
SPECIAL COMPOUND, with a nice Hardwood Box, finely finished.  This 
absolutely  prevents leakage or breakage.  Size 41/4 x6V2x1 in.  
No. ANY34.1 "Electro" high Voltage Condenser. as described.. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
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The "Electro" Adjustable Sending Condenser 
PATENTED MARCEL 8, 1910 

It has long been  known  that  by 
connecting  Leyden  jars  (a  capacity 
across the spark gap, the sending radius 
of a station could be increased enor-

The waves sent out from the 
regular spark  gap  die out very  fast 
I ig. I), while tlw waves emitted front 
Leyden jars set up oseillations  ninelt 
longer duration  21, besides being 
more  powerf ul.  The  lat ter  is easily 
proven  by  eiiiinei•t ing  our  Adjust:lid. 
Condenser ni•ross the spark gap.  ordi-
narily the spark in the gap has a rod-
dish-violet color, making little noise. 

Now connect io,r condenser avrosiii 
the gap anti you immediately notice an 
intense blue mass of tirc.  The noise 
even on 11  l4j-111 , 11  lti  loud  etiollglt 

to be heard far away, w Idle the noise 
front  a 1-inch  or 2-ineh  I•011  can  be 
heard for blocks.  It h..unds what it means —"Business." 

The "Electro" Adjustable  Condenser is a marvel of simplicity and 
efficiency.  It is net alone used in wireless, but in Tesla experiments; lu 
fact, in nil high tens'   work, to adjust capacities. etc. 

A complete Condenser own rises t he stand or frame and six best Im-
ported LeYdell jar condensers in  which iitiLv glass free of all traces of 

lead is used.  Leakage absolutely impiissible. 
jar makes spring contact at the top, 

and as the stand has at the top eireular re-
ut the bottom small round metal 

indentations, the Jar is snapped into Its posi-
tion in  less than a second.  It snaps out 

lift. j  r w, 2  simply by pulling or pushing the jar. 

NO CONNECTIN ' WIRES, NO SCREWS ¡'SED WITH JA RS. 
Oood connections  :t A I. L times.  The jars cannot fall out, no matter 

in what position. 

To change or vary the capacity of your circuit, 
simply snap in or out more or less jars, till best re-
sults are reached.  The frame is made of well sett-
Coned oak, the jars are beautifully finished and when 
connected (from 2 up) they are automatically placed 
in multiple.  'Ms, we found. Is the best arrangement. 
Sizes are: Height, 6 ins.; width, 21/2 lus., length 9 ins. 

No. BEK9260 "Electro" Adjustable Condenser, as described, comoi,te with 

NO. BEK9260 

Stand and 6 Leyden jars   
Shipping  weight 2 lbs. 

No. VE9262  Leyden Jar, each  Shipping weight 4 ox)   

$2.50 
$0.35 

Dear Sirs: —  Lincoln, Nebr. 
Last year I ordered a number of things of you, among ohich Na', um 

"Electrolytic" Interrupter for niy wireless station.  I have used it very 
bard all the while except during the summer.  I found that it worked just 
as well after three months of non-use as It did when  I got it.  The 
"Telegraph Key" I received of you is a dandy, at.  le. the Ball Bearing 
slider.  ASHLEY WILLIAMS., 
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The "Electro" Antenna Connector 
NO MORE SOLDERED  AERIALS.  NO MORE LOOSE CONNECTIONS 

We present herewith the latest useful device 
to those erecting wireless aerials of any size: 
it is In the form of a brass terminal connector 
block for the lead-in or rat-tail juncture.  The 
wiring diagram  given  indicates  how  the  ion• 
nector is employed to properly join the down-
coming leads from the aerial to the  wit—. 
which may be No. 14 or larger.  The larger the 
better.  The rut-tail leads are made of No. 14 
wire or cable as used in the aerial flat-top. 

The weak point In most experimental radio 
plants lies in  poor joints of the aerial, espe-
cially  where it joins  the lead-in  wire.  This 
weakness  is  avoided  by   

Are using The "Electro" An-
bmna Connecbo-. which as-
sures  perfect joi n t J 
a Iwo vs. 

ishis connector is made 
of solid and  massive brass and  solves  the  poor 
joint problem easily. both in an electrical 71111I me-
chanical sense.  The connector is provided with four 
No. 8/32 screws at the top for the rat-tails; proper 
size holes for the wires being provided.  Also the 
rat-tails may be clamped umicr the S'32 screw head 
if preferred.  It is always best to solder or sweat in the leads, but the 
screws here provided make it possible to effect a perfect joint between 
the lead-wires without soldering. 

T he connector is drilled with a large and small hole at the base to 
accommodate any wire from No. 14 to No. 4 solid B. 8c S. conductor.  A 
heavy No. 14-20 screw clamps this heavy wire.  The connector, if desired, 
may In' covered with friction tam after installing it, although this is not 
absolutely necessary.  The size of the "Electro" Antenna Connector is 2 in. 

No. CK3330 "Electro" Antenna Connector. Shipping weight 6 oz.  $020 high by 13.' in.  by e;., in. thick. 

"•=eeim = 
No. EK6527 

Bamboo Spreaders 

hte lb, 
Jrno/Y «re-\  

These immboo rods are 8 ft. long and taper 
slightly from 114 and 11,-(2 in. at the butt.  They 
are very strong and light.  Must be sent by ex-
press  unless cut in 2 ft. pieces. 
No. EK6521  Bamboo Pole, 8 ft. long.  

Price each. Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

High Tension Cable 
It  is  used  in  most  all  wireless 

stations, and can stand an enormous 
high secondary discharge.  The wires 
used in the construction of this cable 
are made from soft drawn copper, coy-

No. .1E1298  ered with three and four separate rub-
ber insulations.  It is very flexible, and can be handled easily, especially 
for laboratory and portable purposes. Tt is an absolute necessity to lead 
the antennae (aerial) from the station out in the open air. 

The 5 millimetre (diameter) size will stand the discharge of our I In. 
coll.  The 10 millimetre size will stand the discharge up to a 4 in. coll. 
No. A111297  High Tension Cable ihn/rn Dioun.. per foot   

Shipping weight I oz. per foot. 
No. AEI298  High Tension Cable 10m/m Diem.. per foot   

Shipping weight 2 oz. per foot.  Not less than 5 feet sold. 
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WIRELESS CODES. 

LETTERS MORSE CONTINENTAL NAVY 

A • us e nu mu ou 
B mic • • • 9_9_9 

• um • 
m • • 

am • • ow 
C • • • • am • 
(3 am • • me yaw am 

C e • • — 
r • m • • u• • nu in u• • 0 u• mi • 8. mu • _m_ m_•_•___   

• um m H • e • • • • • • 
• • • • • 

.7 MI • in • • M ill i@ • M ill an 
PC lil • an M  il ill ill • an • 
L MU 

—dB 
• me • • am am • 

au imp ins 
N am • am • 

_ ______ 
• • 

0 • • im um m lei • 
P • • • • • • um m • • MD • mu 

a • • ma • am m • M • an • • 
R •  • • • lil • an • •   

lin • na S • • • • • • 
T ion am me 

U • • am • • mi • • mi 
V___ • • • am • • • nu • UM M  Mu 
W • MI an • IM an • • an • 
X • ill • • an iri rnaliall —  Ian • • ill 

Y • • • • im • INII IM • • • 
z • • •  • lill IM • • MI na MI an 

a •  • • • 

• Ma MI • • lial MI MI M • • • • 
2 • • !I • • • • mu M MI M  • ill 
3 • • • mi • • • • umi eie • • • um 
4 • • • • um • • • • MI M  MI IIIII • 
S, ill MII MR • • • • • • • lini na 

a • • • • 6 • ili • • • • an M  • • 
7 ill an • • ill ill • • • •Ing — nn 

MI • • • IS ill • • • • M  ala M  • • 
s MI • • MI M M US MI • • M  ill • 
a sm• em ma m mal mu • • 

• • • im imo • • • • • • • • e • us • .. • .. • m • .. m • ill li • M OM ill • • • 
• • •  • •  ___1111L•111•Alt_ m_II____ 
ma • • nal •  9 e IM IIM • • 

_ 

ABBREVIATED NUMERALS USED BY CONTINENTAL 

1 • am  2 • •im  3• •s m 4 •• • •em 
6  ml • • • • 7 ion me • • • 8 m • •  9 

OPERATORS. 

5 am 
mi •  10 

4 opyright, 1910, E. I. CO., N. Y. 
This Is a greatly reduced reproduction of our famous Wireless Code 

Chart, the original of which is 9x11 inches, printed on stiff cardboard that 
sells at $0.10.  See page 77. 
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The Gernsback Electrolytic Interrupter 

. , 
'11111111111111111111111111 

Patented April 4th, 1911 
is a radical departure in electrolytic interrupte. 
manufacture.  It was constructed with the view to 
stand great abuse, gives marvelous results and to 
be ridiculously low in price.  Heretofore such in-
terrupters could not be had under $15 to $20 and 
most experimenters who did not care to pay this 
sum had to go on using batteries, which only 
cause trouble and dissatisfaction. 

The Gernsback interrupter is connected in 
series, with any ordinary spark coil and the 110 
V. direct or alternating lighting current supply. 
No resistance or condenser is used, except a key 
or switch to break the current in the usual man-
ner.  The vibrator of the coil must be screwed up 
tight as it should not vibrate.  The glass vessel 
is filled with the solution (formula furnished only 
with interrupter), and as soon as the key is de-
pressed you will get the surprise of your life. 
Instead of a thin, meagre spark, as with batteries. 
you get a HEAVY FLAME 1/2  INCH THICK. 
That this is the ideal thing for Wireless is unnec-
essary to mention.  The spark obtained of a 1-
inch coil, connected to a big sending condenser 
and a zinc spark gap with zincs 1/2  INCH THICK 
will crash in the gap with such a tremendous 
noise that it will take your breath away AND THE 
SPARK FILLS TIIE GAP.  These are PLAIN 
FACTS backed by our usual guarantee.  By way 
of proving our statement look at the two photos 
taken by Mr. Gernsback. The first one shows 
the full spark of a 2-inch coil run by a 6 V. 60 
A. H. storage battery.  Exposure 11/2  seconds. The 
second shows the FLAME of the same coil with 
a 110 V. current and the new interrupter.  Expos-
ure 11/2  seconds.  The flame shoots upward, as 

NO. BHE8000  the great amount of heat raises the discharge. 
You are able to get a better and heavier spark 

from 15% to 25% LONGER, all depending on the construction of the coiL 
And that is not all.  The output of the 

coil is increased at least 60%.  That means 
that you can send at least 60% further with 
the Gernsback interrupter.  This will be bet-
ter understood by mentioning that two No. 
14 copper wires, connected to a 1 inch coil 
and separated 1/2  inch will fuse within 5 to 
10 seconde. The Gernsback interrupter starts 
at 50 volts.  A metal rod of especial alloy 
goes through the cover down in the porce-
lain tube.  This tube at its lower end has a 
peculiar aperture in which the pointed rod 
fits. The tube at the upper end has a threaded 
top which screws in the cover.  This tube is  NO. 1 
made of special material and will not crack  ORDINARY SPARK. 
even if the interrupter is worked steadily.  In operation the metal rod 
wears itself away to a point.  The rod Is fed down by gravity and is 
entirely contiolled by the weight attached to the top of the rod (see ill.). 
In fact, the entire success of this interrupter lies in the right size of the 
metal weight.  Too much weight gives no spark at all; too little gives an 
uneven and unsteady spark.  New rods are supplied at a trifling cost. 
The rod can be left constantly in the solution. 
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The porcelain cover has all metal parts 
IMBEDDED ir e (patented).  No metal la 
exposed whatsoever.  Therefore NO el.)R. 
RO:3ION.  The  binding  posts  being of 
hard rubber cannot corrode, become short 
circuited accidentally, nor shock you. The 
Interrupter heats up very little even with 
steady work.  The path between the two 
electrodes is only % inch and the amount 
of solution heated at a time therefore la 
necessarily very small. 

This interrupter has found thousands 
of friends and is especially recommended 
for wireless and X-ray work.  When used 
for wireless it may be stated that it pro-  NO. 2 
duces an extremely high sound in  the  SPARK OBTAINED WITH 
distant receiver, which is much easier to  INTERRUPTER. 
read than the low sound produced with the old spring vibrator giving only 
from 150 to 200 interruptions per second, against 5,000 to 7,000 per second 
with the electrolytic Interrupter.  The interrupter is to be used in con-
nection with ordinary spark coils from V4 Inch up to 12 Inch spark length, 
or our GGE8050 Transformer. 

Two coils (or more) may be connected in series and if the secondaries 
are connected In series too, the length of the resulting spark is as long as 
the spark of the two coils put together,  Therefore, two 2-Inch coils will 
give a 4-inch spark and so on.  Ordinary vibrator coils can not of course 
be connected in series, as each vibrator opposes the other, the spark 
length is cut down. 

With the electrolytic interrupter a plurality of colis work as one, as 
the pulsations from the interrupter flowing through all the primaries 
(connected in series) magnetize anti demagnetize the primaries all at the 
same time.  The result, therefore, is that each coil acting in unison with 
the other (or others) will add its output to the other (or others).  The 
longer spark is the result. 

OPERATION 
First fill the glass jar with the solution (to be obtained from any 

druggist) so that it stands 21/2  inches from the top of jar.  Put the 
cover on jar and pass the rod through the cover down in the tube.  Be 
sure that its point fits in the aperture at the bottom of tube.  The weight 
is then attached to the rod as shown in ill.  The thumb screw of the 
metal bridge on top of cover is left loose.  Now connect the interrupter 
as shown in diagram.  If the current is direct the positive pole of the 
current must be connected with the post marked -1-.  If the current is 
alternating it does not make any difference how the wires leading to inter-
rupter are connected, since there is no positive nor negative pole. 

The Interrupter works on direct and alternating current. 
A switch block with fuses should always 

be used with the interrupter.  It is much 
better to blow out a fuse than to damage 
the coil or interrupter if the current should 
get too strong, or if the tube in the inter-
rupter should accidentally become fractured, 
which would short circuit the line. 

Every instrument is fully guaranteed to 
be all we claim for it.  Mr. t.ernsback would 
not allow his name put to it, If he had not 
implicit faith in it.  It is a guarantee by itself. 

Note.—This Interrupter does NOI work our closed core transformer, 
but only open core transformers, such as our No. G-GE8050. 
No. BHE8000 THE GERNSBACÉ INTERRUPTER, as described. $ 2. 85 

Size 1034x5  in.  Shipping weight 6 lbs. Each   

No. BE8000a  Metal rods for Gernsbark Interrupter.  Each   $0.25 
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

No. EK8000b  Interrupter Tube. Shipping weight 4 oz.   
No. DES000o  Interrupter Jar, 434x6% in.  $hipping weight 3 lbs  

Each   

••••••••,1 
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The "Electro" V2 K. W. Transformer-Coil 
is a radical depar-
ture from ordinary 
coil  building.  It 
possesses  all  the 
good  points of  a 
good coil, but none 
of its bad ones. 

The average ex-
perimenter  w hen 
buying a coil now-
adays buys a cat in 
a bag.  The coil is 
sealed entirely and 
if it should break 
down  it must go 
hack to the factory. 
Neither  does  the 
owner know what is 
inside of the coil— 
he must take the 
maker's  word  for 
it.  Our new coil is 
NOT SEALED IN, 
yet is better insu-
lated than a sealed 
in coil.  The new 

departure is our BLOCK SECONDARIES (see illustration).  These secon-
daries are wound with ENAMELED WIRE. This means, on account of get-
ting 3 times as many ampere turns into a given space. that our secondaries 
are  3 times  as  efficient  as  other  ones,  and  that  they  take  up 
one-third  as  much  room.  Size  of  secondary,  3Vax23/4 x31/3 inches. 
You marvel that such a small coil could give such an enormous output. 
The enameled wire explains the mystery.  After the secondary coils have 
been wound they are placed in a square mould which is filled with molten 
insulating compound.  When cold, a square block-coil is obtained, which 
exposes no wire except the 2 connections.  We form our secondaries square 
so they can not roll.  Each secondary weighs 2% lbs. and gives a 1-inch 
spark.  The primary is wound with Double Insulated Copper Wire No. 
14, B. & S. and separated by a hard rubber insulating tube from the two 
block secondaries.  The whole is placed in the coil box, which has been 
treated with an insulating compound.  All coils lit snugly in the box 
and are arranged in such a way that they can not move and are always 
% inch apart.  After connections are made the cover is screwed down, 
and this marvel of simplicity is always ready to be inspected and to be 
taken apart, when occasion arises, for new experiments, etc., et'. 

Four top metal binding posts are provided, so that one secondary 
may be used at a time, With in series, both in parallel and for other im-
portant experiments. 

int CONNECTING IN MULTIPLE, RANGE IS GREATLY INCREASED. 
As there is no vibrator or condenser to this coil, it must, of course, be 

used with our electrolytic interrupter by running it from 110 Volts Alter-
nating current, or 110 Volts Direct current. 

The spark obtained is 1 to 1% inches long, but % inch THICK.  For 
wireless work it is the fat spark that counts, not the long, thin spark. 
You must radiate (amperage) from your antenna, not tension (voltage). 

Here is an 'UNSOLICITED testimonial: 
Electro Importing Co.  New Orleans, La., inn. 11, 1911. 

Dear Sirs:  It may be of interest to you to know, that I communicate 
with a friend in Baton Rouge every night with my One-half K. W. Trans-
former Coil, a distance of about 70 miles air line.  My con is working 
excellent, and anyone wishing to buy a coil, cannot make a better move 
than by purchasing one like mine.  Hoping this will be good news, I 
remain,  Very truly yours, 

BERNARD OPPENHEINI, 1435 Henry Clay Ave., New Orleans, La. 
Continued on page 105 

(100 MILE WIRELESS COIL) 

No. GGE8050 
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IN DEX 
A 

Aerial Construction 
Aerial Insulators  81, 82 
Aerial  Wire   74 
"Amateur" Wireless Phones  69 
Ammeters   142, 143 
Ammeter, Hot Wire  87 
Antenna Connectors  92 
Antenna Insulators  M, 82 
Antenna Switch   83 
Antenium Wire  t4 
—Arlington" Baby Timer  25 
Assortment,  Mineral   77 
Automatic (*barging Cut-out  151 

11 

Back-plates,  Carbon   1711 
Ball, Zinc Spark   144 
Bamboo Spreaders   92 
Battery,  Chromic   135 
Battery Connectors  165 
Batteries, Dry  144 
Batters Meters  a   142 
Battery Motors   155 
Batteries,  Storage  16 to 141 
Beakers  121 
Bell Ringing Transformers  169 
Belts,  Leather  153 
Blowpipe  '124 
Bottles, Glass  118, 123 
Books   171, 172 
Boma*   76 
Bound  Volume  "Experimenter"  170 
Boys' Electric Tors   133 
—Boy Scout"  Wireless Outfits  24 
"Bull Dog" Spark Voila  106 to 114 
Bunsen Burner  159 
Burette  Clamp   125 
Button,  Microphone   160 
Busmen;   61, 78, 79, 129 
Buggers, Redintone   61 

C 

Cabinet Radio °Ulna   
Cable,  High  Tension  92 
Carbon Balls  144 
Carbon  Diaphragms   170 
Carbon  Grains   144 
Carbon Grain Transmitter  82 
Carbon Rod   135 
Carborundum   77 
Cardboard Tubing   43 
Cells, Dry  144 
Cells, Selenium  158 
Charging Cut-Out. Automatic  151 
Chemical  Laboratory  116 
Chemistry  115 
Chemicals   126 
Chromic Plunge Battery  135 
Clamp. Ground   .,  69 
Cloned Core Transformer  101 
Code,  Wireless Chart   77. 92 
Codophone   130 
Coherer,  Precision   79 
Coils.  "Bull-Dog"  Spark  106 to 114 
Col's. Loading  52, 53 
Coils,  Transformer   91 
Colla. Tuning   it 47 
Compass,  Magnetic   168 
Condensers   55-58 
Condensers, Adjustable Sending  91 
Condensers, High Capacity  79 
Condensers, High Tension  90 

Page  Connectors. Antenna  Pee 
 13  Connectors. Battery   165 

Connectors, Separable wire  168 
t'ontario,  Telegraph  Key   1M 
Copper  Pyrites   75 
corals,  Telephone   74 
core. Unbolt'''. Wire  157 
Couplet's   48 to 51 
Counte,  Wireless   100 to 104 
Crucibles   123 
crow Aix   38. 76. 77 
Cut -0111  A lit onia tic    151 

D 

"DeLuse"  Radio Crystals   40 
Deolecating  Jar   119 
Deter? 1phone   161. 162 
Detectors.  Wireless   41, 44, 45 
lietector rryota Is  38, 76, 77 
I gals for Onntigra till   127, 128 
Ittapitragni.  itereiver   74. 170 
I ayee Current  Motors  155 
Discharger, Leyden Jar  157 
Double Pole Receiver  71 
Dry Cells  144 
livitarn.  112, 154, 155 
I ta no ii... for Lighting Planto  152 

E 
I 

Electric Buzzer   78, 78 
Elect tic  Motors   155 
Electric Toy Gent  1311 
Etect roe  Specialties   80 
Eirctro-Magnet   144, 165 
Klect nolyt it• Interrupter  94 
Kletti rolytic  Reel Ifier  145 
Klect nsleo, Vacuum  164 
Elect rose  Insulators   81. 82 
"Electro" Telegraph Outfit'  131 
Evaporating  Dishes   120 
Engine.  Gasoline   152 
Erlenmeyer  Flasks   119 
k:operleuent Spark Coils   Ill to 113 

25 to 23  ' • E o tat rimenter"  Bound  Volume  179 

F 

Perron   74 
Filter  Paper   123 
Filter Pump  124 
Filter Stand   126 
Fixed Condensers   55, 57 
Flasks   118, 119 
toll. Tin  78 
Frequrney, High, Outing  163, 164 
Friction Talle  157 
Funnels  119. 121 

6 

Galena   76 
Galena Detector  44, 45 
Galvanometer   150 
Gap,  Zinc Spark   83. 84 
Gasoline Engine   152 
Glum  Bottles   118, 123 
Glassware   118 to 123 
(Ilass Spirit Lamp  159 
Gold Leaf  160 
"Government" Wireless Phones  66 
Graduates   119, 120 
Ground Clamp  60 
Ground Wire   82 
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Handles   80 
Hawkins Electric Guides  171. 172 
Headbands, Phone   88 to 72 
Helix,  Sending   89 
Hercules Dynamo  155 
High Capacity Condensers  79 
High Frequency Apparatus  163, 184 
High Tension Cable  92 
High Tension Condensera  90 
Hot Wire  Ammeter   87 
House Lighting Plaids  l'O to 153 
"Hugon'um"   45 
Hydrometers    141, 142 

N 
Tage 

"Nauen" Radio OutItt  32 
"Navy Type" Loose Coupler,   
Nickel Plating Outfit  149 

0 

Omnigrapha   127-128 
Order  Blank   175, 176 
tkwillation. Transformer  88 
Outfit.  N kiwi Plat lug   149 
Out fits. Sending  24 to 37 
Outfits, Wireless Receiving  21 to 37 
Outfit, Soldering  188 

I 
P 

Induction  Colts   108 to 114 
induction Core Wire  157  Panel Radio Outfits  25 to 33 
Instruments,  Laboratory   118 to 125  paper,  Filter   123 
insulators. Antenna   81. 82  Parcel  Post  Rates  5 6 
Insulators,  Porcela in   81  Perikon Mineral  Set   77 
—Intercity— Radio OutAt   24  Peroxide of Lead Tablets  77 
"Inter-Ocean"  Radio Outfit   21  Phones. Wireless  66 to 72 
Interrupter.  Electrolytic   94  Pinch-Cock   125 
—Interstate" Receiving Outfit  22  Plants. House Lighting  150 to 153 
Iron Pyrites  16  Plat ing. Nickel   149 

Pocket  Meters   142 
Potty  Receiver  73 
Porcelain  Dishes   120 
Potent lometer. Rotary  75 
Practice Set   121 
Precision  Coherer  /9 
Presenter.  Kickback   86 
Profesional Loose Coupler  49, 50 
Pyrites. Copper atol Iron  ,  76 

1 

Jars.  Leyden   87 
Jars.  Specimen   118 
—Junior" Fixed Condenser  55 
—Junior" Tuner   47 
"Junior— Wireless Phones  70 

K 

Keys.  Telegraph   85. 88. 131 
"Key- Went"  Radio Outfit   26 
Keys. Wireless  88 
Kickback  Presenter   88 
Knobe   80 

Laboratory.  Chemical   116 
Lamp, Glass Spirit  159 
Lead.  Peroxide of   77 
Learners' Practice Set  129 
Learners  Telegraph Outfit   131 
Leyden Jars   87 
Leyden Jar Discharger  157 
bighting Plants  150 to 153 
Lightning  Switches   82 
Loading  Coils   52, 53 
Loose Couplera  48 to 51 
Loud-Talker   162 
Low Voltage Transformer  189 

R 

Radlocite   38 
Radiocite Detector  41 
Radloson Detector   39 
Radlotone Busier  41 
Radio League  19 
Radio Outfits   31 to 37 
Raw Material   188. 187. 148 
Reagents   126 
Reagent  Bottles   123 
Receiver Cords  74 
Receiver  Diaphragm   74. 170 
Receiving  Outfits.  Wireless   21 to 72 
Receivers,  Wireless   88 to 72 
ltect Kier.  Electrolyt lc  145 
Reducer. Current   146 
Regulator.  Rheostat   146 
Rheostat   148 
Rhumkorf Coils  106 to 114 
Rotary  Potentiometer  75 
Rotary Spark G1111  84 
Rotary Var. Condenser  58. 57, 58, 59 
Rubber Tubing  122 

18  0 
1 

Magnets. Electro   144, 185  Sand Bath   124 
Magnet ic Compass   168  Salt, Nickel Plating  149 
!deice,  Battery  142, 143  Selenium Cells   159 
Meters,  Hot, Wire  87  Selenium Metal   159 
Meter. Wave  59  Sending Condensers   90, 91 
Microphone Button   160  Sending Helix  89 
Microphone   82  Sending Outfits   24 to 37 
Minerals.  Wireless   38. 78. 77  Silicon   76 
kfolybdenite   77  Sliders   54 
Mortars   121  Soft Metal "Hugonium"  45 
Motors.  Electric   155  Solderall   78 
Motors, Low Voltage  155  Soldering Outfits  168 
'dolor Type "SS"  155  Solenoid   135 
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Spark C011.  "Bull-Dog" 
Spark Gap Balls 
Spark Gap,  Zinc   83, 84 
Specimen  Jars   118 
Spreadent.  Bamboo   92 
Spirit Glass Lamp  .  159 
Storage  Batteries 
Students' Chromic BatterY 

Pa p 
 106 to 114 

 144 

 136 to 141 
135 

Switch  Antenna   83 
Switchboards   151 
Switchboard Meters   143 
Switches.  Lightning   83 
Switchhandle   80 

Tape. Insulating Friction  157 
Telegraph  Keys   85, 86. 131 
Telegraph Knob   80 
Telegraph  Machines   129, 130, 131, 132 
Telephone  Cords   74 
Telephone Receivers  66 to 72 
"Tesla" Transformer   147 to 149 
Test. Tubes Brush  125 
Test Tubes   121 
Teat Tubes Holder  125 
Test Tubes Rack  125 
Therapeutic Apparatus  163, 164 
Thermometer   123 
Thistle Tubes   1M 
Thumb  Screw    
Time by Wireless    
Tin  Foil   78 
Toss.  Electric   133 
Toy  Transformer   169 
"Transatlantic" Receivers  68 
Transformer, "Bell Ringing"   189 
Transformer. Cloned Core   105 
Transformer Coil   96 
Transformer. Oscillation   88 
Transformer. •"Tesla"   147 to 149 
Transmitter. Carbon Grain  82 
Transmitter Button   160 
"Trans-elt rank" Loading Coil   • 53 
Treathe on Wireless  8 to 19 
Triangle. Clay  125 

P48. 
Tripods   124 
Tubes,  Cardboard   43 
Tubes.  GINO   122 
Tubes. Rubber  122 
Tuners   46. 47 
Tuning  Coils   46. 47 
Tuning  Sliders   54 

U 

Universal D ector Stand  45 

V 

Vacuum Electrodes  164 
Variable  Condensers   56 to 59 
Vario-Selertive Coupler   St 
Violet  Ray Machines   163, let 
Voltarnmeters   142 
Volt  Meters   142. 143 

Wash  Bottle   120 
Watch Case Buzzer  79 
Watch  Glasses   119 
Water Bath   124 
Wave  Meter   59 
Wires,  Aerial   74 

so  Wire Gauze   124 
20  Wires. Ground  82 

Wire, Induction Core  157 
Wireless Code Chart   77. 93 
Wireless Course   ItIO to 104 
Wireless Detectors   M. 41. 45 
Wireless Key  86 
Wireless ()stilts   21 to 72 
Wireless Receivers   136 to 72 

Zincite   76 
Zinc Spark Bali   144 
Zinc Spar* Gap   83. 84 
Zinc Rod   135 
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FREE  Wireless ICorrespondence Course  FR[[  
  20 LESSONS   

By 

S. GERNSBACK, A. ltSCARBOURA and D. W. SECOR, I. & R. ing. 
In Use on Every Battleship of the U. S. Navy 

Let Us Help You to Become a Practical WIRELESS EXPERT 
THIS IS THE ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS AGE 

Wonderful opportunities are offered to the man who has special training to-day.  We will help 
you w became an expert in Wireless. Hundreds have done it., wily not you! Just try iti You ran 
do It as well as anybody else! 

Our aim is not only to sell you electrical goods!  We want to Instruct you how to handle 
to the best advantage all the Wireless Apparatus; to tell you the how and why of the fascinating 
art of Wireless.  This is the Reason for offering you our 

FREE COURSE. 
Of course, we want you for a customer.  You are Interested In buying electrical and wireless 

apparatus.  Why not be one of our regular patrons?  We promise to give you the maximum of 
quality, plus service and to show you OUR appreciation, we are going to give you a profit sharing 
PREàllUNI on every dollar you spend with us. 

Bead the following proposition.  It means an absolutely unique opportunity. 

CONDITIONS: 
In  the  following  one  order If same 

pages  you  will  find  amounts to $20.00. or 
twenty Wireless Course  ten lessons, if you or-
Certificates.  der goods amounting to 

W'hen sending your  $10.00, etc. 
order which must not  You may. of course. 
be less than One Dol- select any number of 
lar ($1.00), attach one  SS the  Wireless  Course 
of these coupons and  you  want;  but  the 
you will receive with  C OURSE  cloth  binder  he only 
your goods  the  first  furnished with 'lesson 
less‘m of the  Number One. 
WIRELESS COURSE  ur ABSOLUTELY 
and  a superb  cloth  NO  DISCOUNT  AL. 
binder.  LO WED FROM ANY 

With every follow-  ORDER  APPLYING 
ing order amounting to  TO  THIS  F RE E 
not less than $1.00. we  WIRELESS  COURSE. 
send you another les- AND  NO  LESSONS 
son.  This means that  WILL BE SENT ON 
for  every  dollar's  ANY ORDER UNLESS 
worth of goods you or-  THE  CORRESPOND-
der, you will receive as  ING COUPON IS Ar-
a premium, one lesson  TACIHtED. 
of our   he needless to 

"WIRELESS  Say that our Wireless 
COURSE"  Course  is  up-to-dato 

It  is  understood  and  absolutely  thou-
that  .you  can  receive  o u g h,  commencing 
the whole course with  with the most complete 

Contents: 160 pages, 350 illustrations, 30 tables. 
explanations on Electricity in General and Wireless, ending with chapters 

Wun   scientific mathematics and complete history of  ireless. 
Do not miss this splendid opportunity. 

Send in your order and your Wireless Course Certificate TO-DAY. 
READ contents of Wireless Course on back of coupons. 
This course cannot be bought and can only be obtained under the above 

conditions. 

The Beautiful Cloth Covet of 
our Wireless Course. 
Size 634 x 9% inches. 
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Oatinents of Lesson No. 1 

THE PRINCIPLES OF 
ELECTRICITY. 

Conductors, Insulators, Stade 
Electricity,  Current  Electricity, 
Electro-Motive" force,  Batteries, 
Measuring Instruments. 

Omitsits of Lesson No. 

THE PRINCIPLES OF 
MAGNETISM. 

Compass, magnetic flux, Elec-
trodynamics, Electro-Magnetic 
Induction, Inducticin Coils and 
Transformers. 

easttents of Lesson No. 3 
DYNAMOS, MOTORS, GEN-
ERATORS AND WIRING 
Series Motors, shunt motors, 

Compound motors, Power trans-
Mission and wiring.  Transform-
er bore&  Frequency, liXison 3-

ere syste m 

Itemises of Lesson No. 4 
THE PRINCIPLES OF 
WIRELESS TELEG-

RAPHY. 
Maxwell's  theory, Hertzien 
oast, Branly's coherer. G. Mar-
teal.  Principles of wave length, 

oscillating circuit, auto-
rórmers, etc. 

Onatento of Lesson No. 5 
THE AMATEUR TRANS-
MITTING SETS AND 

APPAB.ATA. 
Spark  Gaps,  coils,  Sending 

Helicon,  Condensers,  Interrupt-
ers, Irdire. 

Content* of Lesson Ne. 

TRANSMITTING SETS 
(Continued) 

Aerial switch, commercial sta-
tions,  Motor-Generator,  neaVY 
keys,  commercial  spark-gape. 
Rotary spark-gaps, Leyden Jar 
Condenser,  Lightning  awitch, 
commercial wireless stations. 

Contents of Lesson No. '7 

NE W TRANSMITTING 
SYSTEMS. 

Quenched Spark system, Tele 

funken system, Poulson system. 
Duddel Arc, Complete Poulsen 
Station. 

isatento of Lesson No. 

RECEIVING APPAHATA. 

Detectors, Tuning of Receiv-
ing Apparata,  Loose Couplers, 
Variometers, Detectorium, Port-
able Receiving Set. 

Contents of Les son Ns. 11 

RECEIVING APPARATA. 

Variable  Condensers,  gOtAlZ7 
Condensers,  Fixed  Cond ensers, 
Potentiometers, Wireless Receiv-
ers, commercial receiving nets. 

Contents of Lessee No. lib 
TEE DETECTORS. 

Coberers,  Slaby-Arce-Vecaum 
coberer, Itranly Detector, Auto-
matic Detectors, Relays. Crystal 
Rectifiers,  Silicon—Periken--Ga-
lena—Molybdenite—etc..  detec-
tors, Electrolytic Detectors, Per-
oxide of Lead Detectors, Nissalles 
Valve. Andion. 
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°entente ef Lamson No. 11 

AERIALS. 

Antenna,  Wiring,  Insulators, 
Looped Aerial, Umbrella aerial, 

Lead-in,  Bellini-Tosi  Radio-
goniometer, construction of aer-

ials, etc. 

Contents of Lesson No. 12 
THE HOOK-UPS AND CON-

NECTIONS. 

Study of the diagrams, Wire-
less  telegraph  symbols,  close 
coupled systems, connecting in-
terrupters,  shipboard  stations, 
Fessenden station, Receiving sets, 
Loose-coupled sets, Marconi se-
lective receiving set, etc. 

Contents of Lesson No. 13 
THE HOOK-UPS & CONN. 
USEFUL INFORMATION. 
Fessenden  interference  Pre-

venter; Telefunken receiving set. 
Duplex Receiving set.  The Col-
lin system.  The Lee De Forest 
system,  Dielectric  strengths 
of insulators,  Notes on  Ropes, 
Equivalents, connecting and sol-
dering wires, Electrical units. 

Contents of Lesson No. 14 

OPERATION OF THE IN-

STRUMENTS. 

Wave-length,  Wave- Meter s, 
Tuning.  The use of the different 
Instruments,  Wireless  Regula-
tion. 

Contents of Lesson No. 15 

LEARNING  TO OPERATE. 

THE CODES. 

Operating the key, patent keys. 
The  codes,  Omnigraphs.  The 
different codes, cipher messages, 
Abbreviations, Government mes-
sages,  commercial  messages. 
The Wireless Law. 

Contents of Lesson No. 18 

COMMERCIAL  SHIP  AND 

LAND  WIRELESS 
STATIONS. 

The  Nauen  station,  United 

Wireless station.  War ship sta-
tions.  Commercial ship stations: 

Army stations. 

Contents of Lesson No. 17 

HIGH FREQUENCY CUR-

RENTS. 

Tesla experiments.  Prof. Fes-
senden's  experiments. Tesla 
Transformer, Oudin Transformer. 

Contents of Lesson No. 18 

THE WIRELESS TELE-
PHONE. 

The principles.  Collins system. 

Poulsen's system, etc. 

Contents of Lesson No. 111 

THE MATHEMATICS OF 
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. 

Calculation  of  wave-lengths, 
Inductive  calculation,  Capacity 

calculation,  Range  of  stations. 

'Fables, Data, etc. 

Contents of Lesson No. 20 

THE HISTORY OF THE DE-
VELOPMENT  OF  WIRE-
LESS  TELEGRAPHY. 

Steinheil,  Edison,  Maxwell, 

Tesla, Hertz, Crookes, Hughes, 

Popoff,  Marconi, etc., etc. 
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, Our coil radiates energy —high amperage—and lots of it.  Compared 
With the ordinary coil, ours, as far as wireless transmission is concerned, 
will send further than the 8-inch coil wound with No. 36 B. & S. wire. 
And an 8-1nch coil costs 995.00.  Size of box, 9x5%14% inches.  
No. 00E9050 Electro 1/4  K. W. Transformer-Coil, as described....  e 

Shipping weight 12 lbs. 

The "Electro" Closed Core Transformer 
TRIPLE CONTROL TYPE 

Commercial and experimental wireless 
stations  to-day  are  using  invariably  a 
closed core alternating current transformer 
for sending messages. They are thoroughly 
reliable and of the highest electrical effi-
ciency.  Superior to spark coils, they are, 
besides, very cheap to operate; the cost 
of running the % Kilowatt (K W.) size, 
being 2 cents per hour.  They will not 
heat up even if run continuously. 

These improved type "Electro" quality 
transformers operate on the same prin-
ciple (induction) as spark coils, but the 
transformer is simply connected to 110-
125 volt A.C. 60 cycle circuits, with a tele-
graph key such as our No. ABE1117 or 
BX9212 in series, to make and break the 
primary circuit. 

Specilications: —Transformer  of  best 
design throughout.  Electrical efficiency 94 
per cent.  Core of annealed silicon steel accurately cut and assembled. 
Primary coil well insulated and provided with 3 point switch permitting 
of regulating the secondary voltage from 10,000 to 12,000 volts.  Primary 
current on yi K. W. unit on lowest secondary voltage about 2% amperes. 
Secondary wound in best manner with finest insulation; cannot break 
down.  Range about 50 miles per % K. W. with sensitive detector at re-
ceiving station. THE FEET OF TRANSFORMER ARE PROVIDED WITH 
GLASS FOOT INSULATORS TO PREVENT LEAKAGE.  Secondary leads 
brought out through heavy pocelain insulators as shown. 

This transformer is extremely efficient, reliable, and flexible in con-
trol.  For 120 cycles frequency cost is the same as for 80 cycles, below. 
For lower than 50 cycles frequency, add 20 per cent, to cost here given. 

Ne. CKX9280  "Elect ra" 1/4  Kilowatt Transformer, as described 
size 01/4  in, high by 8 in. long by 81/4  in. vide  $30.00 

Shipping weight 32 lbs. 

No. DENI M. "Electro" 44 Kilowatt Transformer  $45.00 
Shipping weight 45 lbs, 

No. FKX9282 "Elecvro" 1 Kilowatt Transformer  $60.00 
Shipping weight 65 lbs. 

NO. CKX9280 

Gentlemen: —  Buffalo, N. Y. 
I am VERY MUCH PLEASED with your 1/4  H. W. Coll No. 8050.  I 

have SENT 48 MILES UP THE LAKE TO THE CITY OF ERIE a bent 
equipped with the Clark Wireless system.  The operator said I CAME CO 
£8 LOUD AS C.H.. THE PORT HURON STATION.  (10 K. W.) 

Yours truly,  H. scaoreirmnt. 
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The How and Why of "Bull Dog" Spark Coilb 
Before Buying Any Coil, Read This: 

To the average experimenter most spark 'oils look alike.  As long au 
the coil gives a spark, he is satisfied, and, as a rule, when buying a coil 
he is guided mainly by price.  The firm slicing prices most, gets the order. 
Quality seems to be the last thing the average experimenter or radio 
amateur thinks of. 

Therefore, a few words on the subject might not be amiss.  Speaking 
generally, there are two kinds of spark coils in America to-day; the box 
coil and the "Ball-Dog" coil.  When we started the original experi-
menter's supply house, in 1904, we did not make our own coils, and for 
several years we sold the box coil, which is nothing more nor less than an 
ordinary gasoline Ignition coil, made and built for ignition work, and 
nothing else.  It has no style to speak of, is crude and is put together 
as cheaply as possible.  The platinum contacts are very small and wear 
out quickly and all the parts are, as a rule, light.  But the main part— 
the secondary, does not conform to modern high-grade coil practice. Nine 
times out of ten it is bare wire wound, with a minute air space between 
adjacent wire turns.  The various wire layers are insulated from each 
other by a single wrapping of thin paraffine paper.  This construction 
reduces the cost of the coil a great deal, at the expense of efficient insula-
tion.  Internal sparking, if the coil is strained, is rather the rule in 
such secondaries.  They do not stand up for continuous work and total 
break-downs are common.  That means practically a new coil, for the 
makers charge almost as much for repairing a burnt out coil as for a 
new one. 

The most important part of the secondary, though, is the size of the 
wire.  An enormous amount of copper wire can be saved by redwing the 
wire size and this is unfortunately the rule with some makers.  The finer 
the wire, the less there is required for a given spark length.  Also the 
liner the wire, the thinner the spark.  It is obvious that for average ex-
perimental work, especially wireless work, such a coil is totally unsuited. 
For radio work it is not the spark length that counts, it is the THICK 
SPARK.  Thus, a 6-inch thin spark will not transmit over 30 miles, while 
a % K. W. transformer giving but a 1-inch spark will easily transmit 100 
miles and more.  A long, thin, stringy spark is best compared to a fine 
thin stream of water.  It has no power.  A fat, heavy spark is like a 
thick stream of water.  Its power is very great. 

We could say a great many more things about the box coil, but we 
will refrain, because we might be thought of as "knockers."  Suffice it 
to say that we discontinued the sale of the box coil because we lost a 
great many customers due to well-nigh universal dissatisfaction. 

Mind you, we do not say that box coils are not good.  There are 
excellent coils of that kind on the market—but the majority of them 
palmed off by certain houses are just plain ignition coils—very good coil. 
for such work, but n   for extended experimental or radio work. 

You don't buy dry cells to light your house—you use a dynamo or 
storage cells.  Each has its function.  So with the box coil and the 
"BULL-DOG" coll.  Each has its sphere of utility. 

When we finally did start in the manufacture of the "BULL-DOG" 
coils we knew exactly what to avoid, in order to turn out a satisfactory 
article. 

The many years of popularity and the wonderful sale that our "BULL-
DOG" coils have enjoyed especially by high schools and universities, leads 
us to believe that we have the ideal spark coil for experimental and radio 
work.  Naturally, our coils cost more than box coils —for we put more 
material into them.  Thus our 1-inch "BULL-DOG" coil in OUTPUT 
equals most 1% Inch and 2 inch box coils.  Do not be misled by the length 
of a spark.  It means nothing; it is simply a trade trick.  You do not buy 
a Mazda lamp bulb by its length; you want to know, primarily, what its 
candle power is.  You pay accordingly.  It is exactly the same with spark 
coils, the spark length is the second consideration.  You want your coil 
to give a prodigious amount of power—not meaningless sparks.  And it 
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you use it for Wireless Work —and you will, sooner or later—you want to 
be sure that you radiate lots of power from your aerial.  And only a 
genuine "BULL-DOG" coil does this. 

COUNTERFEIT "BULL-DOG" COILS 
There is only one "BULL-DOG" spark coil,—the "ELECTRO." If is 

doce not bear the "ELECTRO" name-plate, it Is not a "BULL-DOG" coil. 
Certain unscrupulous supply houses, envious of our enormous success 

of these coils, have of late been marketing a coil which they palm off as 
the "BULL-DOG" type of coil.  In appearance it looks like our coil, but 
it is nothing but an ordinary thin spark ignition coil, resembling exter-
nally somewhat our "BULL-DOG" coil.  It does not meet our claims and 
is therefore spurious.  For that reason also it sells at a lower price.  But 
it is not a genuine "BULL-DOG" coil.  It is to be deplored that com-
peting houses, deliberately try to mislead the public with such antiquated 
business practices. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Only the very beat material that money can buy is used in "BULL-

DOG" coils.  Although thousands of these coils are sold each year, not 
more than 4 have ever been returned to us in the lapse of any one year. 
due to broken down secondaries.  And these cases have invariably been 
traced to straining the coll unduly either by using too heavy a battery 
current or by working the coil without having a load on the secondary. 

SECONDARY 
The heart of the coil.  We use only enamel copper wire—nothing else— 

in our coils.  This cuts down all leakage between adjacent wire turns. 
Individual layers are insulated with a heavy impregnated paper of high-
est insulation value. 

No. 38 or 39 B. & S. wire is commonly used in most box coils.  We 
use nothing thinner than No. 34 B. & S. electrolytic copper wire.  This 
means that "BULL-DOG" colis have from 25% to 50% more weight In 
wire than ignition box coils.  This costs a great deal more, but makes for 
powerful sparks. 

All "BULL-DOG" Spark Coil secondaries, after winding, are boiled 
for a long period in a paraffine wax bath under vacuum to dispel all air 
from the windings.  A costly process—but it keeps coils from coming 
back to us. 

PRIMARY 
All primaries are made of double cotton covered copper wire of suit-

able size.  They are wound on impregnated insulating tubes and after 
winding are boiled in paraffine to expel all air and moisture.  All our 
primaries are lathe wound and must be wound perfectly even to pass 
inspection.  The core wire is imported from Norway.  Only genuine Nor-
way double annealed core wire is used by us.  It costs 25% more, but the 
spark obtained is vastly better than if the domestic wire were used. 

CONDENSER 
We consider the condenser one of the most important parts of the 

"BULL-DOG" coll.  If the condenser is not just right, if it is not ex actly 
balanced, there will be excessive sparking at the vibrator contacts.  Too 
large a condenser, while cutting down the vibrator sparking, also ruts 
down the secondary spark length.  Too small a condenser increases vibra-
tor sparking and decreases secondary spark length.  Furthermore, as the 
condenser is subject to extraordinary stresses, due to the "back-kick" 
of the primary, its insulation can never be too good.  Most cheap coils 
have poor condensers, often breaking down even if the coil is not abused. 

"BULL-DOG" coils practically never have condenser trouble.  In six 
years we did not replace more than eight condensers due to puncturing—a 
really wonderful record. 

In the construction of our condensers, we use only the finest obtain-
able tin foil,—not lead foil—thick enough so It can't tear when the con-
denser is compressed hydraulically, after having been boiled in paraf-
fine for some hours. 

The paper we use is the best imported homogeneous rice paper, 
treated with paraffine under vacuum, to expel all air from its pores.  We 
do not use wire leads, but broad copper strips to make connection with the 
tinfoil.  This Insures a perfect contact, and no resistance at the contacting 
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surfaces.  After treating in a paraffine bath, the condenser is compreseed 
in a powerful press and a strong, perfect unit, almost impossible to 
puncture by the "back-kick" of the coil is the result. 

After the primary has been provided with its insulating tube, the 
Deeondaries are slipped over this tube and the whole unit is placed in 
the outer enclosing tube.  The highest grade of insulating compound is 
now poured around the unit, thoroughly sealing it in the enclosing tube. 
Over tne enclosing a rich looking, libre tube is slipped, and the coil is 
ready for assembling, after it has undergone several tests for spark length, 
break-down resistance, etc., etc. 

Our small coils, such as our 14 inch, % inch and 1 inch types, have 
the condenser enclosed in the outer enclosing tube.  This condenser is of 
course insulated with great care from the secondary by at least 15 layers 
of Empire paper. 

Our larger "BULL-DOG" coils beginning with the 114 inch type have 
a sub-base in which the condenser is housed; it is surrounded by insulat-
ing compound. 

MAHOGANY FRAME 
Beginning with our 1917 model all of our "BULL-DOG" coils are 

encased in beautiful mahogany frames, piano-finish, hand rubbed.  A more 
beautiful appearing coil can not be imagined —it shines and sparkles and 
is easily the most imposing piece of apparatus on your instrument table. 
You feel proud to own such a coil; its like is not found anywhere the 
world over—a pretty strong claim, but true, once you see a real "BULL-
DOG." 

VIBRATOR 
We could write several pages about the superiority of our wonderful 

French  style  vibrator.  It is  practically  noiseless  and  works  at  an 
astonishing speed.  No large iron head retards its speed and gives a 
stringy spark.  Our vibrator, on account of its great speed, gives a fat 
powerful FLAME-LIKE DISCHARGE nt the secondary terminals, unlike 
anything you have ever seen.  The vibrator is co mposed of one thick and 
one very thin spring and works exactly like a reed, the lower end of 
which has been clamped in a vise.  Our vibrator when working emits a 
high NOTE, not a NOISE, as does the ordinary Rhumkorff or box coil 
vibrators.  IT ALSO USES LESS CURRENT THAN ANY OTHER COIL. 

TENSION ADJUSTMENT: 
The "Bull-Dog" coil is the only one having a spring tension adjust-

ment.  By tightening screw 1 (see illustration) and by slightly loosening 
screw 2, the coil uses a minimum of current.  By reversing this operation 
the coil draws its maximum current and the longest and most powerful 
spark is obtained.  With the former adjustment the vibrator works fastest, 
with the latter adjustment it works slowest.  Beautiful regulation is thus 
accomplished, not found in any other coll. 

ADJUSTING THUMB SCRE W: 
Of course, while adjusting, the thumb screw must be regulated, till 

the secondary spark is satisfactory. Never screw the thumb screw too tight, 
as otherwise the contacts are apt to spark violently, thereby reducing 
their life.  The coil works best when the sparking at the contacts is not 
too strong —just a mild, nice, blue spark, which should not blind you. 
One can tell at once if the battery used on the coil is too strong by 
observing the vibrator spark.  If it sparks too much the battery current 
must be cut down at once, otherwise the secondary might burn out. 

Our vibrator thumb-screw has several unique features.  Once adjusted 
the vibration of the spring can never cause it to loosen, because we use 
a stiff, coiled phosphor spring under the head of the thumb screw.  With 
the "'BULL-DOG" coil you can not get a dangerous shock while adjust-
ing the thumb screw, because THE RIM OF THE SCREW IS THOR-
OUGHLY INSULATED with a thick, knurled fibre ring.  If you have 
ever tried to adjust an ordinary spark, the secondary of which was 
grounded, (as in Wireless Work), you will appreciate this Improvement, 
not found on any other coll. 

CONTACTS 
We now use only pure TUNGSTEN contacts in all our vibrators. 

Tungsten is the most refractive metal known to science to-day.  It is very 
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ranch harder than platinum and lasts at least 125% longer than the 
latter.  The sparking on tungsten points is less than on platinum point. 
and we very seldom hear of such a thing as a burnt out tungsten point. 
Inasmuch as the smallest tungsten point we use measures % inch in 
diameter and .05 inch thick (platinum points seldom are more than .100 
inch in diameter and .0312 inch thick) the sparking is eut down to a 
minimum.  Of course large tungsten points as these are mere expensive 
than small platinum points, but we obtain better results, besides, large 
points last very much longer. 

Due to the unique construction of our vibrator and due to the fact 
that tungsten metal does not melt readily, OUR VIBRATOR CONTACTS 
DO NOT "STICK" UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 

TESTING 
All "BULL-DOG" coils undergo an elaborate series of tests before they 

are stamped with our inspection stamp.  All our coils are tested twice; 
once before they are assembled, and once after assembling.  The spark 
length must be right.  It must be above the claim we make for that 
particular coil.  Thus our 1-inch coils usually give 1% to 1% inch spark. 
All coils are "strained" purposely to ascertain their break down resistance. 
We thus make sure that when you strain your coil accidentally it will 
not break down.  Those that do break down at the factory once in a 
while are discarded.  Only perfect coils leave our factory. 

OVARANTE2 
Read it carefully.  It Is the only coil guarantee made by any manu-

facturer, anywhere in the world to-day.  It Is the first time in the his-
tory of coil making that any firm ever attempted such an unheard of 
guarantee.  It proves our supreme faith in our coils. 

OUR GUARANTEE 

We will replace without question any "BULL-DOG" coil within 
one year after its sale, providing it shows no gross abuse.  In 
this guarantee is included partial or total burn out of the second-
aries or broken down condenser, or any other, mechanical defect 
arising, due to imperfect workmanship.  This guarantee does not 
cover burned out tungsten vibrator contacts, which itself is a proof 
of gross abuse.  Defective coils can only be replaced free of charge, 
if returned prepaid to our factory. 

Now, of course, all this sounds nice and reads well.  If you are still 
unconvinced read the following.  Then if you want the best coil in Amer-
ica, we know that we will get your order: 

Dear sirs: —  Alameda, Cal. 
I tested the one-inch coil with a 6 volt, 13 ampere dynamo, and could 

with point discharge», OBTAIN A STEADY SPARK OVER ONE INCH 
LONG.  COULD SEND OVER SIX MILES, which took me by surprise, 
the aerial w as 32 feet long, made up of four copper wires, on spreaders 
two feet wide, suspended from a mast 80 feet high.  The detector WORKED 
FINE; COULD PICK UP SIGNALS without any trouble. 

Your truly,  F. ARNBERGER, JR. 

Gentlemen: —  Chicago. 111. 
I bought one of your %-inch spark coils and think it is a dandy.  With 

tour batteries I can obtain over ;12-inch spark.  CLARENCE MUELLER. 

When ordering one of our Spark Coils or one of our Transformers, 
Set us send you free with our compliments, lesson No. 2 "The Principles 
of Magnetism" of our famous "WIRELESS COURSE," giving you all the 
instruction about this apparatus. 

Just attach coupon No. 2 to your order.  For further information, 
consult colored section of this catalog. 
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The "Electro" "Bull-Dog" Spark Coils 
It is a well kno•vn fart that we are to-day supreme in spark coil 

manufacture.  We c-n prove that we sell more spark coils for experi-
mental work than any two other concerns In the world. 

The new "Bull Dog" type is the outcome of our 12 years' experience 
in this work, and for workmanship and appearance it stands unmatched. 

We departed from the old, cold looking box style and now enclose 

INSULATE D 

THUMB 3CRE W 

2-inch 
SPARK 

$9.60 

NO. IFX 1089 
the primary secondaries and condenser all in a fibre tube, enhancing the 
appearance a great deal and aleo making the coil far more compact and 
lighter at the same time. 

A new French double spring vibrator with doable adjustment is used 
now, giving extremely fast vibrations.  The insulation is superb, Internal 
sparking is impossible, as the greatest care is exercised to insulate all 
parts with the most expensive sealing compound.  Our coils are especially 
constructed for use in wireless telegraphy, and we have devoted consid-
erable labor and time in experimenting to produce something that we can 
recommend confidently to our customers.  Our aim has been to furnish 
a coil not easily injured, even by rough handling and these coils may be 
subjected to considerable rough usage without injury.  The usual form of 
Ruhmkorff coil we found was too delicate and easily put out of order, 
and we therefore do not manufacture same.  All the good features of the 
Ruhmkorff are embodied in our coils, and we guarantee them to give a 
very powerful and "fat" spark impossible to obtain with any other coil. 
All the experiments cited on the following pages can be performed with 
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our coils, and we guarantee our coils to give better results for a longer 
period than any other coil. 

We employ a condenser of large capacity in parallel with the vibrator, 
which decreases the sparking thereof as much as possible.  All our coils 
have condensers, even the 1/4  in. one.  The vibrator contact points are 
of tungsten and will last almost indefinitely, providing the coil is not 
abused by the use of too strong a current. 

If we say a coil gives I in. spark, this means that a 1 in. spark will 
be thrown across a gap one inch long, between tao sharp points, not 
between balls, plates, etc.  We always guarantee our coils to give the 
full spark length.  To get best results use atorare cells, which are by 
far the most efficient current.  Our Gordon batteries will range next in 
efficiency.  We do not guarantee the spark length with dry cells, as their 
current is not steady enough.  However, It is understood that they Null 
give excellent results if treated intelligently. 

The secondaries of nil our coils are wound with enameled wire.  Our 
competitors use bare wire, which leaks and reduces the efficiency of the 
coil. 

No. CX4380  In. use 2 type R. E. cells, or 3 dry cells 
No. CIXI087  % In. use 2 type R. E. cells, or 4 dry cells 
No. EGK1088  1 in. use 3 type R. E. cells, or 5-6 dry cells 

No. GBK4388 1% in. use 3-4 type R. E. cells, or 6-7 dry cells 
No. IFK1089 2 in. use 4 type R. E. cells, or 12 dry cells 

PRICE LIST 

No. CX4360 % inch coil, price   
Size 71/4 x4 5/16x61/4 . Shipping weight 4 lbs. 

No. CIKI087  inch con, price   
Size 71/4 x4 5/16x61/4 . Shipping weight 5 lbs  

No. EGK1088 1 Inch coil, price   
Size 73/4 x5,Y4x61/4 . Shipping weight 6 lbs. 

No. GBK4368  I% Inch roll, price   
Size 81/4 x53/4 x61/4 . Shipping weight 7 lbs. 

No. 111,141089 2 Inch coil, price   
Size b1/4 x51/4 x61/4 . Shipping weight 8 lbs. 

Na. BCX1090 3 inch coil, price. 

No. CFXI091  4 inch coil, price. 

No. LEX1093 6 inch coil, price.. 

No. AAEX1094 8 inch coil, price    

Prices of larger coils on application. 

aliinet style. 

Experiments With Spark Coils 

$ 3.00 
$ 3.90 
$ 5.70 
$ 7.20 
$ 9.60 
$23.00 
$36.00 
$95.00 
$115.00 

Connect two short pieces of wire to the two top binding posts.  Make 
a "spark gap" by leaving a small space between the wire points.  If the 
coil is started a steady stream of sparks will flow between the points.  It 
can be intensified by tifhtening the thumb screw on the vibrator of the 
coil.  If the "spark gap' is about 1/4  inch, a "fire ball" will be observed 
between the points.  If the experiment is continued the positive wire will 
get white hot and finally fuse at th,.. end.  If the wires were copper the 
fire ball will be green; if of iron, reddish yellow; if of zinc, bluish.  To 
lengthen the spark, attach a metal ball, or metal disc, to the negative pole. 
The positive pole should have a sharp point.  The lengthened spark will 
not be single; it will tend to branch out. 

Another method to greatly lengthen the spark is as follows:  Moisten 
the cover of coil frame between the two wire points with your finger. 
The spark will at first be thin. but it will enlarge gradually as the 
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Experiments with Spark Coils 
(Continued) 

moisture dries.  This method lengthens a spark two or three times.  A 
1-inch spark coil will very often give 2 or 3 inches.  The experiment is 
very interesting.  If a thin glass plate is placed in the spark gap, the 
spark will not be straight, but It will hit around the plate's edge in zig-
zag form.  A very striking experiment is done as follows:  Bend two 
thin iron wires vertically in such a manner that they run parallel.  With 
a little experimenting the right distance to space the wires will be found. 
The spark will then start at the bottom and run up swiftly in ladder 
fashion.  As soon as it reaches the top it stops, only to recommence at 
the bottom.  It will work automatically for hours, and never falls to 
attract considerable attention.  The sparks also emit a strange noise. 

Lengthen the spark gap 4-5 times and strew carbon powder or metal 
filings between it.  The spark will select a route of its own in a peculiar 
manner.  The experiment is greatly beautified in the dark.  A small cup 
of benzine, gunpowder, etc. can be exploded if placed in a spark gap; 
but of course great precaution is necessary for such experiments.  If the 
flame of a candle is brought near the spark gap, the spark will be d) iwn 
Into the flame (hot air being a better conductor for the current than cold 
air).  If the candle is blown out and if the wick is touched at once by 
the spark, it will light up again.  If a piece of cardboard Is put between 
the spark gap it will be pierced.  The bigger the coil the thicker the card-
board can be.  Note the very peculiar hole the spark has made, and com-
pare it with a bole the needle has made.  Explanation:  The current comes 
from both sides. 

If your friend smokes cigarettes you can play an amusing trick on 
him.  Offer him some of your cigarette paper prepared as follows: Place 
10 or 15 leaves on a metal plate to which one wire of the coll leads, 
Take the other wire (which must be well insulated or you get a shock) 
and move it all over the surface of the cigarette paper; the more sparks 
you make in different places the better the trick will turn out.  The Idea 
is this:  The paper will be pierced with numerous holes, —too fine to be 
observed,—and when your friend tries to light the cigarette after he care-
fully rolled it, he will waste a box of matches without being able to get 
as much as one puff.  After trying three or four leaves you can hardly 
blame him if he commences to say a few things —or he may quit smoking 
cigarettes altogether.  If an old incandescent bulb is connected with one 
wire, and if the other is grounded, the bulb will emit a greenish light 
In the dark, as soon as the coil starts working.  If one wire has e very 
fine point and is not too far away from the other wire, a very peculiar and 
weird discharge will be observed in the dark.  If a drop of oil Is placed 
In the spark gap it will be scattered around violently through the spark. 
If your neighbor's dog has the habit of extracting things from your ash 
can, lead a well insulated wire to the can, which must stand on a piece of 
very dry wood.  Ground the other wire.  When you see the dog standing 
on his hind legs and leaning against the can, bring your coil in operation. 
You will never see a more surprised dog in your life, and you can vouch 
that he will never come near that particular ash can again, even if it 
should be full of soup bones. 

We leave it to the ingenuity of the experimenter to devise new experi-
ments, tricks, etc., and shall be pleased to hear of such, for the benefit of 
other experimenters. 

The most beautt:u1 and startling effects, however, are created by light-
ing  Geissler tubes.*  Our  smallest coil  will  light  the  very  biggest 
tube  for  hours,  and  our 1-inch  coil  will  light 8-10 medium  tubes 
simultaneously if connected in series.  As all tubes are different in color, 
the most beautiful effects and designs can be created.  In a store window 
they will stop every passer-by with( ut fall.  For parties a weird effect is 
obtained by suddenly turning out all the lights and operating a single 
large tube near the ceiling.  It will startle the most phlegmatic man, and 
the ladles will swear they saw a ghost. 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  If for some reason a coil does not give the right 
spark leneth, bend the vibrator spring a little back (tower  the thumb 
screw).  The stiffer a vibrator works the better the spark will 

*Geissler tubes, being imported from Germany cannot be obtained at é   
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How to Photograph Electrical Discharges 
By H. GERNSBACK, 

President Electro Importing Company, 

Editor "The Electrical Experimenter." 

The following  most  extraordinary  experi-
ments, which, of course, can be varied hundred-
fold, can be performed with any of our coils, 
the  inch one included.  The ordinary photo-
graphic plate is used for all the experiments, its 
size depending on the objects. 

It is self-evident that such experiments must 
be conducted in a dark room or in a room lighted 
only with a ruby (red) photographic lamp.  Any 
white light will spoil the plates instantly. After 
exposing, the plates must of course be devel-
oped, which you can easily do yourself, or else 
re-wrap it in its black paper and have a photog-
tapher develop and print .the negative. 

Take a small bottle with wide mouth and 
fill it half full with very dry and pure starch 
powder, sulphur flour, or with talcum powder. 
Over the mouth place a thin piece of gauze to 
act as a fine sieve.  Tie the gauze around the  NEGATIVE SP1. 
neck of the bottle with a string.  Take the pho-
tographic plate and place It (with the coated 
side upwards) on a metal plate, or a piece of 
stiff sheet iron, tin, etc. Connect the metal plate 
with one of the secondary posts of your coll. 

Sieve a thin film of the above-named powder 
over the photographic plate.  Now place a very 
fine metal point (hie needle or Din) in the mid-
dle of the prepared plate.  Connect the point 
with the other post of the coil, and make one 
spark.  If the duration of the discharge is longer 
than one second, the results will not be as nice. 
The plate, after the powder has been wiped „off 
completely with a soft cloth, is ready for devel-
oping. 

Different results will be obtained If the po-
larity of the metal point is changed. 

Fig. No. 1 (made with a % inch coil) had 
the point connected with the negative pole. The 
point of Fig. No. 2 (same coil) was positive. 
Note the white centre ball of Fig. No. I. 

The most beautiful symmetrical and other designs can be made as 
follows:  Cut a pattern (such as a star, your initials. etc.), in a piece of 
cardboard and place this on the photographic plate.  Now sieve the powder 
over the pattern, and when this is removed the design alone will show on 
the plate.  Place the metal point in the centre of the design and make a 
spark as explained above.  Of course, no two photographs will ever be 
alike, and the greatest surprises are experienced by the creation of new 
designs, branchings, etc.  The result of experiments in this field are most 
interesting and grateful. 

POSITIVE SPARK 

Penn Tan, N. Y. 
Dear Sirs: — 

Received your Information that I asked of you and thank you 
thousand times for the same.  I would not take $10.00 FOR THE COIL I 
RECEIVED OF YOU AT $4.75.  IT WILL JUMP AN INCH ON POOP 
COLUMBIA DIRT CELLS. 

Yours respect full,.  CH %S. CARRY. 
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90 MILES WITH AN E. I. Co. COIL 
WORLD'S RECORD BROKEN 

SPECIAL AEROGRAM SEAT AS TEST OF NEW 

AERIAL 

On the 17th of April, 1910 at 5:15 P. M., 
Ray Newby operating for the school of Wireless, 
broke all previous records for the most eMcient 
transmission, sending to Mare Island a distance 
of nearly 70 MILES from San Jose, with an ex-
penditure  of  not  more  than  15  WATTS  OF 
ENERGY.  Further  tests  were  carried  on  the 
following day the Farallon Island registering In-
terference showing that the earth's potential bad 
been disturbed at this distance ABOUT 90 MILES. 

The current was supplied by a small storage 
battery actuating a 1 INCH E. I. CO. COIL. The 
spark gap used was a small E. I. Co. Zinc gap 
set at about 3 millimeters.  The (apparent) wave 
length  was  about  500  meters,  the  frequency 
600,000 cycles per second.  Following is • copy 
of the message sent at that time: 
1 FN RA Ck 1.111 Fri 

REAR ADMIRAL II. OSTERITAUS, 

Mare Island, Calif. 

Congratulations from the Soldier boy whose 
gun your honored Father shot in rifle pits at 
Spanish Forts. 

W. G. HAWLEY, Postmaster. 
3/26/10 

SCHCOL OF WIRELESS 

Garden City Bank Building 
San Jose, Calif., June 23, 1910. 

The Electro Importing Co.. 
233 Fulton St., New York City. 

Gentlemen: — 
We  have transmuten  messages  from  our 

station  to  the  Government  Stations  at  Mare 
Island and the Farallon Island, A DISTANCE OF 
90 MILES, and also to the U. W. T. Co. Station 
in the Crocker Tract, San Francisco, USING ONE 
OF YOUR ONE INCH  (1") coils and a small 
portable storage battery.  We have made some 
of our beet of the above tests at midday USING 
THE SAME ONE INCH COIL  We have given 
wireless phone concerts to amateur wireless men 
throughout the Santa Clara Valley, USING THE 
SAME ONE INCH COIL and an Ericsson Dust 
Transmitter. 

( Signed) CHAS. D.  HERROLD. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
as.: 
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA. 

I, Chas. D. lierrold. being duly sworn de-
poses and says that the above matter to which 
my  signature is attached  is true  to my best 
knowledge and belief. 

CHAS. D. HERROLD. 
Subscribed  and  sworn  to  before  me  this 

24th day of June,  1910. 
WESI EY PIAPA. 

Notary Public in and for County of Santa 
Clara. State of California. 

San Jose, Calif., June 23, 1910. 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mr. Raymond Newby and I USING AN E. I. 
CO.'S ONE INCH COIL, and K. I. Co.'s sine 
gap set at about 1/16 inch, and the antenna 
of the School of Wireless in the Garden City 
Bank  Bldg.  called  up  operator  RH  of  Mare 
Island  Station  getting  an  immediate  response. 
Be gave us time from the standard clock and 
told us that we came in strong. 

I have also heard Operator Newby talk to 
PH,  the big U.  W.  T. Co.'s Station in the 
Crocker Tract, San Francisco, and also beard the 
Farallon Island Station tell us "Keep out." In 
every case we used the SAME ONE INCH COIL 
I have also, using the same net,  talked with 
PH myself two different times. 

(Signed)  TILAD STEVENS. 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
at: 
SANTA CLARA CO. 
I, THAI)  STEVENS.  being  duly  sworn.  de-

poses and says that the above facts as therein 
set forth are true to my best knowledge and 
belief. 

THAD STEVENS. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th 

day of June. 1910. 
WESLEY NAPA, 

Notary Public in and fer County of Santa 
Clara, State of California. 

San Jose, Calif., June 23, 1910. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

I transmitted the message from Major Hawley 
to Admiral Osterhaus using a one inch  E. I. 
Co.'s (I")  COIL actuated by a small portable 
storage  battery  The  energy  used  was  LESS 
THA.N 15' WATTS, the distance covered being that 
between San Jose. Calif., and Mare Island.  I 
used the system of the School of Wireless, de-
signed and built by Chas. D. Herrold, the Klee-
(rirai Engineer for the Company.  I also talked 
with Operator  Ludwig of  the Farallon  Islands 
and Pli United Wireless Station in San Fran-
cisco using  the same  hook-up  and  using  the 
same  one  inch  coil.  Mr.  Thad  Stevens  was 
present  at  several  of  the  tests  and  himself 
talked with the last named station. 

(Signed)  RAY NEWBY. 

STATE  OF  CALIFORNIA, 
ss.. 
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA. 

I, liai Newby,  being duly  sworn  deposes 
and says that the above is true to my best 
knowledge and belief. 

(Signed)  RAY NEWBY. 

Subscribed  and  sworn  to before  me  this 
24th day of June, 1910. 

WESLEY PIAPA, 

Notary Public in and for County of Santa 
Clara, State of California. 
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CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT 

We have had lately so many demands for real practical chemical out-
fits and appliances that we have decided to put in a line of this useful 
apèarata which we present herewith to our friends.  It is understood, of 
course, that pursuant to our policy to give our customers only the best in 
the market, our chemical department is up to this standard and besides the 
pries are so  reasonable that everybody can afford to buy one of these 
complete seta. 

Our Chemical Set is endorsed by Chemical Experts, Government Officials, 
and Professors of Chemistry in leading schools and colleges. 

There is hardly a large manufacturing firm in the country that does 
not employ a chemist. and they are looking around trying to find more 
chemists, but the supply is far short of the demand.  Very high fees are 
paid to good chemists, and here is your opportunity waiting for you. 

Of course, our Chemical Set cannot contain all the different apparats 
necessary for a more advanced study of Chemistry and we have therefore 
listed in the following pages a quantity of Laboratory Glassware, Instru-
ments, Reagents and Chemicals to supplement our Laboratory Outfit. 
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THE E. I. CO. CHEMICAL LABORATORY 

No. 4889 Chemical Laboratory 

44 CHEMICALS 
18 APPARATA 

INSTRUCTION BOOK WITH 100 EXPERIMENTS 

PRICE 
$5.00 

Shinning Weight 10 ills. 
CAN BE SHIPPED BY EXPRESS ONLY 

We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Labora-
tory which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical 
experiments.  This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a prac. 
tical laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary 
to perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor 
garlic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing a Treatise 
In Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100 instructive and 
smuhing experimert. 
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Chemical Laboratory 

(Continued) 

The chemicals furnished are all technically pure and put up in appro-
priate wooden boxes and glass bottles, and there is a sufficient quantity to 
make dozens of experiments with each.  The apparats are of standard 
laboratory size and quality. 

Although all chemicals have nearly doubled in price, we have decided' 
not to raise the price for this outfit for the present. 

Rend the list of chemicals and apparats and look at the actual photo-
graph of the outfit herewith. 

Description of the Outfit 
It 

Ammonium Chloride 
Alum 
Antimony 
Horade Acid 
Charcoal 
Sodium Nitrate 
Sodium Carbonate 
Sodium Borate 
Sodium Sulphites 
Manganese Dioxide 
Oxalic Acid 
Brimstone 
Iron Oxide 
Sulphate of Zinc 
Magnesia Carbonate 

on ta  the following 44 chemicals: 

Zinc, Metallic 
Sodium Bicarbonate 
Sodium Sulphate 
Sodium Chloride 
Calcium Sulphate 
Barium Chloride 
Lead Acetate 
Ferrous Sulphate 
Nickel Sulphate 
Sodium Phosphate 
Zinc Carbonate 
Ammonium Sulphate 
Ammonium Carbonate 
Ammonium Aqua 
Calcium Chloride 

Chloride of Zinc 
Copper Sulphate 
Glycerol 
Iron Chloride 
Calcium Oxide 
Stannous Chloride 
Nickel Chloride 

Hydrochloric Acid 
Sulphuric A, id 
Iodine 

Mercury, Metallic 
Tin, Metallic 
Litmus Paner 
Ferrous Sulphide 

The following apparats are furnished: 

One Standard Washbottle 
One Conical Glass Measure 
One Erlenmeyer Flask 
One Glass Funnel 
One Delivery Tube 
Six Assorted Test-Tubes 
One Test-Tube Holder 
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper 

One Glass Dropper 
One Spoon Measure 
One Spirit Lamp 
Glass Tubing 

One  book  containing  Treatise on' 
Elementary  Chemistry  and  1 oo. 
Chemical Experiments to be per 
formed with this outfit. 

No. 4889 E. I. Co. Chemleal Laboratory, as described   
Shipping weight 10 lbs. 

$5.00 
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Laboratory Glassware and Apparatus. 
The articles described below are of standard shape 

and size.  The glassware is in the highest degree re-
sistant to the action of chemical reagents and to tem-
perature changes, and thoroughly tested before leaving 

our stock rooms. 

Owing to the breakable nature of this material we 
recommend it sent by express or freight 

Glass Jars and Bottles. 

No. it ii2092 

No. DE2090  Round Specimen Jar.  Made of clearest flint glass.  $0.45 
Size 4% x 91/2  in. Shipping weight 4 lbs.   

No. DI12091  Round Specimen Jar.  Same as above.  Size 41/2 x61/2  in  $0.40  
Shipping weight 3 lbs.   

No. DI(2092  Square Glass Tank.  Size 3%x4x5.  Shipping weight $ 0.4 0 
3 lbs.    

No. AH2093  Large Glass Bottle with Cork Stopper.  Size 3% In 
high, diameter of bottom 174 in., diameter of cork  $0.18 
1% in.  Shipping weight 1 lb.   

No. AE2094  Small Glass Bettie with Cork Stopper.  Size 2 in. high, 
diameter of bottom 1% in., diameter of cork 11/2  in.  
Shipping weight 4 oz.   

Ne. ClE2108  Chemical Flask.  Flat Bottom Lip 
Finish.  Containing 4 oz. (120 c.c.).. 

No. CE2I09  Same, containing 14 pint (250 c., ). 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

No. CK21013 

No. CK2110  Chemical Flask. Round bottom, lip 
finish, containing 4 oz. (120 ('.c.)... 

No. CE2Ill  Same, containing 1,‘ pint (250 c.c.) 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

$0.30 
$0.35 

$0.30 
$0.35 

No. Clit110 
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No. C112112  Erlenmeyer Flask. 4 oz. (120 c.c.). 

No. CE2113  Same, % pint (250 c.c.)   
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

$0.30 
$0.35 

Glass Funnel. A cheaper grade of funnel made of pressed glass, useful 
where the more expensive one, shown elsewhere. Is not needed.  Dimensions: 
Length 4 inches, diameter 2% inches. 

$0.15 No. 2182  Funnel, as described   
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. 2188  Conical Glass Graduate.  Made of pressed glass.  Graduations 
not etched as in the more expensive ones, but fairly accurate.  Measure indi-
cation: 2 ounces, divided in 8th, 4th and % oz.  Dimensions: Height 31/2  
in, diameter 2 in. 
No. 2183  Graduate, as described   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Desiccating Jar 
No. AE2127 With ground lid, 37,(4 inches $1 .0 0 

inside diameter   
ç'llipping weight 5 lbs. 

Watch Glasses 
No. BK2128  Syracuse pattern.  Outside diameter 65 

mm.;  inside  diameter 50min.;  depth  10 mm. 
Bevel  ground  to  form  surface for  
writing.  Each   

Shipping weight 1 lb. No, AX 2127 

Watch Glasses 
No. E2129  No. 1:2129 Standard pattern, 2 in. diameter $0.06 

No. AK2130  Standard pattern, 4 in. diameter   $0.10 
No. AF2131  Srandard pattern, 6 in. dia.meter   $0.16 

Shipping weight 1 lb. each. 
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Wash Bottle 
No. A7/213.1  Complete with glass tubes and rubber 

stopper; flexible exit tube.  1 pint  $1 .0 0 
capacity    

Shipping weight 3 1R11. 

Graduate 
No. AX2134 Cone shape.  On foot with lip.  Hand 

engraved, clear-cut graduations.  Duplex scale, 
fluid measure on one side and metric measure 
on the other.  To deliver 2 ounces  $1. 00 
(60 c.c.)    

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. ABR2135  GRADUATE.  Same.  To  $1.20  

deliver 4 ounces (120 C.C.)   
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

No. AFE2136  GRADUATE.  Same.  To  $1.65  
deliver 8 ounces (250 c.c.)   

RhIpping weight 3 lbs. 
No. AX2134 

Graduate 
No. ADR2137  Cylindrical shape, otherwise the same as above. 

To deliver 50 c.c. graduated in 1 c.c. each   $1.40 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. AD112137  Evaporating Dishes 
No. 11112140  Best porcelain, 3% inches diameter.  Contents 2 oz  

Each    

No. F112141  Same.  4% inches diameter, contents, 4 oz.  Each... 

No. 0E2142  Same.  5% inches diameter, contents, 7 oz.  Each.. 

No. AR214.3  Same. 6% inches diameter, contents, 1 pint.  Each.. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. each. 

$0.50 
$0.60 
$0.75 
$1.00 
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Beaker Glasses 
No. 1E2116  Wide with Pour Out, Griffin's form.  Nested 

in assortment of 5 Beakers of 1, 2, 3, 4,  and tn eikK 
6 oz. contents.  Price per set  11%0.1010  

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

Test Tubes 1 .11111 .111111 . 
No. CC2116 

No. CC2116  Non-corrosive under ordinary conditions and re-
sistant to sudden changes in temperature.  Nested in assort-
ment of 3, 4, 5, 6. 7 and 8 inches long.  Price per set   

Funnels 

$0.33 

Long stem.  Body made uniformly at an 
angle of 60..  Stem straight to facilitate rapid 
filtration. 

No. BK2117  Diameter 1 inch (2.5 c.m.)   $0.20 
No. CF2118  Diameter 2 Inch (5 c.m  )    $0.36 
No. E MU)  Diameter 4 Inch (10 c.m  )    $0.55 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. each. 

No. tilt2120 No. FE2121  No. 6E2122 

Thistle-Tubes and Safety Funnels 
Best Nonsol Glass 

No. DK2120  Straight stem   

No. FE2121  One loop   

No GE2122  One loop and bulb   

Shipping weight, each, 2 lbs. 

Glass Mortar and Pestle 

$0.65 
$0.75 

No. FIL2144  Contents 4 oz.   $0.60 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. 6E2145  Same, contents 8 oz   $0.75 
Shipping weight 2 tbs. 
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Tube Connections —Glass 

No. C112123  No. CK2124  No. BK2125 

No. CK2123  U Tube form. each   

No. CH2124 Y Tube form, each   

No. BK2125  T Tube form, each   
Shipping weight 1 lb. each. 

0 10 0 
Ok00 
ecro 
9'9'9 
Glass Tubes. 

$0.30 
$0.30 
$0.20 

GLASS TUBING.  This tubing is of the best quality of glass, and will 
stand heating and bending into shapes without breaking.  We cannot sell 
less than one foot nor longer lengths than two feet. 

Catalogue  Outside  Approximate  Price per 
No. Dia. Inside Dia. Foot 

No. 16290  14 in.  II« in.  60.09 
No. A B6291  in.  es in.  0.12 
No. A E6292  in.  % in.  0.15 
No. C K6293  in.  et in.  0.30 
No. DE6294  0.45 

1,No.  E6295   k %1..  * in. ?II in.  0.85 

Shipping weight 2 to S lbs. a foot, owing to the breakable nature of this 
material. 

GLASS RODS.  Our glass rods come only in full foot and 2 feet lengths. 
Under no circumstances can we sell shorter lengths.  Our glass rods are 
especially recommended for electrical work, for high tension Tesla experi. 
ments, static machines, etc.  Warranted not to contain lead or conducting 
salts. 

Catalogue 
No. Diameter 

Price per 
Foot 

No. AK2105  in.  $0.10 
No. AE21011  in. LIS 
No. B02107  in.  0.27 

Shipping weight 2 to 3 lbs. a foot, owing to the breakable nature of this 
material. 

SOFT RUBBER TUBING.  A good grade of Para Rubber suitable for 
all experiments.  It will stand hot or cold water and many chemicals without 
drying and breaking as experienced in many cheap grades.  White Rubber. 
heavy walls. 

Catalogue 
No.  Inside Diameter  Price per Foot 

No. AE2102  1/4  in.  $0.15 
No. BE2103  es in.  0.25 
No, CE2104  14 in.  0.35 

Shipping weight per foot 1 lb. 
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Reagent Bottles 
These bottles are made of glass, free from lead, zinc or 

other metallic flux.  Flat hood, glass stoppers, smooth bot 
toms, narrow mouth. 

No. BDE2148 Contents 1 oz., height 3% in.. per  $245 
doz.    

No. CFIC21411 Contents % pint, height 4% in ,  $3.60  
per doz.   

No. ER2150 Contents 1 pint. height 714 in., per  
doz.    

No. BDE214111 

No. BER2151  Same.  Wide mouth.  Contents 1  $2.50 
oz., height 3% in., per doz   

No. CGE2152  Same.  Wide mouth.  Contents %  $3.70  
pint, height 4% in., per doz   

No. EAK2153  Same.  Wide mouth.  Contents 1  $5.10  
pint, height 6% in., per doz   

No. BEK2151 

Crucibles 
No. 6E2184 Conical form.  Sand, 6 in nest, height of 

largest 5% inches, width on top 4%  $0.7 5 
inches.  Per nest of 6   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

Filter Paper 
Best quality.  Unsurpassed in strength, uniformity of texture and clear 

rapid filtering.  Cut round, white grade. 

No. DE2155 Diameter 6 inches, round, per pack of hundred   $0.40 
No. EE2156 Diameter 8 inches, round, per pack of hundred   $0.55 
No. 6E2157  Diameter 10 inches, round, per pack of hundred -  $0.75 

Shipping weight 1 lb. per pack. 

Engraved Stem Chemical Thermometer 
No. AiHeim  Fahrenheit and centigrade scale.  Length 14 inches. 

diameter. Scale range 300 to 400° F.  Subdivision 2° F. and  
10 C.  Each, in turned wood box   

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
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No. BENZES/1 

Water Bath 
No. BEI M » Polished copper. Un-lined. 

with concentric copper rings, cover 
and steam escape. Diem-  $2.5 0 
eter. 5 inches, 4 rings... 

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

Sand Bath 
No. D112159  Deep form, best iron.  • $040 
Diameter 6 inches   

Shipping Weight 2 lbs. 

No. DH2159 

Tripod 
No. ANK2160 Galvanized iron, 7% inches high. 

Ring 4% inches diameter.  With  $1.50 
adjustable lamp bracket   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

No. AEKSISO  Wire Gauze 
No. RE2161  Iron, for use on tripods  0 inches square  

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Blowpipe 
No.  C112162  Black's  model. 

Conical shape, of Japanned 
2ten tin, with detach  $0 3 0   

able brass tip. 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

No. ABE2163 

$0.25 

Filter Pump 
No. ABE2163  (Aspirator). 
Made of brass. dr" 2 5  
Shipping weight el 

2 II)s. 

Spirit Lamp and Bunsen Burster. are page 159. 
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Test Tube Holder 
No. CK2166  Wood; with wire  $0.30  

spring. Each   

TEST TUBE HOLDER 
No. CK2167  Wire,  spring  $0.30  

brass, nickel plated   
Shipping weight 1 lb., each kind 

No. AK2I69 

Burrette Clamp 
No.  6E2170  Iron,  with  check 14175  

nut to adjust position.  Each •17 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

No. BK2171 

Test Tube Rack 
No. ABE2165 Wood;  f o r  15 

Tubes, with 8 pins el m  
for draining.  Each qA 
Shipping weight 5 lbs. 

Otanimffl 
No. (K2166 

No. ('K2167 

Test Tube Brush 
No. AR MS  On tinned wire. 

Shipping weight $0.10 
4 oz.   

efilleutele 
No. 6E2170 

Spring Pinch-Cock 
No. BK2171  Mohr's  pattern,  brass $0.20  

nickel plated.  Each   

Clay Triangles 
No. AE216S 2 sizes: 2 and 3 inches. State 

which size in ordering.  Each   
Shipping weight, each, 4 oz  

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

$0.15 
No. AE2168 
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Filter Stand 
No. Ac F:2164  Iron with 3 rings   

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 

Reagents and Chemicals. 

$1.75 

We do not charge packing on dry chemicals.  Bottles, to ship liquids, are 

included in price.  Bottles to contain acid are provided with glass stoppers. 

Acid Acetic U.S  P   11C.11.0,  Liquid  1h. $0.50 
Acid Hydrochloric  (Muriatic)   }ICI  Liquid  lb. 0.50 
Acid Nitric ch. pure   HNO.  Liquid 

% Acid Oxalic. tech.   Hir es  Solid  lb.  0.80 
Acid Sulphuric ch. pure   11.80.  Liquid  lb.  0.45 
Alcohol denatured   Liquid  lb. 0.55 
Alcohol, Wood, relined 05 % (Methyl)  CH.OH  Liquid  lb.  0.50 
Ammonia, concentr. (Hydroxide)   NH.011  Liquid  lb.  0.50 
Ammonium Carbonate, tech.   (N11.).CO.  Solid  lb. 0.50 
Ammonium Chloride (Sal) tech   NII.C1  Solid  lb. 0.00 
Barium Chloride, tech.   Bee'.  Solid  lb.  0.45 
Calcium Chloride   Ca n.  Solid  lb.  0.25 
Calcium Sulphate   CaSO4 Solid  lb.  0.20 
Chloroform U.S  P    CHCI.  Liquid  % lb. 0.80 
Cupric Sulphate, tech   CuSO4 Solid Liquid  lb. 0.30 
Ether    (Cells)s0 Liquid  lb.  0.65 
Formaldehyde, tech. (Fornuslin)   
Glycerine ch. pure   Call: A  lb.  0.60 /a Liquid' 1/2  lb.  0.75 
Hydrogen Peroxide, tech.   H.O.  Liquid lb.  0.45  
Iodine, Resublimed   I.  Solid or.  0.65 
Iron Chloride (Ferric)    FeCl.  Solid  .  lb. 0.45 
Iron Sulphate, tech.   FeSO Solid  
Lead Acetate, tech.   Pb(C.11.0e).  Solid  lb.  0.18 lb.  0.45 
Lead Nitrate, tech.   Pb(NO.)2  Solid  lb.  ..• 
Litmus Paper, blue   book @  0.10  
Litmus Paper, red   book @  10  
Manganese Dioxide, tech.   MnO.  Solid  lb.  00..45  
Mercuric  Chloride    HgC13 Solid  % lb. 

Mercury Metallic, tech.   (Quicksilver)  % lb.  0.95Nickel Chloride  .„   e el'  Solid  % lb,  0.60 

Potassium Bromide U.S  P    K Br  Solid  1/2  lb.  1-50  
Potassium Carbonate, tech.   K.CO.  Solid 1/4  lb.  ••• 
Potassium Chlorate, tech.  K(.101IO.  Solid lb.  ••• 
Potassium Cyanide   KCN  Solid  lb.  •• • 
Potassiu m Hydroxide (Caustic)  KHO  Solid lb.  •• •  
Potassium Nitrate   KNO.  Solid  lb.  ••• 
Potassiu m Permanganate   KMnO.  Solid  or.  ••• 
Silver Nitrate cryst.   AgNO.  Solid  ox.  ••• 
Sodiu m, Hydroxide (caustic)   NaOH  Solid  lb.  1.00 
Sulphur (Brimstone)   S  Solid Solid  lb.  0.25 fttanoona  Chloride  (Tin)....   SnCi. 
Zino (Mossy) Metal   ZN  Solid  % lb.  0.75 % lb. 0.25 

All acids have to be shipped by express. 

NOTICE:  Above Chemicals are put up in Standard packages and bottine 

and cannot be sold in smaller quantities.  Special price for bl uer oo-ntlfle-

open request.  The che micals marked (...) cannot be sold during the war. 
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Omnigraphs 
(AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH MACHINES) 

This wonderful instrument has been produced to fill a gap that hie 
existed for years.  It is the only apparatus that will automatically teeth 
you telegraphy without a teacher.  The Omnigraph teaches you teleg-
raphy, as well as Wireless, Continental and Morse code at your own home 
at a ridiculously low cost.  Our Instrument will positively teach you better 
than any teacher could, and in lees time.  It actually takes the place of 
an expert and will send you messages at any speed you desire.  You can 
send a single letter continuously or a short message and gradually make 
the message more difficult.  First you learn all the letters, then you read 
a short message, then you can reverse the dial and the Omnigraph will 
send part words and part letters.  We furnish a large assortment of dials 
which will be found listed below. 

The Omnigraph works perfectly on any line or with any instrument. 
WIRELESS—If you have no one to teach you Wireless. the Omni-

graph will do it with astonishing rapidity. By connecting our RADIOTONE 
or our No. DK965 or our No. DE950 buzzers with the Omnigraph, you will 
get a close imitation of a wireless message, and there is positively nothing 
like it made.  You can alms connect your wireless 'phones across the electro-
magnets of the buzzer, putting a small condenser between 'phones and mag-
nets and you will hear lien a message that positively cannot be distin-
guished from a real wirelms message. 

All our Omnigraphs operate sounders, relays, bells, our RADIOTONE, 
buzzers, wireless sending apparatus, etc., etc.  Our records being made 
of metal are everlasting and cannot wear out. 

Omnigraph No. AFX2777 
This is our cheapest instru-

ment and it i s one of the moat 
ingenious telegraphic machines 
ever invented.  A masterpiece 
in all respects. 

Sends absolutely perfect at 
any speed from 10 to 100 words 
per minute.  You can change 
the message in the fraction of 
a second even while the ma-
chine is running. You can send 
the same message continuously 
or a 5th part repeatedly. 

This Omnigraph is provided No. AFX277- 
with  live  movable  message 

younger&  warn dial is divided into five equal parts making the dials so 
far as changing the message is concerned equal to 25 dials.  Starting the 
record when the dials are placed on the spindle from "A" to "E" having 
the dial marked "A" on top, it sends a comprehensive message of 50 words 
and before repeating the first dial it is equal to 100 words. 

To change the message you move No. 1 message changer (the lever 
under the letters) in, so -hat it does not engage with the star wheel and 
move No. 2 out, this will transpose ten words. By making this change 
with the live different message changers it will transpose 50 words.  Now 
by putting 1 and 2 so that they engage with the star wheel, this will 
make 20 changes, and by making this change five times using different 
message changers each time, you make 100 changes.  This same kind of 
manipulation can be done with three message changers, or four and with 
eve, which will make the same proportion of changes in the message. 
Now remove the dials, shuffle them up, replace them on the spindle and 
you will begin all over again with new messages so far as practice is 
concerned.  Just apply the rule of permutation to this Omnigraph and 
you will agree with us ttat you ern send thousands of new messages. 

If your memory is goad we guarantee that you will master telegraphy 
In one month, practicing each day.  One set of 5 dials furnished.  Rise 
11x6x5 inches. 

S16 00 No, AFX2777 Omnigraph sas described, Shipping weight 7 lbs.... -.-  • 
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DIAL LIST FOR OMNIORAPM NO. AFX2777 
No. 7200 to 7214, Fifteen Dials (3 sets of five Dials) Commercial Messages. 
No. 7215 to 7229. Fifteen Dials (3 sets of five Dials) Commercial Messages. 
No. 7230 to 7244, Fifteen Dials (3 sets of five Dials Railroad Messages. 
No. 7245 to 7259, Fifteen Dials (3 sets of five Dials) Continental Code 

Messages. 
No. 7260 to 7274, Fifteen Dials (3 sets of five Dials) Continental Code 

Messages. 
Fifteen Dials form one comprehensive message. 

Each set of five Dials, $1.00.  Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Omnigraph No. BCX6777 
This is the largest and newest style made and a great number of Tele-

graph schools throughout the country have purchased this style and use 
it to send to their students in preference to hand sending.  The United 
States Government examine« all applicants for wireless licenses, as to their 
ability to receive messages, by means of this machine. 

The new Omnigraph 
No. BCX6777 has 75 dials, 
as each of the 15 dials 
is divided into 5 equal 
parts.  The message is 
cut in the aluminum, and 
the space between words 
is exactly at the end of 
each section.  There are 
5 movable  message 
changers which allow 
you not only to change 
from one dial to another, 
but to change from one 
word to another, auto-
matically.  Each dial can 
be placed in 5 different 

No. BCX6777  positions on the spindle, 
the changes being made more quickly than you can write them. 

You can have the message easy or difficult.  You can send what is on 
each dial continuously, and both see and hear what you send.  You can 
devote all your time to receiving, as  the Omnigraph is always ready, and 
you waste no time in changing messages or in getting the machine ready 
to send. 

The new No. BCX6777 is finely finished, nickel plated, and will last a 
lifetime.  The Omnigraph is run by spring motor.  'The spring motor will 
run it at the rate of 20 words per minute, % of an hour with one winding. 
It takes only 1/4  minute to rewind. 

Start the motor and the instrument will send you perfectly, a message of 
150 words. Including all punctuation marks, numerals and characters, at any 
speed you desire.  Receive this message until you can anticipate what it is 
sending.  To change the message, move No. 1 message changer in and move 
No. 2 out. After receiving this message with the 30 changes, move No. 2 in 
and 3 out, then 3 in and 4 out. 4 in and 5 out.  Then 1 and 2 out, 1 in and 2 
and 3 out, then 3 and 4 out, then 4 and 5 out.  Then 1, 2 and 3 out. Then 2, 
3 and 4 out, then 3. 4 and 5 out, then 4. 5 and 1 ont. Then 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
out.  In fact you can make innumerable combinations with these message 
changers. With these changes you will find that you will require at least 
10 days' practice before you will be able to anticipate at all.  When you 
find you do anticipate Just remove the dials from the spindle, shuffle them 
up and replace them haphazard and begin all over again.  After you have 
used the instrument for months, you will find that it is Just as impossible 
to anticipate as it was the first time you received from this new machine. 

Just take pencil and paper and figure out the number of different 
arrangements you can make with thr.:e 11 dials, and you will readily agree 
with us that the omxi(:n %Pr! win soini thousands of new messages. 
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If you should undertake to record on paper tape all the new messages 
this ONINIGRAPII will send, you would need a strip long enough to reach 
around the globe.  $23.00 
No. BCX6777  Omnlgraph, as described   

Shipping weight 10 lbs. 
List of Dials available in both Continental (Wireless) 

American Morse Code. 
CONTINENTAL (Wireless) CODE 

Set 1. Each letter of the alphabet, repeated three times, and the nu-
merals repeated three times, with exaggerated spacing between each char-
acter.  Also all conventional signs and punctuation marks, each character 
repeated twice, with exaggerated spacing.  Break, circumflexion, accented 
e, attention, end of message, dotted a, bar indicating fraction, wait, under-
stand. period, comma, semicolon, question, exclamation, hyphen, apostrophe. 
parenthesis, quotation, colon, transmission finished, error, distress call. 

Set 2. Short words with letter spacing equal to 10 dots and word spac-
ing equal to 18 dots.  Each word repeated three times.  The dials contain 
words as follows: can, eat, fat, him, ice, jet, sit, rain, pack, arms, etc.. etc. 

Set 3. Similar to Set No. 2, but with an entirely different set of short 
words. 

Set 4. Four-letter code.  Letter spacing equal to 5 dots and word spac-
ing irregular.  The 15 dials comprising this set contain 75 four-letter code 
characters. 

Net 7. This set contains a straight comprehensive message of about 150 
words  with numerals and punctuation.  Spacing regular. 

Set 9. Same as Set 7, but with an entirely different message. 
AMERICAN MORSE CODE DIALS 

Set 5. This set of 15 dials contains a straight comprehensive message of 
about 150 words, including numerals and punctuation.  Commercial message 
with regular spacing. 

Set 6. Railroad dials.  Message of 150 words. including numerals and 
punctuation, adapted for practice in Railroad Telegraphy.  Regular spacing. 

Met 8. A straight commercial message, including numerals and punch' 
ation, with regular spacing, of approximately 150 words in the American 
Morse Code. 

Please order by number. 
Set of 15 Dials In either the Continental or Morse Code for use with the 

Omnigraph, described above  83.00 

This standard prac-
tice  set  will  enable 
anybody to learn the 
sending of messages of 
Wireless  or  Morse 
Code in a very short 
time.  It is a medium 
priced apparatus, built 
on the same principles 
as the most expensive 
sets. 

It consists of a ma-
hogany finished base of  BER1140 
63/4 x41/4  inches, upon which are mounted a telegraph key of standard pattern. 
a buzzer and three binding posts.  The key and buzzer have silver contacts, 
and as the key has the "click" like a sounder, the set can be used for 
learning to send messages in the American Morse Code, whereas the buzzer 
will reproduce exactly the signals as used in Continental Wireless telegraphy. 

Furthermore, a code chart, reproducing the International Code, is 
engraved on a brass plate  mounted between key and buzzer. 

This practice set works on one or two dry cells and two outfits placed 
at some distance apart can he operated for sending and receiving practice. 

The wat is froplsofecly finished. metal parts are brass and nickel plated. 
No. BF:F.1140  Practice Set as described   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 

Code and the 

The "Electro" Practice Set 

$2.50 
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THE "ELECTRO" CODOPHONE 
t Patents Pending/ 

This asstramerit imitates LOUDLY and aud:bly Rae() Sonals. It Is used In learning Om 
Morse or Continental Codes.  It replaces the buzzer practice Wilt, as well as the regular teleran.) 
minder nett. 

A M ATE U RS!  A TTE NTI ON!! 
The "Electra" Codoplione wh:ch we present herewith is the outcome of several months of intense 

study and experimentation uf our Sir. II. Gernsback. It supersedes our former ltadiotone Codegraph. 
which comprised a Radlotone silent Buzzer, a loud talking telephone receiver and a key.  As in all 
of his work Mr. Gernsback strives for simplicity.  So he combined the three above mentioned in-
struments with one stroke into ONE single instrument.  Ile combined the Radiotone Buzzer and 
the loud talking receiver into a single unit, not only mechanically, but electrically as well.  This 
Involves an entirety new principle, never before attempted, and on which basic patents are now 
pending. 

What this remarkable instrument is and does. 

The "Electro" Codoghone is positively the only instrument made that will imitate a 1500 
cycle note exactly as heard in a Wireless receiver, so closely and so wonderfully clear, that Radio 
Iperators gasp in astonishment obese they first hear it.  And you need no receivers over the ears 
to hear the imitation singing spark, which sounds for all the world like a high-pitched distant 
powerful Radio Station.  No. the loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that 
you can hear the sound all ever the room, even if there is a lot of other noise. 

THAT'S NOT ALL.  By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone from the lowest, softest 
»panty, up to the loudest and highest screaming sound can be had in a few seconds. 

FURTHERMORE, this jack-of-all-trades marvel, can be changed instantly into our famous silent 
Badiotone test buzzer, simply by replacing the metal diaphragm with a felt disc, which we toroide 
with every Inutriment. 

FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION.  Using two dry cells for each Instrument, two Codophones when 
sonnected with one wire and return ground, can be used for intercommunication between two houses 
sne- half mile apart.  Any one station can call the other, no switches, no other appliances required. 
No call bell either, the loud-talking phone takes care of this. 

AS AN ARMY TYPE BUZZER.  Last, but not least, two Cadophones with two 75 ohm re-
xlvers can be used to converse over miles of Ene (No. 36 B. & S. Wire), so tine that no one can 
see the wire.  Or you can use a long metallic fence and the ground, or you can communicate over 
your 110 volt line up to several miles, using no wires, only the ground. 

Full directions how to do all this furnished with each instrument. 
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, consisting of key and sounder. 

which Is all right to learn the telegraph code but not the wireless codes. 
The "Electro" Codophone Is a handsome, well made instrument, fool proof, and built for hard 

work.  Contacts are of hard silver Mi inch in diameter, that will outlast the Instrument.  Horn 
and housing is of metal throughout, horn and key lever nickel plated and buffed.  Three new 'Lyle 
metal binding posts are furnished. 

There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelligent young man or did 
lo loare tbe coda within 30 days, practising one-half hour a day. 
S. AEK1999  TIM "Urdu" Codopbone. as described. complete.  Bite: 6%i3z2,4".  

Moping weight 3 lbs. 
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THE "ELECTRO" TELEGRAPH OUTFIT. 

A Complete 2 Station Telegraph Outfit for Only $1.25 
THE LEARNER'S IDEAL 

11 TELEGRAPH CODES. 

No. ABE2904 

2 Instruments $1.25 

While our No. BX1114 and No. BBK1115 Telegraph sets are true repli-
cas of the telegraph Instruments in use all over the world, still their cost 
is such as to make them somewhat prohibitive to the true learner.  The 
"Electro" Is the simplest complete telegraph outfit It is possible to make. 

It consists of TWO STATIONS, for sending and receiving regular tele-
graph messages.  Wire for connection between the two stations is also 
supplied.  Each station consists of a key and a specially adjusted sounder 
which sounds just like a telegraph instrument.  The entire outfit will oper-
ate on one dry battery on short lines and has been successfully used on 
lines one mile long. The "Electro Telegraph," while low in price, is valuable, 
nevertheless, for the lessons in telegraphy and electricity it can teach. 

The "Electro" Telegraph does two things, and does them well, to wit: 
let—One of the instruments if used singly with one dry cell, constitutes 

a complete learner's set.  Any normal person by devoting half an hour a 
day to the study of the codes, can become a telegraph operator within thirty 
days.  By means of the code one can teach oneself telegraphy as well as if 
Wring a course in a school.  Besides the cost is ridiculously luw. 
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2ud—if two instruments are used, between two rooms or between two 
houses, a complete intercommunicating telegraph system is had.  Thus 
two persons can teach each other telegraphy in short order, and soon both 
can converse "over the wire" as well as any two commercial telegraph 

operators.  It is as interest-
ing as it is elevating; besides. 
telegraph  operators  are  in 
great demand right now, and 
any young man or girl will 
not find It difficult in procur-
ing a good position.  Tele-
graph compantes,—Wire and 
Wireless — brokerage offices, 
newspapers,  industrial  cor-
porations  and  hundreds  of 
others have always trouble in 
filling  their open  telegraph 
operator's positions.  Here is 
your chance.  Andrew Car-
negie, Thomas A. Edison, T. 
N. Vail (President of the 

MIER POT  1. .11  Telephone trust) were all tele-
G al à  graph operators once. Lots of 

fna S  STATION 't  information trickles over the 
wire, that boosts good oper-
ators into high positions when 
the time comes. 

It is truly remarkable how this low priced instrument has won favor. 
Being so simple there is naturally nothing to get out of order. As it sounds 
exactly like a regular telegraph sounder it is bound to teach both properly 
and quickly. Being made of substantial and properly put together materials 
It simply must last under all sorts of use, short of abuse.  On account of 
its special connections it does not require sloppy or wasteful gravity cells 
but works on a convenient and low priced dry cell.  If you are at all in-
terested In telegraphy you should have this "Electro" Telegraph Outfit 
the learner's ideal.  Better send for one to-day; the lowest priced complete 
two station telegraph set on the market, barring none. Outfit is supplied in 
a neat box containing 2 SENDING AND RECEIVING STATIONS, WIRE 
POR CONNECTION BET WEEN THE TWO, A CODE CHART, AND COM-
PLETE INSTRUCTIONS for direction, installation and use of the outfit. 
The greatest telegraph bargain ever offered to the public. Size 31/4 x21/4 :2% in. 

This outfit can be operated by any of our dry cells. 

$e. ABE2409 "Electro" Telegraph Outfit, complete, as described. 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Diagram Muffling Connections 
for Intercommunication. 

$1.25 
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"The Boy's Electric Toys" 
There have been other ek.etrieal experimental wants on the market thus 

far, hut we do not believe that there has ever been produeed anything that 
comes anywhere near appr,,m•hing the new experimental °at e which we 
illustrate herewith. 

No. EX2002 

"The Boy's Electric Toys" is unique In the history of electrical ex-
perimental apparatus, as in the small box which we offer enough material 
is contained TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-FIVE DIF-
FERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any other tools, except a 
screw driver furnished with the outfit.  The box construction alone is quits 
novel, Inasmuch as every piece fits into a special compartment thereby th-
during the young experimenter to he neat and to put the things back from 
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where he took them.  The box contains the following complete instrumenta 
and apparatus which are already assembled: 

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, tele-
phone receiver, electric lamp.  Enough various parts, wire, etc., are fur-
nished to make the fullowiug apparatus: 

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, *lecWic hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, con-

 , sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage 
battery, shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric evening machine, elec-
tric buzzer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man. 
electric Jumping Jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendu-
lum, electric butterfly, thernio electric motor, visual telegraph, etc.. etc. 

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more 
apparatus can be built actually and efiectually. 

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments 
that can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illus-
trated with superb illustrations.  We lay particular stress on the fact that 
no other materials, goods or supplies are necessary to perform any of the 
one hundred experiments or to make any of the 25 apparatus.  Everything 
can be constructed and accomplished by means of this outfit, two hands, 
and a screw driver.  Moreover this is the only outfit on the market to-day 
in which there is included a complete chromic acid plunge battery, with 
which each and everyone of the experiments can be performed.  No other 
source of current is necessary. 

Moreover, the outfit has complete wooden bases with drilled holes in their 
proper places, so that all you have to do, is to mount the various pieces by 
means of the machine screws furnished with the set. 

The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of 
finished articles ready to use at once. 

The box alone is a masterpiece of work on acceunt of its various in-
genious compartments, wherein every piece of apparatus fits. 

Among the finished material the following parts are included:  Chromic 
salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different 
lengths), a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of 
machine screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, 
binding posts, screw driver, etc., etc.  The instruction book is so clear 
that anyone can make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section 
of the instruction book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to 
acquaint the layman with all important facts in electricity in a simple 
manner. 

All instruments and all materials are well finished and tested before 
leaving the factory.  We guarantee satisfaction. 

We wish to emphasize the fact that anyone who goes through the vari-
ous experiments will become proficient in electricity and will certainly 
acquire an electrical education which cannot be duplicated except. by 
frequenting an electrical school for some months. 

The size over all of the outfit is 14 z 9 z 2%. 

No.  EX2002  "The  Boy's 
Electric  Toys," outfit 
as described. $5.00  

Shipping weight 
8 lbs. 

Just a few things that 
can be made with "THE 
BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS." 
We  have not  the space 
available to show all the 
other hundreds that can 
be made with this outfit 
and two hands. 
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Student's Chromic Plunge Battery 
Here is the first low priced, as well as 

fool-proof chromic acid battery on the mar- b  
ket.  It is a little wonder, and for the  ye 
small price we ask for it, it stands un-
matched. 

It is an ideal battery for electrical ex-
perimental work where a very powerful 
current is not required.  This battery will 
light a 2 volt lamp for several hours on one 
charge; it will run a small toy motor sur-
prisingly well; it will do small electro-
plating work; it is ideal for testing work; 
it gives a fairly steady current, and as the 
zinc electrode can be pulled clear of the 
electrolyte, no materials are used when 
battery stands idle. 

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well 
as a highly porous carbon to ensure a stead-
ier current.  We furnish enough chromic 
salts for 4 charges. Full directions for oper-
ation and care of battery are Included. 
Each battery tests 2 volts and 10 amperes 
when set up fresh.  Not over 2 amperes 
should be drawn from battery continuously. 
By using six or eight of these batteries, a 
great many experiments can be performed. 
No solution can rua out of this battery if 
upset by accident.  This makes it an ideal 
portable battery, such as for operating a 
bicycle lamp, or as other portable lamp, 
where a powerful light is not required, for 
boy scouts' field telegraph work, operating 
telegraph outfits, etc., etc.  Size over all is 
5 x 2 inches. 
No. EH999  Student's Chromic  

Plunge Battery .... 
Shipping weight 1 lb. 

Ne. 998 Carbon Rod with Binding Post, for above battery, each..  
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

No. 997 Amalgamated Zinc Rod with Binding Post, for above, each $0.15  
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

"Electro" Solenoid 
The little Solenoid electro-magnet which 

we present herewith is the same as that 
used in our "Boys' Electric Toy Outfit." 
It has been built especially for experi-
mental purposes and can be relied upon in 
all respects.  This is the only Solenoid con-
structed on this principle.  The magnet 
heads are heavy fibre and the wire convolu-
tions are wound on a brass tube which latter 
is rigidly attached to the fibre coil heads, 
making it absolutely impossible for the coil 
heads to pull off.  This feature for experi-
mental purposes is quite an important one. 
The Solenoid Is wound with green magnet  No. CH400 
wire, giving it an attractive appearance.  It is quite powerful, lifting 21,6 to 
3 pounds on two dry cells with a U-shaped core.  We especially recommend 

No. EK999 

50c 
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"Electro" Solenoid —Continued 
it for building toy engines, for sucking up steel rods, for general experi-
menting, etc.  Resistance is 3 ohms.  The size over all is 1% in. x 1 in. 

Shipping weight 4 oz.  $0.30 
No. CK4110 "Electro" Solenoid, as described, each   

WE ABE IN A POSITION TO FIGURE ON ALL HINDS OF 
SOLENOIDS AND ELECTRO-MAGNETS.  WE ARE BUILDING 
CONSTANTLY, ELECTRO-MAGNETS IN SMALL AS WELL AS 

LARGE QUANTITIES.  GET OUR PRICES FIRST. 

Storage Batteries We  kno w 
that  everyone 
having dry cells 
s  dissatisfied 
because  such 
batteries do not 
last for continu-
ous work where 
a steady strong 
current  is  re-
quired.  Nearly 
ev e r y body 
wants  storage 
batteries,  b u t 
the price (three 
to  six  dollars 
for a small cell) 
makes  it  pro-
hibitive for the 
buyer. 

With  these 
facts  in  mind 
we  have  con-
structed a bat-
tery  that,  de-
spite of its un-
usually  1 o w 

TYPE R. E.  TYPE H. O.  price, is the best 
that money can buy.  See our guarantee—that's all we ask. 

For seven years we sold these batteries, but they were not sealed up 
and the acid would evaporate and spill.  The demand for a sealed battery 
has been growing every year and we abandoned the open type in favor 
of the sealed type. 

The plates, with, our twelve years' experience in making them are the 
same reliable ones as used in our No. HX555 6 V. 60 A. H. battery.  The 
same is true of the jar, separator and other material used.  We furnish 
these batteries without acid.  It can be obtained from any druggist.  To 
mix the acid proceed as follows:  In a clean porcelain vessel pour live 
parte (by bulk) of distilled or rain water.  Into this pour under constant 
stirring one part of chemically pure sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) 66 
degrees Beaume.  If the solution has cooled, test it with a hydrometer 
such as our No. BEMS.  It should now read 1260 degrees specific gravity. 
The electrolyte is then carefully poured into each cell through the open-
ing by removing the porcelain vent stopper until it stands 14 inch over the 
top of plates.  Battery should then be charged as per directions.  Com-
mercial acid or hydrant water should under no circumstances be used; it 
will spoil the battery in a few weeks.  It is a good plan for owners to 
recharge their batteries once every two weeks, no matter if run down or 
not.  This treatment will keep batteries in perfect shape and they will last 
much longer.  When battery stands idle for over a month, first discharge 
same and recharge again. 

IM M 
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Type R. E. should be charged with a steady current of two amperes 
for ten hours.  It will then give twenty ampere hours, that is a current 
of one ampere strong for twenty hours long, or two amperes for ten 
hours.  Type II. O. should be charged with two amperes for five hours. 
Its capacity Is ten A.  It will run, for instance, a small motor which 
takes one ampere, ten hours at a stretch.  Battery must then be charged 
again, after which it will give the same output hundreds of times over. 
We guarantee all our plates for two years if handled as per our in-
structions.  To charge cent,: Only direct current can be used.  Any elec-
trician in your town who has charge of a private plant will be glad to 
charge your cells.  The usual rate is ten to fifteen cents per cell.  If you 
have direct current on your premises you can charge the battery yourself. 
We sell charging attachments for any voltage and give explicit directions 
with same.  When ordering state voltage of your line.  If you have alter-
nating current it will be impossible to charge storage cells unless our 
"Electro" Lytle rectifier No. EX12500 is used, which changes .the alter-
nating current to direct.  If you have no current available, do not try 
to charge with dry cells.  The dry cells would be spoiled inside of one 
hour.  The charging voltage must always be higher than the combined 
voltage of the batteries.  A fully charged storage cell, with charging cur-
rent turned on has 2.5 volts.  When the charging current is taken off the 
voltage of cell will drop at once to 2.2.  This is correct.  Three small Type 
II. O. yells will run any of our coils up to 1% inch.  Coils from 2 to 4 
Inch need 5 cells of type R. E. 

TESTING 
The only reliable way to test a storage battery Is by means of a low 

reading voltmeter such as our No. AX4301.  If the experimenter wants to 
know how far the battery Is run down, the voltmeter readings should only 
be taken when the battery is actually working.  Other tests are of no 
value whatever, as a storage battery, even if run down altogether previ-
ously, will nearly always register two volts per cell, on open circuit, 
as it is well known that accumulators always recuperate when standing 
unused.  If they are put to work, however, the voltage immediately drops. 
Therefore, "Open" readings are of no value.  The owner of a storage 
battery should always test It before starting in to use it: it will save 
lam much annoyance.  Each cell should be tested individually, as this is 
the only reliable way. 

A storage battery—no matter what make—will stop working very 
abruptly and without any warning at all.  This generally puzzles the 
layman a good deal, and, of course, he blames it all on the battery, as he 
cat lllll t account for the drop.  If he would have taken a voltmeter reading 
before starting in to use the battery he would have found that the cells 
registered about 1.55 volts each. 

Never test an accumulator with an ammeter—that Is, never connect the 
instrument directly across the battery.  It is a "dead short circuit," and 
is not alone very harmful to the cell, but it will burn out the instrument. 
No. BEK1251  Complete cell, type R. E., SEALED UP (see illustration), 20 

ampere hours, 2 volts, containing 1 positive and 1 negative 
plate, with hard rubber connecting posts not affected by acid, 
separators, rubber bands, porcelain vent, directions; weight 
when tilled uith acid, 4 lbs., size of glass Jar 6x6x1  $2.50  
in. each   

Shipping weight 7 lbs. $0.50 
No. EK1251a Glass Jar for R. E. cell, 6x6x1 in   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
No. AEK1252  Complete cell, type II. O., SEALED UP (see illustration). 

10 ampere hours, 2 volts, containing 1 positive and 1 negative 
plate, with hard rubber connecting posts not affected by acid, 
separators, rubber bands, porcelain vent, directions; weight 
of cell with acid, 3 lbs., sire of glass Jar 6x3x1 In.,  $1.50 
each   

Shipping weight 5 lbs. $0.45 
No. DK1252a Glass Jar for H. O. cell, lix3x1 In.   

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
TYPE R. E. & TYPE H. 0, BATTERIES ARE BOLD WITHOUT CHARG-

ING LIQUID 
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Portable Storage Batteries 
ACCUMULATORS 

STORAGE batteries of the portable type are coming more in favor every 
day.  They are vastly more efficient and economical than dry cells, 
give an even as well as powerful current, and supply electricity 

cheaper than any other form of battery. 
Many people make a serious mistake by considering the first cost of a 

storage battery as excessive, but a second's reflection will prove that it 
should not be considered at all. A concrete example shows this best: 

Suppose electricity is required in an automobile for ignition.  Six 
volts is the usual voltage.  The cost of 6 good, dry cells to supply this 
current is from $1.80 to $2.40.  If the automobile is used steadily such a 
set of dry cells will last about 30 to 40 days.  This is ettuivaient to about 
800 miles run.  If any attempt is made to run lights from dry cells, their 
.ife is, of course, very much shorter.  It is safe to say that the average auto 
iwner will use from 6 to 8 sets of dry cells a year, at a cost of from 
$9.00 to $12.00.  At the end of that period HE HAS NOTHING TO SHO W 
FOR IT, as the dead dry cells are thrown away as quickly as they are 
used up. 

Compare a storage battery with the above case.  Our No, 11X555 8 volt 
60 A.H. battery costs $8.00.  When you receive it from us it is FULLY 
CHARGED and is good for 1,000 miles, supplying ignition only.  You 
can, in addition to this, run from 2 to 4 headlights and a tail light from 
the same battery at the-same time, but, of course, the charge won't last 
as long then.  When the battery is run down, any garage in the country 
will recharge it from 20 cents to 25 cents.  Recharging it 8 times a year 
costs you, therefore, fiem $1.20 to $2.00.  If you recharge it yoursjif in 
connection with our No. EX12500 rectifier, the actual cost of current IS 
LESS THAN 10 CENTS FOR EACH CHARGE.  Recharging It 8 times per 
year then costs you but from $0.60 to $0.80, AND AT THE END OF THE 
YEAR YOU STILL HAVE YOUR BATTERY. 

If you require a low voltage current, where steadiness and power 
is a prime factor, our storage batteries will positively save you a great 
deal of money each year. 

Our batteries have proved a wonderful success for the following 
purposes: 

Automobile and motor boat ignition, automobile, motor boat and yacht 
lighting, running dental motors, physicians' cautery and medical batteries, 
WIRELESS SPARK COILS, for all kinds of experimental work, electro 
plating, operating window display motors, CAMP AND TENT LIGHTING, 
operating X-Ray coils, bed-room lighting, stable, barn and stair lighting. 
lighting children's bed-rooms, where gas, ell or candles are dangerous, 
PORCH LIGHTS, garden and lawn lighting with colored lamps for pic-
nics and fetes, etc., BUGGY LIGHTING, classroom work, and a thousand 
other uses apparent to most anyone. 

The current obtained from a storage battery is so wonderfully steady 
and even that you will positively never use any other form of current 
once you bave tried our storage batteries.  We are very confident of this 
statement. 

Guaranteed "Electro" Storage Batteries 
We are the first electrical mall order bouse in the country to offer 

the following broad guarantee on all of our storage batteries.  No such 
guarantee bas ever appeared in print: 

W E GUARANTEE EACH AND EVERY ONE OF OUR STORAGE BAT-
TERIES FOR ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE.  WE WILL 
REPLACE ANY STORAGE BATTERY RETURNED TO US DURING 
THAT TIME, FOR A NE W ONE FREE OF ANY CHARGES.  WE WILL 
NOT ASK ANY QUESTIONS, PROVIDING THE BATTERY REACHES 
US UNBROKEN, AS IT GOES WITHOUT SAYING THAT W E CANNOT 
CONSIDER AN EXCHANGE IF THE BATTERY IS RUINED, DUE TO 
AN  EXCESSIVE  DROP,  OR  HAS  BEEN  OTHER WISE  GROSS M 
ABUSED. 

-,••• • 
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W E FURTHERMORE GUARANTEE TO DELIVER THE BATTERY 
'10 YOU FULLY CHARGED AND IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION.  IF 
IT SHOULD BE DAMAGED IN TRANSIT W E WILL BE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR SUCH  DAMAGE AND  WILL  SEND  YOU A NE W  BATTERY, 
CHARGES PREPAID, PROVIDING YOU ADVISE IS. AS WEIAL AS THE 
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, WITHIN Xe HOURS AFTER RECEIPT 
OF THE SHIPMENT. 

THE ABOVE IS THE STRONGEST AND BROADEST GUARANTEE 
ON STORAGE BATTERIES EVER MADE IN THIS COUNTRY. 

Why this unusual guarantee?  For the reason that we have more ex-
perience in building storage batteries than any other mall order house in 
the IT. S.  Our Mr. H. Gernsback—an expert in storage battery building— 
has been making storage batteries since 1003. 

Only the best materials are used in the construction of our storage 
batteries, only skilled workmen are employed in turning them out.  Our 
large factory using improved machinery and labor saving devices, makes 
it possible for us to turn out GUARANTEED STORAGE BATTERIES, at 
prices from 15 per cent. to 25 per cent, less than our competitors. 

Only thoroughly selected and tested materials are used.  The plates 
are made of the highest grade lead.-antimony alloy.  Our red lead and 
litharge used in filling the plates is produced in a factory that makes 
nothing but these two articles.  The rubber jars we use have walls over 
3/32 in. thick, and bottoms % in. thick.  We do not use glass Java encased 
in wood in our portable cells.  If we did we could never guarantee safe 
delivery to you.  Glass jars cost 50 to 60 per cent, less, but we prefer 
hard rubber.  We use a high grade sealing compound, in which the hard 
rubber jars are sealed in.  This compound is elastic, and acid proof, yet 
will not crack in the winter, nor run in the summer. 

Short circuiting of our plates is out of the question as the specially 
treated separators which we use between the plates, make such a thing 
an utter impossibility. 

Our carrying cases are made of treated, acid proof oak, which will 
last for years.  ALL OUR TERMINALS ARE OF LEAD WITH BRASS 
BUSHINGS INSIDE, corrosion of terminals, therefore, the old storage 
battery bugaboo is entirely eliminated. 

Our vent tubes, as well as the vents, are made of hard rubber and 
will never deteriorate.  We use a patent vent, which makes spilling of 
acid, even in transit, an utter impossibility.  The carrying handles are 
enameled and made of best Bessemer steel.  They are arranged in such 
le manner so as to make the carrying a pleaspre, not a hardship.  Full 
directions for charging and handling our batteries are printed on an acid 
proof label, attached permanently to the battery. 

LIFE OF OUR STORAGE BATTERIES 

We are often asked how long our batteries will last under ordinary 
circumstances.  We will try and eeplain: 

If a battery is recharged every two months, and cared for intelligently 
it wiTI be as good as new when it is five years old.  We have batteries all 
over the country which have seen use of over 10 years and they are still 
doing their work faithfully.  We certainly feel  ourselves justified in 
claiming that our batteries will not deteriorate till they are over 6 years 
old.  This is about the average life of a storage battery; our experience 
has proved it to be such. 

SELECTING A STORAGE BATTERY 
The safest way of selecting a storage battery is by knowing what 

the maximum amount of current is that can be drawn steadily without 
injuring the plates.  The following will give this information: 

From a 4(1 A.H. battery not more than  3 amperes should be drawn. 
From a 60 A.H. battery not more than  5 amperes should be drawn. 
From an 80 A.H. battery not more than 8 amperes should be drawn. 
From a 100 A.H. battery not more than 10 amperes should be drawn. 
This, of course, is for continuous work.  Much larger amounts may be 

drawn if it is only for a few minutes at a time, but the above values will 
give beet results in the long run. 
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The "Electro" Storage Batteries 
Used on board of several U. S. battleships.  Same style used in the 

Oldsmobile. Pullman and a number of other high-class automobiles for 
ignition and lighting. 

ENAMEL STEEL I\ 
HAN DLE 

HARD RUBBER 
VE NTS 

gw_lpew 
íII J 

zeic_ _ 

ACID  PROOF 
OAK CASE  NO. HX555 

The 40 A.A. size has a plates in each re  the 60 A.H. size has 5 Oates 
in each cell; the 80 A.H. size has 7 plates in each cell; the 100 Ail, size has 
9 plates in each cell.  The cells are of hard rubber, NOT glass. 

This battery, which was first designed by UB as an automobile bat-
tery (where it meets with the greatest abuse on account of shocks, etc.). 
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is absolutely "fool proof."  There is nothing to get out of order, and with 
ordinary care this battery will last for five years. 

Every experimenter knows that there is pracHcally no equal to a seed 
storage battery.  It is a pleasure to run your coil or other apparatus when 
you know there is lots of "juice" behind it.  Our No. HX555 battery will 
melt a No. 10 B. & S. copper wire and gives about 200 amperes in short 
circuit (although we do not recommend this test as if performed often, 
will weaken the plates).  All batteries come in treated oak cases.  There 
Is absolutely nothing to corrode.  'Batteries shipped fully charged, ready 
to use.  Shipped in strong wooden, non-overturning box.  Full directions 
on every battery. 

Any garage or power plant will recharge any battery for about 25 
cents.  If you have direct current, you can charge it yourself at a cost of 
8-10 cents by using a bank of lamps to cut down the current.  If you have 
110 volts A. C. this battery can be charged through a bank of lamps and 
our No. EX12500 rectifier shown elsewhere. 

It you wish to know more about this wonderful BATT'ERY, send 2e. 
stamp and we will send you our "Treatise on Storage Batteries." 
No. CIK2326 "Electro" Storage Battery, 2 volts, 60 ampere hours,  $4.80  mi. 61/4 x1IY4x71/4  in.  Shipping weight 20 lbs   

This battery is one cell only and has no oak case nor  handle  It 
has two lead binding posts.  The container is hard rubber. 
No. DIE2325 "Electro" Storage  Battery,  4 volts, 40 ampere 

hours, size 7x7z3 % in   $6.30 
Shipping weight 23 lbs. 

No. FFE556 "Electro" Storage  Battery,  6 volts,  40 ampere  $7.50 
hours, size 51/4 z8z8 in   

Shipping 
No. GEK2327 "Electro" Storage  Battery, 4 volis, 60 ampere  $7.50 

hours, size 7%z7f,itz5 in. Shipping weight 28 lbs   
No. HX555 "Electro" Storage Battery, 6 volts, 60 ampere hours,  $8.50 

size 63/4 z8x8 in.  Shipping weight 41 lbs   
No. ABX2328 "Electro" Storage Battery, 6 volts, 80 ampere hours, $12.00 

size 91/4z7x8 in.  Shipping weight 60 lbs   
No. AFEK2329 "Electro" Storage Battery, 6 volts, 100 ampere t 6.00 

hours, sire 12‘7 34z8 in.  Shipping weight 68 lbs.. 
T HESE BATTERIES ARE SENT FULLY CHARGED 

Hydrometers 
When making up solutions for our storage batteries, 

electrolytic rectifiers, the Gernsback interru pter , etc., it 
is absolutely necessary to know the specific gravity of 
the acid solution. 

This can only be ascertained accurately with our 
aydrometer.  Insert the hydrometer in glass (furnished 
by us) and pour the acid in the glass.  When reading 
the scale of the hydrometer a certain value is found. 
If the reading is too high, the solution is too strong, 
and water must be added until the specific gravity is 
correct_  If too low, acid must be added, and so on. 
Our hydrometers are all warranted to be accurate.  They 
come in a wooden box, with acid stand-glass, as illus-
trated.  Size 4%x% in.  Invaluable in every laboratory. 

SCALE FROM 1100 deg. to 1300 deg. $0.30  
No. CK518  Hydrometer, as described, each   

Shipping weight 4 or.  No. C11518 
_ 

Dear Sirs: —  Williamstown, Mass. 
I received your storage battery some time ago and want to tell you 

THAT IT W ORKS JUST AS STATED, ANI) IT'S THE BEST LITTLE 
STORAGE BATTERY 1 HAVE SEEN.  I would now like you to send me 
your Static Machine, for which I enclose money order. 

Yours truly,  DOUGLAS WILD. 
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"Electro" Batterymeters 

No. 11•:1511 

• 

The greatest problem to the 
user of storage batteries is "How 
fully charged or discharged is 
my battery?"  The question of 
overcharge if hot too great is 
not a serious one, but letting a 
battery discharge TOO MUCH Is. 

The batterymeter is based on 
the principle that the density of 
the electrolyte in a storage bat-
tery varies directly as the bat-
tery is charged or discharged. 
For instance, the density of the 
electrolyte  is  found  when  the 
battery is fully charged to be 
1.250 sp. gr. Then  when  the 
reading is taken after the bat-
tery has been used, and it now 

No FR1543  shows a sp. gr. of 1.175 it means 
.  that only 40 per cent. fu 

Shipping weight, each style, 2 lbs. charge rem  of the  llains.  This is readily 
ascertained by a glance at the table accompanying each instrument. Always 
bear in mind that voltmeter readings never tell the true condition of a 
battery.  The operation of the Batterymeter is simple as it is accurate. 
The vent of the battery is removed, the nozzle of the meter placed in the 
liquid and enough liquid is drawn up by suction in the glass tube to float 
the hydrometer.  The reading is then taken and the liquid replaced in 
the battery by applying pressure to the bulb and vent is replaced.  The 
value of the Batterymeter is self-evident, and if you don't want to get 
caught with a completely discharged battery or seriously sulphated one, 
get a Batterymeter at once and see Just how much Juice is left in your 
storage battery.  An invaluable instrument for the automobilist, experi-
menter, electrician, owner of isolated plant. etc., etc. 
No. P111543  Batterymeter, medium grade, length 10 in., hydrometer scale 

15 to 35, Heaume and equivalent specific gravity.  Complete, 
with directions in a neat cardboard box, size 121/2x $0.60 
2x2 1/4  in.  Price, each   

No. 1E1544 Batterymeter.  Latest type,  high grade.  Length  101/2  in. 
hyd  eter scale 1,150 to 1.300 specific gravity.  Complete. 
ulth directions. t'ornes packed in a Wooden box.  Very 
superior In every respect to the medium grade. Box $0.95  
else 103/4 s3x3 in. Price, each   

The "Electro" Pocket Volt and Ammeters 
These little instruments are without doubt 

the most compact and durable meters ever pro-
duced in this country.  They are not alone ex-
tremely accurate, but they are also "dead beat," 
all metal construction.  The finish is the finest 
ever seen on a domestic instrument.  Permanent 
magnet type indicates polarity as well as cur-
rent.  GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR.  It is the 
smallest meter made, diameter 21/4  inches, net 
weight 41/4  oz.  Flexible, detachable lead, with 
contact pointer furnished free.  Range of volt-
meters, 8 volts, ammeters. 30 amperes; combi-
nation. 8 volts. 30 amperes. 

No. 1E4300 "Electro" ammeter,  as 
described, each    

No. ABE4301 "Electro" voltmeter, as 
described, each    

No. ADE4302 "Electro" Volt-ammeter, 
Shipping weight, any style, 1 lb. 

$0.95 
$1.25 
$1.45 
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The "Electro" Storage Battery Meters 
This meter is so called  because when 

properly connected to a storage battery cir-
cuit it will not only show the quantity of 
current passing through the circuit but also 
show whether the battery is charging or dls-
•harging.  The normal position of the needle 
on this ammeter is in the centre and the 
needle going to the left indicates that the 
battery is discharging, while a deflection to 
the  right  indicates  the  battery  is  being 
charged. 

The Electro Storage Battery Meter has 
notified  many a storage battery owner of 
trouble in his charging plant in time to save 
the battery and it will do as much for you. 
'1'he meter is for direct current only 2% in. 
In diameter and TA in. thick.  It is made for  No. AIE1620 
switchboard mounting for which purpose 2 
studs are provided, each having 2 nuts and washers for connections and 
fastening.  All metal parts are brass highly nickel plated and polished. 
Only supplied in one scale, 15-0-15.  The mechanism is of the permanent 
magnet type, serviceable, accurate and above all durable.  This meter is 
particularly useful on small lighting plants such as are used on automo-
biles, launches, small houses, etc., etc. 
No. AIE1620 Electro Storage Battery Meter. Scale 15-0-15 gunperee $1 .95 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

The "Electro" Volt and Ammeters 

These instruments are of a lighter type than the 
ones mentioned elsewhere, and can be used where 
much  space is not  available.  The thickness of 
these instruments when mounted is % inch.  They 
are especially adapted for use where they have to 
Stand  rough  handling, and they will always be 
found to register correctly.  They are used exten -
sively in automobiles, small motor launches, mov-
able wireless telegraph stations, etc.  They have 2 
solid brass studs, I% in. long, with nuts and wash-
ers, leading out from back of meter, and connec-
[Iona can  be effected very easily.  The working 
parts are the same as the Style "A" meters. These 
little gauges should not be Judged by their low price.  Meters have hand 
calibrated dial... Finished in finest niekel plate. 

NO. CAE1041 

WORK ON D. C. ONLY 

No. CAE1041.  Voltmeter, Style B, Volts 1-12, 1% in. face   $3.15 
No. CCE1041A  Ammeter, Style B, Amperes 1-15, 1% in. face   $3.30 
rit n e—We are in an especially favorable position to quote you on any 
special meters you may require.  'MI us what you want in the way of 
meters and we will quote you prices on quality instruments that will not 
only interest you but show you that E. I. Co. prices are always the lowest 
and delivery the best.  Send for a quotation to-day. 

A complete chapter on "METERS AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS" 
is contained in the "EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICITY couRere in 20 
lessons,  which  is given M EE with  one year's  subscription  to  the 
..Electrical Experimenter Magazine."  See announcement on back cover 
qf catalog. 
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The "Electro" Magnets 
(Patented Dec. 20, '10.) 

For Sounders, Bells, Relays and Wireless Instruments, 
etc.  Illustration fell size. 

Our "Electro" Magnets are well made with libre 
ends.  Copper wire used being double cotton covered. 
Magnets are covered with mottled paper.  The core 
Is of very best soft Norwegian Iron, and each core 
at the top has a silver contact riveted into same 
as shown, which may be used for making contact. 
This is an important feature patented by us and 
serves to make a contact which of course eliminates 
another contact arm or standard. 

Size over all 15/16 by P,4; diameter of core 
% inches.  Three styes carried in stock. 

BK01107 "Electro" Magnet, 20 
ohms   

No. 8E01108  "Electra" Magnet, 50 
ohms   

No. CK01109 "Electro" Magnet, 75 
alms   

$0.20 
$0.25 
$0.30 

Shipping weight, each style. ' c. No. BK01107 

Carbon Grains and Balls for Telephone 

No. 1001 
ELECTRO 
t'Ry MITERY 

110. DIE.1001 

Transmitters 
These grains and balls are of the bet grade Callum, the sanie as used in 

telephones. 
AE6085  One bottle carbon grains    

Shipp:rig weight 4 oz  
No. 8E6075  One bottle granulated carbon bags  

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Zinc Spark Ball 
For wireless high frequency and other experiments. 

114 in. diameter. 1 in. high, with split brass tube 's 
in. diameter, highly polished. $0 .25 

No. 13E6018  Zinc Spark Ball. each.  • 
Shipping weight 4 oz. 

$0.15 
$0.25 

ho. 8E6013 

The "Electro" Dry Battery 
'Phis is one of the best batteries ever manufactured and 

we do not believe a better one can possibly be manufactured 
for the price.  This battery, which is in extensive use in 
the trade, sells entirely upon its merits.  It is a well-known 
fact that most dry batteries when standing on the shelf 
unused for a short period quickly degenerate and lose most 
of their power, as the local action is too strong; the "Electro." 
however, can stand idle for a considerable length of time 
without disintegrating, as there is absolutely no local action 
when battery is ,,ot in actual use. 

A very impot tent point about this battery Is that It can 
be partially recharged quite easily when once run down, and 
we guarantee that. It will come up to nearly its original 
standard when thus fully recharged.  Any one can do it. 
This battery gives 11/2  volts and from IS to 20 amperes.  This 
information will only be given with battery purchase. 
No. D KI001 "Electro" Dry Battery.  Size 2%.6 In.  

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
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The "Electro"-Lytic Rectifier 
This  article  fills  a demand, 

which of late has become burning. 
For the past years we have been 
flooded with mail to supply a rec-
tifier to change alternating current 
to 'direct.  As is well known, ener-
vating current can not be used to 
charge storage batteries and for a 
great many other purposes also, di-
rect current only can be used. This 
especially is the ease with spark 
coils for wireless, etc.  On the other 
hand, the experimenter who has an 
alternating  current  supply,  when 
using  our  rectifier  can  perform 
many experiments otherwise impos-
sible. 

Our rectifier works on any cycle 
alternating current up to 110 volts.  .7,• O. } lis 
It must be used in connection with 
a lamp or water resistance and cannot be connected to the current supply 
without the resistance in series with it.  The efficiency of the 4 jar 
rectifier is 85%, AND THERE IS NO LEAKAGE such as le usually found 
in other rectifiers.  The 4 jar rectifier furthermore usEs BOTH SIDES 
OF THE CYCLE, which accounts for the high efficiency.  Of course, a 
one or two jar outfit may be used successfully, and EVEN ONE JAR 
ALONE rectifies alternating current to direct but the efficiency is neces-
sarily low, as only one half of each cycle is used. 

However, for experiments using little current, the one jar type is very 
satisfactory.  The 4 jar type passes as much as 5 amperes and can be 
used continuously (as for instance charging storage cells) with 2% amperes. 
The one and two jar types pass 1/3 of the above amperage.  Our rectifiers 
come ready for use.  All you have to do is to dissolve the salts in HOT 
water and fill in jars and the rectifier is ready.  The 4 jar type comes 
with a wooden tray (see illustration) which holds the jars.  No tray  is 
furnished if Jars are  ought separately.  The covers are of heavy porce-
lain with polarity marks in plain sight.  Binding posts are hard rubber, 
impossible to short-circuit or to shock you.  The lead and aluminum 
plates are very substantial and the latter will last for months.  If used 
up they can be renewed at small cost and replaced with new ones In a 
few minutes. 

New aluminum plates will not be sold separately except to users of 
the rectifier. When ordering renewal plates it is ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED 
that you give us your order number or date of purchase. 

OTHER PARTS ARE NOT SOLD.  Directions and diagrams only fur-
nished with rectifier.  Every rectifier is guaranteed. 
No. EX12500 Four Jar rectifier, as described, with tray   

Size 8%x10%x10%.  Shipping weight 30 lbs. 
No. ABE12501 One Jar rectifier, as described   

Size 81.5%.  Shipping weight 5 lbs. 
No. BK12502  Renewal aluminum or lead plates, each   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. REIV.:03  Renewal salts (charge for one jar)   

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. DKI2504  Glass Jar for rectifier, size 41/2 ze% in   

Shipping weight 4 lbs. 

$5.00 
$1.25 
$0.20 
$0.25 
$0.40 

Dear Sirs: —  Portland. Ore. 
I received my Rectifier in very good condition and I am pleased to tell 

you that it is working fine.  WALTER OLSON. 
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The "Electro" Rheostat-Regulator 
PORCELAIN BASE 
(PATENTED FEB. 1, 1910.) 

This little current regulator 
makes a valuable addition to any 
wireless set where it is used to 
regulate the battery current. 

With battery lamps it is very 
valuable, where it is used to pre-
vent the lamps from burning out 
on account of too strong a cur-
rent, etc. 

In connection with small mo-
tors it will  regulate the speed 
more accurately and more grad-
ually than could be done by any 
other means.  This feature makes 
It  very  desirable  for  Dentists. 
Doctors, and all those who need 
an effective regulator.  In connec-
tion with cautery work it is in-
dispensable, as any degree of heat 
can be obtained,—due to the very 
fine regulation. 

One of its real values Is in providing a small field regulator for small 
motors, and dynamos giving in that way a voltage and speed regulation 
not obtainable with the usual type of expensive step type rheostats. 

It also makes an excellent automobile lamp dimmer where it can be 
used to cut down the glare yet not dim the lamp enough to eut down 
the light too much.  This Is a fault of many of the present auto dim-
mers now in use. 

Advantages over other small rheostats: Gradual and accurate regula-
tion of current: great current capacity; little heating. resistance coil air-
cooled: no concealed parts: impossible to get out of order.  PORCELAIN 
BASE.  CANNOT BURN NOR CHAR. 

For electro-plating work it will be found Indispensable.  A gradual 
Increase of current is especially necessary for line work. 

The wire used In this regulator is the finest imported high resistance 
wire.  It will positively not rust, break nor bend, even under a constant 
load of 3 amperes.  This we guarantee in every instance.  The groove 
which holds the spiral is (  shaped (PATENTED), which makes it im-
possible for the coil to fall out or become dislocated once wound in place 
Large hard rubber handle (1 in, diameter) is provided, allowing rapid and 
smooth turning of switch blade.  Don't nee a rheostat with the resistance 
wound on fibre that will smoke and smell as soon as current is turned on 

Resistance is 10 ohms.  Maximum capacity, 3 amperes continually: size. 
4 inches diameter, thickness of base 13/16 Inch. 

No, FR5000  Rheostat-Regulator (patrnted). Price 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. 

  $0.60 

A complete chapter on "RECTIPIERS" is contained in the "EXPERI-
MENTAL ELECTRICITY COURSE" in 20 lessons which is given FREE 
with one year's subscription to the "Electrical Experimenter Magazine." 
See announcement on back cover of catalog. 
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The "Electro" Tesla Transformer 
(Patent Applied for) 

We hardly need mention that the Tesla Transformer is one of the 
most marvelous pieces of apparatus ever invented and there are thousands 
of experiments and demonstrations that eau  be performed  with  this 
apparatus. 

We had this transformer under consideration for years before we 
built it and we had to build dozens of different models before a perfect 
apparatus was produced.  We do not 
hesitate to say that for the price 
this apparatus is the greatest bar-
gain ever offered by us.  Although 
it is the lowest priced Tesla Trans-
former In this country it does not 
mean that it is less efficient than 
one costing $50, but as we are manu-
facturing the transformer in ver) 
large quantities it is possible to 
greatly reduce the cost.  The nulan-
facturer who only  builds one  or 
two at a time must ask a great 
deal more than we, making two or  NO. BER7000 
three hundred at a time. 

The construction of this transformer has been simplified to such an 
extent that it is not only absolutely "fool proof" but we guarantee that 
it will do anything and everything any standard Tesla transformer ever 
did, or will do.  The primary is wound with the best imported Pirelli 
cable and the secondary with tile best DOUBLE INSULATED enamel wire. 
The secondary is insulated by solid hard rubber brackets as shown in 
eut. It is also provided with two well finished coil ends.  The insulation 
is absolutely perfect, the base is heavy quartered oak.  Our usual hard 
rubber binding posts are attached as shown. 

The Tesla Transformer is an apparatus which steps up the frequency 
of the secondary of a spark coil, to many hundred times its original value. 
It is this incredibly high frequency that produces the wonderful phenom-
ena you have seen performed on the stage by some clever electrician, all 
of which can be duplicated with our transformer. 

The "Electro" Tesla Transformer can be operated in conjunction with 
the following apparatus; it is of no value without them: 

First, a spark coil or transformer coil; second, a set of condensers; 
third, a spark gap.  One of our 1 In. spark coils Is sufficient to operate 
the transformer, but we would always recommend getting a 2 in. coil 
with which the best results are to be had.  Our 1/4  K. W. transformer coil 
in connection with our Electrolytic Interrupter will give still more won-
derful effects.  Two of our 1% pint Leyden jars n3. ABE9222 or any 
other sending condenser of the RIGHT CAPACITY can be use d in con -
nection with this transformer.  A single spark gap completes the entire 
outfit.  IT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THE TESTA TRANSFORMER 
CANNOT BE USED WITHOUT THE ABOVE MENTIONED ACCESSORIES. 

To get perfect results and to obtain the best possible effects we 
would rrestly recommend the following outfit: 
No. EEK7000 "Electro" Tesla Transformer.  Shipping weight 11 lbs. $5.50 
No. IFK1089  Spark Coll. 2 in.  Shipping weight 8 lbs   9.00 
No, ABE9222 2 Leyden Jars.  Shipping weight 6 lbs   2.50 
No. GE9220 Spark Gap.  Shipping weight 1 lb   0.75 

No. AHCE7001 Outfit complete.  Shipping weight 25 lbs. Total  $18.35 
0 l' ERA TIO N 

The connections are made as shown in dia 
gram.  It is of highest importance that the con-
necting wires from the secondary of the spark 
coil to the Testa Transformer and to the con-
densers, are heavy (not less than No. 14 B. & S.). 
There should be as little wiring as possible, no 
loops or coils, and if possible all wires should 
be of equal length.  When connections are made 

WIRING DIAGRAM 
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The "Electro" Tesla Transformer (Continued) 
as shown, start operating.  First test for spark length of the Teals, by 
attaching two stiff copper or brass wires to the secondary coil leads (see 
illustration No. DER7000).  Leave a gap of about 2 inches between the 
two wires.  Then start the coll.  If the Tesla spark is not long enough, 
the spark gap must be adjusted, until best results are obtained.  It is 
important that the zinc spark plugs have POINTED ENDS.  Plugs with 
flat ends cannot be used.  A few minutes experimenting will give the 
right Tesla spark.  It gives a crackling noise, which becomes louder as 
the spark of the zinc spark gap is lengthened. 

All Testa experiments should be performed in absolute darkness, as 
then the best results are obtained.  When everything is adjusted and 
Working right, the wires leading from the secondary (Fig. EEK7000) give 
a bl•te brush.  This works best when there Is no spark discharge between 
the wires. 

Next take off all wires from the Tesla Secondary, which we will call 
'I'. B. hereafter.  Operate apparatus and both coil ends of the T. S. 
will show the "Fire Wheel."  The brush composing the wheels actually 
turns in unison with the interruptions of the spark coil.  Next take a 
piece of metal (anything will do), and, holding it in your band, approach 
one of the T. S.  You will observe a large brush as you approach, or 
a spark from 2 to 3 inches long will jump into the metal piece without 
you experiencing the slightest sensation. 

Although  the voltage of such  discharges runs  into  the  hundred 
thousands, it is harmless.  A spark can also be drawn with the bare hand 
without harm, although it stings a little.  Touch one of the T. S. with 
a piece of metal which you hold in your hand.  With the other hand 
approach slowly and carefully the other T. S.  About 4 or 5 inches away 
from it, a large beautiful brush will be drawn from the hand, very weird 
in character.  Geissler and Testa tubes light up when brought near the 
Tesla Transformer, without actually touching any part of it.  They are 
usually operated by holding one end of the tube in the hand and drawing 
a spark into the other end of the tube by approaching one of the T. S. 
Ground one of the T. 8, and attach a piece of wire to the other T. S. 
An enormous brush will be observed on the free wire.  Another inter-

esting experiment la performed by 
running  two fairly  stiff copper 
wires parallel to each other and 
about 2-4 inches apart (Fig. 1). 
When  the  frequency  is  high 
enough  the  space  between  the 
wires  will be  filled  with  light, 
while the ends will show a flame-
like discharge.  Small flames also 
play continuously on both sides of 
the wires. 

Two rings formed of copper 
wire, the small ring placed into 
the larger one, and both connected 
to the poles of the transformer, 
will show a very pretty discharge 
(Fig. 2).  A similar experiment is 
performed  by forming two stiff 
wire loops, of heavy copper wire. 
The two loops are placed one into 
the other, and both are in the same 
plane.  The space between the two 
loops will be filled with light when 
the coil is in operation (Fig. 3). 

In Fig. 4, R. R. represents two 
thin hard rubber sheets.  A thin 
silk covered wire, No. 36, B. & S., 
is glued in form of a name on the 
face of each sheet.  The back of 
the sheets is covered with a piece 

of tinfoil.  Both are connected by a thin wire, C.  The terminals of the 

•  2 
k  1 

E.I.Co.N 

4,1 
T. 
- -A   

TESLA EXPERIMENTS 
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transformer lead to the name or characters as Indicated in the illustration. 
After a little experimenting the point will be found where the name or 
characters will stand out brilliantly. 

Fie 5 shows another experiment to be produced in the dark.  A very 
thin, bare copper wire%attacheAl to one end of the transformer, iotates 
In a circle.  The length of the bare wire must be ascertained by experi-
ment.  • 

A short 'piece of thin, cotton covered copper wire when attached to 
one end uf the transformer is enveloped in a beautiful light discharge. 
(Pig. (L) 

These coils can bc used to advantage for all kinds of work where 
high tension turrents are required, such as wireless telegraphy, lighting 
tleissler and X-ray tubes, anti for other interesting experiments 

Size of base IC in. by 7 in.  Height over all 61/1 in.  Shipping weight 
ll lbs. $5.50No. EEK7000 **Electro" Teas Transformer, as described   

The "Electro" Nickel Plating Outfit 
We pride ourselves to be the first eon-

cern in this c  try to offer for sale a 
m all nickel plating outfit within the reach 
of everybody. 

Please do not take this outfit for a 
toy, as it is able to do ail kinds of small 
work just as thoroughly as any nickel-
plater could do it.  It ¿loes not differ: in 
any respect front commercial outfits, except 
in size.  If you live in n small town you 
can earn quite a little during your spare 
time  by  nickel plating  small  objects for 
which work there is always a ready de-
mand.  Our outfit for neatness and effi-
ciency is untuatehed.  It has two heavy 
nickel  Anodes,  heavy  suspension  frame 
resting on the glass tank and three con-
nection roils.  The object or objects to be 
plated are hung by means of copper wires, 
on the central rod. and as there are two 
Anodes, a uniformly tine deposit is ob-
tained tbat cannot be inatehed.  Geod plat-
ing can be done within 15 minutes, heavier 
plate from 20 to 30 minutes.  The Anodes 
are very substantial in size and will last 
fur months. 

The size of the tank is 3,14x4x6 In., and 
the largest object that can be plated with this outfit should not measure 
over 35?,x2t4x5 in  

To operate the outfit we recommend 3-4 of our No. BGEIOCk10 Gordon 
Batteries.  With these the outfit can be worked for a long period.  Dry 
cells cannot be used under any circumstances.  Any battery giving from 
3-6 volts und from 5-10 amperes STEADY eunnENT can be used. 

If you do not care to polish the work by band we recommend our 
utility motor No. AC'N325.  You will  then have a complete commercial 
outfit anti you can turn out work rapidly. 

Our outfit is greatly reeommentled to Jewelers, schools, repair shops, 
garages, electricians and all those desiring to do nickel plating economically. 

.Complete printed instruetions come with eneh set. 
No. BEK7500  "Electra" Nickel Plating Outfit (without batteries)  $2.50 c pie* e   

Shipping  weight 4 lbs.  
No. GK7501  Extra Anodes, each   

Shipping weight 4 oz.  
No. EK7502  extra Bottle Nickel salts, each   

Shipping weight 1 lb.  
No. DK7503  Extra Glass T mk, size 3P5esx4x5 in_ each   

Shinning weight 3 Ils. 
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The "Electro" Galvanometer 
F ROM the time  that galvanic  electricity 

was first found to possess the power of 
deflecting a magnetic needle to the present 
time the galvanometer has been used for the 
detection  and  measurement of minute and 
even large quantities of electric current, as 
a voltmeter, etc.  The "Electro" galvanometer 
very adequately fills the bill of the experi-
menter who requires a cheap but good cur-
rent detector as well as a polarity indicator. 
etc.  The number of experiments in which 
the galvanometer can  be  used are almost 
countless and when the low price is con-
sidered we are sure you will not care to be 
without so valuable an article.  Galvanometer 
has a compass 1% inches in diameter and is mounted on a polished hard 
wood base 314x3I/4 Inches in size with binding posts for connections. 
real useful bargain. 
No. D1L1376 The "Electro" Galvanometer as described 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

NO. DK1.376 

The "Electro" Lighting Plants 

$0.40 

Adapted to launches, automobiles, private houses, moving picture thea-
tres, shows and bungalows. 

We have been literally flooded with inquiries for prices on complete 
electric lighting plants for various purposes, and so have finally developed 
a new and improved line embodying the most up-to-date principles and 
eliminating the weak point of all others. 

These lighting plants are used in connection with our marvelously 
efficient Tungsten filament lamps, which give 1 C.I'. for every watt delivered 
by the dynamo.  We have spared no expense in getting together the very 
beet of retiable apparatus for this work: The dynamo is similar to that used 
by the U. S. Government, as is also our special air-cooled 2 cycle gasoline 
engine. 

The storage battery is our well known "Electro" 6 volt, 60 ampere hour 
size, and on the larger size plants any number of them can be connected in 
series or multiple to give the desired output.  Our automatic cut-out of the 
magnetic type has been developed for automatically preventing the battery 
from discharging back through the dynamo, if the latter's speed and con-
sequently its voltage, falls below that of the battery at any time. 

Electric lights are the safest and most convenient illuminant known to 
man, at the present time.  Their cost is lower, all things considered, than 
any other forms of illumination; oil lamps are extremely dangerous and 
moreover very unhealthy.  Do you know that one gas light consumes as 
much oxygen in one hour from the air in a room as six full grown people? 
Do you know that more fires are caused annually by the careless use of 
matches, oil lamps, etc., than all other causes put together?  This is a fact 
proved by Insurance and Fire statistics. 

In figuring on lighting outfits, the following rules will be of service. 
The watts are obtained by multiklying the volts by the amperes. Conversely, 
the volts or the amperes, are found by dividing the watts by the known 
quantity.  About 2.8 volts dynamo voltage should be allowed for each stor-
age cell to be charged in series.  On dynamo outfits without batteries, the 
lamp voltage should correspond to that of the dynamo.  On battery and 
dynamo outfits combined, the lamp voltage should be the same as that of 
the battery. 

We have arranged for lighting outfits In various combinations of equip-
ment, so that practically all ordinary requirements are covered.  The indi-
vidual apparatus is also listed separately, so that the engine, dynamo, etc., 
may be purchased as desired by the customer. 

In the following description the most important apparatus will be 
explained: 
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SWITCHBOARD 
Our Lighting Plant Switchboard here shown is 

made up of an insulating panel, upon which are 
mounted the various instruments and controlling de-
vices for operating our lighting sets.  A voltmeter 
and ammeter is supplied for reading the dynamo po-
tential, and the charging as well as the discharging 
current from the storage battery.  A No. FK5000 
Rheostat is furnished and connected so that the field 
current strength of the dynamo may be adjusted 
and thus control the voltage of same. An automatic. 
magnetic cut-out serves the purpose of disconnecting 
the dynamo circuit from the storage battery, when-
ever the former's voltage falls below the normal 
charging value.  Fuses and switches of ample capac-
ity are fitted to the panel, for both the dynamo main 
circuit and the lamp circuit.  The voltmeter circuit 
has a switch in it, so that it need not be left in 
circuit, except when reading the voltage.  The am-
meter is always in circuit.  The board is completely 
wired up, with all connections made, and all the 
purchaser has to do is to connect up a few wires from 
the dynamo and storage battery to the marked ter-
minals on the panel.  Blue-prints are furnished show-  No. AFX4640 
Ing clearly these simple connections so that anyone 
can make them in a few minutes.  The size of this switchboard is 24 inches 
by 15 inches.  It is simple and substantial, giving a neat and ornamental 
appearance to any station. 

AFX41340  Switchboard containing 1 No. DEK4630 automatic cut-out; 
1 No. CN:1037 voltmeter; 1 No. CX1039 ammeter (Style A); 1 No. 
FK5000 field rheostat; 1 %oltmeter snitch; 2 su itches and 
fuses.  Size 24x15 inches   $16.00 

Shipping weight 20 lbs. 

CUT-OUT 
AUTOMATIC CHARGING CUT-OCT 

Our automatic charging cut-out is absolutely nec-
essary whenever a dynamo is to charge a storage 
battery.  It serves to automatically disconnect the 
dynamo circuit from the battery, whenever the for-
mer's voltage falls below that of the battery.  If this 
is not done, the battery will discharge itself through 
the dynamo probably reversing its polarity, and it 
may badly sulphate or over-discharge the battery. 
This cut-out has two windings on it, a fine wire shunt 
winding and a heavy wire Series Coil.  It is well 
made in every particular and is rugged enough for 
automobile service, etc., etc.  It closes itself as soon 
as the dynamo reaches the proper speed and voltage. 
which are interdependent and proportional.  Diagrams 
furnished with every instrument. 

No. DIE4630 An:omatie magnetic  cut-out  (mounted  O w  composition 
switchboard)  for preventing storage battery discharging back  through 
dynamo 

No. DIE4630 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. Size 2%x2 1,4 in. $4.95 
Gentlemen: —  Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 

I have Just received your reply concerning the wire I wound on that 
Magneto generator and was exceedingly pleased to note your kindness in 
such • thing as this.  I bought considerable goods from you and they 
were "la ws satisfactory in both quality and price. 

CHAS. M. COGAN., 
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Gasoline k.rs gines 

The gasoline engine is a newly de-
veloped air cooled type, which has been 
adopted by the U. S. Government for 
many  purposes, including the driving 
of wireless generators.  It is well made 
in every particular and develops 1/2 H. 
P. easily,  with  speeds  variable from 
800 to 2000 R.P. M.  Its net weight is 
23 lbs. and it measures 121/2  in. high, 
by 1 sq. ft. floor space.  Cylinder has 
1%  in.  bore by 1%  in. stroke.  The 
flywheel has a diameter of 8 in., the 
pulley a diameter of 1% in.  It is air 
cooled by a fan built on the flywheel, 
" rv,10  tvn..  lump  spark  ignition. 

No. CHX4600 1/2  11.P.  Puel tank in base. 
No. C11X4600  1/2  HI'. Gasoline Engine, complete with all igni-  $ 38.0 0 

tion apparatus and muffler   
Shipping weight 60 lbs. 

150 Watt Dynamo 
Our 130  watt,  commercial  type,  heavy  duty, 

volt, 19 ampere, D. C. shunt wound generator, is of 

the latest improved type with ample, well lubricated 
bearings.  It has a liberal size commutator, of drop 
forged  segments.  Special  high  conducting  brushes 
are supplied, and this is very important for a low 
voltage dynamo.  The frame is very heavy and sub-
stantial and thus the machine can be run continu-
ously  without undue  heating.  A  solid  steel  shaft 
passes through the armature and has a steel driving 

NO. CEE H4020  pulley secured firmly to it.  The armature is built up 
of thin annealed silicon steel discs, properly slotted to accommodate the 
windings.  The windings are thoroughly impregnated with electrical var-
nish and  baked.  This machine is not a toy, but built for industrial 
purposes.  It may be run 20 hours a day. 

To deliver its proper output it should be run at 2200 R.P.M. 
16e. CEEK4620  Special 150 watt, 8 volt,  19 ampere dyna mo.  $.35.50  

Price, complete with pulley    
(Shipping weight 45 lbs. Size 9x10x12 in.) 

Complete Plants 
No. IEX16000  19 LIGHT, 150 W ATT, LIG 'TING OUTFIT 

This  outfit  is  the 
most flexible and wide-
ly  adaptable  lighting 
plant we list.  It forms 
an ideal plant for mo-
tor 'boats, automobiles, 
bungalows„ camps. etc. 
The  capacity  of  19 
lights is for the dyna-
mo and engine, consid-
erin g 8 C.P. 8 volt 
Tungsten lamps being 
used.  The outfit with 
1 No.  HX555  storage 
battery can light 6 to 7, 
6 volt, 6 C.P. Tungsten 
lamps for from 7 to 8 
h o u rs. Th€ dynamo 
can  easily  recharge 2 

Hin e 60 A. H. 
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batteries nt once, and these 2 batteries will give twice the above C.P. output 
on discharge.  The outfit consists of above No. CEEK4620 150 watt dynamo, 
No. Iff:X4600 % H.P. gasoline engine, No. DEK4630 automa tic cu t-ou t, an d 
No. HX555, 6 volt. 60 ampere hour storage battery, capable of lighting 6 to 7, 
6 volt, 6 C.P. lamps or their equivalent for 7 or 8 hours at each charge; 
12 ft. 1 in. leather belting.  $ 95. 00 
No. ¡EN 16000  Complete outfit, as described   

Shipping weight 130 lbs. 

No. AKEX16001  COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFIT 

The same plant but with 2 No. 11X555 batteries, giving twice the above 
candle power 7 to 8 hours, or the same C.P. for twice the above time in 
hours.  60  $103.50 No. AKEN1 01  Outfit complete   

Shipping weight 170 lbs. 

No. EAX16002  COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFIT 
For those having motive power at hand. such as in motor boats, auto-

mobiles and the like the following outfit will be sufficient and very adaptable. 
t tut tit consisting of above No. CEEK4620 generator, No. DIE4630 auto-

matic cut-out, one No. IIEK55.5 storage battery, and 12 ft. 1 in. leather 

belt trig.  $ 51. 00 No. EAX18002  Complete outfit, as described.  Price   

Shipping weight 85 lbs. 

No. AKEX18003  COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHTING OUTFIT 
This is our best outfit.  It is the best that we build, and as good as 

looney can buy.  We guarantee that this outfit will give satisfaction in all 
respects whatsoever.  Capacity 19 lights, 150 watts. 

This outfit consists of 
1 No. CEEK4820 8 volt, 19 ampere, 150 watts D. C. dynamo, 2200 R. P. M., 

shunt wound   
1 No. AFX4640 Switchboard containing 1 No. DEK44130 automatic cut$-35ou.5t0t, 

1 No. CXI037 voltmeter, 1 No. EX1039 ammeter (Style A); I No. FK5000 
Held rheostat; 1 voltmeter switch; 2 switches and fuses.  Size 24x15 
inches   $18.00 

1 No. CHX4800 1,4  11.P, air cooled gasoline engine, complete  $18  00 
1 No. HER558  Storage battery   11 0 
4 Extra fuses   $08..250 
60 ft. No. 10 R. C. S. B. copper wire (making 4 mains 15 ft. long for generator 

and battery lines)   $2.45 
15 ft. No. 14 R. C. S. B. copper wire for field rheostxt line   $0.45 
No. CX4850 12 ft. 1 in. leather belt   $3.00 
1 No. BE517 Hydrometer   $0.25 
1 Set plants for 17st illing plant 
No. AKEX18003 Complete Electric Lighting Outfit, as describedSi 0 5.0 0 

Shipping weight 185 tbs. 

A complete chapter on "ELECTIIII• LIGHTING PLANTS" is contained 
in t he "EX PER IMENTA  ELF;("nutyry curl:sr' in 20 lessons which 
is given FREE with one year's subscription to the "Electrical Experimenter 
Magazine."  See announcement on back cover of catalog. 
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The "Electro 8-10" Dynamo 
When we come out flat-footed and 

say that this machine is the very finest 
low voltage dynamo in this country, we 
make the statement without reserve. No 
"although," no "ifs," no "buts."  The 
"Electro 8-10" is. a marvel all through. 
It is built like a watch, and solid as a 
gun.  For workmanship, efficiency ami 
lasting qualities it stands on the very 
peak of excellence.  But words and praise 
alone won't do—you must see the ma-
chine, you must have "lifted" it and you 
must have seen it run, to appreciate it. 
We say seen, because it works so mar-
velously easy,  that  it can  hardly  be 
heard when it runs at full speed, under 

No. A M MO  full  load.  Wherever there  is surplus 
power, be it gasoline engine, large elec-

tric motor. water-wheel, wind-motor, water-motor, etc., etc., the "8-10" 
can be used to light a bunch of Tungstens, to charge the biggest storage 
battery, to electroplate, to run spark coils, etc.  As a motor when run 
on 8 volts, the No. "8-10" will prove an exceedingly strong machine.  We 
furnish this dynamo giving 8 volts and 10 amperes, that is 80 watts. 
With the No. "8-10" machine we were able to do the following:  At 2,000 
revolutions we lighted fifteen 8-volt 4 C. P. Tungsten lamps.  At the same 
speed we also lighted six 6-volt 8 C. P. Tungsten lamps.  The full 80 
watts capacity is obtained at about 2.34)0 revolutions. 

POINTS OF SUPERIORITY 
Armature constructed of thin annealed electrical steel.  Slotted for 

conductors.  Coils are connected up in the usual drum manner.  Lamina-
tions are keyed to shaft.  Commutator pinned.  Shaft unusually large for 
this size machine.  5/16 ,n. diem. at all points.  Material —steel ground to 
size.  Commutator same construction as on large dynamo.  Hard drawn 
copper segments, heavily insulated with mica.  Bearings "Non Grain" 
bronze, best obtainable.  Extra large wick feeding oil cups.  Retaining 
grooves prevent oil flying, and returns are provided so that excess oil 
returns to oil cup. 

Field Magnets—Two pole, carefully bored to size.  12 part armature 
and commutator.  Brushes—Two, made of special carbon metal, of square 
sections to prevent turning.  Double brushes and double pole construction 
allows large brush contact surface with small commutator for the com-
paratively heavy currents encountered on low voltage work.  Case —Cast 
iron, cast from die moulded patterns therefore no damaged castings are 
ever used.  Winding—Shunt. 

In designing this machine the very first consideration was for results. 
No endeavor was made to save copper, iron or workmanship.  Instead of 
fancy finish the money was spent in result producing labor and mate-
rials.  No weak end brackets, no skimpy brushes and brush holders, but 
good honest to goodness solid stuff that shows the value.  It's a real bar-
gain and one you will nevef regret investing in.  The finish is black 
enamel with gold stripe.  You will wonder bow we can sell it at the 
mice.  Only the quantity makes it possible. 

Machine is semi-enclosed. practically dustproot. a radical departure in 
small dynamo  Polley 1 Inch diameter, V-grooved for round belt. 
Size over all is 71hx15Mx514 inches. 

S»hipping weight 20 lbs. 
No. ARR810 "Electro" 8 Volt 10 Amperes Dynamo, as described.  $15.00 
Gentlemen: —  Reno, Nevada. 

I have received the No. 810 Dynamo order No. 258799.  It is everything 
I expected and • little more.  RUSSELL L. BOARDMAN. 
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The "Electro" Hercules 12 Volt 9 Ampere Dynamo 
100 WATT MACIIINE 

The latest acquisition to the "Electro" dynamo family is the Hercules 
12 volt, 9 ampere generator here shown.  It Is a marvel of electrical 
and mechanical efficiency and simplicity.  Good substantial &sin) through-
out characterizes this machine.  but let us get down to brass tacks: 

The ELECTRICAL FEATURES are:  Shunt %%holing ilost for charg-
:ng storage batteries);  laminated arma-
ture core to reduce eddy current losses to 
a minimum; field and armature terminals 
brought out to three heavy brass binding 
posts, mounted on fibre insulating block; 
especially  heavy 16 segment copper bar 
commutator—mica insulated; special car-
bon copper alloy brushes of extra high 
conductivity—never run hot•, brush hold-
ers of simple and thoroughly rugged de-
sign.  Output at 2,000 revolutions per min-
ute-12 volts, 9 amperes.  Machine acts as 
motor when supplied with 12 volt. 9 am-
pere current developing nearly % II. P. 

The MECHANICAL FEATURES are: 
Good design of end-frame castings, giving 
ample ventilation to the electrical wind-
ings without exposing the working parts 

unduly to dust or damage; steel armature 
shaft .5 inch in diameter; bearings of large size, fitted with large size 
wick oilers, the cups of which can be refilled without removal from the 
machine.  The bearing  houses are also  designed  with  annular catch 
basins at each end to prevent oil from being thrown outward and return 
it to the cups.  The  shaft Journals  rotate  in  high  grade  phosphor 
bronze bearing sleeves, which may be removed for renewal by loosening 
a small screw; 114 in. face, 1% in. diameter crowned accurately turned 
cast iron removable pulley. 

Size of dynamo-7 in. high x 11% in. long x 6% in, wide.  Weight 30 lbs. 
No. BEN1209 "ELECTRO" HERCULES DYNAMO.  Price   $25.00 

Shipping weight 40 lbs. 

No. BER1209 

The "Electroport" Dynamo 
TYPE "SS" 

This dynamo for a score of years has been 
one of the best articles that we have put 
before the discriminating experimenter. There 
is absolutely no machine that can come an 

near our "Type SS" either in work-
manship or output, considering its price. Our 
annual sales now amount to 3,000 machines— 
proof of its immense popularity. 

The machine can be put to a variety of 
uses.  When belted to a gas or other engine,  
or anywhere where there is surplus power,  
the type "SS" will light from 10 to 12 6-volt 
Tungsten lamps at a time.  It will electro-
plate nicely up to a gallon plating bath and 
it will successfully charge small storage bat-  Ch ew 
teries.  As a dynamo It may be run from 4 
to 6 hours at a stretch and it will not be 
found to heat up unduly.  When operated as 
a power motor it will develop an astonishing 
amount of power at six volts.  Not more than 
volts should be used.  If desired to run as 

a motor through a transformer on 110 volts 
A. C. field connections should be changed to series as per diagram fu 
Melted. 

Ne. EXL4.81 
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The "Eleetroport" Dynamo 
(Continued) 

The dynamo is semi-enclosed, after the latest design of large machines. 
The watt output (24) is sufficient for practical use; the price is within 
the reach of every experimenter.  The armature is made from steel lami-
nations, 1% in. diameter, six slots; with % in. shaft.  Commutator is of 
hard drawn copper, ONLY MICA INSULATION USED.  The windings are 
dipped in insulating varnish and baked to guarantee the best results.  The 
pulley is 1 in. diameter and grooved; for a 3/16 in. round belt; the ma-
chine may be connected to a gas engine, a sewing machine or other 
driving power.  The dynamo is efficient, strongly made and handsomely 
finished in hard black enamel.  It is equipped with an adjustable rocker-
arm (not shown in cut) to adjust the brushes ensuring proper commuta-
tion and the best output of the dynamo.  Size over all 5 in. x 5 in. x 5 in. 

Approximate output at 3,000 revolutions:  Open circuit 9 volts.  Safe 
maximum load 6 volts. 4 amperes. 
No. }'X13.31  Type "SS" Dynamo Complete.  Shipping weight  $ 6.00 

7 lbs.    

The "Electro" Hustler Motor 
The motors we list below are the best Ameri-

can make on the market to-day.  Built in a fac-
tory which has devoted itself to motor building 
since 1890.  We guarantee each and every motor 
and will replace any prdving defectiote of its own 
accord. 

This well-known motor, ever leading in ef-
ficiency and value, is a complete example of 
electrical science and workmanship.  A very use-
ful starting switch and the binding posts are 
mounted on the field to avoid disturbing the 
connections when it is desired to use the motor 
without the base.  It is 3% in. high, finished in 
black enamel with nickel-plated trimmings. Has 
a three-pole armature causing the motor to start 
without assistance when the current is applied.  The % in. shaft is fitted 
with a pulley for running mechanical toys, models, etc., and drives a fan 
at a high rate of speed.  Size over all 2%x3%x4 inches. 

One dry cell will drive this motor at prodigious speed. 
No. ACK100 "Electro" Hostler Motor, as described .... 

Shipping weight 1 lb 

ACE loo 

The "Electro" "O. K." Motor 
It has taken experienced engineers many 

years of careful study to develop the highly 
efficient motors of the present day. 

The O. K. is a very close copy in miniature, 
and its operation will be found pleasing and 
educational.  It is an extremely powerful model. 
Every experimenter wants one at sight. 

The armature is laminated, three pole. 1% 
inch diameter.  Shaft over % inch diameter. 
l'ulley 9/16 inch, grooved. 

The finish is black enamel, with nickel 
plated trimmings. Size 414z4x41/4 . 

One dry cell will drive the motor or two 
cells when more power is required. 

No. BCH179 "Electro" O. K. Motor, 2 to 4 volts, 
as deecrilted.  Price   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. $2•30 

$1.35 

No, BCK178 
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Discharger 
There Is only one way to discharge a Leyden Jar 

and that is by using a discharger.  Ordinary wire can-
not be used, as it is impossible to draw a spark with r pointed wires or other objects.  The points act like 
lightning arresters and draw ont the charge silently.  eige 4 
uy using our discharger the bright blue, crashing spark 

balls of the discharger touches the outside coating of 
the jar, while the other is brought close to the brass  \'''.....,.. 

will jump between two balls as soon as one of the 

ball of the Leyden Jar.  Nickel finished, hard rubber No. EK4225 
handle.  Size over all Zoc4 in. 
No. K4225  Discharger, as described   

Shipping weight 4 os.. $0.50 

Induction Coil Core Wire This wire is used by us 
in all  our spark coils and 

Nuntiwr of m unds per complete core in transformer coils.. Annealed 
decimal fractions of lbs.  twice.  The size is No. 22 B. 

Length In  & S.  The wire is perfectly 
hare  .1  8 I 10  1 12  I 24  , straight,om  es   1 n  machine-made10 12 and  at21.41 

pizmeter   
••••  inch lengths. 

% inch   0.33... 0.41... 0.60...  Only sold by the pound. e "    .62...  ••••  No. BE529 Induction  Coll 
dd  .75...  .94... 1.13...  2.25  Core Wire,  $0.25 

  1.02... 1.28.  1.52.  3.07  per lb.   
1  1.6    1.33...  4.00 DI M E NSI O NS  A N D 
1%  ::    1.69... 2.11... 2.53...  5.06  WEIGHTS  OF  IRON 
lk  dd    2.08... 2.60... 3.13...  6.25  WIRE CORES: 

7.56  EXAMPLE.—A core is de. lk "   3.00... 3.75... 4.50...  .  sired 12 Inches long, 1% in. 
  4.08... 5.11... 6.13 —.12.30 diameter.  Referring to table 

2  "    6.33... 6.67... 8.00 —.16.00 above we find at the intersec-
2%  "    6.75... 8.44 -10.10 —.20.30 thon the weight 4.50.  (This 

"    8.33...10.40...12.50....25.00 is 4.50 LB., not $4.50.)  Now 
  .12.60 -15.10....30.30 multiply 4.50 lbs. wlth 25e. 

3  "   .15.00 -18.00 —.36.00 (pri(•e per lb.) and we have 
4.50 z .27.  41.12% —price of core.  - 

Suluying weight of any of the above ner lb.. 2 Iba. 

WO. BK1587 

Friction Insulating Tape 
We carry a high grade black Tape known throughout 

the country.  Quality of this tape is guaranteed.  WE DO 
NOT CARRY THE CHEAP WORTHLESS KIND that dues 
not stick. 
No. BR1587 % lb. Roll.  Size 4% in. diam,  in  

wide   
Shipping weight 1 lb 

Gentlemen: —  Brighton, Mich. 
I received my Static Machine.  IT WORKS FINE, GIVING A FULI. 

3-INCH SPARK  You will find 4c. in stamps enclosed for one of your 
catalogues.  Yours very truly,  E. R. ROBERTS. 
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Making Selenium Cells 
BY HOMER VANDERBILT 

Extract from the September, 1916, Issue of 
The Electrical Experimenter 
Published by Permission 

One of the simplest forms of selenium cells is the Bidwell type, which 
consists of a fiat, insulated sheet, wrapped with two separate bare wires 
in a single layer, each of which is insulated from the other, Fig. 1.  The 
Insulating sheet consists of a small piece of mica.  The size of the 
sheet depends upon the size of the selenium cell, but a piece ce mica 
measuring 2%xl in. is a convenient size.  It will be found that such a 
cell is suitable for practically all sorts of work, such as in the trans-
mission of photographs over a wire, and in television, where large fiat 
tells prove very effective.  Two No. 30 B. & S. bare copper wires are 
wound closely about this mica as shown in the sketch.  Extreme care 
should be taken in keeping the two wires separated from each other and 
at the same time keeping them very close.  If the two wires were widely 
separated, the resistance of the selenium cell would be very high and thus 
the sensitivity of the cell would be decreased.  A good method of keeping 
the wires closely spaced and at the same time not short-circuiting them, is to 
make a number of grooves with a knife in the edges of the mica sheet, 

which must be equally spaced and in which the 
wires are wound.  The diagram clearly shows how 
it should be made. 

When the skeleton of the cell is made the next 
and very important operation is the application of 
the selenium to the wires and to render this 
material sensitive to light.  This last operation is 
called annealing.  The process of annealing is vi-
tally important, as the sensitiveness of the fin-
ished cell will depend upon the process. 

In order to perform this operation success-
fully, the following apparatus is required: a stand 
A, Fig. 2, having a 6-inch ring B, and a holder 
E, in which a 200 deg. C. thermometer D, la 
placed.  A standard form of laboratory Bunsen 
burner must also be obtained.  The apparatus 
should  finally  be arranged  as  observed.  The 
next step is to apply the selenium, which must 
be chemically _pure.  The selenium must be ap-
plied to the  skeleton  of the cell as follows: 
Place the form on the ring stand as illustrated 
In Fig. 2 and heat it with the •Bunsen burner 
until the selenium will melt when brought to the 
surface.  It should not be heated higher than 212 
deg. C.  Several drops of selenium should be put 
on the wire grid, and witit the aid of a knife 

blade distributed equally over the complete grid area.  Care should be 
taken to make the selenium surface very thin; in fact, it should be almost, 
and if possible quite, transparent  Having done this, the unfinished cell 
is allowed to cool slowly. 

We now come to the annealing of the selenium.  This may be accom-
plished by placing it on a strip of mica under which the Bunsen burntr 
is placed.  The flame is slowly increased until the surface of the selenium 
turns a dull gray color.  The flame should not be increased after the first 
signs of melting appear.  If melting is observed, the burner must be 
quickly removed and the flame reduced.  The dark gray spots will harden 
in a few seconds, after which the flame should be reduced and left for 
two to three hours with the temperature just below, but never above, the 
melting ...point of the selenium.  The annealing process is then completed 
by allowing the cell to cool very slowly as the flame is gradually lowered 
toad finally extinguished. 
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The resistance of each cell depends upon the manner in which it is 
built, so that no definite statement can be made as to what the resist-
ance of the cells will be. 

¡Contrary to general opinion selenium in its pure state ban an enor-
mously high resistance and can not be used on a cell grid by simply melt-
ing it on.  It must he crystallized by annealing to render it conductive. 
The resistance of a stick of C.P. selenium is practical!) infinite. 

Selenium 
This peculiar substance is a conductor of 

electricity while exposed to light rays.  An 
insulator in the dark.  Used to make the 
well-known Selenium  Cells.  Will close a 
relay when match is lighted near cell. 

Selenium will solve many problems dur-
ing this century.  It is one of the most 
wonderful substances ever discovered.  The 
selenium we handle Is the very highest grade 
obtainable for the making of selenium cells. 
It Is exactly the sanie quality as is used in 
our own cells and crystallizes very readily. 
This power to crystallize readily is very im-
portant as on it the speed anti actual work-
ing of a selenium cell depends.  So me very 
successful experiments have been conducted  NO. GE9211  
with selenium as a potentiometer and its high resistanee rm  it par-
ticularly well suited for such instruments.  Remember we guarantee our 
selenium to be chemically pure not commercially pure. 

No. 3E9211  Selenium Metal (Chemically Pure), per ox   
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

No. CH9211a One-quarter ounce (smallest quantity sold) 
Shipping weight 2 oz. 

Bunsen Burners 
This useful appli-

ance  is  mounted  on 
iron base, with Stop to 
regulate the mixture of 
air.  The Brass tip in-
side of tube can be ad-
justed to regulate the 
flow  of  gas.  When 
used with ordinary il-
luminating  gas  gives 
intense heat.  Size 51/2  
N:t In. 

No. EK1352  Bunsen Burner, as per 

Shipping weight 1 lb  
illustration, each   

$0.75 
$0.30 

Glass Spirit Lamp 
Invaluable  to  the 

experimenter.  Used in 
a  thousand  different 
ways,  to  bend  glass 
rods  and  tubing,  to 
solder wires, etc. ¡'ses 
wood alcohol.  Size 31/2  
x2 in. 

No. BE1339  S p I rit 
Lamp, as per iliums- Ni) 
tration, 

Shipping weight 1 lb.  $0.25  
each   

Dear Sirs: — 
The Electro Whistle you sent me is all you claim for it.  I connected it 

up and use It on my bicycle for a "Clt.con."  I only use two batterie«. 
KIRK S. PATRICK. 

A complete chapter on "HO W TO MAKE THINGS" is contained in 
the "EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICITY ('OURSE" in 20 lessons which is 
given !MBE with one year's subscription to the "Electrical Experimenter 
Magazine."  See announcement on back cover of the catalog. 

- 
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SKINDERVIKEN Transmitter Button 
THE SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER BUTTON pre-

sents the latest advance in microphones, and marks a revolu-
tion in transmitter construction.  It works on an entirely 
new principle, takes up practically no room, and marks 
the end of all telephone transmitter troubles. 

The SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER BUTTON can 
be placed in any position and it will talk loud and distinct, 
being at the same time extraordinarily seasitive.  It was 

primarily designed to replace the old damaged or burnt-out transmitter. 
Simply unscrew and remove the telephone transmitter front, disconnect the 
two inside wires, unscrew and remove the bridge and the old electrode. 
There remains only the diafram.  These wires are then connected with the 
Skinderviken button, the latter screwed to the diafram, and after screwing 
the old transmitter housing together again, the telephone is ready for work. 

EXPERIMENTERS will be particularly interested in different experi-
ments that can be performed with the Skinderviken Button.  Fig. 1 shows 
the Skinderviken button attached to the back of an Ingersoll watch case. 
When speaking towards the inside of the case. It will be found that the 
voice is reproduced clearly and loudly.  Fig. 2 shows another interesting 
stunt.  By attaching the button to a tin diafram about the size of half a 
dollar, and by holding the diafram at the side of the throat, as shown, 
speech can be transmitted with surprising clarity.  Fig. 3 shows an 
interesting stunt, whereby a hole is drilled in the side of a thin glass 

Fig. 1  Fig. 2  Flo. 3  Flo. 4  Flo. 5 
water-tumbler; the sides of the glass thus acting as a diafram, the voice 
is clearly transmitted.  Fig. 4 shows how to transmit phonograph music 
at a distance merely by drilling a small hole in the phonograph arm and 
attaching the Skinderviken button, a very favorite experiment with all 
experimenters.  Fig. 5 shows how a very sensitive Detectophone can be 
made by placing one of the buttons in the center of a lithographed card-
board picture, so that only the small brass nut shows.  The large surface 
of the picture acts as a big diafram and the voice is well reproduced. 

We have such unlimited confidence in the Skinderviken transmitter 
button that we make the following remarkable offer:  Send us one dollar 
($1.00) for which we will mail one button prepaid.  If for any reason 
whatsoever you do not wish to keep the button, return it within live days 
and your money will be refunded.  $1.00 
No. 440-8kinderviken Button, prepaid   

Electro Gold Leaf 
This substance, which is not pure gold but composition gold leaf, never-

theless is very much better than standard gold leaf, for the reason that it 
can be handled with the fingers with ease without adhering thereto.  Ordi-
nary gold leaf, as is well known, sticks to the fingers and tears remarkably 
easy.  The foil which we are marketing is even thinner than ordinary gold 
leaf.  It Is used mainly for electroscopes and for other experiments where 
an extremely thin metal foil is required.  This metal leaf is so thin that it 
held against the light, the light will shine through it the same as through 
standard gold leaf. Many experiments can be performed with this foil, and 
it is also used for very thin radio condensers in connection with extra thin 
"onion" paper to build up condensers of enormous capacity having but 
little bulk.  This material is only sold in sheets measuring 41Y4x5 inches. 
not less than a dozen sheets being sold.  Sheets come packed with paper 
between each metal foil, and we guarantee satisfaction. 
160. 666 Electro Gold Leaf as described, twelve sheets, prepaid..  $0.50 
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The "Electro" "Detectiphone" 
FOR AIDING  THE DEAF;  RA -MO AMPLIFIERS AND DETECTIVE 

WORK 

We present herewith the latest Improved 
pattern of a super-sensitive telephone set, 
belonging to that class of electrical devices 
commonly known as Detectiphonea.  This 
instrument is marvelously sensitive to any 
and all audible sound waves and will pick 
up and articulate or reproduce in its re-
ceiver the faintest speech or whisper sev-
eral feet away from the transmitter. 

Briefly It comprises a specially  con-
structed and accurately made microphonic  NO. AEX9750 
transmitter, together with a specially adapted watch-ease receiver, con-
nected with suitable connecting cord, to a battery.  The whole forms in 
reality a miniature telephone set of super-sensitive sound detecting power. 

The instrument is, firstly, of enormous benefit to 
all those who are afflicted with partial deafness, due 
to catarrhal stoppages, etc.  It may be worn incon-
spicuously by any lady, as the transmitter can be 
placed under a shirtwaist, etc., and the connecting wire 
led up inside the collar, to the small watchcase re-
ceiver at the ear, held in place by a narrow black head-
band, and the receiver itself is very easily covered over 
by the hair, making it invisible. 

A small switch is placed on the receiver to cut in 
the' instrument whenever conversation is to be carried 
on.  It is usually switched out as soon as the con-
versation is ended.  It is well to leave the instrument 
switched in where there is busy traffic etc.. so that 
all noises can be readily perceived, which is a great 
boon to those hard of hearing.  The batteries, of which 
there are two furnished with each "Detectiphone," are 
specially made and will last several months with com-
mon usage.  Of course the more the instrument is used, 
the more drain on the batteries. 

Radio signals can be amplified by a suitable ar-
rangement of these super-sensitive "Detectiphones" and 
one of the most successful commercial telephone and 
radio amplifiers, employs this system of stepping up 
the strength of the signals or sounds.  In general, a 
high resistance radio telephone receiver is placed close 
against the transmitter of the "Detectiphone," and both are bound around 
the edge with tape, to make the space between them sound-proof.  The 
incoming wireless signals will thus be transferred from the radio receiver 
to the transmitter and thence to the special watch-case receiver of the 
"Detectiphone."  By employing two or more of these instruments, the 
signals can thus be stepped up in successive stages.  A common arrange-
ment used for the purpose makes use of three stages, necessitating, of 
course, three instruments.  A large field is opened here for experiment to 
the amateur radio enthusiast 

Detectives have been using these wonderfully sensitive telephone sets 
for several years now, and they are very necessary to any Detective or 
Agency engaged on difficult cases.  The transmitter is placed behind a 

NO. ABX9750 

A complete chapter on "N-RAYS" is contained in the "EXPBRIMENTAL 
ELFICTRICITY ('OURSE?' in 29 lessons, which is given PRE:: with one 
year's subscription to the "Electrical Experimenter Magazine."  See an-
nouncement on back cover of catalog. 
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The Electro Detectiphone (Continued) 
picture on the wall, or in so me other concealed location, and by extending 
the length of the cord between the trans mitter and receiver, the detective 
or operator can be located as far as 200 feet from the trans mitter.  Flexible 
twin-condui•tor is used for thus extending the circuit. 

These instru ments are very aceurately  made and extre mely well fin-
ished  iii  black ena mel.  Furnished  couiplete, in neat portable leatherette 
case 2x2 1/2x7 in., with trans mitter, receiver, head-band and two batteries. 
Supplied e  plete only. 

No.• AEX9750  "Detectiphone."  Price    $15.00 
Shipping weight 2 lbs. VAS 

No. DE9751  Extra Batteries.  (Shipping weight 1 lb.)   
No parts sold separately 

"Electro" Loud-Talker 
tie present herewith two little instruments for which 

ir have had a long and persistent demand. 
While the Detectiphone which we list in our catalog 

s a very high-grade instrument and adapted fur all kinds 
of special work, we realize that its price is per-
haps above what the average Experimenter and 
Dabbler wishes to spend, and for this reason we 
have originated this little set for strictly experi-
mental uses. 

This outfit has been gotten up solely for the 
Experimenter and for this reason we are selling 
it "Knocked Down."  In other words, the in-
struments come all ready for you to assemble, 
all the parts, screws, nuts, washers, etc., being 
furnished.  Complete directions how to assanble 
accompany each set.  With a pair of pliers and 
a screw-driver, the outfit can be readily put to-
-titer in less than twenty minutes. 

The  most  important  point  is that  the 
telephone  receiver spool  comes  already wound 
complete, and the ExperimenCir will, therefore, 
not need to wind his own spool. 

The  outfit  when  assembled  comprises  a 
highly sensitive CAL AIN  BALL  MICROPHONE with 
earls,— diaphragm of exactly the same type as is 
used ..th our Deteetiphone. 

File "Back Plate" which holds the carbon balls has fire 
shaped polished denniss:ons, each accommodating about 

twelve to fifteen of the special carbon balls furnished in a 
bottle. 

The receiver is our No. 1024 style with the difference 
CEK205  that no magnet is used in the some for the reason that the 

function of this instrument is electro magnetic, the some as all loud-talking phones. 
The sieml is wound with special enameled wire for five ohms, standard with our Deteelphone. 
This Instrument works hest on two dry cells, and particular attention is called to the fact that 

In order to work, the loud-talker requires a fairly heavy current and for that reason thick wires must 
be used for connecting the transmitter with the loud-talker.  If this is not done, the voice will be 
weakened considerably.  If no heavy wire is at hand, more batteries must be used to compensate. 

With this instrument no switch is required; if one is through talking all that is necessary Is to 
lay the transmitter face up, which automatically cuts out the current. 

USES: This instrument can be used to transmit phonograph music from one room to another; 
used as a Detectiphone; as a Radio Amplifier; as a telephone extension (by Flaring the regular telephone 
receiver against the sensitive transmitter); as a "Howler" (Whistling Micro-telephone); dictating to 
stenographer at a distance; for salesmen to talk "through" window (Loud-Talker outside in street. 
microphone transmitter for salesman, talking into same); for restaurants for talking to the chef. 
and a hundred other uses.  Many young experimenters are developing a lucrative business selling 
this appliance to various merchants at a good profit. 

Outside of the two instrument parts, one three foot cord is furnished with the sensitive micro-
phone as shown.  Blueprint, instructions. etc., are furnished. 
No. AEK204 "Electro" toed-Taller Milt Parts "Knocked Down," complete   
Ne. CEK205 "Electro" Load-Talker Outfit same as above except that It Is already  $ 3.5 0 

assembled and tested at factory.  Set complete   
DI:lipping weight 1 lt). 
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The "Electro" High Frequency Apparatus 
VIOLET R %I  m W HINE 

We can now present for 
the first time a piece of ap-
paratus  which  has  been 
wanted by physicians, as well 
as laymen, for years, and is 
invaluable in every home. It 
is a portable, high frequency 
outfit with all the therapeu-
tic value of the large ma-
chines you see in some phy-
sicians' offices.  This appa-
ratus will work on either di-
rect or alternating current of 
110 volts, but not on  bat-
teries. 

The "Electro" Violet Ray 
outfit delivers the true high 
frequency current that is of 
so much value.  It is almost 
noiseless in operation. ABSO-
LUTELY SAFE, as no pain-
ful spark can be drawn by 
the person using the machine. 
The weight, being only 11,4 
lbs., makes it positively ideal 
for portability.  In use the 
apparatus consumes less than 
14 of the current consumed 
by  a 16  c.p.  incandescent  No. AHEKI571 
lamp.  It is truly remarkable 
to note the large amount of ozone given off by this machine. 

The vibrator spring has been the subject of much investigation and 
the one used gives a perfect series of high speed interruptions.  The con-
tact points are the result also of continuous experiment and can be used 
for years without burning out.  The entire apparatus is enclosed in a 
molded hard rubber case, eliminating all possibility of shock and the 
cord and attachment plug furnished are as substantial as can be obtained. 
with each outfit a No. AEK1577 General Electrode, as shown, is furnished. 
Every piece of apparatus is carefully tested before leaving the factory and 
will do perfect work. 

Righ frequency apparatus haS one great advantage over all others. 
While operating it gives off a gas technically called ozone.  This gas is 
the greatest disinfectant that is probably known to-day, killing microbes 
on contact.  Ozone also acts as a stimulant which you probably have ex-
perienced yourself after a thunderstorm,  The sharp, indefinable smell so 
apparent after a thunderstorm, which makes you feel so refreshed and 
light, is simply ozone produced by the lightning discharges between the 
earth and clouds.  This capacity of high frequency apparatus is used very 
frequently for purifying the air of overcrowded rooms.  Our "Violet Ray ' 
machine will purify the air in a small room in a remarkably short time 
by the large volume of ozone it generates. 

Thus our Electro "Violet Ray" machine will not only be of Service 
in the definite manner in which you desire to use it, but will, in addition, 
produce a quantity of ozone which will refresh and invigorate you, kill 
microbes and clear the air. 

Complete directions and instructions arc fernished.  Every home that 
has electric current should have an Electro Violet Ray Apparatus.  It is 
positively invaluable for treatment of skin diseases, nervous disorders, etc.. 
etc.  Size 11x2 in. 
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The "Electro" High Frequency Apparatus. 

(Continued) 

No. AHEK1571 "Electro" High Frequency Apparatus, as described, with 

one No. AEK1577 Electrode, and case, complete  $18.50 
No. AFE1672 "Electro" High  Frequency  Apparatus-Carrying  

Leatherette Case only for Electrodes   

Shipping weight 3 lbs. 
No. AEK1577  Renewal General Electrode   $1.50 

Shipping weight 2 lbs. 
• The machine can also be used for purification of water by the ozone 

method and many other experiments in H. F. work familiar to the experi-
menter. 

It is truly remarkable how many ailments this apparatus will success-
fully, either heal permanently or bring at least a wonderful relief.  Boils 
and pimples, for instance, will come to a head astonishingly quick, while 
a sick headache or a backache, will positively be relieved within 10 min-
utes.  The current of the apparatus is absolutely harmless. 

Electrodes for Violet Ray Outfit 

—   
156/ 

573 

These electrode., are for special 
purposes  as  listed  below.  Every 
electrode is made of special imported 
glass carefully  annealed and  will 
stand the strains due to contraction 
and  expansion  from  heat  causes 
without  the  slightest  danger  of 
cracking.  All electrodes are pro-
tected by a metal cap which doubles 
the life of the electrode.  No. ABE-
1560 and No. A BE1561 are insulated 
tubes which are of advantage in so 
far as current may be introduced 
without loss into the orifice of the 
body.  In using a plain electrode 
for an orifice much of the current 
is lost at the point of contact with 
the body.  Electrodes should always 
be inserted before the current is 
turned on and then turned off be-
fore the tube is removed. 

Plain Electrodes 
No. CX1562  Condenser Electrode condenses the current and produce« a 

strong, even flow of current, generating extrethe heat  
which Is very desirable in deep seated cases   

No. BX1663  Comb Rake Electrode, ,'sed for scalp treatment, falling hair, 
dandruff, gray hair and for stimulating the scalp  
cells   

No. 0E1573  VAGINAL ELECTRODE 

No. 6E1574  RECTAL ELECTRODE   

Insulated Electrode 

$0.75 
$0.75 

No. ABE1660  INTERNAL THROAT ELECTRODE.  Very extensively used 
for treatment of tonsilitis, hypertrophy of the tonsils,  $1. 25 
ulcers of the tonsils, etc., etc   

No. ABEI5611  NASAL AND EAR ELECTRODE.  A form unusually  
successful for treatment of rhinitis, nasal catarrh, etc. 

Shipping weight, all sizes, 2 lbs. 
Above Electrodes to be used only with No. AFGE1571 Violet Ray 

machine. 
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" Electro-Therapeutics" 

A complete chapter on "ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS" is contained in 
the "EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRICITY COURSE" in 20 lessons, which is 
given FREE with one year's subscription to the "Electrical Experimenter 
Magazine."  See announcement, on back cover of catalog. 

CONNECTORS 
These connectors insure reliable connection@ 

and avoid the annoyance experienced when using 
ordinary wire.  Made of specially prepared cop-
per, Just the right length to connect various 

No. AE6323  sizes of dry cells.  $ 0.1.5 
No. AE6323  Connectors. per dozen   

Shipping weight per doz. 4 oz. 

Electro- Magnets 

We have had a persistent demand for 
small electro-magnets such as are used in 
bells, buzzers, etc., and we decided to list 
them separately. 

The electro-magnets  which  we  show 
here  are  carefully  built  and  carefully 
wound, all material going into them being 
high grade.  Coll heads are smooth fibre, 
the cores being a soft annealed iron.  Re-
sistance 3 ohms. 

The two electro-magnets as per illus-
tration are mounted on an iron plate; these  9D ,1  
two little magnets are quite powerful, lift-
ing 5 to 6 pounds on three cells.  They  idé.111 
are wound neatly with green wire and are ••,•7--• • «tiff  p 

particularly recommended for making small 111 h1111 
electric engines, all kinds of lifting experi-
ments, to make Radio buzzers, bells, an-
nunciator drops, as well as making all kinds of other experiments in whicL 
a good, powerful, but small electro-magnet is required. The sizes over all are 
1% in. x 11/4  in. x 7,13 in.  Each spool measures over all 11,13 in. x U  in.  Coil 
heads measure j in. over all.  Size of core is  in. in diameter. 
No. D11401  Set of two electro-magnets, mounted as described, pair t a m 

Shipping weight 1 lb. 
No. BK402  Single electro-magnet, as described, each   $ 0.20 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Gentlemen: —  Bakersfield, Cal. 
Your articles are Al and YOUR PRICES LEAVE NOTHING TO BE 

DESIRED by the amateur with a short pocket-book.  I have set up a 
couple of the small meters purchased from you some time ago, on a small 
switchboard, and besides giving the BEST OF SERVICE, they add very 
materially to the APPEARANCE of the other apparatus.  The %-inch 
coil and tubes purchased of you OVER A YEAR AND A HALF AGO 
STILL GIVE FINE DEMONSTRATIONS. 

Yours respectfully.  O. BICKERDIKE. 
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No. 01  Brass teat Deteetor Spring.  2% 
in. lung, 54 in. wide, 1/64 in. thick.  Three 
holes pass 8-32 screw.  Price each, $0.10. 
No. 02.  Stilt Brass Spring.  2% in. long, 

% in. wide, 1/32 in. thick, 5/16 in. wide at 
top.  Hole passes 8-32 screw.  Price each, $0.10. 
No. 03.  Nickel Switsh Blade.  2 in. long, 

1/32 in. thick.  Hole passes 8-32 screw. Price 
each, $0.10. 
No. 04.  Brass Nickeled Radio Switch Blade. 

154 in. long. turned over end  in.  Hole passes 
8-32 screw.  End % in. wide. Price each. $0.06. 
No. 05.  Brass Pointer. N iekeled, Polished. I% 

in. long. Hole passes 8-32 screw.  Each $0.06. 
No. 06.  Brass Detector Cup Spring.  Top 

of round part takes cup.  1% in. long. Spring 
stork.  Hole passes 8-32 screw.  Each $0.10. 
No. 07.  Slot less  Screw.  Head  nickeled. 

1% in. long.  8-32.  Price each, $0.03. 
No. 08.  Siotless  Screw.  Head  nickeled. 

154 in. long.  8-32.  Price each, $0.03. 
No. 09.  Brass Pointed Screw.  R-32 thread 

as shown.  1% In. over all.  Price each. $0.02. 
No. 010.  Plain Steel Rod.  54, in. diameter, 

1% In. long.  Price each, $0.01. 
ALLOW A SUFFICIENT 

No. 011.  Brats NIeltel•ptated Hexagon Cap 
Nut.  % in. high. % in. diameter. tapped 8-32 
thread.  Price each, $0.021/2 . 
No. 012.  Steel Contact Piece.  Silver contact 

in center.  % in. diameter. % in. high over all, 
% in. thick.  Thread 8-32.  Price each, $0.08. 
Ne. 013.  Washer Serest Iron.  1 In. long. 

8-32 thread.  Washer % In. diameter.  Doz., 
$0.10. 
No. 014.  Switch  Point.  Large,  brass, 

nickeled.  % in. under head, % in. diameter. 
Price each. $0.02. 
Ne. 015. Switch Peint. Brass, nickeled, 7/16 

in. under head, 8-32 thread, diameter 5/16 In. 
Price each, $0.01. 
No. 016.  Brass Nickeled Switch Point.  % 

in. under head. 5/16 in. diameter, 8-32 thread. 
Price each. $0.01. 
No. 017.  Radio Switch Point.  HMS, nickel 

plated.  % in. diameter. Sa in. high, tapped 
6-32 thread.  Price Ha., $0.15. 
No. 018.  Heavy Brats Washer.  9/16 In. 

diameter, 3/16 in. thick.  Hole passes 8-22 
screw.  Price each, $0.04. 

AMOUNT FOR POSTAGE 
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Ne. 019.  Knurled Brass Piece.  9/16 in. 
diameter. '4 In. thick.  Hole tapped 8-32 but 
does not pass all the way through.  Used for 
Spark Gaps. Detectors, etr  Price each. $0.03. 
No. OW.  Brass Washer.  Diameter MI in., 

3/32 In. thick. hole 3/16 in.  Eah. »Any, 
Ne. 021.  Brass Hexagon Net.  S-32 thread, 

3/64 In. thick, diameter  in.  Dozen, $0.12. 
No. 022.  Knurled Fibre Ring.  For Detector 

Cups, etc.  1% in. diameter. % In. thick, bole 
13/16 in  Priee each, $0.06. 
No. 023.  Fibre Washer. 15/16 In. diameter, 

1/16 In. thick, bole 5/16 In.  Each, $0.02. 
No. 024.  Fibre Washer.  13/16 In. diame-

ter, 3/32 In. thick, hole 5/16 In. Each. $0.01. 
No 025.  Fibre Washer.  "Ak In. diameter, 

1/16 In. thick, hole 3/16 In.  Doz., $0.10. 
Ne. 026.  Fibre Washer.  % lc. diameter, 

1/16 In. thick. hole 3/16 In.  Doz., $0.08. 
N. 027.  Thin Fibre Washer.  % in. di-

ameter, 1/64 in. thick, bole 5/32 in. Doz., 
$0.06. 
No. On.  Fibre Wager.  7/16 in. diameter, 

% in. thick, bole 5/32 In.  Price dos., $0.10. 

ALLOW A SUFFICIENT 
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No. 029.  Fibre Piece.  % in. diameter, UI 
In. high. hole % in.  Pelee each, $0.03. 
No. 030.  Black Wood Piece. 5/16 in. high, 

% in diameter, hole passes 8-32 screw.  Each. 

Na. 031.  Fibre Piece.  % in. high, % In. 
diameter, bole passes 5-32 screw.  Each, $0.03. 
No. 032.  Fibre Piece.  % in. high, sk in. 

diameter, hole passes 8-32 screw.  Each. $0.05. 
No. 033.  Wood Piece.  1-1/16 in. high, 

% in. diameter, hole passes 8-32 screw.  Each. 
$0.05. 
No. 034.  Black Ebony Enameled Wood Pil-

lar.  1% In. high, 7/16 in. diameter, held 
passes 8-32 screw.  Price each, $0.05. 
No. 035.  Wood  instrument Bue. Ma-

hogany imitation finish.  3% in. diameter, 1% 
in. thick.  Two holes passing 8-32 screw 1% 
in. apart.  Price each, $C.10. 
No. 036.  Wood Instrument Base.  3% In. 

2% in. % in. thick.  Beveled edges, imitation 
mahogany finish.  Price each, $0.10. 
Ne. 037.  Steel Nickel Bell Gone.  2% in. 

diameter.  Pries each, $0.05. 

AMOUNT FOR POSTAGE  (OVER) 
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(Continued from preceding page) 
No. 038.  Brass Nickel Plated and Polished 

Horn.  1'4 in. diameter, 1% in. high, lower 
hole 96 in.  To be put on telephone caps 'or 
loud-speaking telephones  (ream out cap hole 
and turn horn rim over).  Price each, $0.15. 
No. 039.  Hard Rubber Composition Detector 

Base.  3 in. x 3 In, Y. in. thick.  Made to tit 
No. 044 standard.  Price each, $0.20. 
No. 040.  Steel Nickel Bell Gong.  156 In. 

diameter.  Price each, $0.03. 
No. 041.  Telephone Receiver Case and Cap 

wah Diaphragm.  As used in all our telephone 
receivers.  For phones, transmitters, etc.  Price 
complete, $0.25. 
No. 042.  Gray  Horn  Hard  Fibre  Driving 

Gears.  Teeth accurate:y machined.  1% in. 
diameter.  5)., in.  thick.  Center noie '4 in. 
Price each. $0.15. 
No. 043.  Telephone Spool.  With two 15/16 

In. fihre heads ern! Iron core, tapped at bottom 
for 6-22 thread.  Fits 041 telephone receiver 
shell.  Wind your own receivers.  Each, $0.10. 
No. 044.  Nickel Detector, Standard.  13i in. 

h:gh over all.  Fita our 039 base.  Top hole 
tanned for 8-32 screw.  Two lower holes peas 
8-32 screw.  Price each, $0.20. 
No. 045.  Iron Horse-shoe Magnet.  Nine!el 

1% In. long, rod Y. in. diameter.  Each, $0.10. 
No. 046.  Brass or  Aluminum  Spark  Cell 

Vibrator Bridge.  See No. 047.  2 in. long, Y. 
In . wide, Y. in. high: center hole tapped, two 
side ho'e, pass R-32 screw.  Price each, $0.20. 
No. 047.  Large Brass Knurled Vibrator Serer. 

To It above. w'th spiral check spring.  Large 
% In. diameter platinum contact for 1 in. spark 
coils.  Price each, $0.50. 

Magnetic Compass 
This  fin e 

.ompass which 
should  not  be 
judged  by Its 
low price is an 
.xceedingly ac-
curate  Instru-
ment. 

Each  in-
stru ment  is 
warranted  to 
b e  accurate. 
Its needle will  No. DE11325 
always point NORTH, and it there-
fore  is  invaluable  for  orientation 
purposes.  It is extremely sensitive. 
['he magnetic action of an electric 
street car a block away will deviate 
the  needle.  The  metal  casing  is 
of polished brass. 

Instructions tell how to use this 
Instrument for orientation purposes, 
telling polarity of magnets, tells if 
an electric wire is "alive" or "dead." 
making a voltmeter with this com-
pass, etc., etc. 
Size 1% in  diameter, IA in. thick. 
No. BE1325  Magnetic Composes, as 

described, with direr-  
Clone   

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

Connectors e  These  handy  connector's  are  need  a aced 
eSpecially to connect  Wireless Head Seta to the 
instruments.  W hen through receiving messages. 

and their use will be  131ain to everybody. Used 

pull connector apart and put phones away. There  

deal to make any sort of temporary connection 

are, of course, hundreds of other uses such as 
NO. CE7590  for connecting portable lights, chandeliers, small 

motors  and  any  temporary  connection  which 
must be made and un made quickly.  The connector is very substantially 
made and will last a lifetime.  It will carry from 3 to 5 amperes continu-
ously without heating.  You should have one around at all times just for 
emergency work. 
No. CE7590  Separable  Connector,  complete, each ....... 

Shipping weight 4 oz. 

The 

• .   $0.35 

"Electro" Soldering Outfit 

t-LECTRO'SOLDERING CASKET 

No. DK1144 

Contains  soldering iron,  scraper and 
bar  of  finest  solder,  one  box  soldering 
salts, and full directions; all enclosed in 
handsomely finished box. 
No. DE1144  Soldering  Outfit  $ 0. 40 

Size 129,..x11,4x2   

Dear Sirs: —  Easton, Pa. 
I am now in receipt of the Solderall.  I have tried it and it works 

fine, and ana well pleased with it.  WILSON PAULES. 
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The "Electro" Toy Transformer 
Step Down Transformer for Alternating Current Only 

CAPACITY 50 W ATTS 
This transformer is designed to permit the 

operation of toy motors, railways, lamps, etc., 
and to do so continuously under the severest 
service a device of this kind can undergo.  The 
small boy is very prone to give an article of this 
kind very hard bumps and short circuits and yet 
we know our transformer will stand up and work 
under it all.  It has a very heavy controller 
handle and the only contacts exposed are the 
low voltage binding posts, controller contacts 
and 110 volt connections.  The transformer gives 
8 voltages as follows:  6, 9 or 12 volts, by sim-
ply moving a lever, and motor speeds can be 
controlled in this manner. 

It will furnish 4 amperes at any one of the 
three voltages or a maximum capacity of 48 watts. 

The finish is black enamel and is very attractive.  Transformer Is 
complete with 6 ft. of flexible cord and an attachment plug.  Built for 
operation on 110-125 volt circuits and 60 cycles.  Size 51/4 x3x4 1/4  in. 
No. BEES», "Electro" Toy Transformer. 50 watt capacity, as $5.65  

described   
Shipping weight 8 lbs. 

Nor 3111:6707 

The "Electro" Low Voltage Transformers 
Step Down Transformer for Alternating Current Only 

CAPACITY 32 WATTS 
This is a new type of low voltage alternating 

current transformer which has been evolved by 
us and is no doubt, to-day, the most efficient as 
well as cheapest on the market. This transformer 
can only be used on alternating current up to 
110 volts, 60 cycle.  It reduces the 110 volt cur-
rent tb 2-6 or 8 volts and gives 4 amperes at any 
one of the voltages.  Spring contact connections 
are provided, so that  these voltages can  be 
taken off.  This transformer can be used to 
operate  small  railways,  small  motors, bella, 
spark coils, electro magnets, telegraph instru-
ments, lamps, etc., etc.  It is understood, howJ 
ever, that storage batteries can not be recharged  No CER115 
with this transformer as it naturally only fur-
nishes alternating current.  For the uses enumerated above, however, th,,, 
transformer will do wonders and will replace storage cells and _dry cells 
in a great many instances.  The cost of operation Is almost negligible as 
the transformer uses much less current than a 16 c.p. lamp.  The output. of 
the transformer is 32 watts. 

The apparatus is enclosed in a steel case, and the windings are im-
mersed in an insulating compound.  Each transformer is equipped with 
plug and 8 feet of flexible cord, so that it may be attached to any alter-
nating current lamp socket.  It has no moving parts to get out of ordet 
and, with ordinary care, will last indefinitely.  The size is 41,4x4%x3% in. 

Shipping weight 8 lbs. $3•50 No. cilli55 Transformer, as described, complete   

Gentlemen: — Louisville, Ohio. 
The goods which I purchased from you ARRIVED ALL O. K.  'The 

Sport.. Coll DESERVES PRAISE.  I intend sending you an order in the 
near future.  Win you please send me a catalogue, giving prices on all 
wireless goods.  Respectfully,  SANFORD ESSIG. 
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Inera moisainer mil malr 

W E  .t1tE  IN  A  posiTioN  To  I Dig itE  UN  ALL  KIN DS  OF 
soLENui ps AN D ELEETito-‘1.‘tiNETS. W E .%ItE BUILDI NG CON-
sVANTI,A ELECTIto- W XtiNETs IN s%1A1.1. ,\S W ELL AS LA RGE 

tit:T tit It Cltlt Es E1HsT. 

Carbon Diaphragms, Back Plates, etc. 
The Diaphragms we list are standard and ore 1/64 Inches in thickness. 

Dia meter invariably is 21,44 in.  These ,liaphrag.ms are used in all kinds of 
sensitive transmitter work and are g uaranteed to be of the hest material. 

No. BK6081  Carbon  Diaphrag ms, as  described, each   $0.20 
No. AK6083  Iron Telephone Diaphrag ms, 2,/,‘ in. diameter, as used  

in our low-priced receivers. each   

No. CE6090  Carbon "flack Plate" with 6 cup-shaped indentations 
to take our  globular carbon. has  hole in  center  
for screw to pass, emit   

Shipping weight any :If above 4 or,, 

Bound Volume 
of "The Electrical 
Experimenter" 
Science and  Invention 

This  book  cost  $28,000. 
Over  1,200  authors  con-
tributed. 

Contains a gold mine of 
electrical and scientific in-
formation.  No such value 
has ,ver been offered be-
fore for so low a price. A 
Marvelous  cyclopedia  of 
electricity.  A  reference 
book of authentic informa-
tion  not  found  in  any 
other book in  print. 

Volu me contains  twelve 
nu mbers of the "Electrical 
Experi menter" magazine--
Nlay,  1917, to April. 1918, 
inclusive.  There  are 928 
page..  2,110  co mplete ar-
ticles,  1,908  illustrations, 
369 questions and answers. 
Size,  12"  high;  9"  wide; 
134'" thick. 

Bound Volu me ati  
described  ... 

Shipping weight 8 lb.. 
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HAWKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDES. 
POCKET SIZE. 

$1.00 Each Postpaid. 
Here is a set of books tuat nobody interested in Electricity should do 

Athout. 
Hawkins Electrical Guides are a school within themselves. containing 

a complete study course, with Questions. Answers and Illustrations written 
In plain everyday language so that you eau understand the "How, W HEN 
ANY) W HY" of ELEctRICITY. 

Shey are handsomely bound in flexible black Buckram, with gold edges, 
and will readily go in the pocket. 

Each book is complete in itself and will be supplied at $1 per copy. 
Read over the following titles and note the scope uf each book: 

HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 1. 
Contains 240 pages. 246 illustrations and explains fully by Questions, 

Answers and Illustrations all about Electrical Signs and Symbols; Static 
and Current Electricity; Primary Cells; Conductors and Insulators; Re-
sistance and Conductivity; Effects of Current; Magnetism; Electro-Mag-
fiche Induction; Induction Coils; Dynamo Principles; Different Classes of 
Dynamos; Field Magnets. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 2. 

Contains 218 pages. 256 pictures and explains in very easily understood 
manner what you should know about Armature  Principles;  Armature 
\VinciMg; The Theory of Armatures; Commutators and Commutation; 
Brushes and the Brush Gear; Armature Constrwlion; Motor Principles; 
Armature Reaction in Motors; Starting a Motor; Motor Calculations; Brake 
Horse Power; Selection und Installations of Motora and Dynamos; Per-
formance Curves; Auxiliary Apparatus. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 3. 

Contains 276 pages, 2R0 illustrations and complete instruction on the 
following subjects:  Galvanometers; Standard Cella; Current Measurement; 
Resistance  Measurement;  Christie  Bridge;  Testing  Sets;  Loop  Tests: 
Potentiometer; Armature Voltmeter mol Wattmeter: Multipliers; Electro. 
Dynamometers; Demand Indicators; Watt-Hour Meters; Operation of Dy. 
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namos; Lubrication; Troubles; Coupling of Dynamos; Armature Troubles; 
Care of Commutator and Brushes; Heating; Operating of Motors; Starters; 
Speed Regulator& 
HA WKINS ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 4. 

Contains 308 pages, 423 illustrations and gives very useful information 
on the following important subjects:  Distribution Systems; Boosters; 
Wires and VVire Calculations; Inside, Outside and Underground Wiring; 
Wiring of Buildings; Sign Flashers; Lightning Protection; Storage Bat-
tery; Rectifiers; Storage Battery Systems. 
HA WKINS'•ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 5. 

Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations.  Alternating Current Motors; SYn-
ehronous and Induction Motor Principles; A.C. Commutator Motors; Induc-
tion Motors; Transformers, Losses, Construction, Connections, Tests; Con-
verters. Rotary, Voltage Regulation, Frequency Changing Sets, Parallel Oper-
ation, Cascade Converters; Rectifiers, Mechanical, Electrolytic, Electromag-
netic; Alternating Current Systems. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 6. 

Contains 298 pages, 472 illustrations.  Alternating Current Systems; 
Switching Devices; Circuit Breakers; Relays; Lightning Protection Appa-
ratus; Regulating Devices; Synchronous Condensers; Indicating Devices; 
Meters; Power Factor Indicators; Wave Form Measurement; Switchboards. 
etc. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 7. 

Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations.  Alternating Current Wiring; 
A. C. Wiring Calculations; Table: Properties of Copper Wire  ,• Power Sta-
fions; FIydro-Electric Plants; Isolated Plants; Sub-Station Management; 
Turbines; Selection, Location, Erection, Running, Care and Repair; Station 
Testing; Telephones; Principles and Construction; Various Systems; Wiring 
Diagrams; Telephone Troubles. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 8. 

Contains 332 pages, 436 illustrations.  Telegraph; Simultaneous Teleg-
raphy and Telephony; Wireless Principles, Construction. Diagrams; Electric 
Bells; Electric Lighting; Illumination; Photometry, etc. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 9. 

Contains 576 pages, 849 illustrations and treating thoroughly on the 
following important subjects:  Telephones; Telegraph; Simultaneous Teleg-
raphy and Telephony; Wireless; Electric Bells; Electric Lighting; Pho-
tometry; Electric Railways; Electric Locomotives; Car Lighting; Trolley 
Cur Operation. 
HA WKINS' ELECTRICAL GUIDE NO. 10, 

Contains 704 pages, 730 illustrations, is the last number of the serie6 
and completes this very remarkable series. including the 125 pages nf 
ready reference index of the 10 numbers.  The subjects that are covered 
are:  Miscellaneous Applications; Motion Pictures: Gas Engine Ignition; 
Automobile Self-Starters and Lighting Systems; Electric Vehicles; Eleva-
tors; Cranes; Pumps; Air Compressors; Electric Heating; Electric Welding: 
Soldering and Brazing; Industrial Electrolysis; Electro-Plating; Electro-
Therapeutics, X Rays, etc. 

This number contains A COMPLETE READY REFERENCE INDEX 
OF THE COMPLETE LIBRARY, 

a Book 
Price $1.00  Prepaid 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS 







ORDER BLANK  1" 
To the ELECTRO IMPORTING CO. 

233 Fulton Street 

New York City 
Please mad tho following to: 

NAME   BOX    

POSTOFF1Ce 

FREE 

STREET ADDRESS 

One Lesson of our hunch » WIRE. 
LESS COURSE is gives for Each 
Dollar's worth of goods you buy. 
Make your ordar for at boast $1.00 
so you can obtain this wonderful 
premiums. 

(Bee information in yellow section of this catalogue.) 

It F. D   

COUNTY   STATE 

Expreu Ogee if Different from Postages. 

Fill This In rerl H 
PARCEL POST 

of loos or damage. 
At customer's risk 

ow do you prefer year goods te eeigel  EXPRESS  I 
Mark X in proper place.  l What  Company?  

INSURED MAIL Dollars  
Guarantees safe delivery.  Add 3e.  New wed are you 

enclosing with this 
fer Insurance order?    

Cents 

1
 If your order Is over $3.00 we will at 
lour request ship it to you C. O. D.. but 

Express C. O. D. shipments may bel 
Inspecte d at  arrival. 

I 
to show your good will, you are required to 
make • deposit of 25 ,/ of the amount.  I 

Postal C. 0. D. shipments are not 
allowed to be examined. 

C. O. D. 

Order Numher of 
Article In Catalogue 
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Desired NAME OF ARTICLE WAN1ED PIIICE TOTAL 
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176 ORDER BLANK 
Order Number of 

article in Catalogue 
Quantity 
Desired NAME OF ARTICLE WANTED PRICE 

Brought forward 

TOTAL 

...... 

Natively no order for less than 

50 Cents accepted. 

  Postage 

 Insurance 

  Total    

• • 

BEFORE ORDERING READ THIS: 
our N O O R DER F O R LESS T H AN 5 0 C ENTS A CCEPTE D ..111116 

SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.  All orders most be accompanied by money to avoid delay to yes.  The but 
way to send money:  Post Office Money Order, Express Money Order, Bank Draft (ON NEW YORK BANKS), Cash by 
Registered Mall.  Money sent in any other way fs AT YOUR RISK.  Cash or Stamps must be sent registered, as we 
ore not responsible for any lose if sent unregistered. 

We accept stamp, (if new) in ANY quantity, but in amounts over $3.00 peu must include 5 per cent, extra, 
which amount we 'mil pay to stamp brokers. 

Mutilated or engummed stamps, likewise Canadian or other foreign stamps, will be promptly RETURNED Ti 
YOU.  Never send Canadian or other foreign bills or coins, or slick or mutilated coins.  It surely delays your 
order, as we INVARIABLY return money of this kind.  Coins should be wrapped carefully, ase they will break 
through the envelope.  STAMPS SHOULD BE PLACED BETWEEN SHEETS OF WAX OR PARAFFINE PAPER. 

We prefer to receive the money In Post Office or Express Money Orders.  This only costs you a few tents: 
besides, YOU GET A RECEIPT.  And if the money order should be lost or destroyed, you get a new one (duplicate) 
et no cost to yoe. 

PERSONAL CHECKS are not accepted, unless you add 10 tents. which amount we must pay to our bast to 
solleet the money.  If the check is not certified by your bank, we DO NOT SHIP the order until we reeelve adult* 
Mema our bank that the cheek has been cashed.  This means delay: consequently, If you desire prompt shipment, 
NAVE YOUR CHECK CERTIFIED.  It costs yet nothing to do so. 

INSURANCE ON PARCELS. 
Fragile articles will be carefully packed and duly labeled by us, but as the Parcel Post does not guarantee their 

✓ife delivery, we cannot be held responsible for breakage or lost shipments.  For your awn protection, order Parcel 
nut mods INSURED.  The fee for this insurance for each package is: 

$0.03 for $10. — Insurance. 
$0.05 for $2.5. — insurance. 

$0.10 for $50. — Insarance. 
••• 

Always ail » sufficient money to cover postage.  Weight of ¡names can be easily toured from the weights 
glum in the Catalogue descriptions.  Knowing the weight and the parcel post zone  in tibial your  Poston«  Il 
Mod * Domains from New York, yoe eon easily lioure the mount of postage required from  'Mel Mt ebb 
Ishii boom fh the front uction of this catalogue. 
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THREE WONDERFUL BOOKS' 
How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus 

Contains Information on how to make 30 different pieces of wiroleen 
sending  apparatus  from  materials easily  obtained.  Illustrations  and 
descriptions are big, simple, and easily understood. 

Only modern apparatus Is described by 20 wireless 
experts who give you the benefit of their experience. 

Tells How-to-Make an Experimental Arc Set, Speak-
ing Arc, Quenched Gap, Transformer, Oscilla-
tion Transformer, Photophone. etc., etc. 

Book has 100 pages, (size 7x5 in.) 89 illustrationi, 
paper cover printed in two colors. 

No. 13E140  How to Make Wireless Sending 
Apparatus. Erice prepaid   $0.25 

EVA, TO MAE( E 
WIRE LE SS 

SENDING APPARATUS 

20 II « . 

No. BE 140 

How to Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus 
Written entirely for the Wireless "Bug" who makes his own appa-

ratus.  The 20 radio constructors who wrote the book know how artIcleu 

should bè made from simple materials. 

Only modern apparatus is described such as Re-

ceiving Set without aerial or ground, magnetic detector, 

wireless relay,  wireless  lecture  set, etc.,  etc.  Book 

has 100 pages, each 517 inches, DO illustrations. man3, 

full pages, paper bound in two colon.  A wonderful 

book apd one you need. 

I MOW To r•Ki. 
gicre. ZU,11.05 

ge ND 

No. BF.141, 

No. BE141  Mow to Make Wireless Receiving 

Apparatus.  Price prepaid   $0.25 

Experimental Electricity Course 
A masterpiece.  Just the book you need to 

tell you all about electricity and electrical facts 
In plain everyday language that you can under-
stand.  Explains every electrical device from a 
push button and bell to the biggest generator 
made.  Worth its weight in gold for the man 
who doesn't know enough about electricity, and 
to the experimenter it is still  more valuable 
because of its many facts, tables, etc., etc. 

Book has a stiff cloth cover, is 5s-9 Inches 
in size, and contains 160 pages, 400 illa-ttrations 
and Is so shaped that it just slips In your pocket 
to read while you ride.  SPP back cover of this 
catalog for a wonderful offer. 

A real bargain at the price. 

No. AXIO3  Experimental  Electricity 
Course, sent prepaid   $1.00 

I 

' • : 

No. AX 103 



Keeps You Un-to-Date on Electricity, 
Science ,Wireless. ELECTRICAL 

EXPERIMENTER 
SCIE NCE A N D INVE NTI ON 

T HE ELECTRICAL usrrattir7errs 
SCIENCE AN D IN% ENTION 

Devoted solely ti) the interests of the 
electrical experimenter, prints nothing bu 
articles on Wireless and Electricity.  It 
clean, up-to-date and original. The maga 
sine you mutet have. 

Contains new articles on Wireless an. 
Electricity every issue, also the followine 
departments:  "The  Constructor,"  "Wire 
less  Department."  "How  to  Make  It, 
"Latest  Patents"  "Phoney  Patents,' 
"Among the Amateurs," "Question  Box,' 
"l'atent  Advice,"  "Experimental  Chem 
Wry," "Marvels of Physics" and good sil 
entitle action.  Every  article  la  by  al 
authority. 

Every issue contains at least 84 hie 
x 12 inch pages (74 as large as Saturday 

Evening Post) and 150 to 200 original illus 
trations that are only possible on so larg. 
a  page.  The  magazine  is  edited  by 
H. Gernsback, 

PU BLISHED  M ONTHLY- 1$ NU MBERS 
A YEA& 

PRICE $2.00 A YEAR 
Send pnglal for a 9011111,4 ropy 

New York City, Canada and Foreign Countries 50c per year extra 

  àjr-t,ILIALL or r tA(   
As a special offer we will rive yen tree for a limited time only, ZIT HER • complete 
copy of the 100 page 20 lesson  " WI RELESS ('OU RSE" or a cloth bound copy of the 
t"EXPE RI MENTAL ELECT RICITY COU RSE" with a year's subscription (12 num-

VA  of the Electrical Experi menter at $2.00.  Either of these books is worth more 
VA than the subscription price, yet you will get 12 big nu mbers of this wonderful maga-

zine and either big book FREE for only $2.00.  Don't delay.  This big offer can't 
VA hold  good  long:  better send  your order to-day and we will mail  you the book 
VJ FREE and prepaid by return mail. 

•For description of Wireless Course see page 100.  tFor description of Experimental 
Electricity Course see inside back cover of this catalog. 

FOR SALE ON ALL NE WS-STANDS, 20c PER COPY 
Address all communications, ,•ontributions, etc., to "The Electrical Experimenter." 
Money orders, cheeks (if out-of-town checks add 10 cents for exchange) must be drawr 

to the order of Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc. 

Experimenter PublishMg Co., Inc. 233 W. Fulton Str•et 

New York city 


